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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
IMPACT OF HB-1481 ON INDIANA’S
HIGHWAY REVENUE GENERATION, ASSET
DEGRADATION, MODAL DISTRIBUTION,
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
AND COMPETITIVENESS

Introduction
The State of Indiana seeks to establish and enforce regulations
and policies designed not only to protect the highway infrastructure from undue deterioration, but also to enhance highway
safety and mobility without placing an undue burden on the
trucking industry’s operations and the economy. As required by
the House Enrolled Act (HEA) 1481, INDOT adopted Emergency
Rules regarding these items, which became effective January 1,
2014. In response to the HEA requirements, INDOT commissioned a study to evaluate the impacts of overweight divisible load
permits on revenues, asset consumption, alternative transportation modes, Indiana’s economic development, and economic
competitiveness relative to other Midwestern states. HEA-1481
requires INDOT to use the results of this impact study to inform
the setting of the final rules.
For each of these tasks, the study carried out a review of the
existing literature to document the experiences of any other
agencies that have passed similar laws, drew upon theoretical
relationships that help measure the impact type in question,
developed qualitative and quantitative methodologies for the
impact assessment or used existing frameworks collected data for
application to the methodology, and interpreted the findings.
Three different fee structures were considered: pre-HEA-1481
fee structures that were in place prior to HEA-1481; Interim
Policy fee structures that were in place between June 1, 2013 and
December 31, 2013; and the Emergency Rules that took effect
January 1, 2014 and superseded the preceding fee structures. The
study quantified the impacts of HEA-1481’s Emergency Rules
fee structure compared to the fee structure in place prior to HEA1481. For the Interim Policy, however, the study estimated the
impacts of that fee structure on revenue generation, pavement
consumption, and bridge consumption, but not for modal
distribution, economic development, and competitiveness because
the Interim Policy was superseded by the Emergency Rules.

Findings
The results of the analysis indicate that, overall, the overweight
commodity divisible permit structure arising from HEA-1481 is
not expected to dramatically change the consumption of pavement
and bridge assets, but it will lead to a slight increase in the revenue
collected per permit and a slight decrease in the gap between
overall consumption and overall revenue. However, the gap
between revenue and consumption remains significant: for the preHEA-1481 and the Emergency Rule periods, the consumptionrevenue gaps were estimated as $33 million and $30 million,
respectively.
From an operations standpoint of mobility and safety, it was
estimated that HEA-1481 will have an ambiguous impact due to
the twin but opposing effects of traffic impairment and trips
reduction associated with overweight vehicles; the net effect
depends on the prevailing characteristics of the traffic stream and
extent of overweight loading.

Also, using FHWA’s Intermodal Transportation and Inventory
Cost (ITIC) analysis tool, it was found that HEA-1481 will lead to
little or no shift in the modal share across truck and rail, but it will
also likely cause a significant shift in the specific configurations of
the vehicles used in trucking operations. HEA-1481 is not
expected to lead to a change in the ton-miles of commodity
shipments, but is expected to lead to a modest increase in
economic development, at least in the long term, by reducing the
cost of transporting commodities on highways, which is an
essential expenditure item of several major businesses in Indiana.
The study also found that HEA-1481 will result in significant
changes in the economic competitiveness of trucking operations in
Indiana compared to the pre-HEA-1481 era and relative to other
Midwestern states. Due to the nature of annual and multi-trip
permits, for carriers who transport either metal or agricultural
commodities for only a single trip or a few trips occasionally
throughout the year, the analysis found that Indiana’s new fee
structure results in lower permit fees compared to its neighboring
states. However, where a large number of overweight divisible
load trips are made within the year, the result of the comparative
analysis is dichotomous: (a) vehicles that are loaded and
configured to yield more than 2.4 ESALs will incur high permit
costs if they operate in Indiana compared to states that have
blanket annual fees, and (b) vehicles with multi-trip permits in
Indiana and are loaded and configured to yield less than 2.4
ESALs irrespective of the gross vehicle weight will incur far lower
permit costs compared to neighboring states due to the ESAL
credits offered by Indiana’s new permitting structure. Also, the
report discusses other aspects besides the permit cost of Indiana’s
overweight permit fee structure and permitting system that further
enhance the state’s competitiveness relative to other Midwestern
states.
Overall, this study shows that HEA-1481 helps protect
Indiana’s highway pavement and bridge infrastructure by providing incentives for less-damaging loading behavior, reduce the gap
between permitting revenue and overweight consumption of
infrastructure, foster a modest increase in economic output
associated with agricultural and metal commodities, increase the
economic competiveness of trucking operations relative to other
states, and generally contribute to a more industry-friendly
environment for economic development in Indiana.

Implementation
INDOT is required to deliver the HEA-1481 study by
December 31, 2014. This will precede the adoption of final rules
for the issuance, fee structure, and enforcement of permits for
overweight divisible loads; the fee structure of permits for loads on
extra heavy duty highways; and the fee structure of permits for
overweight loads. INDOT adopted the Emergency Rules regarding these items, as required by HEA-1481, on December 26, 2013,
effective January 1, 2014. HEA-1481 requires INDOT to
implement the results of this impact study to inform the setting
of the final rules.
A core group of persons at INDOT and INDOR, under the
advisement of FHWA, can further define and select implementation strategies to identify and remove any obstacles to implementation. The principal mission of this implementing panel will be to
work with the legislature to develop the final rules based on the
results of this impact study. The panel could also make
recommendations related to important issues not directly
addressed by this study, such as accelerating the process for
permit approvals.
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Due to the high volume of freight that is transported on
Indiana’s highway network and the critical role played by
the state in national transportation delivery by virtue of its
strategic geographic location, Indiana appropriately has
the nickname of ‘‘Crossroads of America.’’ The Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) estimated that, in
2011, trucks carried over $0.5 trillion worth of freight
within, from, and to the state of Indiana (FHWA, 2012);
also, it is projected that in year 2040, freight shipments by
trucks via the arteries of the state will exceed $1 trillion
(FHWA, 2012). By supplying the blood that nourishes the
state through the veins of the highway network, the
trucking industry provides enormous socioeconomic
benefits. Unfortunately, these benefits appear to be
accompanied by costs that include the consumption of
highway pavement and bridge assets and the degradation
of highway operational performance; the costs to repair
and replace this infrastructure are shouldered by the
taxpayers. For these reasons, the State of Indiana has a
vested interest in establishing and enforcing regulations
and policies designed to protect the highway infrastructure from undue deterioration and to enhance highway
safety and mobility without placing an undue burden on
the trucking industry’s operations and without jeopardizing economic development and productivity.
Thus, on one hand, the State of Indiana seeks to ensure
that the recovery of highway asset repair/replacement
expenditures from its users is adequate to cover userinduced consumption in an equitable manner; on the
other hand, the state seeks reasonable overweight
permitting policies that do not impair the favorable
economic climate associated with trucking operations in
Indiana. This balancing act between expenditure recovery
adequacy and the state’s economic competitiveness is not
only challenging but is also dynamic in nature.
Specifically, for example, new technologies in pavement
and bridge design, construction, and maintenance lead to
new levels of repair costs and asset longevities. As such,
new or updated information regarding the unit costs of
infrastructure consumption in various states and at the
national level is constantly emerging. Due to these
constantly changing trends, highway agencies have a
fiduciary responsibility to carry out periodic reviews of
their highway trucking policies and fee structures, and
many agencies exercise this obligation or at least seek to
do so. As Indiana mulls the revision of its overweight
permitting fee structures, the state’s highway agency
(INDOT) seeks to provide information that will throw
more light on the possible consequences and impacts of
specified changes to the permitting structures. Specifically,
in its quest to establish an appropriate fee structure for
continued operations of oversize and overweight vehicles,
INDOT seeks to evaluate the various impacts on overweight permitting revenues, highway asset consumption
and operational performance, and economic development
and competitiveness.

1.1.1 Evolution of the Policy on National Truck Size and
Weight Limits
Prior to the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, truck
weights and sizes were regulated by the individual states.
Federal truck size and weight limits were established in
the Act to protect investments in the new Interstate and
Defense Highway System as follows:

N
N
N
N

Maximum width limit of 96 in.
Single-axle weight limit of 18,000 lbs.
Tandem-axle weight limit of 32,000 lbs.
Gross vehicle weight (GVW) limit of 73,280 lbs.

The 1956 regulations applied to travel on the Interstate
system only. Furthermore, trucks exceeding the federal
limits could continue operation on the Interstate system if
legally allowed to do so by individual state regulations
prior to July 1, 1956. This exception was the first
‘‘grandfather clause.’’
Subsequent to research studies in the 1950s and 1960s,
the federal truck size and weight limits were increased in
the Federal-Aid Highway Amendments of 1974 as
follows:

N
N
N

Single-axle weight limit increased to 20,000 lbs.
Tandem-axle weight limit increased to 34,000 lbs.
GVW limit increased to 80,000 lbs.

The 1974 Amendments also legally established the
use of Bridge Formula B, a look-up table of allowable
weights based on the number of axles and length of the
vehicle proposed in 1964 by the American Association
of Highway Officials (AASHO), which was renamed
the American Association of Highway Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) in 1973. The 1974 Amendments
also included a grandfather clause. The limits established in 1974 were essentially the same as those in use
at the current time with the exception of an increase in
the maximum vehicle width to 102 in., which occurred
in 1982.
The 1974 Amendments and subsequent 1976 FederalAid Highway Act did not prohibit states from establishing lower limits on Interstate highways within their
borders. As a result, six states (all in the Mississippi
Valley) refused to allow trucks to operate over
80,000 lbs., inadvertently creating an institutional barrier to efficient cross-country trucking operations. The
Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA) of 1982
rectified the situation by establishing a ‘‘National
Network’’ for which the federal limits served as the
minimums. The National Network includes the
Interstate system and other federal-aid highways critical
to the trucking industry. The 1982 STAA increased the
maximum width limit to 102 in., and similar to the
previous legislation, the STAA contained language that
effectively extended the grandfather clause.
The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
Act (ISTEA) of 1991 restricted the size, weight, and
routes used by longer combination vehicles (LCVs) but
did not make other changes to the national truck
size and/or weight limits for non-LCVs. LCVs are
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tractor-trailer combinations with two or more trailers.
The ‘‘LCV freeze’’ also contained grandfather provisions for state regulations applicable to LCVs prior to
June 1, 1991.
More recent surface transportation authorization
legislation—the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st
Century (TEA-21) of 1998; the Safe, Accountable,
Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy
for Users (SAFETEA-LU) of 2005; and the Moving
Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) of
2012—did not change the federal truck size and weight
regulations. The Transportation Research Board (TRB)
and the United States Department of Transportation
(USDOT) conducted comprehensive national truck size
and weight studies (TS&W) in 1990 and 2000 (TRB, 1990;
USDOT, 2000). MAP-21 mandated another Comprehensive Truck Size and Weight Limits Study to examine the
safety risks, infrastructure impacts, and enforcement
issues related to trucks operating in excess of the federal
limits, which was to be completed by November 2014.
1.1.2 Current Practices in Oversize/Overweight Truck
Permitting
The provisions grandfathered from the 1956, 1974,
and 1982 legislation allow individual states to permit
trucking operations in excess of federal limits if lawfully
permitted prior to July 1, 1956. Initially, there was no
formal approval process in place for the application of
grandfather rights; however, an amendment in the 1982
STAA (often referred to as the ‘‘Symms’’ Amendment
for Idaho Senator Steven Symms) allows states to
determine which vehicles could lawfully operate before
July 1, 1956. This permissive amendment has been used
by many states to claim grandfather rights in order to
permit the operations of larger and heavier trucks.
Similarly, the grandfather rights included in ISTEA
applied to state LCV regulations in effect prior to June
1, 1991 as determined by the individual states.
Indiana (similar to other states) permits the following
vehicle operations in excess of the federal limits:

N

N

Oversize: vehicles which exceed 13 ft. 6 in. in height, 8 ft.
6 in. in width (102 in.), or 40 ft. in length for a single
vehicle, 60 ft. in length for a two-vehicle combination, or
53 ft. in length for the load if the combination vehicle is
connected by a fifth-wheel hookup (state size limits).
Overweight, non-divisible: vehicles which exceed 80,000 lbs.
GVW and which, if separated into smaller loads or vehicles,
would do the following:
- compromise the intended use of the vehicle,
- destroy the value of the load or vehicle, or
- require more than 8 hours work to dismantle using
appropriate equipment.

N

Overweight, divisible: vehicles which exceed 80,000 lbs.
GVW and carry loads that do not meet the definition of
an overweight, non-divisible load specified above.

The more permissive interpretation of grandfather
provisions outlined in the Symms Amendment of the
2

1982 STAA was necessary for divisible load permits
above the weights in effect in 1956. By 1995, 37 states
had exercised grandfather rights to issue permits for
divisible loads (USDOT, 2000).
Most grandfather clause claims are made to allow
exceptions to the federal weight limits. Extra-legal or
overweight trucking operations translate into increased
productivity and profits for trucking companies and
ultimately benefit the consumers and end-users of the
commodities through lower prices; even modest GVW
increases represent larger increases in the amount of
goods moved. For example, the typical weight of an
unloaded five-axle combination truck is 29,000 lbs. (TRB,
1990); therefore, the payload for a legally loaded GVW of
80,000 lbs. is 51,000 lbs. A 5% increase in the GVW
(4,000 lbs.) translates into a 7.8% increase in the payload
because there is no increase in the tare weight of the
vehicle, rather only an increase in the payload. Similarly,
increasing the GVW by 8,000 lbs. (10%) increases the
payload by approximately 15%. The increased profit from
the additional delivered goods per trip typically far
exceeds the additional truck operating costs including
fuel taxes and the cost of permits.
The pricing structure of overweight load permits is
an important issue for Indiana because it could
potentially influence the location decisions of certain
industries that rely on heavy trucking. Oversize load
permits, in contrast, do not have such a dramatic effect
on economic development because they are usually
requested to transport objects (e.g., mobile homes, farm
equipment, and specialty parts) that exceed the width of
a standard highway lane, are taller than the clearance
under bridges, or pose problems at curve sections due
to their length. The fees associated with an oversize
load will have a lower effect on the location decision for
industries that manufacture these goods because the
objects are needed at specific locations and often
cannot be divided to meet the size limitations; thus,
the fee itself will have minimal impact in the way the
oversize goods are moved.
1.2 Motivation for the Present Study
Indiana House Enrolled Act 1481 (HEA-1481)
requires that INDOT delivers the HEA-1481 study
by December 31, 2014. This will precede the adoption
of final rules for the (i) issuance, fee structure, and
enforcement of permits for overweight divisible loads,
(ii) fee structure of permits for loads on extra heavyduty highways, and (iii) fee structure of permits for
overweight loads. The HEA-1481 mandated study
must quantify the impacts of overweight divisible
loads on (i) revenue, (ii) asset degradation, (iii)
alternate modes of transportation, (iv) Indiana’s
economic development and job growth, and (v)
Indiana’s economic competitiveness relative to other
Midwestern states. INDOT is required to use the
results of this impact study to inform the setting of
final rules. The present report documents the impact
analysis study completed by researchers at Purdue
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University and is provided as a resource for INDOT
in adopting final permitting rules.
Prior to HEA-1481, there were two options for
overweight loads. For overweight non-divisible loads,
the pre-HEA-1481 fee was a combination of a flat fee
and a weight-distance fee ($20.00 per trip plus $0.35 per
mile for non-divisible loads from 80,001 to 108,000 lbs.;
$0.60 per mile for 108,001 to 120,000 lbs.; and $1.00 per
mile for loads over 120,000 lbs.). Prior to HEA-1481,
overweight divisible loads were permitted to travel only
on the extra heavy-duty highway network (XHDH) in
northern Indiana. An overweight divisible load permit
(also called a ‘‘Special Weight’’ permit or a ‘‘Michigan
Train’’ permit) was valid for an unlimited number of
trips on the XHDH in a 24-hour period at a cost of
$42.50. Companies could also choose to pay a $25.00
annual registration fee and be billed quarterly for
multiple Special Weight permits.
HEA-1481 defined a new interim fee structure that
took effect June 1, 2013, which is referred to in this report
as the ‘‘Interim Policy.’’ In addition to the existing
overweight, non-divisible load permits and the Special
Weight permits, HEA-1481 established a new Overweight
Commodity (OW Commodity) permit. OW Commodity
permits can be used for agricultural commodities up
to 97,000 lbs. GVW and metal commodities up to
120,000 lbs. GVW. During the Interim Policy period,
these commodity-specific permits cost $0.05 per equivalent single axle load (ESAL) mile. Single-axle and tandemaxle weight limits were also defined for this permit type.
HEA-1481 also outlined the procedures for calculating
ESAL-miles on the basis of the axle configuration, GVW,
and miles traveled. Finally, HEA-1481, in the Interim
Policy period, capped the maximum annual amount for
an overweight divisible load commodity permit at $470.

As required in HEA-1481, INDOT adopted Emergency
Rules (ER) on December 26, 2013 which took effect on
January 1, 2014 and superseded the Interim Policy fee
structures. The ER re-defined the procedures used to
calculate ESAL-miles from axle configuration, GVW, and
miles traveled in two ways. First, the ER explicitly defined
the standard weight divisors for different axle configurations: single axles, 18,000 lbs.; tandem axles, 33,200 lbs.;
tridem axles, 46,000 lbs.; quad-axles, 57,000 lbs.; and
quintuple axles, 65,000 lbs. Second, the ESAL credit,
which is not charged in the final permit fee, was defined as
2.4 ESALs; the ER removed the annual cap for single trip
permits and introduced new multi-trip annual permits. As
of February 1, 2014, those overweight vehicles at or under
2.40 ESALs that satisfy the other OW Commodity GVW
requirements may receive annual multi-trip permits for use
at a designated route, for $20.00. With the exception of
these annual permits only, the commodity-specific permit
fee is $20.00 plus $0.07 per ESAL-mile.
Table 1.1 presents the fees for various types of
permits for overweight loads during the pre-HEA-1481,
Interim Policy, and Emergency Rules periods.
A 2.4 ESAL credit corresponds to a typical 80,000lb., five-axle vehicle consisting of a 12,000-lb. steering
axle, a 34,000-lb. tandem drive axle, and a 34,000-lb.
rear axle. Alternative configurations for 80,000-lb.
vehicles are possible using different axle spreads and/
or having more or fewer axles; however, this configuration is widely used and provided a basis for previous
research (Bilal, Irfan, Ahmed, Labi, & Sinha, 2010).
Overweight vehicle permit fees are intended to recover
only the additional consumption beyond that of an
80,000-lb. vehicle, which does not require a permit. The
2.4 ESAL credit balances the consumption equivalent
of non-overweight vehicles, which is addressed through

TABLE 1.1
Permit fee structures: Pre-HEA-1481, Interim Policy, and Emergency Rules

Type of Permit

Pre-HEA-1481 (Prior to June 1, 2013)

Interim Policy (June 1, 2013 to
December 31, 2013)

Emergency Rules (January 1,
2014 to Present)

Overweight, non-divisible load

$20.00 per trip +
- $0.35/mile (80-kip to 108-kip)
- $0.60/mile (108-kip to 150-kip)
- $1.00/mile (over 150-kip)
Good for one trip up to 15 days

Same as pre-HEA-1481

Same as pre-HEA-1481

Special Weight Permits (also
referred to as Michigan Train
Permits)

Only within legal size limits; Only on roads Same as pre-HEA-1481
designated as extra heavy-duty highways
$42.50 for unlimited ‘‘trips’’ in 24 hours and a
$25.00 annual company registration fee
Allowed GVW up to 90-kip or 134-kip
depending on facility

Same as pre-HEA-1481

Overweight divisible loads,
Not available
applicable only to metal
(max 120,000 lbs.) and
agricultural
(max 97,000 lbs.) commodities
(OW Commodity Permits)

$0.05 per ESAL-mile
Capped at $470 annually
3.00 ESAL credit
Good for one trip up to
7 days
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$20.00 per trip +$0.07 per
ESAL-mile
2.40 ESAL-credit
Good for one trip up to 7 days
Annual multi-trip permits
available for vehicles at or
under 2.40 ESALs

3

registration fees, licensing fees, fuel taxes, and other
sources. Likewise, vehicles configured to be less than
2.4 ESALs are offered multi-trip permits because they
do not cause additional consumption beyond that of
80,000-lb. non-overweight vehicles.
Permit types for other operations, including oversize
(but not overweight) loads, transporting mobile homes,
superloads, and access to and from the Indiana Toll
Road (ITR), are also available from the Indiana
Department of Revenue (INDOR). It is expected that
the fees for these permits and their utilization will not
be impacted significantly by changes in the fee
structures for overweight loads. Although the fee
structures established in both the Interim Policy and
the ER were designed specifically for overweight,
divisible loads for metal or agricultural commodities
only, they may attract shippers of other non-divisible
commodities or products. The three types of permits
(and corresponding loads) presented in Table 1.1 were
considered in the impact analysis.
1.3 Study Objectives and Scope
The objectives of this study are to document the
impacts of HEA-1481, that is, the permitting of
overweight divisible loads on (i) revenue generation,
(ii) asset consumption, (iii) alternative modes of
transportation, (iv) Indiana’s economic development,
and (v) Indiana’s economic competitiveness relative to
other Midwestern states.
An interim report for this study, submitted in
December 2013, quantified the impacts of HEA-1481
in relation to the Interim Policy, in terms of the annual
permit fee revenues, fuel tax revenues, pavement
consumption, and bridge consumption. Subsequent to
the completion of that report, the ER was enacted and
took effect January 1, 2014. Although the initial scope
of work referred to the impacts of HEA-1481, this

study was expanded to include the impacts of the ER
because it superseded the Interim Policy. Specifically,
the permit fee revenues were estimated for both the
Interim Policy and ER fee structures. Certain impact
types are manifest only in the long term, specifically, the
modal shift and economic impacts. In other words, it
would be inappropriate to analyze and report the
impacts of the Interim Policy whose period has expired.
Table 1.2 outlines the fee structures which were
considered in the before-and-after impact analysis for
each research task.
1.4 Report Organization
The contents of this report have been organized
largely to reflect INDOT’s conflicting objectives of
protecting highway infrastructure from undue deterioration and enhancing highway safety and mobility
on one hand, and encouraging economic development
associated with the trucking industry’s operations on
the other hand. Part I of this report outlines the state of
the practice in overweight vehicle permitting, the
motivation for this research, the research objectives,
and the scope of work. Part II pertains to INDOT’s
responsibility to protect the taxpayer-funded infrastructure and to provide a safe, efficient transportation
network and therefore addresses the impacts of HEA1481 in terms of the permit revenue, asset consumption,
and safety and mobility. Part III pertains to INDOT’s
other responsibility to protect the economic interests of
the state and therefore addresses the impacts of HEA1481 in terms of modal distribution, economic development, and economic competitiveness. Part IV summarizes the analysis and discusses the results of each
section. Part IV also provides guidance to assist
INDOT decision-makers as they consider the establishment of the final rules.

TABLE 1.2
Scope of work

Research Task
Permit revenue
Fuel tax revenue
Pavement consumption
Bridge consumption
Gap analysis between permit
revenues and consumption costs
Safety and Mobility
Distribution of freight travel across
modes
Economic development impacts
Economic Competitiveness

Pre-HEA-1481 (prior to June 1,
2013)

Interim Policy (June 1, 2013 to
December 31, 2013)

Emergency Rules (January 1, 2014 to
Present)

3
3
3
3
Not applicable*

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3

—
—

3
3

Not applicable**
3

—
—

3
3

3 Indicates research item was quantified for the given fee structure.
— Indicates research item was not quantified.
*Gap analysis is the difference between a given period and the pre-HEA-1481 period (thus not applicable for pre-HEA-1481).
**For economic development impacts, only the change in economic activity due to the introduction of the ER fee structure was quantified.
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2. INTRODUCTION TO PART II
Given the widespread use of permitting to allow
vehicles to exceed federal TS&W limits, there is nearly
boundless interest, at both the national and state levels,
in the impact of overweight vehicles. However, there
seems to be rather limited consensus on the issue. In
addition to the federal TS&W studies completed in
1990 and 2000, individual states have grappled with
balancing the often conflicting interests of preserving
the physical transportation network and maintaining
their state’s competitiveness for business (USDOT,
2000). This part of the report (Part II) quantifies the
impacts of HEA-1481 with regard to revenue generation, asset degradation, and operational impacts.
As stewards of the state’s publicly-funded transportation infrastructure, INDOT has a fiduciary responsibility not only to preserve the physical integrity of the
assets but also to provide a safe and conducive
environment for their use. The highway infrastructure
system is funded primarily through fuel tax revenues,
license and registration fees for all vehicles, and permit
fees that apply to overweight and oversize vehicles.
Vehicles traveling on the system use these assets in a
manner similar to the way goods and service are
‘‘consumed’’ in classical economics: as vehicles use the
pavements and bridges in increasing frequency and/or
loading, these assets deteriorate and must be repaired or
replaced. Also, the usage by overweight vehicles impacts
(or consumes) the highway system safety and mobility
differently compared to usage by passenger cars or
trucks that are within federal weight and size limits. In
this regard, INDOT is keenly interested in acquiring
knowledge of the extent of the gap between the OW
permit revenues collected and the asset consumption by
to OW vehicles. This monetary gap represents that part
of consumption that is not covered by permit revenues
and extra fuel tax revenues associated with overweight
travel. In the interest of protecting the taxpayer-funded
infrastructure, INDOT has a responsibility to reduce
this gap as much as possible. This part of the report
(Part II) addresses this issue and provides information
on the magnitude of the gap.
2.1 Short-Term vs. Long-Term Impacts
As is the case for any transportation stimulus,
changes in overweight permit fee structures can have
both short-term and long-term impacts. In this case,
there will be impacts in terms of the amount of revenue
generated, infrastructure consumption, operational performance, economic development, and economic competitiveness, among others. In the short term, trucking
companies will take advantage of the changes in the fee
structure that are beneficial to them given the characteristics of their existing fleet. In the long term, these
carriers may begin to invest in different equipment that
will increase profits given any ‘‘favorable’’ fee structure.
As outlined in Part I, there are three fee structures
addressed in this study: (i) the pre-HEA-1481 fee

structure, (ii) the Interim Policy defined in HEA-1481,
and (iii) the ER enacted January 1, 2014. The shortterm revenue generation and asset consumption
impacts of the Interim Policy fee structure were
estimated in the Interim Report. The present report
includes these estimates as well as revenue generation
and asset consumption estimates under the ER. Due to
the tentativeness of the Interim Policy fee structure, it is
of no practical use to estimate the long-term impacts of
that fee structure. Thus, this study estimated the
changes expected to occur over the long term (such as
the modal shift and economic development impacts) for
the ER fee structure only and not for the Interim
Policy; this is covered in Part III of this report.
The short-term and long-term dichotomy is also a
reflection of the availability of data for the analysis. Shortterm data were observed via the actual permits purchased
before and after the introduction of the OW Commodity
permits. Long-term impact data cannot be directly
observed in the time frame of the present study, and
stated-choice surveys therefore were administered to
collect the stakeholder preferences necessary to estimate
these impacts. The survey and resulting analysis are
detailed in Part III of this report.
2.2 Organization of Part II
In Part II, we first discuss data collection where we
present details of the permit data that were available
from INDOR and how such data were collated for the
analysis. Then each impact area of HEA-1481 (revenue
generation, pavement consumption, bridge consumption, and operational impacts) is addressed in a
separate chapter. Each chapter begins with a review
of past research on the topic followed by the analysis
conducted in the present study. Part II concludes with a
gap analysis that quantifies the uncompensated consumption of the highway infrastructure due to overweight vehicle operations.
3. DATA COLLECTION AND COLLATION
INDOR is responsible for administering all OS/OW
vehicle permits in Indiana. Since 2006, both the carriers
and the permitting service providers are required to set
up an OS/OW Transporting Account, whereby permits
are purchased using an online system or the mail/walkin option. Standard forms for setting up an OS/OW
Transporting Account and applying for various types of
permits are available on the INDOR website; however,
most companies use the online option. INDOR maintains a database of individual permit applications.
As noted previously in this report, a variety of permits
are available to carriers. However, the present study
focuses on overweight load permits only. Presently,
carriers of overweight loads have the option of applying
for the following permits: Oversize/Overweight (OS/OW),
Overweight (OW), Overweight (OW) Commodity, and
Special Weight (SW) which is also known as a ‘‘Michigan
Train.’’ Both the OS/OW and OW permits utilize the
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overweight, non-divisible load fee defined in Table 3.1.
For the purposes of this study, OS/OW and OW permits
were rolled into one combined category and referred to as
oversize/overweight (OS/OW). For both OS/OW and OW
Commodity permits, haulers use Form M-233, Oversize/
Overweight Vehicle Permit Application (also referred to
as State Form 1948). Carriers applying for SW permits
can use Form M-233ST (also known as State Form 944)
for single-trip applications and must pay a $25.00 annual
fee to register the company and their vehicles by following
the procedures outlined on Form M-211 (also known as
State Form 47864). The fee structures associated with
each of these permit types are detailed in Table 3.1.
For OS/OW and OW Commodity permits, Form M233 requires the permit seeker to provide detailed
information about the individual axle weights, axle
spacing, tire sizes and number per axle, the mileage
traveled, origin, destination, and detailed route information in addition to general identification information
such as the vehicle’s VIN and license plate number.
Although some fields require data in a specific data
type or allow the user to select from one of multiple
options, many others are open-ended and thus allow
the applicant to choose the data entry convention. In
particular, the route description does not have a
specified format; applicants can choose whether or
not to indicate exit numbers (where appropriate) and
use any delimiter (comma, hyphen, slash mark) to
identify different route numbers that are used. The data
queried from the INDOR database contained a variety
of different conventions in the route description field.
For SW permits, limited information was available.
The fee structure for this permit is based on a 24-hour

usage period. As a result, no data are currently
collected on the extent (miles) traveled by each vehicle.
For the single-trip permit, only general information
such as the VIN, license plate number, and start time of
each permit, are collected. Current information about
SW permits is limited to the number of permits issued
each month.
Between 2001 and 2006, there was a voice response
system in place where carriers could apply for permits
over the telephone. Origin and destination data were
collected for the permits issued during that period using
the voice response system. Mr. Dick Hayworth of
INDOR provided metadata visualization of the origin/
destination data obtained from the voice response
system (Figure 3.1) for the 7,541 permits for which
origin/destination data were available. It should be
noted that during the time period when the voice
response system was in place, only the identified
highways in Northwest Indiana were part of the
XHDH network. The XHDH network in Northeast
Indiana was added at a time when the voice response
system had been discontinued. Therefore, there are no
origin-destination data on the overweight vehicles that
patronized using the Northeast portion of the network.
3.1 Data Collected from INDOR
Individual OS/OW and OW Commodity permit
records were queried from the INDOR database for the
months of April 2013 and August 2013. April 2013 was
the last full month before OW Commodity permits were
available for purchase. Some OW Commodity permits
were purchased at the end of May 2013 for use after June

TABLE 3.1
Permit fee structures: pre-HEA-1481, Interim Policy, and ER periods

Type of Permit

Pre-HEA-1481 (Prior to Jun 1, 2013)

Interim Policy (Jun 1, 2013 to
Dec 31, 2013)

Emergency Rules (Jan 1, 2014 to
Present1)

Overweight, nondivisible load

$20 per trip +
- $0.35/mile (80-kip to 108-kip)
- $0.60/mile (108-kip to 150-kip)
- $1.00/mile (over 150-kip)
Good for one trip up to 15 days

Same as pre-HEA-1481

Same as pre-HEA-1481

Special Weight Permits
(also referred to as
Michigan Train
Permits)

Only on roads designated as extra heavy-duty
Same as pre-HEA-1481
highways; only within legal size limits
$42.50 for unlimited ‘‘trips’’ in 24 hours and a $25
annual company registration fee
Allowed GVW up to 90-kip or 134-kip depending on
facility

Same as pre-HEA-1481

Not available (did not exist at the time)
Overweight divisible
loads, applicable only
to metal (120,000 lbs.)
and agricultural
(97,000 lbs.)
commodities
(OW Commodity)

$0.05 per ESAL-mile
$470 annual cap
3.0 ESAL credit
Good for 1 trip up to
7 days

$20 per trip +$0.07 per ESAL-mile
2.4 ESAL credit
Good for one trip up to 7 days
Annual multi-trip permits available
for vehicles at 2.4 ESAL or less

1

‘‘Present’’ means at the time of reporting (October 31, 2014). The Emergency Rules are expected to be in place until December 31, 2014 or later
when they may be replaced by or predesignated as the Final Rules.
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Figure 3.1

Metadata visualization from INDOR of sample of SW permits from voice activation system, 2001 to 2006.

1, 2013. August 2013 is representative of the Interim
Policy structure when haulers could apply for OS/OW
permits or OW Commodity permits. Additionally, some
shippers were nearing or had already surpassed the
$470.00 annual cap that was in effect at the time. April
and August were selected because those months are
representative of the before and after scenarios regarding
the implementation of HEA-1481 as enacted June 1,
2013.
Two months were chosen from the same year, rather
than from different years in order to limit any biases
arising from the impacts of changing economic conditions on permit demand. Using data from the same
month from different years could have led to erroneous
conclusions if changes in the economic environment
across the two-year period had caused changes in the
types and number of permits ordered that were caused
by the impacts of the change in the fee structure itself.
Additionally, summer months typically have higher
volumes of OS/OW trucks due to the increase in general
construction during the summer period. April and
August often serve as the bookends for the construction
season. Although the transport of construction equipment does not qualify for the new OW Commodity
permits at the current time, this data allowed additional
research into the impact and equity of charging an
ESAL-mile based fee (with or without an annual cap)
for all overweight vehicles.

To obtain full permit details for OS/OW and OW
Commodity permits, the INDOR database was queried
for both the vehicle configurations (axle data) and the
permit-specific data (start day, route, etc.). The two sets
of data are maintained separately because an individual
vehicle with a given configuration could be used
multiple times for different trips. The axle data are
stored once for each vehicle in the vehicle configuration
database; the permit specific data are stored each time a
permit is issued. Table 3.2 presents the data collected for
a single trip in the month of April. The identifying
information was available and used only by the research
team to account for one vehicle making multiple trips; to
protect proprietary information, identifying data were
redacted in this report.
Table 3.3 presents the corresponding data from the
query of the axle data. The P_APP_CODE field from
the permit database corresponds to the APP_CODE
field in the axle database (redacted here to protect the
listed company data).
For the month of April 2013, 5,042 permit records
were queried from the INDOR database. For the
month of August 2013, 5,475 permit records were
queried from the INDOR database. Thus, a total of
10,517 permit records were collected for the present
study. In addition to the detailed permit data, a
summary of the number of permits sold and the
corresponding revenues permits was available for each
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TABLE 3.2
Sample permit data from INDOR query (one trip for one vehicle)
COMPANY
PERMIT
P_APP_CODE
START_DATE
VEHICLE_TYPE
VIN
MAKE
YEAR
LENGTH (in)
WIDTH (in)
HEIGHT (in)
WEIGHT (lb.)
LOAD_DESCRIPTION
ORIGIN
DESTINATION
MILEAGE
ROUTE_DESCRIPTION

XYZ TRANSPORT INC
7689724898
2569982
4/1/2013 0:00
Tractor-Trailer
83921
INTERNATIONAL
2007
816
102
162
108,000
Steel Coils
ROCKPORT IN
KY STATE LINE
383
CS-US231-I64

much lower than that from any other permit type in
2013 (Figure 3.9). This is likely due to the combined
effect of the $470 annual cap in effect during the Interim
Policy period and a lower cost per trip compared to the
more expensive OS/OW permits. In 2014, under the ER,
the OW Commodity permit revenues were generally the
same or slightly more than the SW permit revenues, but
less than the OS/OW permit revenues.
3.2 Data Collected from Other Sources

permit type for each month from January 2010 to
March 2014, as shown in Figures 3.2 through 3.9. It
can be observed that the number of OS/OW and OW
Commodity permits sold exceeded the number of
records available from the INDOR database query
for both April and August. In April 2013, 8,826 OS/
OW permits were sold. In August 2013, 10,286 OS/OW
permits were sold and 3,225 OW Commodity permits
were sold yielding a total of 13,511 permits.
Figures 3.2 through 3.4 indicate that although the
number of permits sold varied by month, the general
trend included an increasing number of permits from
February to September or October with a drop-off in the
number of permits in November and December. This
trend was quite expected given the limits on construction
and agricultural activity in Indiana during the winter
season. The data also indicated that the number of OW
Commodity permits sold increased substantially since the
initial offering in June 2013 (shown in Figure 3.5). The
number of OW Commodity permits hit a high at the end
of 2013 before decreasing slightly in early 2014. This likely
occurred because of the change from the Interim Policy to
the ER. Finally, Figure 3.4 demonstrates that the total
number of permits was greater for most months in 2013 as
well as the first quarter of 2014 than in previous months,
particularly after the OW Commodity permit was offered.
The trends for monthly revenues are similar to those
for the number of permits sold; however; the magnitude
of the revenues from the OW Commodity permits were

In addition to the data on individual permits
obtained from INDOR, additional publicly-available
datasets also were used as data sources for the analysis.
Due to the lack of detailed information on the travel
patterns of SW permit holders, the additional vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) data were calculated from the
segment lengths and the average annual daily traffic
(AADT) downloaded from INDOT’s Interactive
Traffic Count Map website (Average Daily Traffic
and Commercial Vehicles Interactive Map [INDOT,
n.d.]). To complete the bridge consumption estimation,
detailed bridge data were obtained from the National
Bridge Inventory (NBI). Finally, the National Highway
Planning Network (NHPN) v11.09, a publicly-available
geospatial network database, was used to identify
which routes belong to the NHS and Interstate systems
(FHWA, 2013).
3.3 Data Collation for OS/OW and OW Commodity
Permits
The permit revenue impact analysis was carried out
using the GVW and individual axle weight and spacing
data. For the pavement and bridge consumption estimation, additional necessary data were extracted from the
route description field. As described in Section 3.1, the
format of the route description data for each individual
OS/OW or OW Commodity record was left up to the
individual requesting a permit. Due to a lack of uniformity in this field, a simple algorithm could not be applied
to extract bridge and pavement details. Of the 10,517
routes, there were 6,707 unique descriptions from which
the necessary data were extracted.
Figure 3.10 outlines the data reduction workflow for
each unique route. Google Maps supports Keyhole
Markup Language (KML), a geographic annotation that
can be read by various commercially-available geographic
information systems (GIS) software. Google Maps is also

TABLE 3.3
Sample axle data from INDOR query (one vehicle, multiple trips)
APP_CODE

OSS_DESC

WEIGHT (lb.)

AXLE_WEIGHT (lb.)

SPACING_INTEGER (in)

POSITION

2569982
2569982
2569982
2569982
2569982
2569982

Tractor-Trailer
Tractor-Trailer
Tractor-Trailer
Tractor-Trailer
Tractor-Trailer
Tractor-Trailer

108,000
108,000
108,000
108,000
108,000
108,000

12,000
21,000
21,000
18,000
18,000
18,000

200
52
237
122
122
0

0
1
2
3
4
5
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Figure 3.2

Number of OS/OW permits sold each month, January 2010 to March 2014.

available via any internet browser that allows multiple
users access to map creation. In this study, KML files were
created with a different record for each unique route. A
commercially-available GIS software, ArcGIS (from
ESRI), was used to complete steps two through five. In
ArcGIS, the KML to Layer (Conversion) tool was used to
create layer files for each KML. Each row in a given layer
represented a unique route. To complete the pavement and
bridge consumption estimation, two sets of information
were collected for each route:
1.
2.

Breakdown of inventory into Interstate, non-Interstate
NHS, and non-NHS systems
Identification of the individual bridges that were crossed
for each permit record

Figure 3.3

The NHPN shape file contains the data necessary
to determine whether a given segment was on the
Interstate, non-Interstate NHS, or non-NHS system.
Additionally, the NHPN database was easily queried to
identify the route number of different segments without
manually entering data into a constant format. In step
three of the workflow, the Clip (Analysis) tool in
ArcGIS was used to clip the NHPN to each of the
routes in each KML using a tolerance of 0.1 mile. The
tolerance allows for instances in which the NHPN and
the KML were not aligned in precisely the same
coordinates. Then, the Spatial Join (Analysis tool)
was used to join each individual route to the multiple
segments of the clip of the NHPN shape file that were

Number of Special Weight permits sold each month, January 2010 to March 2014.
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Figure 3.4

Total number of permits sold each month, January 2010 to March 2014.

aligned with the route. Step five used the Layer to
KML (Conversion) tool in ArcGIS to convert the data
back into KML format for use in a second geospatial
analysis program. These steps combined the additional
required information that was acquired from the
NHPN with the KML files in a systematic manner.
The research team established a python script to run
steps two through five for a given folder of KML files
for additional future work if and when additional
permit records were queried. The final step of the data
reduction workflow was to run a program developed by
the research team to determine the breakdown of
mileage into component roadway systems and the
bridge crossed on each individual permit route.

Figure 3.5
16

The program for the final step of data reduction was
developed using C# language. Bridge coordinates were
taken from the NBI database. The program used two
iterations.
1.

2.

The bridge coordinates and the coordinates for segments on
each route were used to screen for potential bridges. If the
distance between each bridge’s coordinate in the database
and the coordinates for segments of the route was greater
than 0.575 nautical miles (approximately 0.66 miles), the
bridge was eliminated from additional consideration.
The distance between the bridge and the segment was
calculated. Any bridges within approximately 18 feet
(0.003 nautical miles) were stored in a list that was output
to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The mileage on each

Number of OW Commodity permits sold each month, May 2013 to March 2014.
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Figure 3.6

Permit revenues from OS/OW permits, January 2010 to March 2014.

Figure 3.7

Permit revenues from Special Weight permits, January 2010 to March 2014.
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Figure 3.8

Permit revenues from all permits, January 2010 to March 2014.

Figure 3.9

Permit revenues from OW Commodity permits, May 2013 to March 2014.
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Figure 3.10

Data reduction workflow for OS/OW and OW Commodity permit data reduction.

system was also summed from the multiple segments
included in the joined KML file. This summation was
output in the same spreadsheet as the list of bridges.

In addition to determining the necessary inputs for
pavement and bridge consumption estimation, the
layers from the KML routes were used to map popular
routes for OS/OW and OW Commodity permits.
Appendix II.A presents maps of the OS/OW and OW
Commodity routes taken from the permit data for the
entire state and for large cities in Indiana.
4. REVENUE GENERATION IMPACTS
OF HEA-1481
4.1 Literature Review
Revenues collected from overweight truck permits
are important to public highway transportation agencies (both state and local) because these funds can be
used to help offset the damage caused by overweight
trucks to the highway infrastructure. Unfortunately,
available literature suggests that, in most cases, the
revenues collected fall far short of the cost of repairing
the load-induced deterioration of the infrastructure, in
other words, the amount of infrastructure ‘‘consumed.’’
According to an FHWA highway cost allocation study,

for overweight combination vehicles, the asset consumption cost attributable to this class of vehicles
significantly exceeds the user fees paid by that class
(FHWA, 2000). Such gaps between infrastructure
damage and funding recovery via permits is troubling,
particularly in the current era that is characterized by
aging infrastructure nationwide (many assets have
approached or exceeded their design lives), the inadequacy or uncertainty of transportation funding, and the
ever-expanding supply chain operations in this globalized era. As such, it has become imperative to raise
revenue in a manner that is not only adequate but also
equitable across the highway users. One way to
supplement revenue is to link the overweight permit
fee structure to the infrastructure consumed by overweight vehicles without jeopardizing the truckingrelated economic development in the region in question.
In analyzing the results of a public agency outreach for
the Wisconsin Truck Size Study, researchers from
Cambridge Systematics found that the survey respondents indicated a stated preference for fee structures
that directly link revenues from commercial vehicles to
the costs of repairing the damage that these vehicles
cause to the transportation system (Cambridge
Systematics, Inc., 2009). An abundance of literature
has reiterated that highway agencies need to develop
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permit fee structures that are easy and convenient to
implement without compromising the desired equity
between consumption and usage fees.
4.1.1 Single Trip vs. Blanket Permit Fees
OSW truck permits are typically administered using
one of two broad methods: (i) charging for a single trip
or (ii) charging a blanket fee for unlimited use over an
extended period of time (e.g., 15 days, 90 days, a year,
etc.). Many agencies, including INDOR, utilize a
combination of both methods for different types of
permits. Regardless of the method adopted, states are
interested in determining the total amount of revenue
that can be generated. Ahmed et al. suggested that
Indiana’s OW and OS truck permitting revenue at
future years could be estimated using trend analysis
(Ahmed et al., 2012). Figure 4.1 presents the annual OS
and OW permit revenues in Indiana from 2002 to 2012
(Indiana Department of Revenue, 2012). Assuming that
the fee structure and the number of permit requests
follow the same trend in the future as over the past
decade, the time series data were used to predict the
annual permit revenue generated from overweight
vehicles.
In addition to single-trip and blanket permits,
agencies have the option of specifying the price of a
permit for a specific circumstance. Such costs may be a
fixed amount or based on weight, distance, or a
combination of the two. In a fixed-fee permit system,
trucking companies typically derive greater benefits
when the distance for the permitted route is longer; the
opposite is true for mileage-based fees. Agencies
typically generate more revenue when they adopt a
mileage-based fee structure. Whitford and Moffett
(1995) reported that in the late 1980s and early 1990s,
many highway agencies switched from single-trip
permit systems to annual blanket flat fee permit
systems; and that development resulted in a net loss
in agencies’ revenues. The enhanced convenience and
cost savings from the reduced monitoring efforts
associated with blanket fees were much less than the
revenue lost to the unlimited number of trips each
commercial vehicle operator could make in a given
year. The authors also found that many trucking
companies consolidated their overweight operations to
maximize their investment in permit purchases.

Companies switched from using many vehicles that
would typically require a single-trip overweight permit,
to using a few vehicles with annual overweight permits
that were dedicated to handling nearly all of the
company’s overweight movements. Such practices were
favorable to trucking companies but unfavorable to the
revenue generation efforts of highway agencies. The
issue was exacerbated by the added wear and tear from
overweight vehicles, which led to additional maintenance needs. The survey in the Whitford and Moffett
(1995) study found that highway transportation officials in states with blanket annual permits could not
adequately address additional road and bridge damage
from overweight trucks.
Similarly, Bilal et al. (2010) concluded that the
revenue generated in states with a blanket annual permit
fee was not adequate in the long term. They further
observed that for a hypothetical company with a given
truck fleet, the total permit expenditure incurred was
relatively small if the carrier operated almost exclusively
in states with blanket annual permits. In contrast, total
permit expenditures were relatively high for operations in
states where the annualized cost of overweight operations
is the sum of multiple single-trip permit fees. These
findings strengthened the argument that adoption of an
annual blanket fee will likely reduce trucking costs but
have adverse effects on an agency’s revenue generation.
Also, the findings corroborated previous results from a
1988 evaluation of truck permitting fee structures in
Texas by Middleton, Villarreal, and Blaschke (1988).
Building upon this assertion, Ahmed et al. (2012)
suggested that a combination of single-trip and blanket
annual permit structures could be beneficial for states
that have industries and carriers who make a large
number of OSW trips. For these trucking companies,
seeking single permits is time consuming, laborious, and
potentially disruptive to the efficiency of trucking
operations. The individual states could consider this
situation on a case-by-case basis.
Highway agencies interested in switching from a
single-trip permit structure to annual permitting often
seek to establish fee levels that are ‘‘revenue neutral’’
(i.e., fee structures that do not change the total revenues
generated). Maintaining such revenue neutrality may
require regular monitoring of overweight truck movements (number of trips, weights, and distance traveled)
and updating the annual permit fee as appropriate. This
is considered onerous. Thus, there is strong motivation
to continue using single-trip permit structures, particularly for highway agencies unwilling or unable to
undertake additional monitoring efforts to ensure
revenue neutrality.
4.1.2 Effects of Permit Fee Exemptions

Figure 4.1 Annual revenues from oversize and overweight
truck permits in Indiana, 2002 to 2012.
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Many highway agencies make exemptions or exceptions in which a carrier may operate a specific vehicle
without paying the full amount or in some cases, a
partial amount, of the permit fees. Exemptions may
significantly reduce the amount of revenue generated.
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The amount of total revenue is generally higher when
fewer exceptions are made to OSW regulations. For
example, Prozzi et al. (2012) reported that a Texas
permit fee structure which imposed fees on previouslyexempt vehicles would increase annual revenue by $150
million. Indiana has provisions for exempt vehicles,
such as construction equipment used exclusively for
highway construction, fire-fighting apparatus, and
recovery vehicles, among others, that travel on roads
other than Interstates (Indiana Department of Revenue,
2013).
4.1.3 Relationship between Generated Revenues and
Consumption
Permit fee structures based on the actual cost of highway
repair due to vehicle loading help a highway agency
maintain system infrastructure while ensuring equity to
different user groups. In 1988, Texas Transportation
Institute researchers Middleton et al. found that the revenue
from fees paid by overweight trucks are typically 1/20th of
the actual damage costs they cause on the pavements
alone (Middleton et al., 1988). This does not include the
overweight consumption costs for bridges. As shown in
Figure 4.1, Indiana’s revenue from OSW permits is in the
range of $12–$16 million per year. The scope of the
present study includes the impact of the fee structure
defined in HEA-1481 on revenues generated.
A study in Texas by Prozzi et al. (2012) analyzed the
expected change in revenue due to a proposed change in
the OSW permit fee structure. The researchers prepared
a permit analysis worksheet with user-friendly interfaces to compute the change in the revenue generated
due to changes in the fee structure. The interface
allowed the user to input information regarding each
permit or exempt vehicle type, total VMT, load factor,
pavement and bridge consumption rates, and infrastructure operations and safety impacts fee schedule
rates. In FY 2011, approximately 575,000 OSW permits
were sold in Texas, generating approximately $111
million revenue. The estimated revenue from the
proposed fee structure (which was based on 100%
recovery of pavement and bridge consumption and
degradation of operational and safety performance)
was estimated to be $521.4 million. The proposed fee
structure included a $10 administrative fee and a new
Texas DOT (TxDOT) base fee of $40 for each permit
sold to account for costs that are not recovered by the
existing permit fees.

Carriers pay permit fees as a sort of registration that
allows them to exceed the federal and state TS&W limits.
Carriers who do not operate above the TS&W limits do
not pay such fees. Furthermore, all carriers, regardless of
their vehicle weight, pay fuel taxes based on the amount of
fuel consumed. As the fuel consumption of OW trucks is
generally higher than that of normal weight trucks, there
is additional fuel tax revenue solely associated with
overweight operations. The present study estimated the
amount of additional fuel tax revenues collected by the
state from overweight vehicles. Thus, in this report, these
revenues are termed ‘‘additional’’ because they represent
the difference between the fuel tax collected from an
overweight vehicle and the fuel tax that would have been
collected if that vehicle had operated at normal weight
(80,000 lbs. and under). Registration fees and motor
vehicle excise taxes were not considered in the analysis of
the revenue generation impact of HEA-1481 because these
fees are the same for overweight vehicles even if they
operated at normal weight (80,000 lbs.).
To estimate the additional revenue associated with
overweight operations, it is necessary to estimate fuel
efficiency (and hence, fuel consumption) at each level of
truck weight. Thus, in the sections below, we present
models that estimate fuel efficiency.
Capps, Franzese, Knee, Lascurain, and Otaduy (2008)
developed a model to predict fuel efficiency (FE) as a
function of weight and speed using data spanning vehicle
weights ranging from 20,000 to 80,000 lbs. and vehicle
speeds from 55 to 75 mph (Figure 4.2). The FE of vehicles
traveling an average speed of 65 mph is estimated using
the following equation:




FE ðwÞ~{4:75|10{10 w2 z 8:0|10{6 wz9:6687 ð4:1Þ
Where:
w is the total vehicle weight in lbs. and FE(w) is the
predicted FE (in miles per gallon) associated with
weight W.
The Capps models can be used with reasonable
confidence for vehicle weights that are, at most, 20%
higher than the current maximum weight, or 96,000 lbs.
[80,000 lbs.+16,000 lbs. (20% of 80,000)].
Nylund and Erkkilä (2005) found that the fuel
consumption of trucks with full trailers with a maximum
weight of 60 tons on highways and freeways is 4.43 mpg
and 4.73 mpg, respectively. Table 4.1 presents additional information on the fuel efficiency of different
truck categories, all of which weigh 80,000 lbs. or less.
Limited information is available for the fuel consumption of vehicles that exceed 80,000 lbs. in weight.

4.1.4 Revenues from Fuel Consumption
Most past studies only considered the direct revenues
from permit fees. However, it must be recognized that
OW vehicles also pay other ‘‘fees’’ associated with their
overweight operations, namely, fuel and surcharge
taxes. These fees also add to the overall revenues of
the state highway agency. In any study of overweight
revenue analysis, it is imperative to duly account for all
revenue associated with overweight operations.

4.2 Revenue Data Processing
As discussed earlier in this chapter, overweight
permit fees are used to collect revenue to address the
consumption of highway assets, notably, pavements
and bridges, due to overweight vehicle operations; also,
overweight vehicle operators pay fuel taxes and vehicle
registration and excise fees, similar to vehicles that
operate at normal weight (80,000 lbs. or less); however,
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Figure 4.2

Fuel efficiency vs. vehicle weight for different speeds on flat terrain (Capps et al., 2008).

some of these fees will be higher for overweight vehicles
and some will be the same for both normal and
overweight vehicles. For the reasons stated in Section
4.1, only the additional revenues are considered in this
study. Both the permit revenues and the additional fuel
tax revenues (due to the extra load beyond 80,000 lbs.)
were estimated to provide a full picture of the revenue
side of the consumption-revenue equation and therefore
provide a basis for INDOT’s emergency and final rulemaking efforts regarding the extent to which various fee
structures recover the cost of asset consumption by
overweight vehicles. Both micro- and macro-level analyses
were performed to quantify the impact of the HEA-1481
fee structure on revenue generation. Micro-level analysis
was performed using disaggregate data from April and
August 2013 and macro-level analysis used aggregate data
from January 2010–December 2013.

The revenues from all OS/OW permits based on the
fee structure in effect prior to HEA-1481 were
determined using the GVW and the VMT of each
permitted vehicle. The ESAL-based fee structure
enacted in HEA-1481 currently applies only to agricultural and metal commodities. All other overweight
movements require permits using fee structures in place
prior to HEA-1481. The present study also analyzed the
impact of an ESAL-based fee structure for all overweight vehicles.
In this report, a vehicle’s ‘‘chargeable ESALs’’ are
defined as the difference between the total ESALs of the
vehicle and the ESAL equivalent of an 80,000-lb., fiveaxle vehicle. For this report, 2.4 ESAL credits were
used as specified in HEA-1481 to account for the ‘‘base’’
consumption of an overweight truck that is equivalent
to the consumption of an 80,000-lb., five-axle vehicle.

TABLE 4.1
Fuel efficiencies of different vehicle classes
Source

Gross Weight Range (lbs.)

Fuel Efficiency (mpg)

The National
‘‘Straight’’ Trucks (e.g., Dump, Refuse, Concrete, Furniture, Bus,
Academies (2010)
Tow, Fire Engine)
Combination Trucks (e.g., Tractor-Trailer: Van, Refrigerated, Bulk
Tanker, Flat Bed)

33,001–80,000

2.5–6

33,001–80,000

4–7.5

Natural Resources
Canada (2007)

Tractor
Tractor and one trailer
Tractor and two trailers
Straight truck and one trailer
Straight truck
Other

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

Available
Available
Available
Available
Available
Available

6.92
6.90
6.44
6.41
6.13
5.71

Capps et al. (2008)

Tractor only
Light load
Medium load
Heavy load

Not Available
24,000–44,000
44,000–62,000
62,000–80,000

9.76
8.52
7.52
6.54
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Truck Type
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The chargeable ESAL-miles were calculated using
the 11-step process specified in HEA-1481 and further
refined in the ER, as follows:

N
N
N
N
N

Step 1: For the first or next single axle of the vehicle,
divide the axle weight in lbs., by 18,000.
Step 2: Raise the result of Step 1 to the fourth power.
Step 3: Repeat Step 1 and Step 2 for each additional
single axle on the vehicle.
Step 4: Sum the amounts resulting from Steps 2 and 3 for
all single axles on the vehicle.
Step 5: For the first or next axle group in lbs., divide the
axle weight by the axle group divisor indicated below:
-

N
N
N
N
N
N

Tandem axle, 33,200
Tridem axle, 46,000
Quad axle, 57,000
Quintuple axle, 65,000

records were available from a total of 13,511 permits.
Several vehicles made multiple trips in each month.
Table 4.2 outlines the number of permit records
available each month and the number of unique vehicles
that appeared in the dataset for both the total dataset
and for the OW Commodity-eligible records separately.
4.3 Analysis of Trends of Permit Frequency
Prior to estimating the annual permit revenues under
the pre-HEA-1481, Interim Policy, and ER fee structures, preliminary tests were used to explore trends over
the initial period that HEA-1481 took effect and
changes between the ‘‘before’’ (i.e., April 2013) and
‘‘after’’ (i.e., August 2013) samples.
4.3.1 Average Permit Prices

Step 6: Raise the result of Step 5 to the fourth power.
Step 7: Repeat Step 5 and Step 6 for each additional axle
group on the vehicle.
Step 8: Sum up the resulting amounts from Step 7 of all
axle groups on the vehicle.
Step 9: Sum up the Step 4 and Step 8 amounts.
Step 10: Subtract the ESAL credit of 2.4 from the Step 9
amount to obtain the chargeable ESAL.
Step 11: Multiply the result of Step 10, by the number of
miles in the trip to obtain the chargeable ESAL-miles.

In Appendix II.B of this report, the HEA-1481
process for calculating ESALs is demonstrated for
select vehicles. A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was
developed to automate the process of determining
chargeable ESAL-miles for each permit record. To
apply the formula correctly, the logic outlined in
Appendix II.C was used to determine whether an axle
was a single axle or part of an axle group, and if it was
the latter, which type of axle group and therefore which
divisor should be used in the computation. The axle
group divisors were defined in the ER, no provision was
given for a six-axle group (which is consistent with four
vehicles in the INDOR permit records). For these
vehicles, in the spirit of the law, the ESAL contribution
from the six axles was assumed to be a quintuple axle
group followed by a single axle. This assumption is
expected to have minimal impact on the resulting
estimates because the use of six-axle groups is rare.
Once the chargeable ESAL-miles were calculated for
each OW Commodity permit record, eligibility data
relating to the permit were established using the load
description and the GVW of the permitted vehicle. A
preliminary analysis showed that 313 permit records in
the August 2013 sample data were eligible for the OW
Commodity permit compared to 3,225 permits that
were actually sold. The April 2013 data contained 777
permit records that would have been eligible for the
OW Commodity permit if it were available. For both
sets of sample data, it was observed that most of the
permits that were eligible for OW Commodity permits
pertained to metal commodities.
Of the 8,826 OS/OW permits issued in April 2013,
5,042 records were available. In August 2013, 5,475

The number of permits and revenues each month from
January 2010 to March 2014 (shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3
in the previous chapter) were used to determine the
average price per permit as shown in Figure 4.3. The price
for SW permits remained constant at $42.50. Also, the
average price of OS/OW permits was found to be fairly
constant over the course of a year with only a slight
increase in the last quarter of the year. Under the Interim
Policy fee structure, the average price per OW Commodity
permit was found to have decreased substantially between
the time of its initial offering and the end of 2013, which
was attributed to the $470 annual cap in place during the
Interim Policy period. In the first quarter of 2014, under
the ER fee structure, the average price of OW Commodity
permits steadily remained at approximately $70 per
permit.
The average price per OW Commodity permit
decreased from May 2013 to December 2013. However,
under the Interim Policy fee structure, which included an
annual cap applicable to the calendar year, the average
price would decrease from the first month of each
calendar year, January, until the month when most
carriers reached the cap. Figure 4.4 shows the effective
average price per OW Commodity permit in the presence
of an annual cap of $470.00 as specified in the Interim
Policy. In Figure 4.3, a power function was used to form
the estimation as y5axb where y is the effective average
price or cost per permit and x is the serial number of the
month (i.e., 15 January, 25 February, etc.). However,
for the initial offering, the OW Commodity permits
were not available before May 2013, thus, for the power
estimation in Figure 4.4, month 1 is May, month 2 is
TABLE 4.2
Number of permit records and unique vehicles in the INDOR
query
April 2013 August 2013
Number of permits (all cargo)
Number of unique vehicles (all cargo)
Number of permits (commodity cargo)
Number of unique vehicles (commodity cargo)
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5,042
2,638
777
407

5,475
2,564
313
235
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Figure 4.3

Average price per permit, January 2010 to March 2014.

June, and so forth. In 2013, it took only eight months for
carriers to reach the maximum annual accumulated fee
due to the cap.
Given that the Interim Policy’s $470 annual cap
applied to the calendar year (does not depend on when
a carrier bought the first permit), the effect of the
annual cap is that the effective average cost of a permit
is expected to vary cyclically every 12 months as shown
in Figure 4.5. If the final rules adopt a capped fee
structure similar to the Interim Policy, the average
permit price will be expected to hit a similar peak at the
beginning of each year (as shown in the figure) or may
decrease over time as trucking companies change their
fleets in response to the new law. Alternatively, if the
final rules adopt a fee structure which includes an

Figure 4.4
24

annual maximum contribution from the date of the first
purchase, there might be less cyclical change for all
carriers together (a cyclical change for individual permit
purchasers), but an overall lower average permit price
compared to the case where no cap exists.
4.3.2 Behavioral Changes between April and August 2013
In addition to the direct impacts of HEA-1481 on
vehicles eligible for OW Commodity permits, the
language of the legislation may encourage carriers to
alter their loading behavior in the short term. Shortterm behavior shifts are changes in the way a trucking
company uses its existing fleet; and in this report, these
shifts include the number of permits requested for a

Effective average cost trend for OW Commodity permits under the Interim Policy fee structure.
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Figure 4.5

Projection of the effective average OW Commodity permit price under the Interim Policy fee structure.

single vehicle, the mileage traveled per vehicle, the
number of ESALs per permit, and the chargeable
ESAL-miles traveled per vehicle.
The first behavioral change considered was a shift in
the number of permits requested for a given vehicle.
Figure 4.6 presents a histogram of the number of
permits requested per vehicle in each of the monthly
samples. The histogram does not suggest any strong
visible trend toward change; however, in August, a
larger number of vehicles were used for ten or more
trips compared to April. A statistical t-test was used to
assess the differences quantitatively: the results, presented in Appendix II.D, suggest that the number of
permits per vehicle was significantly higher in August
2013 than in April 2013. In the following graphs, the yaxis indicates the frequency of a number of vehicles.
The second behavioral change considered was a shift
in the average ESALs per permit. Figure 4.7 presents
the total ESALs of each permitted vehicle in each
monthly sample. The histogram does not suggest any
strong visible difference between the April 2013 and
August 2013 samples. The statistical t-test (discussed in

Figure 4.6

detail in Appendix II.D) did not indicate any significant
difference in the average ESALs per permit.
The changes in the total miles traveled by a single OW
vehicle were also examined. Figure 4.8 indicates no visible
change in the number of miles traveled by each permitted
vehicle from the April sample to the August sample. The
statistical t-test (see Appendix II.D) indicated no
significant difference in the average miles traveled by a
single permitted vehicle.
The last behavioral shift investigated is whether there
was a change in the number of ESAL-miles traveled per
vehicle. The result (Figure 4.9) does not appear to indicate
a difference in the ESAL-miles per vehicle between the
April and August samples. The statistical t-test (see
Appendix II.D) indicated no significant difference in the
average miles traveled by a single overweight vehicle.
4.4 Estimation of Generated Revenues
As discussed in Section 3.1, the data available for the
extent of travel on the XHDH network were limited in
comparison to the comprehensive database maintained

Number of permits issued per overweight vehicle (on the basis of permit data sampled in April 2013 and August 2013).
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Figure 4.7

Average ESALs calculated for a single trip (on the basis of permit data sampled in April 2013 and August 2013).

Figure 4.8
2013).

Total miles traveled by a single overweight vehicle (on the basis of permit data sampled in April 2013 and August

Figure 4.9 Total ESAL-miles attritubable to a single overweight vehicle (on the basis of permit data sampled in April 2013 and
August 2013).
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from the OS/OW and Overweight Commodity permits.
For this reason, in this study, revenue was estimated
separately for SW permits (that are associated with the
XHDH) and all other overweight permits.
The query results from the INDOR database did
not contain a complete set of OS/OW and OW
Commodity records from April and August 2013.
To adjust for the sample of permit records, the scale
factors shown in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.10 were used
to determine a monthly estimate from the sample
records. For annual estimates that depend on the
number of permits, the monthly samples were multiplied by 12. A step-by-step procedure of time series
analysis and calculation of the monthly adjustment
factors are described below:

N
N
N

Step 1: Calculate the moving average (MA) of 12 months
of original data from January 2010 to December 2013.
Step 2: Calculate the centered moving average (CMA) of
two successive months,
Step 3: Calculate the index for each specific month as
follows:
Mt IT ~

N
N
N
N

original observation for each month
CMA

Step 4: Take the simple average over the same month
during several years of study period, Mt.
Step 5: Assign the calculated Mt from step 4 to each
month over the study period.
Step 6: Calculate the monthly adjusted observation
(MAO): MAO5 original data 6Mt.
Step 7: Fit the trend effect: Tt
- Establish a trend model with the MAO.
- The trend model in the current study is a linear
regression model.

N

Step 8: Forecast the observation in the future: Forecast
5Mt6Tt.

TABLE 4.3
Monthly adjustment factors for estimating permit frequencies and
revenues
Monthly Adjustment Factor (Mt)
Month

OS/OW Permits

SW Permits

Total Number of
Permits

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0.81764
0.756835
0.927064
1.003862
1.054303
1.089874
1.104434
1.189492
1.069548
1.125592
0.971381
0.810274

1.052255
0.966653
1.067946
0.965685
0.866551
0.940949
1.1258
0.94041
0.883682
1.260647
0.998904
0.904485

0.920403
0.844806
0.974936
0.958907
0.931446
1.007791
1.114427
1.073902
0.983219
1.189423
0.984563
0.851413

4.4.1 Estimated Annual Revenue and Number of OS/OW
and OW Commodity Permits
The revenues generated from the current fee structure, the ER, and the Interim Policy (June 2013 to
December 2013) were estimated by applying the
appropriate fee to each record. Permit seekers who
were eligible for the OW Commodity permit would
have generated revenues based on fees of $0.05/ESALmile and $0.07/ESAL-mile under the Interim Policy and
ER, respectively. Under the ER, a $20.00 administration fee was also added to permit seekers who were
eligible for OW Commodity permits. Other permit
seekers would have generated revenues in accordance
with the combination of the $20.00 flat fee and the
variable fee per mile based on GVW outlined in
Table 3.1. The total revenues for each monthly sample
were determined as the sum of the OS/OW and OW
Commodity permits.
To estimate the annual OS/OW permit revenue for
the pre-HEA-1481 period, the actual number of OS/
OW permits sold in April 2013 was used along with the
corresponding monthly adjustment factors, which
resulted in $7,904,691 estimated annual OS/OW permit
revenue.
For the HEA-1481 period, the estimated annual OS/
OW permit revenue was calculated using two different
scenarios: (a) the forecast number of OS/OW permits
using time series, multiplied by the forecast average
price of OS/OW permits using time-series; and (b) the
actual number of OS/OW permits sold in August 2013
and the monthly adjustment factor. It was found that
estimated annual OS/OW permit revenue would be
$8,288,937 and $7,446,595 based on scenarios (a) and
(b), respectively. Table 4.4 and Figure 4.11 present the
estimated OS/OW revenues for the pre- and HEA-1481
periods. Detailed calculations are provided in Appendix
II.E.
The pre-HEA-1481 period did not have any OW
Commodity permits. As such, the revenues of this
permit type were calculated only for the HEA-1481 era.
The OW Commodity permit revenues were calculated
using two different scenarios under the Interim Policy
and the ER. The results are summarized in Table 4.5
and Figure 4.12. The big jump of revenue in the HEA1481 era (where the basis of computation was ‘‘C,’’ as
described in Table 4.5) under the ER, was mainly due
to the $20.00 administration fee. Detailed calculations
for the different scenarios are provided in Appendix
II.E.
The actual number of OS/OW permits sold in April
2013 and August 2013 were used as a basis for
estimating the annual number of OS/OW permits in
the pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 eras. By applying
monthly adjustment factors (see Table 4.3), these
numbers were annualized. Also, using historical data,
time series analysis was conducted to estimate the
annual number of OS/OW permits. Table 4.6 and
Figure 4.13 present the summary results. The detailed
calculations are provided in Appendix II.E.
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Figure 4.10

Monthly adjustment factors of OS/OW, SW, and total number of permits.

TABLE 4.4
Estimated annual OS/OW permit revenue

Period
Pre-HEA-1481
HEA-1481

Figure 4.11
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Scale of the Analysis

Basis of the
Computation

Disaggregate
Aggregate

Scenario A

Disaggregate

Scenario B

Description of the Computation

Estimated Revenue

From April 2013 sample data

$7,904,691

Number of permits using time series 6 Average price
using time-series
From August 2013 sample data

$8,288,937
$7,446,595

Estimated annual OS/OW permit revenue.
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TABLE 4.5
Estimated annual revenue from OWC permits
Scale of the
Analysis

Period

Basis of the
Computation

Estimated
Revenue

Description of the Computation

Pre-HEA-1481

N/A

HEA-1481 (Interim Policy)

Disaggregate

Scenario A
Scenario B

HEA-1481 (Emergency Rule)

Disaggregate

Scenario C
Scenario D

Figure 4.12

Number of permits from actual data 6 Average
price from August 2013 sample data
From August 2013 sample data

$1,260,143

Number of permits from actual data 6 Average
price from August 2013 sample data
From August 2013 sample data

$3,156,785

$800,521

$2,005,387

Estimated annual OW Commodity permit revenue.

TABLE 4.6
Estimated annual number of OS/OW permits

Period

Scale of the
Analysis

Pre-HEA-1481

Aggregate

HEA-1481

Aggregate

Basis of the
Computation

Scenario A
Scenario B

Description of the Computation

Estimated Annual Number of
OS/OW Permits

April 2013 actual data

105,505

Time-series of number of permits
August 2013 actual data

113,585
103,769
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Figure 4.13

Estimated annual number of OS/OW permits.

In the case of OW Commodity permits, the estimated
annual number of permits was calculated using the
actual number of OWC permits sold from June 2013 to
December 2013 and a scale factor. The scale factor was
determined by dividing the total number of permits sold
in 2012 by the total number of permits sold from June
2013 to December 2013. Thus, the estimated annual
number of OWC permits was calculated as 56,727
permits, as shown in Table 4.7. The detailed calculations are provided in the Appendix II.E.
4.4.2 Estimated Annual Revenue and Number of Special
Weight Permits
The number of annual Special Weight permits sold
during the pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 periods was
estimated by scaling the number of permits sold in April
2013 and August 2013 using the monthly adjustment
factors derived in this study (see Table 4.3). To calculate
the number of SW permits for the HEA period, another
scenario as described in Table 4.9 was also conducted
using time-series analysis and historical data. The
annual revenues from Special Weight permits were
estimated simply by multiplying the number of permits
by $42.50. Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 and Figure 4.14 and
Figure 4.15 present the estimated revenues from Special
Weight permits and the number of SW permits,
respectively, for both the pre-HEA-1481 fee structure
and the HEA-1481 period (after the OW Commodity
permit was made available). There was only a slight
reduction in the estimated number of permits issued and
the revenues collected. The detailed calculations are
provided in the Appendix II.E.

4.4.3 Estimated Annual Revenue of Total Permits
Table 4.10 and Figure 4.16 summarize the estimated
annual total permit revenues under the pre-HEA-1481
and the HEA-1481 eras. For the pre-HEA-1481 era, the
total estimated revenue is slightly higher than $12
million. For the HEA-1481 era, the different combinations of OS/OW, OW Commodity, and SW permit
revenues were considered to find out various possible
total permit revenues; as seen from the results that the
range is between $12,002,659 and $15,488,733 with
average of $13,572,752 which exceeds the estimated
revenues for the pre-HEA-1481 era. The detailed
calculations are provided in Appendix II.E. In the
following table, each ‘‘option’’ represents a combination
of different ‘‘scenarios’’ for each permit type. Each
‘‘scenario’’ was defined in Table 4.4 through Table 4.9.
4.4.4 Validation of Estimated Revenues and Number of
Permits
The purpose of estimating the number (and associated
revenue) of the different permit types is to capture impacts
of HEA-1481 (Interim Policy and Emergency Rule) on
revenue generation. It is essential that these estimates are
reliable. Thus, they were compared to the actual number
of permits sold and associated revenues. The comparison,
or validation process, involves using the past year’s
number of permits sold and monthly adjustment factors
(see Table 4.3) to ‘‘predict’’ the number of permits sought
for January 2014, February 2014 and March 2014; and
comparing these ‘‘predicted’’ values with the actual
number of permits for each of those months. This was

TABLE 4.7
Estimated annual number of OW Commodity permits
Period
HEA-1481
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Scale of the Analysis
Aggregate

Description of the Computation
Actual number of OWC sold in 2013 and adjustment
factor from actual total number of permits sold in 2012

Estimated Annual Number of OWC Permits
56,727
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TABLE 4.8
Estimated annual revenues from Special Weight permits

Period

Scale of the Analysis

Pre-HEA-1481

Disaggregate

HEA-1481

Aggregate

Basis of the
Computation

Scenario A
Scenario B

Description of the Computation

Estimated Revenue

From April 2013 actual data

$4,158,964

Number of permits using time series 6 Unit price of
SW permit ($42.5)
From August 2013 actual data

$4,043,011
$3,755,543

TABLE 4.9
Estimated annual number of Special Weight permits

Period

Scale of the Analysis

Pre-HEA-1481

Aggregate

HEA-1481

Aggregate

Basis of the
Computation

A
B

Description of the Computation

Estimated Annual Number
of SW Permits

April 2013 actual data

97,858

Time-series of number of permits
August 2013 actual data

95,130
88,366

Figure 4.14

Estimated annual revenues from Special Weight permits.

Figure 4.15

Estimated annual number of Special Weight permits.
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TABLE 4.10
Estimated annual total permit revenues for different scenarios

Period

Forecast Basis

Pre-HEA-1481
HEA-1481 (Interim Policy) Option 1
HEA-1481 (Interim Policy) Option 2
HEA-1481 (Interim Policy) Option 3
HEA-1481 (Interim Policy) Option 4
HEA-1481 (Emergency Rule) Option
HEA-1481 (Emergency Rule) Option
HEA-1481 (Emergency Rule) Option
HEA-1481 (Emergency Rule) Option

1
2
3
4

(SWscenario A)+(OS/OW scenario A)+(OWC scenario A)
(SW scenario A)+(OS/OW scenario A)+(OWC scenario B)
(SW scenario B)+(OS/OW scenario B)+(OWC scenario A)
(SW scenario B)+(OS/OW scenario B)+(OWC scenario B)
(SW scenario A)+(OS/OW scenario A)+(OWC scenario C)
(SW scenario A)+(OS/OW scenario A)+(OWC scenario D)
(SW scenario B)+(OS/OW scenario B)+(OWC scenario C)
(SW scenario B)+(OS/OW scenario B)+(OWC scenario D)

done for each of the three permit types. Three months’
worth of data on the actual number of permits from
January 2014 to March 2014 was obtained from INDOR.
As shown in Table 4.6 and Table 4.9, the numbers of
OS/OW and SW permits for the HEA-1481 era were
estimated using two different scenarios. The first
scenario (referred to as ‘‘A’’) was based on the timeseries analysis and using the historical data; whereas,
the second scenario (referred to as ‘‘B’’) was conducted
using the actual number of permits sold in August 2013
and applying the monthly adjustment factors as
described in Table 4.3.
Table 4.11 and Table 4.12 present percentage deviations of the actual number of permits sold in the first
quarter of 2014 from the estimated number of permits
using scenarios A and B, respectively.
The results show that scenario ‘‘B’’ yields more
reliable estimates compared to the scenario ‘‘A’’. In
scenario ‘‘B’’, average percentage deviation of estimated
total number of permits is 0.52% lower than that of

Figure 4.16
32

Estimated Annual Total Permit
Revenues
$12,063,656
$13,592,090
$13,132,469
$12,462,280
$12,002,659
$15,488,733
$14,337,335
$14,358,923
$13,207,525

actual one; however, estimated total number of permits
based on scenario A, has higher deviation from the
actual value. In other words, by using the actual number
of permits sold in August 2013 (when the Interim Policy
was in effect) and monthly adjustment factors (which
were calculated using historical data), more accurate
number of permits were estimated compared to the case
of using only historical data (2010–2013) and applying
the time-series analysis. Thus, it could be concluded that
‘‘option 3’’ in Table 4.10 and Figure 4.21 are the closest
estimated total permit revenues to what would actually
happen in 2014 as a result of applying the Interim Policy
or Emergency Rule.
4.5 Fuel Tax Revenue Estimation
As explained in the beginning of Section 4.4, the
‘‘additional’’ fuel tax revenues were estimated because
they represent an additional source of revenue from the
operation of overweight vehicles. The additional fuel

Estimated annual total permit revenues.
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TABLE 4.11
Comparing the actual number of permits sold in the 1st quarter of 2014 and estimated number of permits using scenario A
January

February

March

Permit Type

Actual

Estimated

%
Deviation

Actual

Estimated

%
Deviation

Actual

Estimated

% Deviation

Average %
Deviation

OS/OW
OW Commodity
Special Weight
Total

7,070
4,532
6,668
18,270

7,739
4,351
8,342
20,432

9.47
23.99
25.10
11.83

7,048
4,201
7,003
18,252

7,164
3,994
7,663
18,821

1.64
24.94
9.43
3.11

8,003
5,154
7,308
20,465

8,775
4,609
7,729
21,113

9.65
210.58
5.76
3.16

6.92
26.50
13.43
6.04

tax revenues earned from overweight vehicles were
estimated separately for Special Weight permit holders
using the XHDH and all other overweight permits.
4.5.1 Fuel Tax Revenues of OS/OW and OW
Commodity Permit Holders
The following steps were used to estimate the
additional fuel tax revenues of overweight vehicles:

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Step1: Calculate the FE (mpg) for the given vehicle using
Capps’ method: FE1
Step 2: Calculate the fuel consumption, FC(gals) for the
FE1
given vehicle: FC1 ~
miles
Step 3: Calculate the FE (mpg) for an 80,000 lb. truck:
FE2
Step 4: Calculate the fuel consumption (gal) for an
FE2
80,000 lb. vehicle: FC2 ~
miles
Step 5: Calculate the fuel consumed (gal) associated with
the overweight part of the load: FC5FC12FC2
Step 6: Calculate the additional fuel tax, using diesel rate
of $0.16 per gallon: Tax15FC6$0.16
Step 7: Calculate the additional motor carrier surcharge
tax, using existing rate of $0.11 per gallon: Tax25
FC6$0.11
Step 8: Calculate the total additional fuel tax revenue
associated with overweight part of the load: DFT5
Tax1+Tax2

In Step 1, a piecewise function was used to estimate the
FE of overweight vehicles. The Capps’ method was used to
compute FE for vehicles with GVW lower than 96,000 lb.
using the Capps model presented in Section 4.1.4 (Capps
et al., 2008):

In the Capps model, w is the total vehicle weight in
lbs. and FE(w) is the predicted FE for that weight.
For vehicle weights of 96,000 lb., the Capps’ model
predicts 6.1 mpg, approximately a 24% decrease in FE
compared to an 80,000 lb. vehicle. As the vehicle weight
increases above 96,000 lb., the reliability of the Capps’
model is not guaranteed. As such, other sources of
information were sought. The British Transport
Advisory Committee (BTAC) conducted a test in the
year 2000 using a Somerfield Volvo FM12, 462 tractor
unit and trailer at the Motor Industry Research
Association (MIRA) and found an average deterioration of 0.144 mpg for every one ton (2,204.62 lb.)
increase in weight (Coyle, 2007). As such, in the present
study, the following equation was used to estimate the
fuel efficiency of vehicles with GVW between 96,001 lb.
and 150,000 lb.:


w{96000
ð4:1Þ
FE ðwÞ~6:1{0:144
2204:62
Where symbols have their usual meanings.
The fuel efficiency of vehicles with GVW above
150,000 lbs. was assumed to be 2.5 mpg as a minimum
FE.
Steps 2–8 were automated using a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet. Table 4.13 and Table 4.14 present the
annual number of permits and fuel tax revenues
estimated from the April 2013 (pre-HEA-1481 era)
and August 2013 (HEA-1481 era) datasets. The average
fuel tax amounts were also determined. The estimates
of additional fuel tax revenues attributable to overweight vehicles based on the pre-HEA-1481 era and the
HEA-1481 era (Interim Policy and Emergency Rule)
are shown in Table 4.16, Table 4.17, and Figure 4.23.

TABLE 4.12
Comparing the actual number of permits sold in the 1st quarter of 2014 and estimated number of permits using scenario B
January

February

Permit Type

Actual

Estimated

%
Deviation

OS/OW
OW Commodity
Special Weight
Total

7,070
4,532
6,668
18,270

7,070
4,351
7,749
19,170

0.01
23.99
16.21
4.93

Actual
7,048
4,201
7,003
18,252

March

Estimated

%
Deviation

Actual

Estimated

% Deviation

Average %
Deviation

6,545
3,994
7,118
17,657

27.14
24.94
1.65
23.26

8,003
5,154
7,308
20,465

8,017
4,609
7,179
19,805

0.17
210.58
21.76
23.23

22.32
26.50
5.36
20.52
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TABLE 4.13
Fuel tax revenues of OS/OW and OW Commodity permits based on April 2013 sample data
Category

Value

Number of OS/OW permits in April 2013 sample data
Actual number of OS/OW permits sold in April 2013
Additional fuel tax revenue of OS/OW permits in April 2013 sample data, calculated using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet

5,042
8,826
$10,466

TABLE 4.14
Fuel tax revenues of OS/OW and OW Commodity permits based on August 2013 sample data
Category

Value

Number of OS/OW and OWC permits in August 2013 sample data
Actual number of OS/OW and OWC permits sold in August 2013
Additional fuel tax revenue of OS/OW and OWC permits in August 2013 sample, calculated using a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet

5,475
13,511
$11,644

TABLE 4.15
Fuel tax revenues associated with SW permits based on April 2013 and August 2013 data
Category
Actual number of SW permits sold
Estimated monthly fuel tax revenue from actual number of SW permits sold

April 2013

August 2013

7,875
$6,356

6,925
$5,626

TABLE 4.16
Total estimated annual additional fuel tax revenues for pre-HEA-1481
Permit Type
OS/OW
SW
Total Fuel Tax Revenue

Forecast Basis

Estimated Annual Revenue

April 2013 data analysis

$219,002
$78,982
$297,985

TABLE 4.17
Total estimated annual additional fuel tax revenues for the HEA-1481 era
Permit Type
OS/OW and OWC
SW
Total Fuel Tax Revenue

34

Forecast Basis

Estimated Annual Revenue

August 2013 data analysis

$321,086
$71,790
$392,877
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Although the preliminary analyses did not indicate
any significant changes in the estimated total number of
miles traveled by overweight vehicles for the pre-HEA1481 era and the HEA-1481 era, the difference in the
annual fuel tax revenues based on each sample could be
due to subtle changes in consumption which are
roughly correlated with weight. As a result, the estimate
based on the August dataset is a more reliable fuel tax
revenue estimate to be used for the purposes of the gap
analysis in Section 8.1.

section. The estimated additional fuel tax from the 7,875
Special Weight permits sold in April is approximately
$6,356. Thus, the pre-HEA-1481 annual estimate is
approximately $78,982. The estimated additional fuel
tax from the 6,925 Special Weight permits sold in August
is $5,626. Thus, the HEA-1481 era estimate of annual
additional fuel tax revenues from Special weight permits is
$71,790. Table 4.15 shows monthly additional fuel tax
revenues based on April and August 2013 sample data.
4.5.3. Total Additional Fuel Tax Revenues

4.5.2 Additional Fuel Tax Revenues of Special Weight
Permit Holders
Overweight vehicle VMT data were not available for
the XHDH. However, fuel tax revenues were also
estimated for these operations. The metadata provided
by INDOR apply only to the Northwest portion of the
XHDH because the Northeast portion was not
included at the time of collection of information for
the metadata visualization. A number of assumptions
were made to determine the additional fuel tax revenues
from Special Weight permits.
First, the total number of Special Weight permits was
distributed between the Northwest or Northeast portions of the XHDH. From a practical standpoint, it can
be assumed that an overweight truck cannot operate on
both portions of XHDH using a single permit because
the time and money necessary to either breakdown a
load and re-load the same truck in different locations or
to purchase an additional permit is prohibitive. The
allocation of permits was assumed to follow the ratio of
VMT on the Northwest portion to the Northeast
portion: 21. In other words, 67% of all permit seekers
regarding SW (for XHDH) are assumed to use the
Northwest portion and 33% use the Northeast portion.
Next, the vehicle miles traveled on the Northwest
section were assumed to follow the metadata distribution provided by Mr. Dick Hayworth. All trucks on the
Northwest section were assumed to operate at the
maximum allowable weight of 134,000 lbs. Using
Equation 4.2, the fuel efficiency of a 134,000 lb. truck
is determined as 3.62 miles per gallon.
Similarly, the vehicle miles traveled on the Northeast
section were assumed to follow the same distribution of
overall VMT on those segments. The Northeast portion
of the XHDH does not have a consistent weight limit.
For SR-9, US-20, and SR-3, vehicles were assumed to
operate at the maximum allowable weight of 90,000 lbs.
Using the Capps’ method (Capps et al., 2008), and
Equation 4.1, the fuel efficiency of a 90,000 lb. truck is
6.54 miles per gallon. Vehicles assigned to the remaining
segments of the Northeast XHDH were assumed to
operate at the maximum allowable weight of 134,000 lbs.
(using Equation 4.2, the corresponding fuel efficiency is
3.62).
After determining the vehicle miles traveled on the
XHDH by both 134,000 lb. and 90,000 lb. vehicles, the
additional fuel consumption and subsequent additional
fuel tax revenues were estimated as described in preceding

Total additional fuel tax revenues generated are equal to
the sum of the revenues from OS/OW, OW Commodity,
and Special Weight permits. Table 4.16 and Table 4.17
present the results.
4.6 Sensitivity of Revenue to Percent Non-Compliance
and Percent Operating at or Below 2.4 ESAL Credit
4.6.1 Changes in Non-Compliance
Although this analysis has used individual permit
records from carriers operating within the law, a
fraction of overweight vehicles may be non-compliant,
in other words, operating overweight without a permit.
As the current study is investigating the impact of the
HEA-1481 on revenue, what is of interest is not the
effect of percent non-compliance per se but whether the
new law will lead to a reduction or increase in noncompliance rates, and the effect of such changes on
revenue. If there is no change in non-compliance rates
before and after the new law, then there will be little or
no change in revenue from the estimated values; any
change in revenue (when non-compliance rates stay the
same) may be due to the difference in fee structure
before and after the bill. If HEA-1481 leads to a
reduction in the non-compliance rate, then the impact
of the law on revenue will be considered to be positive
(that is, increased revenue); similarly, if the noncompliance rate is higher after the law compared to
before the law, then the impact of the bill on revenue is
considered to be negative (that is, reduced revenue).
These considerations are important because the new
law may either encourage the trucking operators to
refrain from operating without a permit, incentivize
them to purchase appropriate permits, or cause them to
engage in non-compliant behavior.
So far in this chapter, we have estimated revenues on
the basis of the assumption that there is no change in
the non-compliance rates before and after the bill, in
other words, the percentages of overweight trucks
operating without permit are the same in the preHEA-1481 and the HEA-1481 era. In this section of the
chapter, we present analysis of the expected revenue
changes in response to different levels of non-compliance changes before and after the new law.
We assume that a percent change in non-compliance
leads to a reduction in annual total permit revenue by
that same percentage compared to the base case when
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all overweight trucks comply with the permitting laws
(that is, they duly purchase the required permit).
Table 4.18 and Figure 4.17 show the results of an
example analysis. This computation is carried out under
the assumption that the general operating conditions in
August 2013 (that is, after the new permitting structure
was implemented) hold; namely, approximately 6% of
all permitted vehicles are under 2.4 ESAL.
4.6.2 Operations at or Below 2.4 ESAL Credit
The amount of revenue to be earned from overweight
permitting is also strongly influenced by the ESAL
values of the overweight vehicles. Currently, INDOT
provides a 2.4 ESAL credit—for carriers at or below
this value, the cost of the permit (and subsequent
revenues to INDOT) are minimal; fees increase linearly
as the operating ESALs increase beyond 2.4. Therefore,
a sensitivity analysis was carried out to determine
changes in revenue depending on the extent to overweight vehicles are incentivized by the new law to
operate under 2.4 ESAL. From a general standpoint,
little or no change in estimated revenues may be
expected if the percent of OW vehicles under 2.4 ESALs
is the same before and after the law. The impact of
HEA-1481 on revenue is negative (lower revenue) if
the law causes an increase in the percent of vehicles
operating at or below the 2.4 ESAL credit; similarly,
the impact of HEA-1481 on revenue is positive (higher
revenue) if the law causes an decrease in the percent of
vehicles operating at or below the 2.4 ESAL credit. This
consideration is important because the new law is
geared toward encouraging the operators to refrain
from excessively loading their vehicles so that the
highway assets are protected from undue wear and tear,
even if this causes a reduction in the permit revenue.
So far in this chapter, we have estimated revenues on
the basis of the assumption that 6% of all OW vehicles
are at or below 2.4 ESALs, consistent with the data
from the August 2013 sample that represents the HEA1481 era. Table 4.19 and Figure 4.18 detail changes in
expected revenue due to different percentages of overweight vehicles operating at or below 2.4 ESALs. These
show that higher percentages of permitted vehicles
under 2.4 ESALs are associated with lower estimated
annual total permit revenue. This is due to decreasing
TABLE 4.18
Estimated annual total permit revenue for different percentage
changes of non-compliance
% change non-compliance (OW
vehicles operating without permit)

Estimated annual total permit
revenue, ($)

230
220
210
0
10
20
30

18,666,570
17,230,680
15,794,790
14,358,900
12,923,010
11,487,120
10,051,230
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the revenue from OW Commodity permits which favor
trucks operating at or below 2.4 ESALs that attracts no
charge except the $20 administration fee.
4.6.3 Impact of Changes in Non-Compliance and
Operations within ESAL Credit Limit
In Section 4.6.1, we examined the impact of changes
in non-compliance (increase or decrease in overweight
trucking operations without a permit) given the
assumption that 6% of vehicles operate at or below
the ESAL credit of 2.4. Then in Section 4.6.2, we
examined the impact of different levels of OW trucking
operations at or below the 2.4 ESAL Credit assuming 0%
change in non-compliance. In this section, we assume
variable rates of both non-compliance and OW trucking
operations at or below the 2.4 ESAL credit. Table 4.20
and Figure 4.19 present 3-dimensional surface plots of
the estimated annual total permit revenue for the
different percentages of change in non-compliance (OW
vehicles operating without permit) and different percentages of permitted vehicles under 2.4 ESAL. Table 4.21 is
a subset of Table 4.20, and presents the permit revenue
for different percentages of change in non-compliance
and four different percentages of permitted vehicles
under 2.4 ESAL. Figure 4.20 is a segment of the surface
shown in the previous figure and presents the permit
revenue for different percentages of change in noncompliance and four different percentages of permitted
vehicles under 2.4 ESAL.
4.7 Summary and Conclusion
The revenues generated from the current fee structure (known as Emergency Rule) and Interim Policy
(June 2013–December 2013) were estimated by applying the appropriate fee to each record. Observations
eligible for the OW Commodity permit generated
revenues of $0.05/ESAL-mile and $0.07/ESAL-mile
under Interim Policy and Emergency Rule, respectively.
Under the Emergency Rule, a $20 administration fee
was also added to those eligible for OW Commodity
permits. Other observations generated revenues in
accordance with the combination of the $20 flat fee
and the variable fee per mile based on GVW. The
number of annual Special Weight permits in the preHEA-1481 and the HEA-1481 eras were estimated by
scaling the number of permits sold in April 2013 and
August 2013 using the monthly adjustment factors,
because those months respectively reflect the two eras.
To calculate the number of SW permits in the HEA era,
time-series analysis and historical data from January
2010 to December 2013 were used. The annual revenues
from Special Weight permits were estimated simply as a
product of the number of permits and the fee of $42.50.
To ensure that the estimated number of permits and
the associated revenues are consistent with actual
values, a validation process was performed. The actual
number of permits from January 2014 to March 2014
was obtained from INDOR. The comparison was done
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Figure 4.17

Estimated annual total permit revenue for different percentage changes of non-compliance.

TABLE 4.19
Estimated annual total permit revenue for different percentages of operations at or below the 2.4 ESAL Credit
% permitted
vehicles at or
under 2.4
ESAL
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Figure 4.18

OWC permit
revenue
OWC permit
without
revenue with
admin fee ($) admin fee ($)
11,681
10,512
9,344
8,176
7,008
5,840
4,672
3,504
2,336
1,168
0

17,841
16,672
15,504
14,336
13,168
12,000
10,832
9,664
8,496
7,328
6,160

Number of
OWC
permits

Average unit
OWC Price
($)

Estimated
annual OWC
permit revenue
($)

Estimated
annual OS/OW
permit revenue
($)

Estimated
annual SW
permit revenue
($)

Estimated annual
total permit
revenue ($)

308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308

57.92
54.13
50.34
46.55
42.75
38.96
35.17
31.38
27.58
23.79
20.00

3,285,840
3,070,710
2,855,580
2,640,450
2,425,320
2,210,190
1,995,060
1,779,930
1,564,800
1,349,670
1,134,540

7,446,595
7,446,595
7,446,595
7,446,595
7,446,595
7,446,595
7,446,595
7,446,595
7,446,595
7,446,595
7,446,595

3,755,543
3,755,543
3,755,543
3,755,543
3,755,543
3,755,543
3,755,543
3,755,543
3,755,543
3,755,543
3,755,543

14,487,978
14,272,848
14,057,718
13,842,588
13,627,458
13,412,328
13,197,198
12,982,068
12,766,938
12,551,808
12,336,678

Estimated annual total permit revenue for different percentages of permitted vehicles at or under 2.4 ESAL.
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Figure 4.19 Estimated annual total permit revenue for different percentage changes in non-compliance (OW vehicles operating
without permit) and different percentages of permitted vehicles under 2.4 ESAL.

for each of the three permit types and also the total
number of permits issued in January 2014, February
2014 and March 2014. The results showed that, by
using the actual number of permits sold in August 2013
(when the Interim Policy was in effect) and monthly
adjustment factors (which were calculated using the
historical data), a more accurate estimation of the
number of permits is obtained compared to the case
where only the historical data (2010–2013) and timeseries analysis were used. Thus, it could be concluded
that ‘‘option 3’’ (see Table 4.10 and Figure 4.16) yields
estimates that are closest to the expected total permit

revenues in 2014, as a result of applying the Interim
Policy or Emergency Rule.
Table 4.22, Table 4.23, Figure 4.21, and Figure 4.22
show the number of permits and permit revenues from
the different permit types, for the pre-HEA-1481 era
and the HEA-1481 era. More detailed calculations for
the different options can be found in Table 4.10.
The total additional fuel tax revenues generated was
calculated as the sum of the revenues from OS/OW,
OW Commodity, and Special Weight permits. Figure 4.23
illustrates the estimated annual additional fuel tax
revenues.

Figure 4.20 Estimated annual total permit revenue for different percentages of change in non-compliance (OW vehicles operating
without permit). Shown for 4 different percentages of permitted vehicles under 2.4 ESAL.
38
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TABLE 4.20
Estimated annual total permit revenue ($) for different percentages of change in non-compliance (OW vehicles operating without permit)
and different percentages of permitted vehicles under 2.4 ESAL
% permitted
vehicles under 2.4
ESAL

% change noncompliance
5230%

% change noncompliance
5220%

% change noncompliance
5210%

% change noncompliance
50%

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

18,834,371
18,554,702
18,275,033
17,995,364
17,715,695
17,436,026
17,156,357
16,876,688
16,597,019
16,317,350
16,037,681

17,385,573
17,127,417
16,869,261
16,611,105
16,352,949
16,094,793
15,836,637
15,578,482
15,320,326
15,062,170
14,804,014

15,936,776
15,700,133
15,463,490
15,226,847
14,990,204
14,753,561
14,516,918
14,280,275
14,043,632
13,806,989
13,570,346

14,487,978
14,272,848
14,057,718
13,842,588
13,627,458
13,412,328
13,197,198
12,982,068
12,766,938
12,551,808
12,336,678

% change noncompliance
% change non% change non510%
compliance 520% compliance 530%
13,039,180
12,845,563
12,651,946
12,458,329
12,264,712
12,071,095
11,877,478
11,683,861
11,490,244
11,296,627
11,103,010

11,590,382
11,418,278
11,246,174
11,074,070
10,901,966
10,729,862
10,557,758
10,385,654
10,213,550
10,041,446
9,869,342

10,141,584
9,990,993
9,840,402
9,689,811
9,539,221
9,388,630
9,238,039
9,087,448
8,936,857
8,786,266
8,635,675

TABLE 4.21
Estimated annual total permit revenue for different percentage changes in non-compliance (OW vehicles operating without permit) and
different percentages of permitted vehicles under 2.4 ESAL
% change non-compliance
(OW vehicles operating
without permit)
230
220
210
0
10
20
30

Estimated annual total permit revenue, ($)
% permitted vehicles under % permitted vehicles under % permitted vehicles under 2.4 % permitted vehicles under
2.4 ESAL50%
2.4 ESAL530%
ESAL560%
2.4 ESAL590%
18,834,371
17,385,573
15,936,776
14,487,978
13,039,180
11,590,382
10,141,584

17,995,364
16,611,105
15,226,847
13,842,588
12,458,329
11,074,070
9,689,811

17,156,357
15,836,637
14,516,918
13,197,198
11,877,478
10,557,758
9,238,039

16,317,350
15,062,170
13,806,989
12,551,808
11,296,627
10,041,446
8,786,266

TABLE 4.22
Summary of estimated number of different permit types
Era

OS/OW

SW

OWC

Total Permit Revenues

Pre-HEA-1481
HEA-1481

105,505
103,769

97,858
88,366

N/A
56,727

203,362
248,862

TABLE 4.23
Summary of estimated revenues for different permit types
Period
Pre-HEA-1481
HEA-1481 Interim Policy
HEA-1481 Emergency Rule

OS/OW

SW

OWC

Total Permit Revenues

$ 7,904,691
$ 7,446,595
$ 7,446,595

$ 4,158,964
$ 3,755,543
$ 3,755,543

N/A
$ 1,260,143
$ 3,156,785

$ 12,063,656
$ 12,462,280
$ 14,358,923
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Figure 4.21

Summary of estimated number of different permit types.

Figure 4.22

Summary of estimated revenues for different permit types.

Figure 4.23

Summary of estimated annual additional fuel tax revenues.
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5. PAVEMENT CONSUMPTION IMPACTS
OF HEA-1481
This chapter details the pavement consumption estimation methodology and the resulting estimates of the
impact of HEA-1481 on pavement consumption. The
pavement consumption is the same for the Interim Policy
and ER periods because the ER simply altered the price of
a permit; regulations on the type of goods eligible for OW
Commodity permits did not change. Thus, the August
2013 sample was used for estimating the consumption in
the HEA-1481 era, and was considered representative of
both the Interim Policy and ER fee structures.
5.1 Literature Review
The ‘‘additional’’ traffic loading from overweight
vehicles has a direct impact on the frequency or
intensity (and hence, the costs) of pavement reconstruction, rehabilitation, and routine maintenance. The total
cost of reconstruction is higher for higher anticipated
loads which require thicker pavements although there
are economies of scale obviously at play in this regard.
When greater loads use the pavement, the rehabilitation
costs are also higher because the time interval between
rehabilitation activities is shorter and/or the intensity of
the rehabilitation is higher (for example, thicker overlays). The present value of rehabilitation expenditures
increases when funds must be obligated sooner (due to
the time value of money). The magnitude of the increase
in routine maintenance costs depends on the rehabilitation schedule: if rehabilitation actions are not carried out
in a timely fashion to accommodate additional loadings,
the routine maintenance costs can increase substantially
due to increased deterioration between rehabilitation
activities. The costs of inaction or deferred rehabilitation
are borne not only by the agency but also by all users
(not only the heavy trucking industry) through higher
vehicle operating costs, additional delays that result from
lower speeds, and higher crash risk, all associated with
poor condition of the infrastructure.
5.1.1 Current Methods of Pavement Design
Pavement deterioration depends on several factors
including traffic loading, pavement materials and layer
thicknesses, underlying soil characteristics, and environmental factors. Two approaches are currently used to
design pavements to withstand the stresses and strains
from each of these factors: empirical and mechanisticempirical.
The 1993 AASHTO Guide for the Design of
Pavement Structures is currently the most widely-used
pavement design method. These procedures are based
on an empirical AASHO Road Test conducted in the
late 1950s and early 1960s on a test track in Ottawa,
Illinois. The design equations have been modified four
times since the original guide was published in 1961 to
meet the needs of current users. The traffic input
parameter for the traditional empirical approach is the

Equivalent Single Axle Load (ESAL). The ESAL for a
given truck is the number of standard 18-kip single
axles that will cause the same amount of pavement
damage as the given axle load and axle configuration. A
standard single axle weight of 18-kip was selected on
the basis of the legal limit in many states at the time of
the Road Test in Ottawa (Schwartz & Carvalho, 2007).
The current federal single axle weight limit on the
Interstate system is 20-kip. Pavement layer thicknesses
are output from the 1993 AASHTO design equations.
Recent research has prompted discussion of potential
concerns over the use of the AASHTO design equations
(Zhang, Leidy, Kawa, & Hudson, 2000). The primary
concern is that extrapolation outside of the test
parameters from the original road test provides results
that are may be inaccurate. Materials and vehicle
characteristics (axle configurations, tire widths, suspension systems, etc.) have changed since the 1960s and
climatic conditions for various locations likely differ
than those in Ottawa. Additionally, AASHTO recommends using the load equivalency factors (LEFs) for
concrete pavements to assess the effects of traffic on
composite pavements, which has not been validated
empirically. Finally, the statistical techniques available
to determine equivalency ratios have also greatly evolved
since the original road test. The development of more
appropriate statistical models (and the computer power
necessary to estimate them) has led to different results.
These concerns, combined with advances in pavement
research, have led to a new design method.
Mechanistic-empirical design is a major change from
traditional pavement design method. The 2004 AASHTO
Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Design Guide, Interim
Edition (MEPDG) is based on engineering mechanics and
has been validated with Road Test data. In contrast to the
traditional design equations which yield pavement layer
thicknesses for given conditions, the MEPDG design
process is iterative. The pavement layer thicknesses are
among multiple inputs for the analysis which will predict
the performance of the given pavement with given loads
and climatic conditions. Instead of a single traffic
parameter (ESAL), the MEPDG uses axle load spectra
based on all individual axle loads. Pavement damage is
simulated over time, using mathematical models and
empirical data, based on the climate and load inputs
(AASHTO, 2008).
FHWA considers implementation of the MEPDG to
be a high priority for improving the National Highway
System (NHS) (FHWA, 2011). The primary benefit of
using the MEPDG is that site-specific traffic, climate, and
materials data can be used to more accurately estimate
performance of potential pavement designs over a period
of time. Additionally, more reliable prediction of the asconstructed pavement longevity is possible when the
analysis uses data on materials and site conditions that,
instead of being design assumptions, represent the actual
site and project characteristics.
There are a number of reasons why the present study
used ESALs as the units of loading the pavement. First, at
this point in time, not all states have fully implemented
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MEPDG in their pavement design practices. Furthermore,
the extensive network of pavements that was designed
prior to MEPDG implementation appears to far exceed
the limited network of new construction and rehabilitation
that has been designed using MEPDG.
Second, the ideal measure used to quantify pavement
consumption should be consistent with the traffic input
parameter(s) used in the pavement design. One of the
benefits of the traditional ESAL-based method of
design—and subsequently the benefit of using it to
measure consumption—is that it is a quick, universal
calculation with minimal data requirements. The universality of the calculation lends itself to overweight permit
rule-making. In the future, MEPDG could potentially be
used to assess the actual consumption from overweight
vehicles. However, the MEPDG still does not lend itself to
a simple, straightforward, universal fee structure because
the consumption estimates from MEPDG depend on a
large number of axle spectra, climatic, and pavement
material data. The vast benefits of MEPEG from a design
viewpoint are actually disadvantages from the rulemaking
viewpoint. Even at a future time when a most of existing
pavements are designed with MEPDG (still a long way off
at the present time), any fee structure based on the
MEPDG inputs will likely face significant barriers to
implementation due to the multitude of inputs required.
Third, for purpose of this study, ESAL is considered
more appropriate compared to MEPDG load spectrum
because it reflects damage rather than mere load.
Permit fees should be established on the basis of
damage caused by the permit vehicle and not its load.
Finally, the fee structure defined in HEA-1481 uses
ESAL-miles as the measure of travel for requesting new
permits. This measure of travel is also used in the
State’s OS/OW permitting handbook. To maintain
consistency, the emergency and final rules should be
established following the same measures used in HEA1481. Introducing a new measure of travel to the
trucking industry at this time could pose significant
implementation problems in transitioning from the
current fee structure to the emergency fee structure and
eventually the final fee structure.
In view of these considerations, an ESAL-based
measure of travel is considered most appropriate to
quantify the consumption of pavement assets. At a future
time that the above obstacles are cleared in Indiana, the
use of MEPDG instead of ESALs will become feasible. It
is worthy to note that a few studies such as Prozzi et al.
(2007) have attempted to develop pavement damage cost
factors on the basis of MEDPG procedures.
5.1.2 Estimates of Marginal Pavement Damage Cost
A significant amount of research has been carried out
in the past at various states and at the national level to
determine the extent of equity with regard to revenue
collection to cover pavement damage. Some of these
were general studies on highway cost allocation (HCA)
that addressed the entire traffic stream from passenger
cars to large trucks. Others considered overweight
42

vehicles explicitly. The ultimate result of all of these
studies is the unit, or marginal, cost of additional
pavement loadings.
The precedent for the present study is the 2012 JTRP
study titled Costs and Revenues Associated with
Overweight Trucks in Indiana, referred to in this report
as SPR-3502 (Ahmed et al., 2012). SPR-3502 established unit costs of pavement and bridge consumption
by overweight vehicles; the present study focuses on
using the unit costs established in SPR-3502 to evaluate
the impacts of the HEA-1481fee structure. As such, the
reader is referred to SPR-3502 for a more extensive
review of past studies in the area of marginal pavement
damage cost estimation.
SPR-3502 estimated unit consumption costs using
practical life-cycle schedules for pavement and bridge
maintenance, rehabilitation, and reconstruction (MR&R).
The authors established typical types and timings of
MR&R activities to estimate typical life-cycle pavement
costs. For each MR&R strategy, the authors estimated
the annual ESALs sustained by the pavements. The
equivalent uniform annual cost (EUAC) was established
from the life-cycle cost using economic efficiency
analysis. The authors then estimated a model of the
EUAC for MR&R as a function of explanatory
variables including the annual ESALs. The estimated
model was differentiated with respect to annual ESALs
to establish a final measure of pavement unit consumption cost (referred to as marginal pavement damage cost
in SPR-3502). The authors conducted this process for
pavements at each of the three highway functional
classes: Interstates, non-Interstate NHS, and non-NHS.
The authors also broke down the unit costs into loadrelated and non-load related fractions of the cost. For
purposes of the present study, the load-related unit
consumption costs from SPR-3502 (shown in Table 5.1)
were updated by adjusting for inflation.
5.1.3 Pavement Impact Studies in Other States
A number of states have used marginal pavement
consumption costs to estimate the impacts of different
permit types and fee structures for overweight vehicles.
Texas, in particular, has incorporated unit costs in the
evaluation of various fee structures over the years.
Luskin, Harrison, Walton, Zhang, and Jamieson (2002)
considered the economic efficiency, enforcement, allocation of revenue, fairness, and balance between local
and state governments of the overweight divisible load
permitting system adopted in Texas in 1989. Using
estimates of the cost per ESAL-mile determined by
FHWA in the 1997 cost allocation study, the researchers stated that it is likely that the permits were
underpriced. More recently, in 2005, Murphy et al.
(2012) compared the pavement consumption of a
baseline truck (58,000 lbs.) and a permitted overweight
truck (84,000 lbs.) on a hypothetical route. The authors
used 58,000 lbs. as the baseline truck because loadzoned roadways in Texas are mostly Farm-to-Market
(FM) roads that were built when the legal limit in the
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TABLE 5.1
Load-related unit pavement consumption costs

Highway Functional Class

Load Share of Unit Consumption Cost
(2010 $/ESAL-mile)

Load Share of Unit Consumption Cost
(2013 $/ESAL-mile)

0.006
0.055
0.218
0.093

0.006
0.059
0.233
0.100

Interstate
Non-Interstate NHS
Non-NHS
Mean
Source: JTRP SPR-3502 (Ahmed, et al., 2012).

state was 58,420 lbs. The house bill HB 2060 in that
state was intended to increase the authorized weight
limit of permitted trips on FM roads to 84,000 lbs.
(that is, 80,000 lb. federal limit +5% tolerance). It was
found that companies would purchase permits to
operate at 84,000 lbs. GVW instead of 80,000 lbs. on
non-load-zoned roadways—the profit from the
4,000 lb. increase was enough to justify purchase of
permits that cost between $225 and $1,080 annually.
Also, Murphy et al. (2012) used ESAL as the unit of
pavement consumption.
In 2013, Weissmann et al. used the elastic theory (for
asphalt pavements) and classical fatigue formulas (for
concrete) rather than unit consumption costs to
evaluate the pavement impacts of allowing long
commercial vehicles (LCVs) to operate at five corridors
in Texas (Weissmann et al., 2013). The authors
consulted an advisory committee to determine a
hypothetical LCV utilization scenario assuming that
the total cargo moving across and through the state
remains the same. The authors also assumed that
certain operators would not be in a position to exploit
the opportunity by operating their trucks that use the
highest weight LCVs because they carry goods of a
specific nature. When the difference in the pavement
service lives was more than one year, the authors also
estimated the annualized costs of maintaining the pavement under each scenario (LCV utilization vs. no LCV
utilization). The authors found that there was no impact
on rigid pavements; however for flexible pavements, the
LCV scenario suggested an increase in the expected life of
segments carrying overweight axles but decreased life for
segments that did not typically carry overweight axles. At
an initial glance, this may seem counterintuitive; however,
it must be recognized that the primary benefit of LCVs is
that although GVW is increased, the individual axle
weights are decreased because the LCV can have
additional axles, resulting in a decrease in pavement
consumption. Thus the authors concluded that if the LCV
utilization scenario were achieved, the annual overlay costs
would actually decrease.
Other states have seen similar results. In 2006, Straus
and Semmens estimated that $12 million to $53 million
in uncompensated pavement damage is attributable to
overweight vehicles on Arizona’s roadways (Straus &
Semmens, 2006). Also in 2006, Cambridge Systematics
made recommendations regarding TS&W regulations
for Minnesota to increase the flexibility of weight limits

and vehicle configurations to allow greater payloads
without necessarily increasing ESALs (Cambridge
Systematics, Inc., 2006). The Minnesota study concluded that limits and corresponding permits, exemptions, exceptions, or tolerances that encourage the
addition of axles can limit the impact of higher weights
on pavements and facilitate freight productivity. The
authors of the Minnesota study also found that the
effect of ESALs on pavements varies seasonally: less
damage is generally caused to pavements in the winter
months when the ground under the pavement is frozen;
in contrast, during the spring months when there is a
partial thaw underneath the pavement, the potential for
pavement damage due to overweight axles is very high.
Bai et al. (2009) considered the pavement damage
from overweight vehicles transporting meat products in
Kansas. The researchers found that for the subject of
their study—a single 41.19 mile segment—the total
annual highway damage associated only with transport
for processed meat and related industries was $71,019
or $1,727 per mile. The annual cost of pavement
damage was determined to be approximately $0.02 per
mile per truck. Assuming that the average ESAL for
trucks was 3.00 ESAL, the annual cost per ESAL-mile
was 0.0067 which is similar to the cost per ESAL-mile
found in SPR-3502 for Interstates.
In 2008, the Virginia Transportation Research Council
(VTRC) and the Virginia Department of Transportation
conducted an OW fee structure study in Virginia (Virginia
Transportation Research Council and Virginia Department of Transportation, 2008) that is similar to the
present research. The authors recommended a two-part
fee calculation method to determine the appropriate
permit fees to account for pavement and bridge damage.
The pavement calculations result in equitable unit costs.
The VTRC first estimated an overall maintenance cost per
ESAL-mile of travel as $0.0366; this unit consumption
cost falls between that found for Interstates and non-NHS
pavements in Indiana, in SPR-3502. The VTRC used the
product of the unit consumption cost, the average
overweight ESALs for each vehicle, and the average
mileage of each vehicle each year to derive a recommended flat fee (of $265 annually), in contrast to the
ESAL-mile based fee outlined in Indiana’s HEA-1481.
The flat fee in the VTRC study accounted only for the
additional pavement consumption and did not include
any recovery of fees for bridge damage. However, the
VTRC made an additional fee structure recommendation
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for recovering revenues to offset the bridge costs due to
overweight vehicle operations.

N

5.2 Pavement Consumption Analysis
The pavement analysis is based on the unit consumption costs from SPR-3502 (Ahmed et al., 2012). In that
work, the researchers determined the unit costs of
damage associated with representative vehicles. The
following sections detail how the same procedure was
applied to individual records of overweight permits in the
present analysis. As was found in other state reports, an
alternative to using actual permit records is the use of
focus groups or other expert opinion to establish analysis
inputs such as the future-year fleet of various vehicle
configurations (given the number of axles, GVW,
individual axle weights, etc.), estimate the proportion of
goods transported with each vehicle, and to evaluate the
consumption from such aggregate fleets. The accuracy of
the aggregate ‘‘representative truck’’ method depends on
the ability of the experts to predict both the types of
trucks and the extent to which each is used. Establishing
representative vehicles for the pre-HEA-1481 era and the
HEA-1481 era would have posed a task even more
formidable compared to the disaggregate method. This is
because although carriers, in response to HEA-1481,
have not had sufficient time to invest in new equipment,
they may begin using their equipment in a different way.
Thus, the disaggregate method can be considered
appropriate for the present study.
The unit costs from SPR-3502 are a function of the
highway classification: Interstate, non-Interstate NHS,
and non-NHS. Of the approximately 11,000 centerline
miles in the state of Indiana, 2,897 are on NHS routes.
Of those, approximately 1,500 are Interstates.
SPR-3502 outlined a procedure to estimate the cost
of pavement damage (Ahmed et al., 2012):

N

N
N

N
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Step 1: Estimation of Unit Pavement Damage Cost. This
step was completed in SPR-3502. The researchers
presented results of various scenarios which include one
that assumed that 85% of pavement consumption is load
related while 15% is due to other environmental factors.
The marginal pavement consumption costs established
in SPR-3502 are $0.006, $0.0055, and $0.218 per ESALmile for travel on Interstates, non-Interstate NHS, and
non-NHS systems, respectively.
Step 2: Estimation of GVW and average Truck ESALs for
overweight truck classes. The ESALs are determined for
each overweight vehicle.
Step 3: Estimation of Average ESALs for 80,000 lbs., 5axle Truck. The pavement consumption of a given overweight vehicle is compared to a normal-weight vehicle
(80,000 lbs.). Normal-weight vehicles also consume pavement assets; therefore, it is appropriate for overweight vehicle
consumption to be determined only as the additional
consumption beyond that of an 80,000 lb., 5-axle truck.
As previously discussed, the ESAL corresponding to a
standard 5-axle semi-trailer at 80,000 lbs. was specified as
2.4 ESALs.
Step 4: Estimation of ‘‘additional’’ pavement damage due
to the carried load in excess of 80,000 lbs. The ‘‘additional’’ pavement damage is the difference between the

total ESALs for the overweight vehicle and that of a
normal-weight vehicle. This is determined as the result of
step 3 subtracted from step 2.
Step 5: Estimation of $ value of ‘‘additional’’ pavement
damage by an overweight truck. The dollar value of
pavement consumption is equal to the product of the
additional pavement consumption and the unit cost of
each additional unit of consumption. This is equal to the
result of step 4 multiplied by the result of step 1.

The procedure outlined in JTRP SPR-3502 estimates
the additional pavement consumption of an overweight
truck per mile. Given the mileage on each system, the
individual consumptions are simply summed up to yield
the total consumption.
As discussed in Section 3.1, the travel data for the
extra heavy duty highway (XHDH) was very limited.
As such, pavement consumption was estimated separately for Special Weight permit holders using the
XHDH and the other overweight divisible permit types
(OS/OW and OW Commodity permits).
5.2.1 Pavement Consumption: OS/OW and OW
Commodity Permits
In contrast to preliminary estimations in SPR-3502
which used representative overweight vehicles, the
present study calculated the consumption associated with
each individual permit record. For purposes of this
project, the ESAL-miles of each permitted vehicle were
estimated using the 11-step process detailed in HEA1481. Typically, ESALs are estimated by multiplying the
number of single, tandem, tridem, and quad axles by the
AASHTO LEFs developed from the road test. These
LEFs were developed using axle load, axle configuration,
structural number (flexible pavements) or slab thickness
(rigid pavements), and terminal serviceability level
(Zhang et al., 2000). The LEFs differ for rigid vs. flexible
pavement. The unit consumption costs developed in
SPR-3502 considered the different pavement types;
therefore, they were used for all overweight vehicle travel
regardless of pavement type. To maintain consistency,
the total ESALs for any given permitted vehicle were
calculated using the first 9 steps of the 11-step process
outlined in HEA-1481, identical to the ESALs calculated
for charging permit fees. The tenth step subtracts the
ESALs of a vehicle that does not require a permit. The
eleventh step in the process multiplies the calculated
ESALs by the miles traveled. Appendix II.B includes the
ESAL calculations for three different vehicles using the
process outlined in HEA-1481.
To estimate the additional consumption of overweight
vehicles, the ESALs for an 80,000 lb., 5-axle vehicle that
does not require a permit must be subtracted. The present
study provides a credit of 2.40 ESALs as described in
Emergency Rules. For each permit record, the route
description was used to determine the distribution of miles
traveled on Interstate, non-Interstate, and non-NHS
roadways, as described in Section 3.3. Of the 10,517
records in the permit database, detailed information is
available for 5,049 routes. For these routes, 510,500 miles
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were on Interstates; 172,900 miles were on non-Interstate
NHS routes; and 140,000 miles were on non-NHS routes.
During data reduction, the research team observed a
multitude of routes that were used repeatedly even though
individual permit applicants entered the route description
using a different naming convention. Given that the
additional routes that were not reduced are likely to
coincide with others, for the 5,486 permit entries that did
not have detailed data, the proportions of miles on each
system for routes that yielded detailed data were assumed
to hold for all additional routes. Therefore, for the permit
entries that did not have detailed data, each was assumed
to have 62% of mileage on Interstates, 21% on nonInterstate NHS roadways, and 17% on non-NHS roadways. The percentages were determined using the detailed
data for other routes. The majority of travel using the OS/
OW and OW Commodity permits was on either the
Interstate or non-Interstate NHS system.
The total consumption from the 5,042 permit records
from April 2013 was estimated to be $71,417. The total
consumption from the 5,475 permit records from August
2013 was estimated to be $81,919. These values were
increased to account for additional permits that were sold
in each month that were not included in the INDOR data
query. Therefore, the total consumption for April 2013
was approximately $124,980. The total consumption for
August 2013 was approximately $202,340.
There are 12 months in a year; however, the number
of permits and amount of travel in each month is
necessarily not one-twelfth of the annual totals.
Estimation of the monthly number of permits, amount
of travel, and hence consumption were determined using
the scale factors described in Figure 4.10. The annual
pavement consumption from OS/OW and Overweight
Commodity permits for the pre-HEA-1481 time period
was estimated at $1.49 million while that for the HEA1481 era was estimated at $2.04 million.
5.2.2 Pavement Consumption: Special Weight Permits
Data on actual travel on the XHDH is not collected
by INDOR. The metadata collected from 2001 to 2006
when the voice response system was in place was used
to estimate the pavement consumption on this special
network. At the time when the voice response system
was in effect, the XHDH did not include any roadway
in Northeast Indiana. As a result, origin or destination
metadata were unavailable for this portion.
The first step in determining the consumption from
Special Weight permits was to allocate permits to either
the Northwest or Northeast portion. Overweight trucks
must operate exclusively on one of these sections of the
network because the permit is only available for a 24hour period and the sections are not contiguous. The
time and money necessary to (i) break up the load into
smaller vehicles to travel from one section to the other,
drive the permitted vehicle (underweight) to the other
section, and reload, or (ii) purchase an additional
permit for travel between the two sections would be
extremely prohibitive and was not considered in this

analysis. In the absence of travel data for overweight
vehicles, it was assumed that overweight vehicles would
use each section in the same ratio that all trucks use
these separate portions of the network. The ratio of
VMT on the Northwest section to the Northeast section
for 2013 was 21. As a result, for any given month of
data, 67% of permits used the Northwest XHDH and
33% used the Northeast XHDH.
For the Northwest XHDH, consumption estimation
was based on the metadata provided by Mr. Dick
Hayworth (described in Section 3.1). The Indiana State
Police (ISP) estimated that 10% of vehicles on the
XHDH were 8-axle vehicles, 80% were 11-axle vehicles,
and 10% had 12 or more axles. The ESAL calculations
for each of these representative trucks are included in
Appendix II.B. The majority of the XHDH are on the
non-NHS network. Only the sections of US-31/US-20
near South Bend and US-41 and SR-912 in Hammond
and East Chicago are NHS routes.
The number of permits that use the Northwest XHDH
in a given month was assigned to the routes between each
O-D pair shown in the metadata provided by Mr. Dick
Hayworth. VMT between each O-D pair was estimated
from the assignment. The ESALs estimated using the ISP
distribution were assumed to be constant on the entire
network. The product of the ESALs, VMT, and unit costs
for each segment between each O-D pair were summed to
determine the pavement consumption in a given month
on the Northwest portion of the XHDH.
For the Northeast XHDH, metadata were unavailable. Therefore, the assignment on each route was
completed using the ratio of VMT on that segment to
the VMT on the entire Northeast XHDH. For SR-9,
US-20, and SR-3 on the Northeast portion, the weight
limit is 90,000 lbs. The ESAL for 90,000-lb. vehicles on
these segments was estimated 1.23 ESAL. Similar to the
Northwest section, the product of ESALs, VMT, and
unit costs for each segment of the Northeast XHDH
were summed to yield the total monthly consumption
on the Northeast XHDH in a given month.
The pavement consumption amounts for the
Northwest and Northeast portions of the XHDH were
summed to yield the total monthly pavement consumption on XHDH routes. Figure 5.1 presents the pavement consumption in each month of the period from
January 2012 to September 2013. The annual pavement
consumption on the XHDH prior to HEA-1481 based
on the number of permits sold in April was approximately $175,275. The annual pavement consumption
on the XHDH in the period following the enactment of
HEA-1481 fee structure was estimated to be $158,480
(converted using the August monthly factor).
5.3 Sensitivity of Pavement Consumption to
Non-Compliance Rate and to Percent OW
Operations at or Below 2.4 ESALs
Thus far, the pavement consumption analysis was
based solely on the individual permit data collected
from INDOR. Thus only the short-term impact from
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Figure 5.1

Monthly pavement consumption on the XHDH network (i.e., Special Weight).

HEA-1481 was determined by comparing the change of
consumption between pre-HEA-1481 era (permit data
in April) and HEA-1481 era (permit data in August).
To assess the long-term impact of HEA-1481, a
sensitivity analysis was carried out.
First, the change in pavement consumption from a
change in the percentage of permitted vehicles operating at or below 2.4 ESAL is scrutinized. From the
sample data of August 2013, it was found that 6% of
the permitted vehicles operated at or under 2.4 ESALs
after the enactment of HEA-1481. The ‘‘additional’’
pavement consumption (additional means beyond what
would occur from typical 80,000 lb. vehicles on 5-axles)
will be less if more permitted operating vehicles loaded
to 2.4 ESALs or less were employed for transportation
of goods. Eventually, the additional pavement consumption from overweight vehicles can be eliminated if

Figure 5.2
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all permitted vehicles are at or below 2.4 ESALs.
Figure 5.2 demonstrates this relationship.
With regard to the rate of permit violations or noncompliance, HEA-1481 can potentially have either
positive or negative effects on the non-compliance rate.
So far in this chapter, we have assumed that the change
in non-compliance rate is 0% (this is the base case).
However, if the change in the permit fee structure
incentivizes the trucking companies to operate with
purchased permits or within existing limits (i.e., greater
compliance), this will cause a reduction in the pavement
consumption compared to the base case; yet, if the
change in permit fee structure encourages the trucking
companies to engage more in overweight operations
without permit (i.e., greater non-compliance), this will
yield an increase in pavement consumption compared
to the base case. Figure 5.3 represents the pavement

Pavement consumption versus percentage of permitted vehicles operating at or below the 2.4 ESAL credit.
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Figure 5.3

Pavement consumption versus change in violation rate.

consumption with respect to the percent change in noncompliance rate.
Lastly, Figure 5.4 illustrates the combined effect of
these two scenarios (different levels of change in the
non-compliance rate and of the change in the percent of
OW vehicles operating within the ESAL credit).
5.4 Summary and Conclusion
The total pavement consumption is the sum of
the consumption from OS/OW and OW Commodity
permits and the consumption from Special Weight
permits. The annual total pavement consumption
pre-HEA-1481 was approximately $1.77 million, that
is, an average of $16.71 per permit. The annual total
pavement consumption with the additional fee structure
defined in HEA-1481 was estimated $2.35 million, or
an average of $14.49 per permit. The total reported
pavement consumption estimates are based on a 2.40
ESAL credit.
The initial analysis for pavement consumption
estimation assumed that after the enactment of HEA-

Figure 5.4

1481, 6% of the permitted vehicles operated at or under
2.4 ESALs and that the change in permitting noncompliance rate is 0%. In carrying out sensitivity
analysis in this chapter, we discussed the pavement
consumption that would be associated with different
percentages of the permitted vehicles operating within
the ESAL credit and also different percent changes in
the non-compliance rate after the enactment of HEA1481.
It was seen that the ‘‘additional’’ pavement consumption (additional means beyond what would occur
from typical 80,000 lb. vehicles on 5-axles) will be less if
more permitted operating vehicles loaded to 2.4 ESALs
or less were employed for transportation of goods. It
was also seen that with regard to the rate of permit
violations or non-compliance, HEA-1481 can potentially have either positive or negative effects on the noncompliance rate: if the change in the permit fee
structure incentivizes the more trucking operations
with purchased permits or within existing limit, this
will cause a reduction in the pavement consumption
compared to the base case; yet, if the change in permit

Combined scenario analysis for pavement consumption.
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fee structure causes the trucking companies to engage
more in non-compliant behavior (overweight operations without permit), the result will be an increase in
pavement consumption compared to the base case.
6. BRIDGE CONSUMPTION IMPACTS
OF HEA-1481
This chapter presents the bridge consumption estimation methodology developed for this study and the
resulting estimates of the impact of HEA-1481 on bridge
consumption. Similar to the pavement consumption
estimation, bridge consumption is the same for the
Interim Policy and Emergency Rule (ER) periods because
the ER simply altered the price of a permit; regulations on
the type of goods eligible for OW Commodity permits did
not change. Similar to the pavement analysis, the August
2013 sample was used for estimating the consumption in
the HEA-1481 era to represent the consumption associated with the fee structures at the times of the Interim
Policy as well as the Emergency Rule.
6.1 Literature Review
Traffic loading in excess of the normal weight limit
(80,000 lbs.) directly impacts the frequency and/or
intensity, (and hence life-cycle costs) associated with
reconstruction, rehabilitation, and maintenance costs
for bridges on the state highway system. However, as
demonstrated in past research, consumption estimation
for bridges is much more complex compared to that for
pavements, due to the different moments that vehicles
with similar individual axle weights impose across a
bridge span. Axle weights and spacing, bridge span,
bridge age, and the bridge material type all impact the
unit costs of bridge consumption. In this literature
review section, we explain the federal bridge formula,
present the marginal costs of bridge consumption as
estimated in past research and discuss the result of
bridge impact studies and cost allocation.
6.1.1 Federal Bridge Formula
In 1975, Congress enacted legislation that mandated
the use of the FHWA Bridge Formula to limit the
maximum allowable live load imposed by heavy
vehicles traveling over bridges on the highway system.
The federal bridge formula considers the distance (ft.)
between the outer axles of any group of two or more
consecutive axles (L) and the number of axles (N) in the
group under consideration to determine allowable gross
weight (W) on the group under consideration to the
nearest 500 lbs. The allowable weight is calculated
using the following equation (USDOT, 2006):


LN
z12Nz36
ð6:1Þ
W ~500
N{1
A vehicle with a given GVW below the federal
maximum of 80,000 lbs. can still be in violation if the
weight-to-length ratio does not meet the constraints for
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individual groups of two or more axles per the federal
bridge formula. Shorter trucks that are unable to
spread weight can do more damage to a given bridge
than longer trucks with the same GVW because the
shorter truck causes a higher load concentration which
leads to larger bending moments and additional stress
on the bridge structure. This can accelerate bridge
deterioration (Virginia Transportation Research Council
and Virginia Department of Transportation, 2008). A
considerable amount of research has related the moment
produced by a given vehicle—based on axle weights and
spacing—to bridge consumption costs (Sinha, Fwa, &
Michael 1986; Tee, Sinha, & Ting, 1986; Virginia Transportation Research Council & Virginia Department of
Transportation, 2008).
6.1.2 Estimates of Marginal Bridge Consumption Cost
As mentioned in the previous section, previous HCA
studies have explicitly examined the costs of bridge
damage due to increased loads (Sinha et al., 1986). The
most widespread approach to estimating marginal
bridge damage is the cost-occasioned method which is
based on the damage from a given number of passes
over a bridge (Balducci & Stowers, 2008). For equity
analysis, cost-occasioned marginal bridge costs can be
used to serve as a basis for pay-as-you-go schemes for
damage-recovery fees.
The incremental cost analysis technique is a method
derived from the cost-occasioned approach. This
method is generally accepted as a practical approach
to establishing marginal costs (Ahmed et al., 2012;
FHWA, 1997). Theoretically, incremental cost analysis
requires repetitive designs for each additional vehicle
load to determine the additional bridge structural
elements necessary to support the increased load. The
cost of the bridge designed with the lowest live load is
assigned to all vehicles. The additional cost, due to
larger members, is allocated to the additional vehicle
class for each iteration. Using this method, the marginal
bridge consumption costs vary according to the number
of passes for each vehicle over the bridge; therefore,
each vehicle class is charged a different rate for a single
pass of the bridge.
Bridge designs for the incremental cost-occasioned
approach are based on 2002 AASHTO standard vehicle
definitions (AASHTO, 2002). A newer design manual is
available for designing a newer generation of bridge
structures; however, similar to the case for pavement
assets, the number of bridges designed using the 2002
standards or earlier far exceeds the number designed
using the more recent load and resistance-factor design
(LRFD) specifications. Standard AASHTO vehicles are
designated with an H (for two-axle trucks) or HS
(tractor-trailer combinations) prefix and the GVW in
tons. Based on AASHTO 2002 procedures, most
bridges were designed for one of four design loadings—HS20, HS15, H20, and H15. The AASHTO
design vehicles approximate common live loads applied
to a given bridge; they are not the actual load of a given
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vehicle. SPR-3502 developed a procedure to convert a
given vehicle into an AASHTO 2002 equivalent vehicle
(Ahmed et al., 2012). The equivalent vehicle is used to
connect the incremental bridge design to a given vehicle
class.
6.1.3 Bridge Impact Studies in Other States
A number of studies have used the marginal bridge
damage costs presented in the 1997 FHWA HCA study as
building blocks for analyses of overweight truck impacts
on bridges (FHWA, 1997). The 1997 study considered
four bridge cost categories: (i) new bridge construction, (ii)
bridge replacement, (iii) major bridge rehabilitation, and
(iv) other bridge improvement. FHWA found that nearly
50% of all costs were allocated to bridge replacement and
another 25% were for major bridge rehabilitation. For
new bridge construction, bridge replacement, and major
bridge rehabilitation, the incremental approach was used
to determine marginal costs for each vehicle class. The
costs for other bridge improvements were allocated across
the different vehicle classes on the basis of their VMT
contributions. FHWA assumed that vehicles that caused
moments greater than the moment caused by an H-15
vehicle (approximately 30,000 lbs.) are accountable for
load-related costs. Also, the FHWA study had assumed
that all vehicle classes share non-load related costs.
Table 6.1 summarizes the total bridge costs for each
vehicle class as determined by FHWA.
Also, VTRC and VDOT developed a bridge damage
cost model to review the overweight vehicle fee structure
in Virginia (Virginia Transportation Research Council
and Virginia Department of Transportation, 2008). The
authors of the VTRC report concluded that 80% of the
roughly $1.1 billion annual maintenance budget were
common costs. Only 2.1% was attributed to momentrelated damage. The authors argued that the bridge
consumption fee should achieve ‘‘relative’’ equity in
contrast to the equitable unit costs for pavement damage.
The underlying premise behind the ‘‘relative equity’’
scheme is that only some overweight trucks damage

bridges but all overweight trucks damage pavements.
Additionally, the authors argued that because so few
overweight vehicles cause the majority of bridge damage,
a fee based on actual consumption may be so high that
the trucking industry operations could be seriously
impaired. The target revenue necessary to account for
bridge consumption was established, and this amount was
evenly distributed to all permitted overweight vehicles.
In their study for TxDOT, Prozzi et al. (2012) extended
the bridge fatigue concept to estimate bridge consumption
cost per mile for overweight vehicles. The research team
used Moment Analysis of Structures (MOANSTR) to
calculate the moment caused by an overweight vehicle
crossing a bridge. The results from MOANSTR were used
to estimate the consumption per mile. Two types of
permit records were used in the analysis: routed (from
historical data) and non-routed. For the non-routed
permit records, hypothetical routes were generated using
Monte Carlo simulation. Table 6.2 presents the aggregated costs per mile for different categories of overweight
vehicles. As expected, the higher the GVW, generally the
higher the consumption cost per mile.
In applying their methodology, Prozzi et al. (2012)
identified an estimation problem with using aggregate
results for bridge consumption the way unit costs for
pavement consumption have typically been applied.
Bridges have a precise location over a finite distance.
Depending on the terrain, there may be fewer or more
bridges in one mile in one location than in another mile
in another location. To remedy this situation, Prozzi et
al. (2012) developed the unit consumption costs
separately for each region. In a move that may have
adversely impacted the soundness of the study results,
the authors assumed that in a given region, the number
of bridges per mile was uniformly distributed. Also, the
study did not address any levels or differences in bridge
length, material or age across individual bridges.
In 2013, South Carolina investigated the bridge
consumption caused by trucks (SCDOT, 2013). They
employed the bridge deterioration model to estimate
the bridge fatigue life and calculate the annual bridge

TABLE 6.1
Bridge cost allocation (Source: 1997 FHWA HCA Study)
2000 Federal Highway Costs by Vehicle Class and Improvement Type ($ millions)

Passenger Vehicle
Single Unit Truck
Combination Truck
,50 kips
50–70 kips
70–75 kips
75–80 kips
80–100 kips
.100 kips
Total Combination Truck
Total Truck
All Vehicles

New Bridge

Bridge Replacement

Major Bridge Rehab

Other Bridge Maintenance

Total

% Total

593.2
47.5

1069.3
337.7

981.7
22.7

407.6
19.1

3051.8
427

69
9.7

33.6
28.7
12.2
12.6
33.3
6.6
127
174.5
767.7

44.3
80.6
58.6
95.1
297.5
90.4
666.5
1004.2
2073.5

45.3
35.8
15
14.5
31.2
5.7
147.5
170.2
1151.9

2.7
1.1
0.4
0.3
0.6
0.1
5.2
24.3
431.9

125.9
146.3
86.2
122.5
362.6
102.8
946.3
1373.3
4425.1

2.8
3.3
2
2.8
8.2
2.3
21.4
31.1
100
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TABLE 6.2
Aggregated bridge consumption costs for various vehicle weights in Texas (Prozzi et al., 2012)
Vehicle GVW Category (lb.)

Miles Traveled

Total Bridge Consumption ($)

Consumption per Mile ($/mile)

80K–120k
120K–160K
160K–200k
200K–254k

3,939,917
1,104,370
534,260
239,610

909,968
416,613
259,374
214,603

0.23
0.38
0.49
0.90

fatigue damage cost. The annual bridge fatigue cost
was added to the annual maintenance cost to obtain the
total annual bridge cost. They estimated that the annual
fatigue damage cost was $30.5 million and the annual
maintenance cost was $6.5 million (in 2012 dollars).
Next, they allocated the costs to overweight vehicles by
using the proportion of damage caused by overweight
vehicles for the fatigue damage and the number of
vehicles for the maintenance cost. Therefore, $8.76
million (28.5%) of the annual fatigue cost and only
$0.04 million (0.53%) of the annual maintenance cost
were allocated to overweight vehicles.
In a study in Louisiana, Aziz (2010) assessed the
economic impacts of higher truck loads on bridges. The
results were used to determine the cost of crossing a
bridge and the permits fees as a prelude toward initiatives
on truck weight regulation.
The present study builds from marginal bridge
consumption estimates determined in SPR-3502
(Ahmed et al., 2012). In contrast to other states’
studies, SPR-3502 considered the life-cycle cost of
maintaining a bridge rather than the incurred expenditures, and also considered disaggregate data from
individual bridges rather than aggregate data from all
bridges (combined) in a given region. That study argued
that the development of life-cycle costs based on
established practical MR&R strategies are more
appropriate. Also, it is a truism that bridge deterioration occurs at a faster rate for bridges that are in poor
condition compared to those in good condition, and
therefore the report considered bridge age. The
authors considered bridge reconstruction, deck rehabilitation, and superstructure replacement. The cost of
bridge construction and bridge widening were
excluded from analysis because these costs would have
been incurred with or without overweight vehicle
loads. In SPR-3502, Ahmed et al. (2012) used incremental analysis to distribute the EUAC consumption
cost for each vehicle class. The EUAC costs were
subsequently converted into unit costs per foot-pass of
each vehicle over the bridge.
Thus, SPR-3502 established disaggregate unit costs
based on both bridge and vehicle characteristics.
Although the application of disaggregate unit costs is
computationally more demanding than aggregate models such as that proposed by Prozzi et al. (2012),
disaggregate estimation accounts for the many variables that impact the true cost of deterioration
(consumption) and repair. For example, the bending
moment caused by a given vehicle depends on the
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bridge’s design, highway classification, material type,
and age. The bending moment also depends not just on
the GVW of the vehicle but also on the average weight
per axle and average axle spacing. Thus, SPR-3502
established a method to approximate an equivalent
AASHTO vehicle given the overweight vehicle characteristics. The bending moments from the AASHTO
design vehicles were used to establish unit consumption
costs for each bridge type (based on highway class,
material type, and age).
The marginal costs of bridge consumption are not all
due to load. Non-load factors such as climate and the
minimum design for the bridge to support its own
weight should be given due consideration. This minimum design is a common cost to all users, not to
overweight vehicles only. Thus, using marginal bridge
consumption costs that are 100% attributable to load
alone would likely overestimate the bridge consumption
due to overweight vehicles. Ahmed et al. did not
establish a definitive load/non-load split but rather
presented their results for each of two scenarios of the
load/non-load split: 25%/75% and 85%/15%. For the
present study, a 30% load and 70% non-load related
split was assumed in accordance with the findings
suggested (FHWA, 1997). Sensitivity analysis was also
conducted to explore the impact of the ratio of load
related to non-load related costs on total bridge
consumption estimation.
6.2 Bridge Characteristics in Indiana
Detailed data on Indiana bridges in year 2012 were
obtained from the NBI database. The NBI database
contains records for 18,765 bridges. Bridges that are not
owned and maintained by INDOT on state highway
routes were removed from the dataset used in the
present study; the resulting database contained over
5,000 bridges. Figure 6.1 presents the distribution of
the bridges in this study according to their functional
highway class, material type, and age. These attributes
were used as inputs to calculate total bridge consumption cost.
Of the 5,000+ state highway bridges, 57% are
categorized as N-NHS while only 24% and 19% are
NHS-I and NHS-NI, respectively. The bridges are
almost equally divided among concrete (39%), steel
bridge (37%), and pre-stressed-concrete (24%). Unit
consumption cost depends also on bridge age; the
deterioration rate of bridges becomes steeper with age;
thus, the cost of repairing a bridge increases with its
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Figure 6.1

Bridge data distribution by functional class, age, and material type.

age. In the present study, bridge age is defined as the
number of years since its last reconstruction. Nearly
51% of the bridges in Indiana are less than 20 years of
age. The second largest age group is between 21 to 35
years old (36%). There are approximately 6% of bridges
between 35 and 55 years and 7% older than 55 years.
It may be recalled that in the SPR-3502 methodology
for estimating the costs of bridge consumption, the
bridge attributes of material type, age, and length are
required for applying that disaggregate approach. In
other words, this disaggregate approach uses the bridge
characteristics and the vehicle characteristics to determine the unit cost ($ per foot-pass) of a given vehicle
over a given bridge.
6.3 Underlying Assumptions for Bridge Consumption
Estimation
Several assumptions were made to calculate the
total bridge consumption cost for overweight trucks.
First, the SPR-3502 unit consumption costs do not
include separate costs for bridges greater than 70 years
of age. This is because the life-cycle cost analysis was
used in the report and the authors had assumed a
70-year life of the bridge. Thus, in the present study,
for bridges exceeding 70 years in age, the analysis used
the unit consumption costs found for bridges of age 55
to 70 years.

The next assumption relates to the share of load
and non-load factors of bridge damage and deterioration. As noted in the last paragraph of Section 6.1.3,
the unit consumption costs derived in SPR-3502 did
not report the consumption costs for a specific load
and non-load split share of bridge deterioration and
hence repair costs. Instead of deriving the consumption cost for a specific load-share, the authors used
sensitivity analysis to present the consumption costs
associated with various load shares ranging from 25%
to 85%. The authors did not make a final recommendation on which load share is most appropriate.
For purposes of the present study, it is considered
that the emergency rule and final permit fees should
be established after duly accounting for additional
bridge consumption from overweight vehicles, not the
unit cost of bridge damage due to both traffic
loadings and environmental factors. To be consistent
with FHWA literature on the subject, the present
study assumes that the load and non-load shares are
0.3 and 0.7, respectively. However, sensitivity analyses of the effect of load and non-load percentages
for bridge consumption cost on annual bridge
consumption were also carried out in the study. The
load/non-load splits were made to carry as follows:
from 25%/75%, 30%/70%, and 35%/65% to investigate the effect of different splits on bridge consumption cost associated with overweight vehicles.
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Similar to the estimates of pavement consumption,
some limitations in data availability influenced the
estimation of bridge consumption for the XHDH
network. As such, the same assumptions used in
pavement consumption estimation were applied to
analyze the consumption of bridges on XHDH. These
are: (a) the percentage split of Special Weight permits
for the Northwest and Northeast portions of the
XHDH is equal to the ratio of AADT on the
Northwest and Northeast portions; (b) if there is more
than one segment between an origin and destination,
the truck will use all segments. For example, if an
overweight vehicle was assigned to a trip from
Hammond to East Chicago, the vehicle was assumed
to travel on both SR-312 and US-41.
The bridge identification method described in Section
3.3 identifies not only the bridges ‘‘on’’ the permit route
but also those bridges that are ‘‘across’’ the permit route
(i.e., serve traffic passing over the permit route). The
research team identified during data reduction that the
majority of OS/OW and OW Commodity routes predominantly utilize Interstate and non-Interstate NHS
roadways while the majority of the bridges that cross over
the permit route, rather than the ones used by the vehicle,
are non-NHS routes or even, county roads. Very few nonNHS bridges are included in any OS/OW or OW
Commodity routes. To simplify estimation, those bridges
identified during data reduction as non-NHS bridges were
removed from the list because these tend to be county
roads that cross over the permit route and thus are not
used (loaded) by the permit vehicles. Doing this
potentially led to the exclusion of certain non-NHS
cross-over bridges that are actually used by permit
vehicles and thus slightly underestimate the overall
consumption; however, their inclusion would have had
the more serious effect of greatly overestimating the total
bridge consumption for all the overweight vehicles. Thus,
from an overall perspective, the net effect of excluding
them from the analysis is not expected to be unduly
deleterious to the analysis.
6.4 Methodology for Bridge Consumption Estimation
The bridge consumption estimation in this study is
based on the unit consumption costs estimated in
SPR-3502. That study established the unit consumption cost in $ per ft.-pass of a given bridge using
Indiana data. The unit costs from SPR-3502 enabled
the research team of the current study to apply a
disaggregate approach to consumption estimation.
Two primary factors that influence the unit cost of
bridge consumption due to OW vehicle operations are:
the vehicle load and the bridge characteristics (age,
material type, length). The necessary load data that are
available in the sample permit datasets furnished by
INDOR are (i) GVW, (ii) average axle spacing (AAS)
in inches (calculated), and (iii) average axle load
(AAL) in lbs. (calculated). Using this data, the
equivalent AASHTO HS loading was calculated using
the following equation:
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GVW 0:313
MEV ~0:0057
|AAL0:64
AAS

ð6:2Þ

Where:
MEV is the modified equivalent-vehicle (AASHTO
loading in HS).
Vehicle and bridge data are needed in order to
lookup the associated unit cost in the SPR-3502 report.
As such, for each permit record, the vehicle type and
loading characteristics in the permit data, the bridges
on the permit route, the corresponding unit cost of
bridge consumption were looked up and the total cost
was calculated. A Matlab program and Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet were developed to automate this task. For
each permit route, the bridges crossed were identified
using the procedure described in Section 3.3. For each
bridge on each route, the following data pertinent to the
analysis were retrieved from the NBI database: (i)
highway functional class, (ii) material type, and (iii) age.
There is a total of 36 possible combinations—3
highway functional classes, 3 material types, and 4
age groups. Given the bridge characteristics—one of
the 36 possible combinations—and the MEV (HS)
number of the overweight vehicles as calculated using
the Equation 6.2, the unit cost ($ per ft.-pass) was
looked up from SPR-3502. The unit cost was multiplied
by the bridge length (in ft.) to yield the total
consumption associated with that single pass of the
given bridge by the given permitted OW vehicle. This
process was applied to every bridge on every permitted
route and for each permit record. The unit costs from
SPR-3502 are presented in Appendix II.F. These unit
costs were derived based on a 100% load-related to 0%
non-load related share in 2010 constant dollars. This
load share is not reasonable given that climate is a
known factor in bridge deterioration. Thus, sensitivity
analysis was carried out to determine the total
consumption corresponding to different splits of load
and non-load.
Figure 6.2 summarizes the methodology for estimating the bridge consumption cost.
6.5 Bridge Consumption Estimates
The distribution of AASHTO HS numbers from the
available permit data (5,042 in April 2013 and 5,475 in
August 2013, with a total 10,517 permits) is presented
in Figure 6.3. The April 2013 data represents the preHEA-1481 era, and the August 2013 data represents the
HEA-1481 era. The HS distributions do not appear to
be different after the fee structure for OW Commodity
permits was established in HEA-1481, with the exception of the large increase in vehicles with an HS number
between 27 and 29. The number of permitted vehicles in
this category increased from the pre-HEA-1481 era to
the HEA-1481 era by approximately 50%. This suggests
that the HS number (between 27 and 29) may
potentially, though not conclusively, be the optimal
range for the trucking company to operate under the
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Figure 6.2

Methodology for bridge consumption estimation.

new fee structure. Additional data should be acquired
and analyzed to confirm this hypothesis.
An average of 21 bridges was identified for each
permit. In other words, for each permit, the permitted
OW vehicle used a route with an average of 21 bridges.
The range was between 0 and 98. The maximum number
of bridges is potentially overinflated due to misidentification issues, particularly where these exists two
parallel bridges (one for each direction of traffic) on a
given route. These bridges were likely misidentified due
to the close proximity of bridges carrying traffic in
opposite directions. One remedy to this issue was to
decrease the distance tolerance for identifying bridges
on a route. This has the potential of missing bridges that
actually exist on a given route, but are not identified due
to the tight precision, and any inaccuracies in bridge
coordinates. If the tolerance is too strict, the overall
bridge consumption will be underestimated.

Figure 6.3

6.5.1 Bridge Consumption Estimation for OS/OW and
OW Commodity Permits
The total bridge consumption cost for the OS/OW
and OW permits in April 2013 (representing the preHEA-1481 period) was estimated to be $6.82 million
(that is $773.27/permit); and $8.33 million ($616.18/
permit) was estimated for August 2013 (representing
the HEA-1481 era). These estimates were based on the
estimates of bridge consumption of $3.90 million and
$3.37 million for the April 2013 and August 2013sample data, respectively. It should be borne in mind that
this was based on a 100–0% load and non-load shares
of bridge damage. Table 6.3 summarizes the sensitivity
analysis of bridge consumption for different load and
non-load shares: 25–75%, 30–60%, and 35–65%.
Similar to the pavement consumption analysis
explained in the previous chapter, the estimates of

Distribution of permits by vehicle type (AASHTO HS number).
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TABLE 6.3
Sensitivity analysis of load and non-load split on bridge consumption
Month
Apr 2013 (Pre-HEA-1481)

Aug 2013 (HEA-1481)

Load and
Non-load Ratio

Total Consumption
(in $ millions)

Average Consumption
(per permit in $)

Total Consumption
(in $ millions)

Average Consumption
(per permit in $)

100 to 0
25 to 75
30 to 70
35 to 65

6.82
1.71
2.05
2.39

773.05
193.26
231.92
270.57

8.33
2.08
2.50
2.92

616.18
154.05
184.85
215.66

bridge consumption from the April and August
datasets were converted into annual values using the
monthly factors presented in Figure 4.10. It was
estimated that the annual bridge consumption from
OS/OW and OW Commodity permits was $81.54
million for the pre-HEA-1481 and $84 million for the
HEA-1481 era.
The costs per ft.-pass on average were approximately
equal in August 2013 and April 2013. The average cost
per ft.-pass was $0.14/ft.-pass in April 2013 and $0.13/
ft.-pass in August 2013. These unit costs were close to
the aggregate unit costs for Interstate bridges that
served vehicles between 108,000 and 150,000 lbs. with
6+ axles in SPR-3502 ($0.19/ft.-pass). This result meets
expectation because for permitted OS/OW and OW
Commodity vehicles, 62% of the route mileage is on the
Interstate system.
6.5.2 Bridge Consumption for Special Weight Permits
As previously discussed, detailed data for travel on the
XHDX network were not available for analysis. Thus,
for the Special Weight permits, the same process

Figure 6.4
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discussed in Section 5.2.2 was applied to bridge
consumption estimation. The Special Weight permits
were allocated to the Northeast and Northwest portions
of the XHDH according to the ratio of VMT on each
portion. It was assumed that 33% of Special Weight
permit holders used the Northeast portion while 67%
traveled in the Northwest. Figure 6.4 depicts the bridge
consumption in each month of the period from January
2012 to September 2013. The pre-HEA-1481 bridge
consumption for the Northeast XHDH was estimated to
be $10.55 million annually with the average monthly
consumption of $0.88 million. In the Northwest, the preHEA-1481 bridge consumption estimate was $50.69
million annually or an average of $4.22 million each
month. The total annual consumption estimation on the
XHDH network prior to HEA-1481 was $61.24 million.
The bridge consumption in the HEA-1481 era for the
Northeast section was $9.52 million; for the Northwest it
was $45.81 million. The total estimated bridge consumption on the XHDH for the HEA-1481 era was $55.33
million annually.
Sensitivity analysis was carried out for different load
and non-load splits to determine the consumption

Monthly bridge consumption for Special Weight permits (that is, OW vehicles on XHDH network).
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associated with each split in terms of bridge consumption cost for the XHDH network. For load/non-load
splits of 25–75%, 30–70%, and 35–65%, the total
annual bridge consumption cost for the XHDH
network were estimated as $13.83 million, $16.60
million, and $19.37 million for the HEA-1481 era.
The rather high estimates of bridge consumption
costs for the XHDH can be attributed to the high unit
consumption costs of non-NHS bridges. Of the 54
bridges on the XHDH, 34 are non-NHS bridges. From
SPR-3502, the unit consumption costs for non-NHS
bridges are roughly 10 times higher than those for
Interstate bridges and four times higher than those for
non-Interstate NHS bridges, for a given material type
and age. A reason could be that the bridge design
standards for non-NHS bridges are not as high as those
for the two other systems. As a result, non-NHS bridges
are generally more susceptible to damage (and possibly,
even failure) due to overweight operations; thus, their
life-cycle costs associated with overweight operations
are generally expected to be higher compared to
Interstate and non-Interstate NHS bridges.
It is worth noting that NHS classifications in the
state, and hence the classification of bridges on the
XHDH network as non-Interstate NHS and non-NHS
has changed since SPR-3502 was published. As of
October 1, 2012, principal arterials which were previously not on the NHS have now been added to the
non-Interstate NHS system. It is not expected that these
affected road sections have seen physical upgrades that
has elevated them to NHS standards. As such, the
present study considered these bridges as still being nonNHS for the purposes of estimating consumption.
Nevertheless, the current study assumed that if the
current NHS definition is used (i.e., if these affected
routes are considered NHS routes), then the bridge
consumption would be $43.43, $10.86, $13.03, and
$15.20 million annually for 100–0%, 25–75%, 30–60%,
and 35–65% load/non-load shares of bridge damage,
respectively. It is observed that, if these primary arterials
that were recently added to the NHS in MAP-21 are
considered as NHS routes, then the annual bridge
consumption is reduced approximately 21.2%; this
would hold true only when these roads are physically
upgraded to a standard that befits their new NHS status.
6.6 Sensitivity of Bridge Consumption to Percent Permit
Non-Compliance and Consistency of Operations within
Specified Load Limits
As already discussed in the previous chapter, the new
permitting law, HEA-1481 can cause a change in the
rates at which trucking companies comply with the
permitting law (that is, purchase a permit and/or
operate within TS&W limits) and also can influence
the configurations they use to load their vehicles to take
advantage of ESAL credits provided in the fee
structure. Unlike the case for pavements, bridge
consumption is not estimated on the basis of ESALs
but rather on the basis of the AASHTO HS number.

Thus, whereas we investigated the pavement consumption changes in response to the percent of OW
operations at or below the 2.4 ESAL credit, we carry
out the analysis for bridge consumption on the basis of
axle consistency (the percent of OW operations within
an AASHTO HS vehicle classification corresponding to
a 2.4 ESAL loading on pavements), in other words, the
percent of OW operations that added one more axle (a
result of trucking company’s adjustment of their vehicle
configuration in a bid to operate under 2.4 ESAL); a
behavior that leads to a lowering of the HS number and
hence a reduction in bridge consumption. For example,
40% consistency means that for 40% of the total
permitted OW vehicles, an additional axle is added to
lower HS number and hence, lower bridge consumption. The 40% of permitted vehicles which added axles
were randomly selected from the August 2013 sample
permit data provided by INDOR. The results of the
analysis are presented in Figure 6.5. It can be seen that
the relationship is almost linear.
Similar to that done for pavement, the effect of a
change in non-compliance was also analyzed for bridge
consumption. Figure 6.6 presents the bridge consumption impacts corresponding to changes in the noncompliance rate (before and after the new permit fee
structure). Figure 6.7 presents the combined effects of
different non-compliance (non-acquisition of permits)
rates and loading consistency on the bridge consumption. These computations are carried out assuming a
30% load share of bridge deterioration.
6.7 Summary and Conclusion
The bridge consumption was estimated separately for
Special Weight permits (for exclusive use of the XHDH
system) and other overweight vehicle permits. One of
the most challenging issues is the load and non-load
related split of bridge damage and hence, costs. The
sensitivity analysis in this chapter demonstrates the
consequences of using different splits.
In this chapter, it was estimated that the total
consumption from OS/OW and OW Commodity
permits on the state highway network is $81.54 million
and $84 million annually for the pre-HEA-1481 and
HEA-1481 eras, respectively assuming 100% load
share. For different percentages of load-related shares,
the total annual consumptions are: $20.39 million (preHEA-1481) and $21 million (post), for the 25% load
share; $24.46 million (pre) and $25.20 million (post) for
the 30% load share; and $28.54 million (pre) and $29.4
million (post) for the 35% load share.
From the number of Special Weight permits issued,
the total bridge consumption on the XHDH was
estimated as $61.24 million annually, or $15.31,
$18.37, and $21.43 million when assuming 25%, 30%,
and 35% load-related damage for the pre-HEA-1481
scenario. The corresponding estimates for HEA-1481
era were $55.33 million annually for 100% load share,
or $13.83, $16.60, and $19.37 million for 25%, 30%,
and 35% load shares.
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Figure 6.5

Bridge consumption vs. percent consistency of OW operations within loading limits.

Figure 6.6

Bridge consumption vs. percent non-compliance (not acquiring OW permits).

Figure 6.7

Bridge consumption vs. percent operators’ consistency with loading limits and percent permitting non-compliance.
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The total bridge consumption is the sum of the
consumption from the OS/OW and OW Commodity
permits and the consumption from Special Weight
permits. The annual total bridge consumption pre-HEA1481 was estimated to be $142.78 million for 100% load
share; or $35.69, $42.83, and $49.97 million for 25%,
30%, and 35% for load-related ratio, respectively. The
annual total bridge consumption for the HEA-1481
period was estimated $139.33 million, or $34.83, $41.80,
and $48.77 million for 25%, 30%, and 35% load-related
shares, respectively. It can be seen that on the basis of a
30% load share for example, the average consumption
per permitted bridge decreased slightly from $10.08 per
bridge to $9.19 (for the pre-HEA-1481 era and the
HEA-1481 era, respectively); the decrease is observed
because there were fewer bridges, by happenstance, on
the routes requested by permit seekers in the month of
August 2013 compared to April 2013.
The initial analysis for bridge consumption estimation assumed that after the enactment of HEA-1481,
40% of OW vehicles operated within an AASHTO HS
vehicle classification that corresponded to a 2.4 ESAL
loading on pavements and that the change in permitting
non-compliance rate is 0%. In carrying out sensitivity
analysis in this chapter, we discussed the bridge
consumption that would be associated with (a) different
percentages of the permitted vehicles that operated
within an AASHTO HS vehicle classification corresponding to a 2.4 ESAL loading on pavements and (b)
different percent changes in the non-compliance rate
after the enactment of HEA-1481.
It was seen that the ‘‘additional’’ bridge consumption
(additional means beyond what would occur from
typical 80,000 lb. vehicles on 5-axles) will be lower if a
greater proportion of permitted operating vehicles
operated within a ‘‘favorable’’ AASHTO HS vehicle
classification (that is, a classification that corresponds
to a maximum 2.4 ESAL loading on pavements). It was
also seen that with regard to the rate of permit
violations or non-compliance, HEA-1481 can potentially have either positive or negative effects on the noncompliance rate: if the change in the permit fee
structure incentivizes the trucking companies to operate
with purchased permits or within existing limits (more
compliance), this will cause a reduction in the pavement
consumption compared to the base case; yet, if the
change in permit fee structure induces the trucking
companies to engage increasingly in more non-compliant behavior (overweight operations without permit),
the result will be an increase in bridge consumption
compared to the base case where there is no change in
rate of non-compliance.
7. OPERATIONAL IMPACTS OF HEA-1481
Indications are that the number of overweight trucks
on highways in most states has been increasing and is
projected to continue to increase. Another trend is that
the existing roadways are approaching their capacity
and there is increasing scarcity of space or funding for

road widening as well as new construction. From a
general viewpoint, the effect of overweight and oversize
permitting can be considered to be dichotomous: on one
hand, allowing trucks to operate overweight or oversize
means that the number of truck trips will generally be
reduced, at least for divisible loads. This has a beneficial
effect of reduced congestion, less need for increasing
the number of lanes, and reduction of other adversities
associated with high traffic volumes. On the other hand,
overweight trucking operations have been associated
with deterioration of operational performance in terms
of safety and mobility of the entire traffic stream. The
net effect of these changes could be beneficial or adverse
depending on the operating environment.
In this chapter, we examine these issues and strive to
establish the net effect of overweight trucking on the
operational performance of the Indiana state highway
network from the perspective of safety and mobility. In
studies of this kind, a synthesis of documented agency
experience and research is a useful initial step as it sets
the tone for any subsequent data-driven analysis or
conceptual discussion of the issues. Thus, one of the
early sections of this chapter addresses the findings of
past studies on the safety and mobility impacts of heavy
vehicles (instead of overweight vehicles) as there is a
paucity of literature on the latter.
The chapter begins with a presentation of the extent
of travel (VMT) across the different vehicle classes. We
follow this with a synthesis of the review of the
literature on the safety and mobility impacts of heavy
trucks, and then we discuss a number of dimensions
associated with the issue of safety and mobility impacts
of heavy vehicles. Then, recognizing that one of these
dimensions is of particular interest in this study, namely
the direct of the impacts (beneficial vs. adverse), we
present some theoretical and conceptual considerations
that support each one of these two directions. Finally,
the chapter carries out analysis of safety and mobility
impacts using crash prediction models developed in
past studies and data from Indiana, and presents results
that indicate the conditions under which the net impact
would be beneficial or adverse.
7.1 Distribution of Travel among Vehicle Classes
From a system-wide perspective, safety is often
evaluated in terms of the number of crashes relative
to the exposure. The vehicle miles of travel (VMT) is
often a good measure of exposure, thus it is common
for agencies to report their system safety performance
as a certain number of crashes per million VMT. As
such, we begin this chapter with a presentation of the
distribution of travel across these classes and also by
the road functional class. FHWA vehicle classes 4–13
(i.e., trucks) are often particular interest in this chapter.
Table 7.1 and Figure 7.1 show the distribution of the
annual vehicle-miles of travel (VMT) of these vehicle
classes on Indiana’s highways over four years, 2009–
2012. Most vehicles in each class operate within the
legal limit. However, for any individual vehicle in a
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TABLE 7.1
VMT share of vehicle classes 4–13 compared to all VMT in Indiana
Network Jurisdiction and Functional Class
State-Owned

County- or Local-Owned

2011

2012

NHS-Interstate

28.2%

27.4%

17.9%

19.8%

NHS-Non-Interstate
Non-NHS (reported to HPMS)

12.9%
10.8%

13.0%
10.8%

9.9%
8.3%

13.0%
12.7%

Non-INDOT-Owned Routes

County- or Local-Owned

5.5%

6.8%

7.1%

7.2 Review of Existing Literature on Heavy Vehicle
Impact on Operations
A significant amount of research has been carried out
to investigate the impacts of heavy or ‘‘large’’ trucks on
safety and mobility, and these studies often defined
heavy trucks narrowly as those having weights at the
upper spectrum of the legal load range but not in excess
of the range. Generally, however, overweight trucks can
be considered a subset of heavy trucks, occupying the
extreme upper range of weights of the latter, that is,
80,000 lbs. and above. For overweight trucks, there is a
paucity of literature on their safety or mobility impacts.
Most of the literature discussed in this section refer to
heavy trucks but are herein presented to provide some
general indications of the expected operational impacts
of overweight trucks. Also, most of the literature found
addressed the safety impacts with very few on mobility.
7.2.1 Safety Literature
7.2.1.1 Role of operator characteristics. Driver fatigue
has been found to be a major contributor to large-truck
crash frequency. Burke, Bylsma, Carson, and Townsend
(2002) found that older and more experienced drivers
have safer driving operations. Carson (2007) performed
a similar study in Texas using a dataset containing
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2010

INDOT-Owned Routes [excludes
toll roads]
INDOT-Owned Routes
INDOT-Owned Routes

class, the gross weight or weight per axle may exceed
the legal limit.

Figure 7.1

2009

–

44,000 truck crashes spanning three years; fatigue was
found to be a significant contributor to large-truck crash
frequency and severity; younger drivers were generally
found to be associated with more frequent crash
involvement; more experienced drivers were safer but
had increased fatality risk in a crash if the driver was of
age 51 or older. Driver fatigue has also been identified as
a major reason for large truck crashes in China (Gao,
Liu, & Guo, 2005), Australia (Australian Transport
Council, 2003; Australian Trucking Association, 2010)
and the United States (Blower & Woodrooffe, 2012). It
may be reasonable to argue that it is generally more
physical exhaustive to control an heavy or overweight
vehicle compared to one of normal weight; if that is the
case, then overweight vehicles are generally more likely
to be associated with driver fatigue.
In 1998, the Kentucky Transportation Center (KTC)
carried out a truck crash study using a 1994–1997
database (Pigman & Agent, 1999) and police crash
reports on fatal crashes that involved trucks. For about
two-thirds of truck crashes, the primary contributing
factor was found to be the action of the other vehicle
driver, not the truck driver.
A recent Iowa study (Hans & Gkritza, 2014) investigated and identified the causes, locations, and other
factors related to heavy-truck crashes. They found that
operators of trucks with lower-weight CDLs (commercial
driver licenses) were more likely to be involved in serious
crashes compared to those with higher weight CDLs.
Although it is for heavy trucks that are not necessarily
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overweight, this finding provides some support to the
notion that heavier vehicles generally tend to be operated
by more experienced drivers.
7.2.1.2 Role of operational conditions. The speed
differential between vehicles has been identified as a
major reason for truck/car collisions and such differential
is likely to be greater for overloaded vehicles due to their
slower reaction times and generally lower speeds compared
to legal weight vehicles. Peeta and Zhou (2004) used statedpreference (SP) surveys and fuzzy logic modeling to
capture non-truck driver discomfort levels toward trucks:
a majority of drivers stated that they would keep a wider
gap with a truck ahead. Additionally, more than half the
survey respondents in that study believed that their
discomfort towards trucks is due to trucks blocking the
line of sight; a concern that is relevant more in oversize
truck operations than it is in overweight operations.
In the1998 KTC study (Pigman & Agent, 1999), it
was observed that on long upgrades in hilly areas of
Kentucky, heavy trucks were reduced to crawl speed
(about 15 mph) resulting in a propensity for rear-end
crashes because vehicles approaching from the rear do
not always recognize that the trucks are moving at low
speed until it is too late to stop safely. In the study,
overweight trucks were prevalent: 88% of the trucks
exceeded the 125,884 lbs. weight limit for coal trucks
established for the study route.
7.2.1.3 Effect on vehicle occupants. An NHTSA
(2005) study determined that when large trucks
experience a crash, their occupants are generally more
vulnerable compared to legal weight trucks due to the
greater energy associated with their motion. In Texas,
Prozzi et al. (2012) analyzed 1,137 crashes in which
oversize vehicle or load was found to be the most
contributing factor; they analyzed the probability that
the OS/OW driver or passenger suffered a casualty.
7.2.1.4 Individual vehicle characteristics. Moonesinghe
et al. (2003) determined that there was a decrease in
the probability of jackknifing but an increase in the
probability of rollover with increasing weight of the
large truck and cargo. Hall (2014) found that heavier
trucks generally have a higher center of gravity and
hence a greater propensity for rollover at curve sections.
Number of trailers. The effect of the number of
trailers has been ambiguous. Double trailer trucks have
been found to have higher, lower, or the same crash
rates and severities compared to single trailer/tractorsemitrailer configurations (Carson, 2011). Glennon
(1981) found a 6% higher overall crash rate for double
trailers compared to single trailers. Graf and Archuleta
(1985) found a 12% higher overall crash rate for
doubles than singles. Analysis by Jones and Stein (1989)
indicated that double trailers were consistently more
involved in crashes by a factor of 2 or 3. Mingo,
Esterlitz, and Mingo (1991) reported that multi-trailers,
single-trailers, and single-unit trucks involve in fatal
crashes of 9.96, 6.01, and 3.00 per 100 million VMT,

respectively. A larger proportion of double-trailer
involved crashes led to death, whereas a larger proportion of single-trailer involved crashes led to non-fatal
injury (Transportation Research Board, 1986). In a
USDOT (2000) study, it was mentioned that multitrailer combinations have greater crash likelihoods
compared to single-trailer combinations. On the contrary, Chirachavala, and O’Day (1981) found a 2%
lower crash rate for double trailers compared to single
trailers.
7.2.1.5 General. In the U.S., large trucks are involved
in crashes that cause approximately 5,000 fatalities
(representing 12–13% of all traffic fatalities) annually
(NHTSA, 2005). Other NHTSA-sponsored studies have
argued that the weight and size of vehicles are highly
correlated and their impacts on crash fatality should not
be underestimated (Kahane, 2003; Wenzel, 2010). In a
study by U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT,
2013b), entitled Highway Safety and Truck Crash
Comparative Analysis, one of the conclusions was that
trucks with higher GVW appear to be associated with
higher crash rates; however, the study conceded that
more data is needed to develop more conclusive
findings. Campbell, Blower, Gattis, and Wolfe (1988)
reported a moderate increase in truck crash rates for
higher truck weight. TRB’s Special Report 225: Truck
Weight Limits: Issues and Options (Transportation
Research Board, 1990) found that increasing truck
weights would increase crash risk. Contrary to these
observations, Polus and Mahalel (1983) reported a
decreasing crash rate with increasing GVW. Results
from a study by Lemp, Kockelman, and Unnikrishnan
(2011) suggest that with increasing the truck length and
gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR), likelihood of
fatalities and severe injury falls down. Vallette, Enger,
McGee, and Sanders (1981) concluded that truck crash
rates vary inversely with GVW. TRB’s Special Report
223: Providing Access for Large Trucks (Transportation
Research Board, 1989) argued that a higher GVW
results in lower crash rates but a higher crash severity.
Organizations and agencies have sponsored studies
to assess the impacts of heavy or specifically, overweight vehicles on the safety of highway operations
(Park & Pierce, 2013). The study by Middleton et al.
(1988) in Texas suggested that removal of OS/OW
vehicles from the roadway during some time periods
would ‘‘significantly’’ improve traffic mobility and
safety. In Arizona, Straus and Semmens (2006) argued
that overweight vehicles not only create damage to the
infrastructure but also pose some safety risks. In
Minnesota, Cambridge Systematics, Inc. (2006) investigated impacts of OW trucks and found that these
trucks have slightly higher crash rates; however, due to
their increased payloads which lead to fewer total truck
miles of travel, overall, safety would improve slightly.
In Wisconsin, Adams et al. (2009) used 2007 crash data
by type of truck and highway system and found that
generally, for each 1% increase in gross vehicle weight,
there is a 0.25 percent increase in crash rates.
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The safety associated with overweight trucks is also
of concern at other countries. Overloading has been
identified as a primary factor in truck crashes in China.
Reports estimate that 70–90% of truck crashes in China
are related to overloaded and oversized trucks
(Qiu, 2007; Zhao, 2007). In the study conducted by
Gao et al. (2005), in northern China, it was found that
collisions between a truck with other heavy trucks
account for most of the fatal and nonfatal injuries in
the truck crashes. Crashes involving heavy vehicles
accounted for 60% of all traffic fatal injuries, 60% of
non-fatal injuries, and over two-thirds of property
damage.
7.2.2 Mobility Literature
The impact of overweight operations on traffic mobility,
in terms of congestion, could be measured using passenger
car equivalents (PCE); the PCE values of heavy vehicles
range from 1.5 to 15 (Campbell et al., 2009). The
magnitude of these PCE values suggest that the congestion
impacts of heavy vehicles can be quite significant; however,
these impacts have not yet been adequately quantified to
date. Grossly overloaded vehicles can attain only slow
speeds and therefore require more hours of travel.
Gao et al. (2005) and Qiu (2011) suggest that,
overloading renders the trucks more difficult to control,
take longer reach the traffic stream speed, more difficult
to maintain safe speeds, travel longer to stop, and
contributes greatly to brake failure. The studies observed
that vehicles that are heavily loaded are often unable to
achieve even low speeds of 6 mph even under free-flow
conditions. Qiu (2011) found that at a certain 35.5-mile
section of highway in China, in 2002, over 100 overloaded
trucks experienced brake failure and had to use escape
ramps.
In the study led by Gao et al. (2005) the 85th percentile
speed for cars was 63 mph, while for trucks it was
42 mph, but this observation may be due to differential
speed limits and not to truck inability to match the speed
of the traffic stream. They pointed out that a major
driving violation was when trucks occupy the passing lane
excessively. As trucks generally operate at lower speeds
and have less acceleration and deceleration capabilities (a
limitation that is exacerbated by overloading), they pass
more slowly and impede traffic longer. This unsafe
behavior begets more unsafe response from the non-truck
drivers who, in seeking to escape such situations, attempt
to undertake passing maneuvers that are dangerous or
even illegal. The authors indicated that extremely short
following distances are common, particularly for heavy
trucks. It may be unlikely that drivers of large trucks in
the USA grossly engage in such unsafe behavior; however,
irrespective of the any driver’s discipline level, a little
inadvertent error by an OW truck driver may more likely
causes more severe crashes due to their greater loads and
impaired ability to recover quickly, compared to a
normal-weight truck.
To acquire a comprehensive picture of the operational impacts of overweight trucks, there is a need to
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identify the various dimensions of the issue. This is
addressed in the next section.
7.3 Dimensions of the Issue of Heavy Vehicle Impacts
As can be seen from the review of existing literature,
the impact of heavy vehicles on safety and mobility is a
complex one that must be viewed from multiple
dimensions:

N
N
N
N

Adverse impact vs. beneficial impact
Individual vehicle performance perspective vs. traffic
stream perspective
Theory-explained impact vs. empirically-analyzed impact
Impact frequency vs. impact intensity (example, crash
frequency vs. crash severity)

7.3.1 Adverse Impact vs. Beneficial Impact
An impact is termed adverse when it leads to a
reduction in safety (increase in crash frequency or severity)
or mobility (increase in average delay or travel time or
more vehicles experiencing increased travel time beyond
the expected travel time). Conversely, an impact is termed
beneficial when it leads to an enhancement in safety
(reduced crash frequency or severity) or mobility (reduced
average delay or travel time or fewer vehicles experiencing
increases in travel time beyond the expected travel time).
This is an important dimension because it represents the
core of the debate regarding the operational impacts of
heavy or oversize vehicles. It is reasonable to consider that
all the effects of heavy or overweight vehicle operations are
not solely in one of these two directions but could be
adverse or beneficial, and that it is the net effect of these
two directions that should be investigated. It seems that
only one past study has examined this net effect: Cambridge
Systematics, Inc. (2006) investigated the net safety impacts
of overweight vehicles in Minnesota. This dimension is
discussed further in Section 7.4 of this chapter.
7.3.2 Individual Vehicle Performance Perspective vs.
Traffic Stream Perspective
As duly noted by USDOT’s desk scan that compared
highway safety and truck crashes, there have been two
approaches to evaluate the relationship of truck size and
weight to safety (USDOT, 2013). The first approach
identifies the critical performance characteristics of a
heavy vehicle, such as rollover threshold, braking
efficiency, and rearward amplification, and then compares the levels of parameters to the levels corresponding to the legal weight. The analysis may go further to
establish the relationships between these parameters to
crash rates. The second approach looks not at individual
vehicles but the entire traffic stream or highway network
to analyze the system-wide safety impact of heavy
vehicles; this approach often uses theoretical or
empirical analysis to establish the effect of relevant
network level parameters (such as the percentage of
overweight vehicles in the traffic stream and the average
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extent of loading beyond the legal weight), to establish
new crash probabilities, frequencies, rates, or severities
as a function of these network-level parameters.

a function of relevant network level parameters (such as the
percentage of overweight vehicles in the traffic stream and
the average extent of loading beyond the legal weight).

7.3.3 Theory-Explained Impact vs. Empirically-Analyzed
Impact

7.3.4 Impact Frequency vs. Impact Intensity (Example,
Crash Frequency vs. Crash Severity)

For the impact of heavy vehicles on traffic safety or
mobility, either the individual vehicle performance perspective or the wider perspective (network or traffic
stream) can be analyzed using theoretical considerations
or using empirical data (observations). Theoretical analysis
of a single vehicle involves the consideration of vehicle
stability formula, kinetic energy and momentum equations, car following theory, and so on; theoretical analysis
for a mix of vehicles of different weights in a network or
traffic stream could involve the use of models that indicate
the overall network performance as a function of the
differences in maneuvering capability of the vehicles.
Theoretical analysis can often be visualized using computer
simulation of the theoretical relationships. For empirical
analysis of the safety impacts of an individual vehicle type
of the entire traffic stream containing overweight vehicles,
data can be collected to relate the crash experience
(probability, frequency, rate, severities) as a function of
the individual vehicle characteristics; for empirical analysis
of the safety impacts of the entire traffic stream containing
overweight vehicles, data can be collected to relate the
crash experience (probability, frequency, rate, severities) as

With regard to crash frequency, there may be a
dichotomy in the direction of impact (heavy trucks may
reduce or increase crash frequency). However, for crash
severity, the direction is almost certainly unidirectional:
when a heavy truck gets involved in a crash (at least one
involving multiple vehicles), the crash severity is likely
higher compared to one that does not involve a heavy
vehicle (Cerwick, 2013). Dissanayake and Bezwada
(2010) argued that large-truck crashes tend to be more
severe than other crashes: large-trucks involvement
accounted for one-ninth of all traffic fatalities in the US
involved large although they contributed to only 3% of
registered vehicles and 7% of VMT.

Figure 7.2

7.4 Further Discussion on the Adverse vs. Beneficial
Safety Impacts of Heavy Vehicle Operations
As we mentioned in Section 7.3.1, overweight
operations have a bifurcated effect in the sense that
they cause a decrease in safety in certain respects and an
increase in safety in other respects (Figure 7.2). In the
sections below, we discuss each of these two effects.

Safety impacts of overweight vehicles.
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7.4.1 Decrease in Safety

7.5 Methodology for the Quantitative Analysis

First, overweight trucks generally have less maneuverability, which can render them less able to evade
hazardous situations and to have a higher risk of vehicle
instability at certain locations of road design features,
for example, rollover at curves, roundabouts, and ramps
due to increased height of the truck center of gravity
upon loading. This reduced maneuverability could be
due to slower acceleration or deceleration due to a
greater mass, or a higher center of gravity. Secondly,
safety may be impacted by the impairment of traffic due
to overweight vehicles; specifically, overweight trucks
can generally be considered to be less able to accelerate
and decelerate in a timely manner. Also, due to the
greater weights, they may require longer periods of
stopping time due to greater momentum compared to
normal weight vehicles. Third, overweight vehicles can
be associated with a higher degree of safety asset
degradation due to their larger weight. Consistent with
the basic laws of physics, a larger mass of an overweight
truck carries a greater level of kinetic energy and
momentum and therefore can result in a larger
damaging force on a safety asset either directly (as with
crash barriers) or side swipe or side impact (as with
guardrails and median cables or barriers) or when the
overweight truck side-swipes or collides with another
vehicle. Fourth, heavier traffic loads can generally cause
faster wear of pavement markings and thus could
contribute to safety problems posed when such markings become eroded. Fifth, in the event of a crash or
disability involving an overweight vehicle, the clearance
times of such incidents are generally longer, and this
carries a greater risk of secondary incidents.
7.4.2 Increase in Safety
Overweight vehicle operations could also be associated with an increase in safety. First, there is the trips
reduction effect because some trucks carry extra loads,
fewer trips are made, and there is less traffic volume,
less exposure to crash situations, and hence, greater
safety. Second is the issue of reduced maneuverability—
this is a two-edged sword. Besides its decrease in safety
as we saw in the previous section, lower maneuverability could also lead to reduced frequency of crashes
(due to a reduction in agility which imposes constraints
on risky behavior of drivers such as dangerous overtaking maneuvers and lane changes). Third is the
greater resistance to external forces: overweight trucks
can be considered to be more stable in, for example,
high wind conditions. Fourth, overweight trucks can be
associated with lower incidence of safety problem
associated with tire grips of the pavement surface.
Fifth, the requirements of more experienced, qualified
drivers for heavier loads may reduce likelihood of a
crash (with safety assets and/or other vehicles) and
crash-prone behaviors.
In Section 7.5, we focus on two aspects that address
safety decrease and increase due to overweight operations.
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7.5.1 Net Safety Impact Analysis
Passage of the HEA-1481 is expected to lead to an
increase in overweight truck operations. As discussed
earlier in the chapter, OW truck operations have a
dichotomous effect on safety—on one hand, there are
fewer trips because fewer vehicles carry the load
otherwise borne by several vehicles, thus leading to
reduced exposure to crashes; on the other hand, as
demonstrated in past research, the safety experience of
an individual truck reduces as its weight increases.
Thus, for a fleet of OW trucks that use the highway
system, the net effect lies between these two diametrically opposite effects and thus may have a positive or
negative impact on safety depending on the strength of
influence of each direction of impact. Each direction is
consistent with the trips reduction effect and the traffic
impairment effect that we discuss in a subsequent
section of this chapter.
To estimate the negative effects of overweight operations on traffic safety, it is assumed that each OS/OW
truck could be counted as more than one vehicle in the
analyses, consistent with the concept of passenger-car
equivalents; thus, steps 1 through 3 in the following stepby-step procedure were used to calculate the frequencies
of highway crashes due to overweight vehicle operations.
To estimate the positive effects of overweight operations
on traffic safety, it is assumed that by shipping goods
using overweight trucks, shipping using a certain number
of normal-weight truck trips is avoided. Figure 7.3
presents the methodology for calculating the net percentage change in crash frequency due to overweight trucks.
Step 1. [Estimate the safety performance (crash
frequency) for the base case, that is, no OW trucks in
traffic stream]:
For each level of crash severity, use an appropriate
crash prediction function to calculate the annual crash
frequency for the given roadway segment assuming that
all trucks are of normal weight (that is 80,000 lbs. or
less), Cfatal, Base Case, Cinjury, Base Case, CPDO, Base Case:
Cfatal ~f fatal ðV1 , V2 , . . . , VN , X1 , X2 , . . . XM Þ

ð7:1Þ

Cinjury ~f injury ðV1 , V2 , . . . , VN , X1 , X2 , . . . XM Þ ð7:2Þ
CPDO ~f PDO ðV1 , V2 , . . . , VN , X1 , X2 , . . . XM Þ

ð7:3Þ

where, V1, V2, …VN are the variables related to the
volume of each vehicle class, including automobile,
non-overweight or legal weight trucks, overweight
trucks, etc. X1, X2, …XM are the variables related to
non-AADT crash factors.
For example, the safety performance functions
indicated below were used in the present study. Severe
crashes, in these models, refer to fatal and injury
crashes.
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Figure 7.3

Methodology for calculating the net percentage change in crash frequency due to OW trucks.

Urban and suburban arterials and rural highways
(AASHTO, 2008):
CF~e½azb lnðAADTÞzln(L)

ð7:4Þ

Where:
CF5 frequency of severe crashes, crashes/year;
AADT5 average annual daily traffic, veh/day;
L5 length of roadway segment in miles;
a528.837; b50.958 for rural highways; and
a5216.22; b51.66 for urban and suburban arterials.
Urban freeways (Persaud & Dzbik, 1993):
1:082

|L

ð7:5Þ

CUF,6 ~0:0000099|ADT1:206 |L

ð7:6Þ

CUF,4 ~0:0000354|ADT

Where:
CUF,65 frequency of severe crashes at urban 4-lane
freeways, crashes/year;
CUF,65 frequency of severe crashes at urban 6-lane
freeways, crashes/year;
ADT5 average daily traffic, veh/day; and
L5 freeway segment length in miles.
Rural freeways (Hadi,
Wattleworth, 1995):

Aruldhas,

Chow,

CRF ~0:25|ADT0:9599 ð1,000 LÞ0:9107 eBRF
where, BRF ~{14:032{0:0407 Wis z0:2127 Nx

&

ð7:7Þ
ð7:8Þ

CRF5 frequency of mid-junction injury crashes,
crashes/year;

ADT5 average daily traffic, veh/day;
L5 freeway segment length, mile;
Wis5 inside shoulder width, ft (assumed to be 6 ft in
current study); and
Nx5 number of interchanges on freeway segment
(assumed to be 1 in current study).
It should be noted that, Equations 7.5–7.8 are
presented here only for purpose of illustration. These
may be substituted for SPF’s that consider more
appropriate at a future time.
Step 2. [Check on existence of OW variable in crash
prediction function]:
If the crash prediction equations already contain a
variable for the volume of overweight (OW) trucks,
then calculate the annual crash frequency for the given
roadway segment (Cfatal, OW, Cinjury, OW, CPDO, OW),
and then go straight to Step 7; otherwise go to next
step.
Step 3. [Convert the total number of OW trucks into
an equivalent number of legal-weight trucks, Neq]:
(A)

For each individual overweight truck, determine the
equivalent number of legal-weight trucks
(i)

For each overweight truck, calculate the maximum
allowable weight, W, using the bridge formula


LN
z12Nz36
ð7:9Þ
W~500
N{1

Where:
W5 the overall gross weight on any group of two or
more consecutive axles to the nearest 500 lbs;
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L5 the distance between the outer axles of any group
of two or more consecutive axles, ft; and
N5thenumber ofaxles inthegroupunder consideration.
Sample Calculation: For an overweight truck that has
5 axles and 51 ft distance between axles, W is calculated
as follows:


51|5
z12|5z36
W ~ 500
5{1
~ 79,875 lbs % 80,000 lbs
(ii) Determine the number of legal trucks equivalent to
each OW truck, i.




GVW
ð7:10Þ
Neq i ~
W
i

Where, GVW5 gross vehicle weight, lbs;
W5 maximum allowable weight, lbs. (calculated
using Equation 7.9); and
i51 to n where n is the total number of trucks in the
traffic stream.
Sample Calculation: For an overweight truck with
W580,000 lbs. and GVW5105,000 lbs, then
Neq ~

105,000
~ 1:3125 trucks
80,000

Therefore, the truck under consideration is equivalent to 1.31 legal-weight trucks.
Additionally, the percentage of extra weight compared to the maximum allowable weight of each truck
can be calculated using Equation 7.11 as follows:
% of Extra Weight~

GVW{W
|100
W

ð7:11Þ

Sample Calculation: For an overweight truck with
W580,000 lbs. and GVW5105,000 lbs, the percentage of
105,000{80,000
| 100 ~ 31:25%
extra weight is ~
80,000
(B)

Calculate the total number of legal trucks that is
equivalent to the total number of OW trucks.

In this step, we carry out the above procedure (Step
3A) for each OW truck in the traffic stream and sum up
the results to obtain the total number of legal weight
trucks that is equivalent to the total number of OW
trucks in the traffic stream, using Equation 7.12.
Xn 

N
ð7:12Þ
Neq ~
eq
i
i~1

Sample Calculation: In Figure 7.4, the percentage of
extra weight (PEW) compared to the maximum
5,000
~ 0:0625 ~ 6:25%
allowable weight is
80,000
Table 7.2 presents the calculation of the total
number of legal trucks equivalent to the total number
of OW trucks, using Equation 7.12.
From the table, it can be seen that for a traffic stream
containing 12 trucks per day (for illustration purposes
only), some legal weight and others overweight, the
total equivalent number of legal-weight trucks is 13.8.
Therefore, in the crash prediction equations (safety
performance functions), for safety impact estimation,
the numerical value of the truck traffic volume variable
should be 13.8 and not 12. A similar result can be
obtained using Equation 7.13 instead of the table:
APEW ~
30z10z0z20z20z30z30z10z0z10z0z10
12
~ 15%
Therefore, total number of legal trucks that is
equivalent to the total number of OW trucks in the
stream is found as follows:
Neq5NTT (1+APEW)5126(1+0.15)513.8 trucks
where NTT512 and APEW515%.
Step 4. [Estimate the net traffic volume (due to the
opposing forces of traffic impairment and trips reduction
effects), for overweight truck operations, NEOW]:
As discussed earlier in this section, the practice of
overweight trucking operations can lead to a reduction
of the total number of trucks on the highway because,
for example, one overweight truck could carry, say, the
load of 1.5 normal trucks, for example. In that case,
overweight truck operations could reduce the total
number of trucks. On the other hand, OW trucks impair
the movement of traffic stream and such impairment is
due to ‘‘greater-than-unity’’ equivalent number of legalweight trucks for each overweight truck. Thus, there is a
net effect that should consider both the positive and
negative effects of OW operations on truck volume. To
consider the net effect of overweight operations in terms
of equivalent truck volume, we coined two terms for
purposes of present study: the Trips Reduction Effect
(TRE) which reduces the equivalent number of legalweight trucks, and Traffic Impairment Effect (TIE)

Equation 7.12 can also be written as follows:
Neq ~NTT zAPEW|NTT ~NTT ð1zAPEWÞ

ð7:13Þ

where, APEW5 average percentage of extra weight
compared to the maximum allowable weight for all
trucks; and
NTT5 total number of legal-weight plus the number
of OW trucks, trucks/day.
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Figure 7.4 Comparing the extra weight to the maximum
allowable weight: Conceptual Illustration.
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TABLE 7.2
Numerical example for calculating the total number of legal-weight trucks equivalent to OW trucks

Truck ID

Allowable weight, W (lbs.)

Gross vehicle weight,
GVW (lbs.)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

60,000
70,000
80,000
80,000
70,000
80,000
60,000
70,000
80,000
80,000
80,000
80,000

75,000
80,000
80,000
95,000
85,000
105,000
80,000
80,000
80,000
90,000
80,000
85,000

% of extra weight,
PEW (%)

Equivalent number of
legal-weight trucks,
(Neq)i (trucks)

Total equivalent number of legal
Pn 
weight trucks, Neq ~
i~1 Neq i
(trucks)

30%
10%
0%
20%
20%
30%
30%
10%
0%
10%
0%
10%

1.3
1.1
1.0
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.1

13.8

which increases the equivalent number of legal-weight
trucks.
(A)

Trips Reduction Effect (TRE): The reduced number of
trucks on roadways due to OW truck operations can be
calculated using the following equation:
TRE~APEW|NTT |POW

ð7:14Þ

Where:
APEW5 average % of extra weight compared to the
maximum allowable weight for all trucks;
NTT5 total number of legal plus number of OW
trucks, trucks/day; and
POW5% of OW trucks of the entire truck traffic
stream.
Sample Calculation: For a truck traffic stream that
has APEW515%, NTT51,000 trucks/day, and POW5
8%, then
TRE50.1561,00060.08512 trucks/day
It means, under the aforementioned conditions, 12
normal (legal-weight) trucks will be removed from the
roadway. Thus, a truck traffic volume of 988, not 1,000,
should be used in the safety performance function for crash
prediction; therefore a fewer number of crashes will be
predicted compared to a volume of 1,000.
(B)

Traffic Impairment Effect (TIE): The increased number
of equivalent trucks due to overweight operations can be
explained by the concept of highway capacity. The lower
speed of heavy trucks and the fact that they have less
acceleration and deceleration capabilities (a limitation
that is exacerbated by overweight operations) means that
they ‘‘consume’’ more roadway capacity compared to
normal-weight trucks. Also, they pass more slowly and
impede traffic longer, compared to the normal trucks.

The impairment effect of traffic (TIE) due to
overweight operations can be calculated as follows:
TIE~NTT |POW |
Where:

PCEOW {PCEN
PCEN

ð7:15Þ

NTT5 total number of legal-weight trucks plus OW
trucks, trucks/day;
POW5% of OW trucks compared to the NTT;
PCEOW5 passenger car equivalent of OW trucks;
and
PCEN5 passenger car equivalent of normal (legal)
trucks.
Sample Calculation: For a traffic stream that has
NTT51,000 trucks/day, POW58%, PCEOW52.5 and
PCEN51.5, then
TIE ~ 1,000 | 0:08 |

25{1:5
~53 trucks=day
1:5

This indicates that under the given conditions, the
moving behavior of OW trucks is such that, they represent
an equivalent of 53 additional normal-weight trucks on
the roadway. Thus for this traffic stream, the volume of
equivalent normal-weight (legal-weight) trucks is 1,053,
for purposes of safety performance estimation. Therefore,
a greater number of crashes will be predicted compared to
that where truck volume was 1,000.
Step 5. Calculating the net total equivalent number of
legal trucks:
(A)

If the crash prediction equations (in Step 1) already
contain a variable representing truck volume, then
calculate NET as shown in Equation 7.16, otherwise
go to part ‘‘b’’ of this step.
NET ~NTT zTIETRE

ð7:16Þ

Where:
NET5 net total equivalent number of legal-weight
trucks, trucks/day;
NTT5 total number of legal-weight plus OW trucks,
trucks/day;
TIE5 traffic impairment effect; and
TRE5 trips reduction effect.
Sample Calculation: For a truck traffic stream with
NTT51,000 trucks/day, TIE553 trucks/day and TRE512
trucks/day, then
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NET ~1,000z53  12~1,041 trucks=day

DC%~

Thus, for this traffic stream, the net volume of
equivalent legal-weight trucks is 1,041.
Inputting this volume in the safety performance
function will yield the net safety impact of the two
opposing forces due to overweight operations.
(B) If the crash prediction equations contain a variable
representing the volume for non-trucks only and no
variable representing truck volume, then convert the
NET to the equivalent number of autos, using PCEN
values:
NEA ~NET |PCEN

ð7:17Þ

Where:
NEA5 net total equivalent number of autos;
NET5 net total equivalent number of legal-weight
trucks; and
PCEN5 passenger car equivalent of normal (legalweight) trucks.
Sample Calculation: For a truck traffic stream with
NET51,041 trucks/day
and
PCEN51.5
then
NEA51,04161.5%1,562 vehicles/day
Figure 7.5 illustrates schematically the relationships
between the trips reduction effect (TRE), traffic
impairment effect (TIE), and their net effect on the
total number of legal-weight plus OW trucks.
Step 6. Using the newly-determined net total
equivalent number of legal trucks (NET) or autos
(NEA), use the crash prediction equations in Step 1 to
calculate the expected number of crashes on the route
due to overweight operations, Cfatal, OW, Cinjury, OW,
CPDO, OW.
Step 7. For each crash severity, calculate the
percentage change in crash frequency on the route
due to overweight truck operations:

COW {Cbase case
|100
Cbase case

ð7:18Þ

Where:
DC%5 percentage change of crash frequency with
and without overweight trucks consideration;
COW5 crash frequency for the route accounting for
the net effect of overweight trucks operations (from
either Step 2 or Step 6), crashes/year; and
Cbase case5 crash frequency when all trucks are
assumed to be legal-weight trucks (from Step 1),
crashes/year.
7.5.2 Net Traffic Mobility Analysis
Similar to the case for safety, OW truck operations
have a dichotomous effect on traffic mobility: on one
hand, there are fewer trips because fewer vehicles carry
the load borne by several vehicles thus leading to lower
traffic volumes and hence reduced congestion; on the
other hand, as implied in past research and the
highway capacity theory, larger and heavier vehicles
are associated with lower levels of mobility. Therefore,
for a fleet of overweight trucks on the highway system,
the net effect lies between these two diametrically
opposite effects and may have a positive or negative
impact on mobility depending on the strength of
influence of each direction of impact.
To determine the net impacts of overweight trucks on
traffic mobility, following step-by-step procedure was
developed and applied:
Step 1. Compute the average traffic speed for the
given roadway segment assuming that all trucks are
legal weight (that is, 80,000 lbs. or less):
Ubase case ~

Vauto zðNTT |PCEN Þ
k

ð7:19Þ

Figure 7.5 Schematic graph of the relationship between the trips reduction effect (TRE), traffic impairment effect (TIE), and
their net effect on the total number of legal-weight plus OW trucks (not to scale). Direction of net effect shown is conceptual.
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Where:
Ubase case5 average traffic speed without considering
impacts of OW trucks, mph;
Vauto5 number of autos, veh/h;
NTT5 total number of trucks, trucks/h;
PCEN5 passenger car equivalent of legal- or normal
weight trucks; and
k5 density, veh/lane-mile.

Where:
DT%5 percentage change of travel time for the two
scenarios: with and without considering the net effect of
overweight trucks;
TOW5 travel time (minutes) with considering the net
effect of OW trucks; and
Tbase case5 travel time (minutes) without considering
the net effect of OW trucks.

Step 2. Compute the average traffic speed for the
given roadway segment considering the net total
equivalent number of legal-weight trucks (as discussed
in Step 5 of Section 7.5.1):

7.6 Results

UOW ~

Vauto zðNET |PCEN Þ
k

ð7:20Þ

Where:
UOW5 average traffic speed with considering the net
impact of OW truck operations, (that is, the NET
number of equivalent legal-weight trucks), mph;
Vauto5 number of autos, veh/h;
NET5 net total equivalent number of legal trucks,
trucks/h;
PCEN5 passenger car equivalent of legal- or normalweight trucks; and
k5 density, veh/lane-mile.
Step 3. Compute the average travel time for each of
two scenarios: with and without considering the
impacts of overweight trucks:
L
Tbase case ~
ð7:21Þ
Ubase case
TOW ~

L
UOW

Step 4. Calculate the average percentage change in
travel time over the entire site (i.e., along a corridor or
within a network) due to the overweight operations.
If the net effect of OW operations on mobility is
positive:
TOW {Tbase case
|100
Tbase case

ð7:23Þ

If the net effect of OW operations on mobility is
negative:

DT%~

Tbase case {TOW
|100
Tbase case

1.

ð7:22Þ

Where:
Tbase case and TOW5 travel time without and with
accounting for the net effects of OW trucks, h;
L5 roadway segment length, mile; and
Ubase case and UOW5 average traffic speed (mph)
with and without considering the net impact of OW
trucks.

DT%~

The above methodology was applied to estimate the
impact of HEA-1481 (which is expected to increase the
volume of overweight operations on the state’s highway
network) on traffic safety and mobility. Using the
actual number of combination trucks (classes 4–13)
observed on INDOT-owned routes in year 2010, the
analysis was carried out. Actual data from several
urban arterials, rural highways, as well as urban and
rural freeways were collected. For urban arterials, data
from US-52 were used, and for rural highways, data
were collected from roadway segments such as US-12,
US-20, US-30, and SR-341. For urban freeways, data
were collected from Interstate 465 and for rural
freeways, data were from I-64, I-65, I-69, I-70, I-74, I80, and I-94.
To calculate the net effects of traffic safety and
mobility due to the overweight operations, methodologies developed in the preceding section were used.
Four assumptions were made and applied in the
analysis:

2.
3.
4.

The percentages of OW trucks compared to the total
number of trucks are 3%, 6%, and 9%. The reason for
using a maximum of 9% is consistent with an FHWA
study on truck size and weight which suggested, based on
Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) data, that 8.5 percent of five
axle (3-S2) truck travel occurs at weights in excess of
80,000 lbs. (USDOT, 2013a).
The weight percentages above the legal limit are 5%,
10%, 15%, or 20%;
The passenger car equivalent (PCE) of a normal-weight
truck is 1.5; and
The PCE of OW trucks is 2, 3, or 4 (Webster &
Elefteriadou, 1999).

The methodology developed in the preceding section
would yield more reliable results if full data on
individual truck configuration and GVW were available. However, this was not the case. Thus, the analysis
was carried out without such data.
Table 7.3 to Table 7.8 and Figure 7.6 to Figure 7.11
present the analysis results in terms of the net safety and
mobility impacts due to OW trucks operations for each
of the various roadway functional classes. To determine
the net impacts on safety and mobility, the average net
percentage changes in severe crash frequency and travel
time (resulting from the net volume of equivalent legalweight trucks) were calculated, respectively. In the
following tables and figures, the negative values reflect
percent reductions (e.g., improvement in travel time),
while positive values indicate percent increases (e.g.,
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TABLE 7.3
Net Safety Impacts: Average net percentage change in severe crash frequency due to OW truck operations by roadway functional class;
assumed PCE of OW truck is 2.0
Extra weight (percentage above legal limit), APEW
Roadway functional class

Percentage of OW trucks of all trucks

5%

10%

15%

20%

Rural Highways

3%
6%
9%

0.81
1.63
2.44

0.67
1.34
2.01

0.53
1.05
1.58

0.38
0.77
1.15

Urban Arterials

3%
6%
9%

1.41
2.84
4.27

1.16
2.33
3.51

0.91
1.83
2.75

0.66
1.33
2.00

Urban Freeways

3%
6%
9%

1.03
2.05
3.08

0.84
1.69
2.54

0.66
1.33
1.99

0.48
0.97
1.45

TABLE 7.4
Net Mobility Impacts: Average net percentage change in travel time due to OW truck operations by roadway functional class; assumed
PCE of OW truck is 2.0
Extra weight (percentage above legal limit), APEW
Roadway functional class

Percentage of OW trucks of all trucks

5%

10%

15%

20%

Rural Highways

3%
6%
9%

20.16
20.32
20.47

20.13
20.26
20.39

20.10
20.21
20.31

20.07
20.15
20.22

Rural Freeways

3%
6%
9%

20.26
20.51
20.77

20.21
20.42
20.63

20.17
20.33
20.50

20.12
20.24
20.36

Urban Arterials

3%
6%
9%

20.14
20.27
20.41

20.11
20.23
20.34

20.09
20.18
20.27

20.06
20.13
20.19

Urban Freeways

3%
6%
9%

20.19
20.39
20.58

20.16
20.32
20.48

20.13
20.25
20.38

20.09
20.18
20.28

TABLE 7.5
Net Safety Impacts: Average net percentage change in severe crash frequency due to OW truck operations by roadway functional class;
assumed PCE of OW truck is 3.0
Extra weight (percentage above legal limit), APEW
Roadway functional class

Percentage of OW trucks of all trucks

5%

10%

15%

20%

Rural Highways

3%
6%
9%

2.73
5.45
8.18

2.59
5.17
7.75

2.44
4.88
7.32

2.30
4.59
6.89

Urban Arterials

3%
6%
9%

4.78
9.64
14.59

4.52
9.12
13.80

4.27
8.61
13.02

4.02
8.09
12.23

Urban Freeways

3%
6%
9%

3.45
6.91
10.40

3.27
6.55
9.85

3.08
6.18
9.30

2.90
5.82
8.75
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TABLE 7.6
Net Mobility Impacts: Average net percentage change in travel time due to OW truck operations by roadway functional class; assumed
PCE of OW truck is 3.0
Extra weight (percentage above legal limit), APEW
Roadway functional class

Percentage of OW trucks of all trucks

5%

10%

15%

20%

Rural Highways

3%
6%
9%

20.53
21.05
21.57

20.50
21.00
21.49

20.47
20.94
21.41

20.45
20.89
21.32

Rural Freeways

3%
6%
9%

20.86
21.70
22.52

20.81
21.61
22.39

20.77
21.52
22.26

20.72
21.43
22.13

Urban Arterials

3%
6%
9%

20.46
20.91
21.36

20.44
20.86
21.29

20.41
20.82
21.22

20.39
20.77
21.15

Urban Freeways

3%
6%
9%

20.65
21.29
21.93

20.62
21.23
21.83

20.58
21.16
21.73

20.55
21.09
21.63

TABLE 7.7
Net Safety Impacts: Average net percentage change in severe crash frequency due to OW truck operations by roadway functional class;
assumed PCE of OW truck is 4.0
Extra weight (percentage above legal limit), APEW
Roadway functional class

Percentage of OW trucks of all trucks

5%

10%

15%

20%

Rural Highways

3%
6%
9%

4.64
9.27
13.90

4.50
8.99
13.47

4.35
8.70
13.04

4.21
8.42
12.61

Urban Arterials

3%
6%
9%

8.18
16.61
25.29

7.92
16.08
24.48

7.67
15.56
23.66

7.41
15.03
22.85

Urban Freeways

3%
6%
9%

5.88
11.81
17.80

5.70
11.44
17.24

5.51
11.08
16.69

5.33
10.71
16.13

TABLE 7.8
Net Mobility Impacts: Average net percentage change in travel time due to OW truck operations by roadway functional class; assumed
PCE of OW truck is 4.0
Extra weight (percentage above legal limit), APEW
Roadway functional class

Percentage of OW trucks of all trucks

5%

10%

15%

20%

Rural Highways

3%
6%
9%

20.90
21.77
22.63

20.87
21.72
22.55

20.84
21.67
22.47

20.81
21.61
22.39

Rural Freeways

3%
6%
9%

21.45
22.85
24.20

21.40
22.76
24.07

21.36
22.67
23.95

21.32
22.59
23.82

Urban Arterials

3%
6%
9%

20.78
21.54
22.29

20.75
21.49
22.22

20.73
21.45
22.15

20.70
21.40
22.08

Urban Freeways

3%
6%
9%

21.10
22.18
23.23

21.07
22.12
23.14

21.04
22.05
23.04

21.00
21.98
22.94
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Figure 7.6 Net Safety Impacts: Average net percentage change in severe crash frequency due to OW truck operations by roadway
functional class; assumed PCE of OW truck is 2.0.

Figure 7.7 Net Mobility Impacts: Average net percentage change in travel time due to OW truck operations by roadway
functional class; assumed PCE of OW truck is 2.0.
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Figure 7.8 Net Safety Impacts: Average net percentage change in severe crash frequency due to OW truck operations by roadway
functional class; assumed PCE of OW truck is 3.0.

Figure 7.9 Net Mobility Impacts: Average net percentage change in travel time due to OW truck operations by roadway
functional class; assumed PCE of OW truck is 3.0.
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Figure 7.10 Net Safety Impacts: Average net percentage change in severe crash frequency due to OW truck operations by
roadway functional class; assumed PCE of OW truck is 4.0.

deterioration of the crash frequency) in the related
values.
The results in Table 7.3, Table 7.5, and Table 7.7
indicate that the net effect of OW operations is adverse,
that is, overall, the traffic safety deteriorates because the

crash frequency increases. However, from the aforementioned tables it can be seen that by increasing the
percentage weight above legal limit (APEW), amount of
the safety deterioration decreases. This observation
suggests that, at each roadway functional class and

Figure 7.11 Net Mobility Impacts: Average net percentage change in travel time due to OW truck operations by roadway
functional class; assumed PCE of OW truck is 4.0.
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percentage of the OW trucks compared to all trucks, there
is a certain point of APEW after which the net severe
crash frequency due to OW truck operations decreases,
compared to the base case. In other words, beyond a
certain critical amount of excess weight (referred to as the
critical APEW), the number of trips substituted (TRE)
becomes so significant that it outweighs the traffic
impairment (TIE) due to the excess weight.
To determine this critical value for each functional
class, the results in Table 7.3, Table 7.5, and Table 7.7
were used to derive regression equations showing the
relationship between the average net percentage change
in severe crash frequency due to OW truck operations
and APEW, for each roadway functional class. Table 7.9
presents these equations and the critical APEW values.
For example, when the assumed PCE of OW truck is 2
and the percentage of OW trucks of all trucks is 3%, by
increasing the percentage weight above legal limit (e.g.,
from 5% to 20%), the average net percentage change in
crash frequency approaches zero. Using the regression
equations presented in Table 7.9, it was found that when
the APEW is 33.4%, there would be no change in
average net crash frequency compared to the base case,
due to OW truck operations. Then, when the APEW

exceeds 33.4%, the net percentage change in crash
frequency would be negative indicating that OW truck
operations yield a lower crash frequency compared to
the situation when the same amount of goods are carried
by normal-weight trucks. In this example therefore, the
critical APEW value is 33.4%.
Using the developed methodology for analyzing the
net mobility impacts of OW trucks, the computational
process was carried out and the results are presented in
Table 7.4, Table 7.6, and Table 7.8. Similar to the
analysis for net safety impacts, the analysis involved
scenarios with different PCE values for OW trucks,
different percentages of OW trucks in the traffic stream,
and different percentages of excess weights beyond the
legal limit. This was done for each roadway functional
class.
The results showed that for an assumed PCE of 2 for
OW trucks, the average net percentage change in travel
time for all roadway functional classes is less than 0.5%,
implying that even though OW trucks can substitute
some trips of the normal-weight trucks, their positive
effect on traffic mobility is still relatively little. When
the analysis was conducted by assuming the higher PCE
values of the OW truck, greater improvement in the

TABLE 7.9
Regression equations and critical APEWs for safety, by roadway functional class

Assumed PCE
of OW truck

Roadway
functional class

Percentage of OW
trucks of all trucks

Regression equation for estimating the average net
% change in severe crash frequency due to OW
truck operations (ANPCCF)*

Critical APEW**, %

2

Rural Highways

3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%

20.0286 APEW+0.955
20.0574 APEW+1.915
20.086 APEW+2.87
20.05 APEW+1.66
20.1006 APEW+3.34
20.1514 APEW+5.025
20.0366 APEW+1.21
20.072 APEW+2.41
20.1088 APEW+3.625

33.4%
33.4%
33.4%
33.2%
33.2%
33.2%
33.1%
33.5%
33.3%

3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%

20.0288 APEW+2.875
20.0574 APEW+5.74
20.086 APEW+8.61
20.0506 APEW+5.03
20.1032 APEW+10.155
20.1572 APEW+15.375
20.0368 APEW+3.635
20.0728 APEW+7.275
20.11 APEW+10.95

99.8%
100%
100.1%
99.4%
98.4%
97.8%
98.8%
99.9%
99.6%

3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%

20.0288 APEW+4.785
20.0568 APEW+9.555
20.086 APEW+14.33
20.0512 APEW+8.435
20.1052 APEW+17.135
20.1628 APEW+26.105
20.0368 APEW+6.065
20.0732 APEW+12.175
20.1112 APEW+18.355

166.1%
168.2%
166.6%
164.7%
162.9%
160.4%
164.8%
166.3%
165.1%

Urban Arterials

Urban Freeways

3

Rural Highways

Urban Arterials

Urban Freeways

4

Rural Highways

Urban Arterials

Urban Freeways

*ANPCCF: average net % change in severe crash frequency due to OW truck operations.
APEW: average % of extra weight compared to the maximum allowable weight for all trucks.
**APEW after which the net crash frequency decreases (i.e., safety gets improved).
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average net travel time of the traffic stream was
obtained. For instance, in case of assuming the PCE
of OW truck as 3 and 4, the average net travel time
improvement for all roadway functional classes was
estimated as 1.14% and 1.98%, respectively.
Similar to the trends observed for the safety impact
analysis, the direction of impacts chanes after a certain
point: the net traffic mobility due to OW truck
operations increases with increasing excess load but
only up to a certain point; beyond that point (i.e., the
critical value of APEW), any increase in excess load
would cause a net decrease in traffic mobility due to OW
truck operations. In other words, beyond the critical
APEW, the impairment of traffic mobility (TIE) due to
OW operations outweights the congestion reduction
associated with the reduced trips (TRE). Using the

results in Table 7.4, Table 7.6, and Table 7.8, regression
equations were derived and critical values of APEW for
different roadway functional classes were calculated.
Table 7.10 presentes the computational results.
Figure 7.12 illustrates the net safety impacts of OW
vehicle operations at urban freeways assuming a 2.0
PCE for OW trucks. Figure 7.13 illustrates the net
mobility impacts of OW vehicle operations at urban
arterials assuming a 2.0 PCE of OW trucks. The full set
of figures for all functional classes and PCE values is
provided in Appendix II.G.
Overall, the results suggest that the direction of
impacts varies not only by % weight above the legal
limit and the % OW trucks in the traffic stream but also
across the functional classes of highways, and the PCE
value for OW trucks.

TABLE 7.10
Regression equations and critical APEWs for mobility, by roadway functional class

Assumed PCE
of OW truck

Roadway
functional class

Percentage of OW
trucks of all trucks

Regression equation for estimating the average
net % change in travel time due to OW truck
operations (ANPCTT)*

Critical APEW**, %

2

Rural Highways

3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%

0.006 APEW20.19
0.0112 APEW20.375
0.0166 APEW20.555
0.0092 APEW20.305
0.018 APEW20.6
0.0272 APEW20.905
0.0052 APEW20.165
0.0094 APEW20.32
0.0146 APEW20.485
0.0066 APEW20.225
0.014 APEW20.46
0.02 APEW20.68

31.7%
33.5%
33.4%
33.2%
33.3%
33.3%
31.7%
34.0%
33.2%
34.1%
32.9%
34.0%

3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%

0.0054 APEW20.555
0.0108 APEW21.105
0.0166 APEW21.655
0.0092 APEW20.905
0.018 APEW21.79
0.026 APEW22.65
0.0048 APEW20.485
0.0092 APEW20.955
0.014 APEW21.43
0.0068 APEW20.685
0.0134 APEW21.36
0.02 APEW22.03

102.8%
102.3%
99.7%
98.4%
99.4%
101.9%
101.0%
103.8%
102.1%
100.7%
101.5%
101.5%

3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%
3%
6%
9%

0.006 APEW20.93
0.0106 APEW21.825
0.016 APEW22.71
0.0086 APEW21.49
0.0174 APEW22.935
0.0252 APEW24.325
0.0052 APEW20.805
0.0092 APEW21.585
0.014 APEW22.36
0.0066 APEW21.135
0.0134 APEW22.25
0.0194 APEW23.33

155.0%
172.2%
169.4%
173.3%
168.7%
171.6%
154.8%
172.3%
168.6%
172.0%
167.9%
171.6%

Rural Freeways

Urban Arterials

Urban Freeways

3

Rural Highways

Rural Freeways

Urban Arterials

Urban Freeways

4

Rural Highways

Rural Freeways

Urban Arterials

Urban Freeways

*ANPCTT: average net % change in travel time due to OW truck operations.
APEW: average % extra weight compared to the maximum allowable weight for all trucks.
**APEW after which the net travel time increases (i.e., mobility gets deteriorated).
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Figure 7.12 Illustration of Net Safety Impacts of OW Vehicle Operations, Urban Freeways; assumed PCE of OW truck is 2.0.
APEW is the percentage of extra weight beyond the legal weight, averaged for all overweight vehicles.

7.7 Operational Impacts: Summary and Conclusions
Generally, a crash could be due to any one or more
causes that are related to four main factors: human,
vehicle, infrastructure, and environment. Each of these
factors has its effect on crash probability, frequency,
and severity. For example, the age and gender of a
driver, the surface condition and material type of
roadway, all have different impacts on crashes and have
been relatively easily to measure based on past data.
However, regarding vehicle characteristics as crash
factors, the vehicle size and weight is known to play a
role but there is very little literature that quantifies the
effect of this variable on safety (USDOT, 2000).
In estimating the operational impacts of HEA-1481
(which introduced the overweight commodity permit
and is hence expected to result in increased volumes of
overweight vehicles on the state’s highways), due

cognizance was given to the dichotomous nature of
the effect of overweight operations: on one hand, a
single overweight truck carries the load of more than
one normal-weight truck and hence reduces the volume
of truck traffic with the attendant benefits of increased
safety, reduced congestion and increased mobility
associated with fewer vehicles on the roadway. On the
other hand, each overweight vehicle impairs the safety
and mobility of the traffic stream due to its relative
difficulty of maneuvering, accelerating, and decelerating. Thus, in the present study, we estimated both trips
reduction and traffic impairment effects and used the
resulting net effect on truck traffic volume to carry out
the analysis.
The truck volumes of year 2010 on INDOT-owned
routes were used to investigate the net safety and
mobility impacts of overweight operations at urban
arterials, urban freeways, rural highways, and rural

Figure 7.13 Illustration of Net Mobility Impacts of OW Vehicle Operations, Urban Arterials; assumed PCE of OW truck is 2.0.
APEW is the percentage of extra weight beyond the legal weight, averaged for all overweight vehicles.
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freeways. The results showed that the average net
percentage change in severe crash frequency due to OW
truck operations at urban arterials is higher compared
to other roadway functional classes. Additionally, the
net percentage change in crash frequency at urban
freeways is higher than that at rural highways
and freeways. Generally, overweight operations at
Interstates are found to be safer than other roadway
functional classes; this finding is consistent with the
study by Carson (2011). Different safety performance
functions were used for estimating the net safety
impacts of OW truck operations on rural highways
and rural freeways; however, the obtained results, in
terms of average net percentage change in severe crash
frequency on these two road classes were found to be
identical. This finding is consistent with the findings of
the Bonneson, Zimmerman, and Fitzpatrick (2005)
study that had indicated that rural divided highways
(that have few or no access points) exhibit similar safety
performance compared with rural freeways.
Overall, the results suggest that the HEA-1481
legislation will lead to higher percentages of OW
trucks, reduced net safety (increased average net
percentage change in crash frequency) but improved
net mobility (i.e., net reduction in travel time). This
finding seems intuitive because a higher percentage of
OW trucks substitute for a greater number of normalweight trucks which in turn favors the traffic mobility.
Nonetheless, it must be noted that for greater extents of
overweight, the net improvement in mobility due to
overweight operations, diminishes rapidly.
8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FOR PART II
Part II of this report covered the HEA-1481 impacts
that are related to INDOT’s responsibilities of protecting taxpayer-funded infrastructure and to maintaining a
safe, efficient transportation network. Therefore, in this
part of the report, the research team estimated the impacts
of overweight divisible load permits on permit revenue
generation, pavement consumption, bridge consumption,
and safety and mobility of the system that are specifically
associated with overweight operations. To carry out such
analysis, annual permit revenues were estimated for each
of three time periods: prior to HEA-1481 before April
2013, under the Interim Policy fee structure (April 2013 to
December 2013); and under the Emergency Rules
(January 2014 to December 2014). For the pavement
and bridge consumption, the analysis was carried out for
each of two time periods: under fee structure in place prior
to HEA-1481; and after the establishment of the new OW
Commodity permits. It may be noted the pavement and
bridge consumption do not change between the Interim
Policy and Emergency Rules periods because the change in
fees did not change eligibility to purchase permits. For the
safety and mobility impacts, the fee structure of the postHEA-1481 that is the Interim Policy and the Emergency
Rules were used only indirectly, not directly, in the
analysis, because these operational impacts are due to the
increase in the number of overweight vehicles on the state
76

highway network rather than the dollar amounts associated with the new permits.
For revenue generation impacts of HEA-1841, both
permit revenues and ‘‘additional’’ fuel tax revenues
attributed to the overweight operations were considered. With regard to permit revenues, these were
estimated in total because such fees are not required
for vehicles operating at or below 80,000 lbs. With
regard to fuel taxes, only the fuel tax revenue associated
with additional fuel consumption, due to additional
load (above 80,000 lbs.).
For pavement consumption, only the load-share of
the marginal pavement consumption costs was used to
estimate the additional pavement consumption due to
the overweight vehicles, that is, the consumption in
excess of that associated with normal weight vehicle
(80,000 lbs. or less). For bridge consumption, estimation of marginal bridge consumption were carried out
for a 100% load share and then sensitivity analysis was
used to estimate the bridge consumption costs for the
pre-HEA-1481 era and the HEA-1481 era, for various
load shares ranging from 25% to 35%.
Table 8.1 summarizes the estimates of revenue
generation, pavement consumption, and bridge consumption. For each of these three criteria, the ‘‘impact
of HEA-1481’’ was calculated as the difference between
the annual estimate for the fee structure in place preHEA-1481 and the annual estimate for post-HEA-1481
fee structures that are associated with (i) the Interim
Policy and (ii) the Emergency Rules (ER).
The permit revenues generated are higher for both the
Interim Policy and the ER compared to the pre-HEA-1481
period. Also, the revenues are higher for the ER
compared to the Interim Policy for three reasons: (i)
the annual cap was eliminated, (ii) the ESAL-mile fee
was increased slightly from $0.05 to $0.07 per ESALmile, and (iii) the administrative fee of $20 which is
charged for all other permit types was included for OW
Commodity permits.
The pavement consumption cost also increased; however, this increase outpaced the increase in permit
revenues. Although the bridge consumption decreased
slightly in the HEA-1481 era, the overall bridge consumption cost far exceeds the overall pavement consumption
cost or the overall revenue.
The fuel tax revenues, pavement consumption, and
bridge consumption were the same in both HEA-1481
eras. The fuel tax revenues increased, but only slightly.
8.1 Gap Analysis
HEA-1481 is found to impact the revenue generated,
pavement consumption, and bridge consumption associated with overweight vehicles; however, the impacts
do not directly address the question of whether the
permit fees are adequate to cover the cost of consumption due to overweight vehicle operations. The difference between total consumption and total revenue
represents the deficit between actual revenues collected
(or expected to be collected) and the revenue that is
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TABLE 8.1
Summary of the impacts of HEA-1481 on revenue generation, pavement consumption, and bridge consumption
HEA-1481
Estimate
Permit revenue
Revenues from tax on additional
fuel consumed
Pavement consumption (assuming
85%/15% load/non-load split)
Bridge consumption (assuming
30%/70% load/non-load split)

Pre-HEA-1481 ($
millions)

Interim Policy ($
millions)

Emergency Rules ($
millions)

Impact of Interim
Policy ($ millions)

Impact of Emergency
Rules ($ millions)

12.06
0.30

12.46
0.39

14.36
0.39

+0.40
+0.09

+2.30
+0.09

1.77

2.35

2.35

+0.58

+0.58

42.83

41.80

41.80

21.03

21.03

needed to cover the damage arising from the asset
consumption due to overweight vehicle operations. In
this report, we refer to such deficit as the ‘‘gap’’.
For purposes of gap analysis, bridge consumption
was estimated under the assumption that the load/nonload split of bridge deterioration and consequently,
life-cycle cost is 30%/70%, consistent with research
literature on the subject. For pavements, the split is
85%/15%.
For the pre-HEA-1481 period, the total consumption
from bridges and pavements was $44.6 million while the
revenues from overweight permits were $12.06 million.
The estimated deficit was $32.54 million. The $298,000
in additional revenue, due to fuel consumption of
extraneous loading, hardly makes a dent in the deficit.
The deficit for the Interim Policy period is similar.
The total consumption of bridges and pavements is
$44.15 million. Although the pavement consumption
increased substantially from the pre-HEA-1481 to the
HEA-1481 era, the bridge consumption decreased
slightly due to a change in the number and characteristics (material type, age, length) of bridges that are
located on the permitted routes in the HEA-1481 era.
The permit revenues collected after the enactment of
HEA-1481 is $12.46 million. Thus, the estimated deficit
was $31.69 million. Again, the fuel tax revenue
($393,000) was less than the gap. Although the deficit
was reduced, there is still a substantial gap between
revenues and actual consumption.
Under the Emergency Rule period, the expected
(estimated) deficit is further reduced. The total consumption from bridges and pavements was found to be
$44.15 million. The estimated annual permit revenue in
the ER period is $14.36 million. Thus, the estimated
deficit is $29.79 million. Also in this period, the
‘‘additional’’ fuel tax revenue of $393,000 is significantly
less than the deficit.
Thus, overall, the data indicate that overweight
divisible load permits result do not dramatically change
pavement and bridge consumption, leads to a slight
increase in the revenue per permit, and a slight decrease
in the gap between consumption and revenue.
However, the gap is still significant and much larger
than the slight increase in revenues from the sale of OW

Commodity permits. The gap analysis contained herein
does not include operational cost of mobility and safety
impacts that are discussed in Chapter 7. Inclusion of
monetized operational consequences may change the
gap slightly.
8.2 Break-Even Analysis
In addition to the gap analysis, break-even analysis
was conducted to determine the ESAL-mile based fee
necessary to recover the full pavement and bridge
consumption costs from overweight vehicles. Please
note that this includes consumption and revenues from
all overweight vehicles, not only those using OW
Commodity permits. Figure 8.1 depicts that, for an
assumed 30% load share for bridge consumption and
85% load share for pavement consumption, the ESALmile based fee to equate collected revenues with
consumption attributable to overweight vehicles is $20
per permit plus $0.84 per ESAL-mile. This is $0.77 per
ESAL-mile more than the current $0.07 per ESAL-mile
charged for OW Commodity permits. However, when
100% load share is assumed for both bridges and
pavements, the charge needed to close the gap between
consumption and revenues, rises to $3.24 per ESAL-mile.
8.3 Analysis of the Sensitivity of Revenue to ESAL
Credit Limits
To investigate the impact of the provided ESAL
credit on revenue, sensitivity analysis was implemented
by varying the ESAL credit from 2.4 to 3.0. Figure 8.2
presents the total permit revenues in the HEA-1481 era
at varying levels of ESAL-credit.
8.4 Concluding Discussion
The analysis showed that the permit revenues and
additional fuel taxes combined are not enough to cover
the total cost of the consumption of Indiana’s highway
assets by overweight vehicles. For the pre-HEA-1481
and the Emergency Rule periods, the consumptionrevenue gaps were estimated as $32.54 million and
$29.79 million, respectively. Thus, neither the fee
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Figure 8.1

Break-even analysis.

Figure 8.2 Total permit revenues in the HEA-1481 era for
various ESAL credits.

structure prior to HEA-1481 nor either of the HEA1481 era fee structures is adequate to generate revenues
sufficient to cover the consumption of the assets due to
overweight operations asset consumption. The ER fee
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structure recovers slightly more of the consumption
cost compared to the Interim Policy. This is partly due
to the elimination of the annual cap. Also, the ER
encourages responsible loading of vehicles that is
expected to reduce wear and tear of the state’s highway
infrastructure.
A fee structure that efficiently recovers all of the
pavement and bridge repair and replacement costs due
to usage may lead to permit fees of such high
magnitude that trucking operations in the state will
be rendered uncompetitive. It is essential that the state
of Indiana encourages trucking operations in the state
because these are strongly related to economic growth,
development, and competitiveness. As such, any
analysis of overweight truck impacts on asset consumption and revenue must be accompanied by
examination of the other side of the coin; Part III of
this report addresses this issue. That part documents
the modal shift and economic impacts of HEA-1481.
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APPENDICES FOR PART II
APPENDIX II.A: MAPS OF COMMON ROUTES FOR OS/OW AND OW COMMODITY ROUTES

Figure A.1

Statewide OS/OW/OW Commodity routes.
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Figure A.2
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OS/OW/OW Commodity routes across northwest Indiana.
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Figure A.3

OS/OW/OW Commodity routes around Fort Wayne, Indiana.
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Figure A.4
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OS/OW/OW Commodity routes around Indianapolis, Indiana.
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APPENDIX II.B: ESAL CALCULATIONS FOR MICHIGAN TRAINS
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APPENDIX II.C: ESAL CALCULATION AUTOMATION IN MS EXCEL
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at the 95% confidence level, and we concluded that the two means
were equal.

APPENDIX II.D: STATISTICAL TESTS FOR
CHANGES IN BEHAVIOR

C. AVERAGE MILES OF TRAVEL PER PERMIT
VEHICLE

A. NUMBER OF PERMITS REQUESTED PER
VEHICLE

A t-test was used to test for a difference in the average miles per
vehicle between the April 2013 and August 2013 samples. The null
hypothesis was that the two samples have equal means. Table D.3
outlines the t-test results. The test statistics (20.038) did not fall
within the rejection region whose boundaries were ¡1.96.
Therefore, the null hypothesis could not be rejected at the 95%
confidence level, and we concluded that the two means were equal.

A t-test was used to test for a difference in the mean number of
permits requested per vehicle between the April 2013 and August
2013 samples. The null hypothesis was that the two samples have
equal means. Table D.1 outlines the t-test results. The test statistic
(22.16) was greater than the critical value (at 95% confidence) of
¡1.96. Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected and we
concluded that the average number of permits per vehicle was
significantly different between the April 2013 and August 2013
samples.

D. AVERAGE ESAL-MILES TRAVELED PER
PERMIT VEHICLE
A t-test was used to test for a difference in the average ESALmiles traveled per vehicle between the April 2013 and August 2013
samples. The null hypothesis was that the two samples had equal
means. Table D.4 outlines the t-test results. The test statistics
(21.50) did not fall within the rejection region whose boundaries
were ¡1.96. Therefore, the null hypothesis could not be rejected
at the 95% confidence level, and we concluded that the two means
were equal.

B. AVERAGE ESAL PER PERMIT
A t-test was used to test for a difference in the average ESAL
value per permit (trip) between the April 2013 and August 2013
samples. The null hypothesis was that the two samples have
equal means. Table outlines t-test results. The test statistics
(20.21) did not fall within the rejection region whose boundaries
were ¡1.96. Therefore, the null hypothesis could not be rejected

TABLE D.1
t-Test results for comparing the average number of permits/vehicle

Mean
Variance
Observations
Hypothesized Mean Difference
df
t Stat
P(T,5t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T,5t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail

Pre-HEA-1481 (April 2013)

HEA-1481 (August 2013)

1.91
3.70
2638
0
3308
22.16
0.015
1.65
0.031
1.96

2.14
24.20
2563

TABLE D.2
t-Test results for comparing the average ESAL/permitted trip

Mean
Variance
Observations
Hypothesized Mean Difference
df
t Stat
P(T,5t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T,5t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail

Pre-HEA-1481 (April 2013)

HEA-1481 (August 2013)

10.77
50.21
2638
0.00
5139
20.21
0.42
1.65
0.84
1.96

10.81
58.86
2563
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TABLE D.3
t-Test results for comparing the average miles/vehicle

Mean
Variance
Observations
Hypothesized Mean Difference
df
t Stat
P(T,5t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T,5t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail

Pre-HEA-1481 (April 2013)

HEA-1481 (August 2013)

185.24
38312.74
2638
0
4804
20.038
0.485
1.645
0.97
1.96

185.48
65100.48
2563

Pre-HEA-1481 (April 2013)

HEA-1481 (August 2013)

1981.13
6478957
2638
0.00
4368
21.50
0.07
1.65
0.13
1.96

2119.10
15471436
2563

TABLE D.4
t-Test results for comparing the average ESAL-miles/vehicle

Mean
Variance
Observations
Hypothesized Mean Difference
df
t Stat
P(T,5t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T,5t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail
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APPENDIX II.E. ESTIMATED ANNUAL REVENUES
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APPENDIX II.F. BRIDGE CONSUMPTION COSTS FROM SPR-3502
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Unit bridge consumption costs for HS-20 to HS-31.
Figure F.1
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Unit bridge consumption costs for HS-31 to HS-40.
Figure F.2
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Unit bridge consumption costs for HS-41 to HS-50.
Figure F.3
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APPENDIX II.G: NET SAFETY IMPACTS OF OW VEHICLE OPERATIONS FOR DIFFERENT %OW
SHARES OF THE TRAFFIC STREAM
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APPENDIX II.H: NET MOBILITY IMPACTS OF OW VEHICLE OPERATIONS FOR DIFFERENT %OW
SHARES OF THE TRAFFIC STREAM
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9. INTRODUCTION
In formulating its highway operations policies,
INDOT often encounters conflicting objectives. One
such example is the policy regarding overweight truck
permitting: on one hand, the agency bears the
responsibility to protect the highway infrastructure
from undue deterioration; and on the other hand, it
seeks to help the state to retain and attract heavy
industries, including those that haul large or overweight
loads, thereby enhancing economic development. In
Part II of this report, we addressed INDOT’s responsibility to protect the state’s highway infrastructure
assets. Now, in Part III, we address issues related to
INDOT’s responsibility to foster economic development by ensuring that overweight policies do not place
an undue burden on the trucking industry. Specifically,
this part of the report examines the modal shift,
economic development, and economic competitiveness
impacts of the overweight permitting fee structure
specified in HEA-1481.
It is worthwhile to recognize that compared to the
impacts on infrastructure consumption, the changes in
modal distribution and economic development occur
over relatively longer periods of time over which shippers
and carriers alter and implement their decisions. For
example, a significant amount of time is needed for
shippers to modify their physical facilities, operational
processes, and institutional mechanisms in order to
exploit any opportunities or to circumvent any threats
associated with a new policy or stimulus. As such,
unlike the case for revenue and asset consumption
impacts where permit data were used, it is relatively
more difficult to predict the long-term impacts due to
the lack of adequate data on modal distribution and
economic development impacts that may have
occurred in the time frame of the present study.
Therefore, for the long-term impacts, stated choice
surveys were administered to industry stakeholders
to obtain a clearer indication of the expected future
conditions in response to HEA-1481.
9.1 Organization of Part III
Each chapter begins with a review of past research
relevant to that area of discussion followed by a
description of the study methodology and discussion of
results. In this part of the report, we first present the
survey instrument used to gauge the expected future
behavior of the industry stakeholders. Then, each
impact area of HEA-1481 (modal distribution, economic development, and economic competitiveness) is
addressed in a separate chapter 2 (in Part II).
10. SURVEY OF POTENTIAL USERS OF THE
OVERWEIGHT COMMODITY PERMITS
Similar to the approach used in a few studies on
truck size and weight (TS&W) for other states, a truck
permitting survey was prepared and administered as

part of the present study to evaluate the modal shift and
economic development impacts of overweight divisible
load permits. States such as Minnesota, Wisconsin, and
Texas solicited expert opinion and input from shippers
and carriers (Bienkowski & Walton, 2011; Cambridge
Systematics, Inc. & SRF Consulting Group, 2006;
Cambridge Systematics, 2009).
10.1 OW Permitting Questionnaire Design
As mentioned in Chapter 2 (in Part II) of this report,
unlike asset consumption and revenue impacts that
occur at the time of travel, modal shift and economic
development impacts occur over a relatively longer
term. The nature and magnitude of these impacts result
from choices that both shippers and carriers are
expected to make over time in response to changes in
the overweight fee structure. These choices include the
transportation mode used for the shipment and the
decisions made by the carrier such as investments in
truck fleet (new vehicle purchases, retrofitting, etc.),
operating vehicle configurations, and operating vehicle.
The decisions across these two categories are often
synergistic in nature; for example, a carrier’s decision to
invest in additional or new equipment that ensures the
use of a specific cost-effective vehicle configuration may
translate into lower shipping costs and therefore may
attract business from shippers who previously used
another company or even another mode such as rail or
water. Furthermore, some shippers own and operate
their own trucking fleet, playing the roles of both
shipper and carrier, and in such cases, investments that
increase the cost-effectiveness of shipping and lower
shipping prices translate into increased profit.
From the literature on survey techniques, the
approaches for studying choices can be categorized as
revealed preference (RP) and stated preference (SP)
methods. SP methods are used to elicit information on
individual preferences when the actual choices cannot
be observed because the decision environment is
physically non-existent at the time of the survey. SP
methods include the contingent valuation (CV)
approach and stated choice (SC) experiments.
Traditionally, the CV approach uses data from a
survey instrument to place an economic value on one
or more public goods (Carson & Louviere, 2011).
Often, the survey instruments use dichotomous (yes/no)
choices; although a binary choice task is not synonymous with the CV approach. Historically, CV has
been used to estimate customers’ willingness-to-pay
(WTP) for applications in a wide range of sectors,
including water supply, renewable electricity, solar
energy systems, and other public or quasi-public goods
or services (Carson & Mitchell, 1993; Guo et al., 2014;
Radmehr, Willis, & Kenechi, 2014). In contrast, SC
experiments are a type of elicitation method where
respondents are presented a finite number of discrete
hypothetical alternatives in which one or more attributes are varied systematically. SC experiments have
been used in a wide variety of past studies; for example,
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to determine the value of time (VOT) and the value of
reliability (VOR) of travel time or other performance.
In this manner, SC experiments are used in conjunction
with the CV approach to place economic value on a
public good such as travel time.
10.1.1 Hypothetical Bias
The major criticism of SP methods is that the choices
made in a hypothetical setting do not always reflect the
actual choices that would be made in real-life settings.
Revealed preference data, which represent observed
actions and not observed pronouncements of intended
actions, do not suffer from such hypothetical bias.
Unfortunately, observed data on the actual actions of
individuals are not always available. People tend to
value goods at an amount higher than they are truly
willing to pay. Typically, the hypothetical bias can be as
much as a factor of 2–3 times the actual situation,
although higher and lower values are possible for
different goods and for different individuals (Murphy et
al., 2005; Norwood, 2005). In 1996, a National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) study suggested dividing hypothetical bids by two to calibrate
bids, a recommendation that ushered in a new field of
research into why and by how much people misstate
their actual preferences (List & Gallet, 2001). Besides
the uncertainty experienced by people regarding their
preferences in natural settings, certain individuals in
choice questions regarding public goods tend to
strategically overstate the value they place on a
particular good, with the hope that the good will
somehow be subsidized (Norwood, 2005), a phenomenon that is referred to in the literature as strategic bias.
10.1.2 Mitigation Techniques for Hypothetical Bias
Recent research recommends using mitigation
techniques that could possibly address the problem of
hypothetical bias. These techniques are categorized as
divided into ex ante techniques (which are incorporated
into the elicitation method) and ex post techniques,
(which are applied to the collected data). Carson and
Groves (2007) found that consequentiality, which is
defined as the respondent’s belief that survey results will
influence policy decisions and the respondent’s interest
in the outcomes of those decisions, is absolutely
necessary for participants to reveal their true preferences. In the literature, it is recommended that
techniques should be used to create incentive compatibility, in other words, a link between actions and
rewards that encourages participants to answer truthfully. Typically, SP methods lack direct incentives
because any incentives for participation are provided
regardless of the truthfulness of an individual’s
response (Fifer, Rose, & Greaves, 2014). Thus, it has
been recommended that researchers establish consequentiality, and therefore develop an incentive-compatible experiment, by including only participants that
have a stake in the agency’s actions and by creating the
116

impression that the participants’ responses may influence agency actions.
10.1.2.1 ‘‘Cheap talk’’ scripts. ‘‘Cheap talk’’ is an
ex ante method that has been proven to mitigate
hypothetical bias (Fifer et al., 2014). Cheap talk scripts,
which are text documents presented to participants prior
to administering a survey, appeal to consequentiality.
These scripts can range from a few sentences to a few
paragraphs that provide essential pieces of information:
first, an alert about the potential bias associated with
hypothetical situations and second, an emphasis on the
importance of truthfulness in the answers.
In the present study, the respondents, after answering
questions about their company and immediately prior
to answering questions about hypothetical situations,
were shown a cheap talk script (Figure 10.1). The cheap
talk script designed for this study includes the kind of
pre-survey information that has been demonstrated in
the literature as being very effective: a brief explanation
of the bias that could occur and why it occurs and an
encouragement and assurance that the survey results
will be used in policy-making, which is indicative of the
consequentiality that is needed in surveys. We balanced
the need to adequately explain information without
tiring the respondents or providing so much information that the respondents would be discouraged from
reading it; this was done by designing a cheap talk
script that is two paragraphs in length.
10.1.2.2 Certainty calibration. In addition to adopting
an incentive-compatible experimental design, ex-post
mitigation techniques are often used to account for
hypothetical bias, which include general calibration
factors, certainty calibration, and frontier calibration.
For example, in addition to the NOAA rule, List and
Gallet (2001) and Murphy et al. (2005) quantified
calibration factors for both public and private goods
using meta-analysis of several stated preference studies.
Certainty calibration has been extensively used in
contingency valuation experiments. In addition to the
choice question, respondents are also asked, either
qualitatively or using a certainty scale, about their level
of certainty regarding their choice. Norwood reported
that when a scale of 1 to 10 (where 10 means ‘‘very
certain’’) was used and the ‘‘yes’’ responses of all
individuals who reported a certainty less than 8 were
re-coded as ‘‘no’’ responses, the hypothetical bias
disappeared (Norwood, 2005). Certainty scales are
preferable to qualitative questions or categorical lists
because researchers can use the numerical scales to define
uncertain response and calibrate results. The frontier
calibration technique has been used for hypothetical
auction data. Frontier calibration assumes that
individuals with similar demographics will submit
similar bids in an auction; any differences in bids
among individuals in the same demographic are due
to the hypothetical nature of the auction. Thus, the true
bid amount is the lowest hypothetical bid for each
demographic group (Norwood, 2005).
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Figure 10.1

‘‘Cheap talk’’ script shown to respondents prior to administering the survey.

In the present study, after each stated choice question,
respondents were asked a follow-up question regarding
the choice they made, on a five-level Likert-type
certainty scale, as shown in Figure 10.2. In addition to
a numerical scale, each possible response included a
qualitative description of the level of certainty/uncertainty. The qualitative information helped the respondents to understand the questions and the quantitative
responses provided greater flexibility in the analysis
subsequently carried out by the research team.
10.1.3 The Online Survey Instrument
The survey was administered online using Qualtrics,
a web-based survey software licensed at Purdue

University. A list of the survey questions is provided
in Appendix III.A. Representatives from the Indiana
Motor Truck Association (IMTA), the Agribusiness
Council of Indiana (ACI), INDOT, and INDOR
advertised the availability of the online survey tool.
Respondents were first asked several questions about
their company and operations, including descriptions of
their truck fleet, company location, number of employees, type of goods hauled, average trip distances, total
annual tonnage shipped, and past and current permit
purchases. The company and operations information
questions could be answered by all shippers. Subsequent
to the ‘‘cheap talk’’ script, respondents that carry metal
or agricultural commodities were asked additional
questions of a stated preference nature: a number of

Figure 10.2 An example of a certainty scale question posed subsequent to a choice question regarding possible future investment
in truck axle addition.
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hypothetical permit fee questions were posed to measure
the desire of respondents to purchase permits on a
quarterly or annual basis, their willingness to invest in
new equipment or retrofits that is consistent with
reduced damage to existing infrastructure, and the
extent of their travel and loading in terms of a value in
ESAL-miles, which is consistent with the ESAL-based
fee structure defined in HEA-1481. The full list of survey
questions is presented in Appendix III.A.
10.2 Truck Permitting Questionnaire Results
Responses to the survey were accepted via the online
survey system between May 21 and June 17, 2014.
During that period, 66 participants answered some or
all of the questions posed. Due to the sample size
limitations, incomplete responses were not entirely
rejected. The following sections discuss the responses
for each question. Also, the number of respondents is
indicated for each question where appropriate.
10.2.1 Demographic and Operational Characteristics of
Participating Companies
Table 10.1 presents the descriptive statistics for the
respondents’ company fleets and employment characteristics. Participants were asked to describe their fleets
in terms of both the number of vehicles and the average
age of the vehicles. The results indicate that the most

common vehicle, by far, is the five-axle single-trailer
truck. There was a large range in the fleet size of the
individual participating companies. In addition to fleet
size, the number of employees was used as a proxy for
company size. It was observed that for nearly all of the
respondents, most workers were full-time employees
and there were relatively few part-time employees.
Figure 10.3 presents the INDOT districts where each
company is located and any out-of-state locations. The
total number of responses exceeded the sample size of 66
because there were a number of companies that have
locations in more than one district in Indiana or have
locations in Indiana as well as at least one in a
neighboring state.
Figure 10.4 shows that 66% of the 65 responding
companies own facilities for consolidation, warehousing, or distribution of goods. Typically, smaller
companies and independent operators do not own these
facilities because they do not store goods. Companies
with these types of facilities have the capability not only
to store goods for a period of time but also to distribute
shipments to multiple locations.
In addition to questions about the company size and
location, several questions requested information about
the nature of each company’s operations. These questions were asked cognizant of the notion that companies
that engage in a variety of types of operations will likely
have different permitting practices and needs. Table 10.2
presents the percentage of respondents whose companies

TABLE 10.1
Company fleet and employment descriptive statistics
Variable

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

N

106.71
9.67
2.42
3.38
1.68
1.26
3.06
128.18

316.86
20.89
12.18
13.75
5.95
5.12
13.94
352.01

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2249
90
92
90
34
38
100
2525

66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66

8.53
6.33
6.77
3.00
4.00
5.40
3.36

4.47
3.90
7.42
3.44
3.56
4.35
3.47

2
1
0
0
0
0
0

25
15
20
10
10
12
8

56
26
13
12
13
10
11

106.85
12.76
129.14

186.32
23.59
213.93

0
0
0

1200
104
1210

65
49
49

Fleet characteristics—Number of vehicles
Number of five-axle single-trailer trucks
Number of six or more-axle single-trailer trucks
Number of five or fewer-axle multi-trailer trucks
Number of six-axle multi-trailer trucks
Number of seven-axle multi-trailer trucks
Number of eight-axle multi-trailer trucks
Number of nine or more-axle multi-trailer trucks
Total number of vehicles
Fleet characteristics—Age of vehicles
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average

age
age
age
age
age
age
age

of
of
of
of
of
of
of

five-axle single-trailer trucks
six or more-axle single-trailer trucks
five or fewer-axle multi-trailer trucks
six-axle multi-trailer trucks
seven-axle multi-trailer trucks
eight-axle multi-trailer trucks
nine or more-axle multi-trailer trucks

Employment characteristics
Number of full time employees
Number of part time employees
Total number of employees
N5 Number of respondents to specific question at hand.
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Figure 10.3 Number and percentage of companies located in
each INDOT district as well as outside Indiana.

Figure 10.4 Responses to the question, ‘‘Does your company
own facilities for consolidation, warehousing, and/or distribution of goods?’’.

carry each kind of goods: overweight non-divisible
goods, agricultural commodities, metal commodities,
other divisible goods, and non-divisible goods that are
not overweight (and thus do not require permits). HEA1481 established OW commodity permits specifically for
agricultural and metal commodities only. At this time,
permits are not available for divisible loads, for other
commodities, even though some respondents carry these
items.
Table 10.3 details the descriptive statistics of other
operating information, including the average trip
distances for those that carry each type of goods, the
total tons of goods shipped per respondent (company),
and the average number of trips made per month.
Figure 10.5 indicates that, for the majority of
respondents, each respondent typically transports
goods using the same route or the same few small set
of alternative routes. Knowledge of this information
could potentially speed up the permit acquisition
process if route information is stored in a database
that includes any bridge crossing analysis or other
important asset-related information on each route.
There remains a sizeable minority of companies that
do not use the same one route or few routes for
transporting overweight goods throughout the state.

Table 10.4 presents the distribution of annual trips
that have payload extremes: those that are empty haul
and those that are overload and thus require permits.
There was a large range in the percentage of empty
haul trips, with a mix of low (0–20%) and mid-range
(20–40% and 40–60%) proportions. Empty haul trips
are common for those who carry raw materials out of
the state but do not haul manufactured goods on the
return trip. Companies with low percentages of
empty-haul trips could be made to pick up loads for
the trip legs that are empty haul. Over half of the
respondents indicated a low (0–20%) percentage of
trips that require an overweight vehicle permit. This
could change over time if the awareness and patronage of OW Commodity permits grows. Finally,
Table 10.4 indicates that over half of the respondents
spend 0–20% of their operating expenses to purchase
permits for overweight operations. It seems that the
expenses for permit acquisition are far exceeded by
other overweight operation-related costs including
fuel, equipment, and driver wages.
Figure 10.6 presents the frequencies at which companies replace their vehicles. This figure indicates that
for approximately 60% of companies, vehicles are
replaced every 5–10 years; also a significant number
of companies replace their vehicles sooner than five or
later than 10 years, and a very small percentage replace
vehicles after 15 years or more.
10.2.2 Participants’ Knowledge of Permitting Practices
The first step in evaluating the impact of HEA-1481
is to ascertain the level of knowledge that companies
have about the OW Commodity permits that was
introduced by the HEA-1481 legislation. Figure 10.7
shows that although a majority of participants are
aware of the OW Commodity permits, nearly 40% of
them were not aware of their permit options prior to
this questionnaire survey. The survey was designed and
advertised to solicit input from not only those who had
purchased permits in the past but rather anyone eligible
for the permits. In Figure 10.7, both groups were
represented almost equally in the survey.
Figure 10.8 presents the number and percentage of
respondents who had made previous purchases of SW
and/or OW Commodity permits at different points in
time. Figure 10.8(a) and Figure 10.8(b) present the
percentage that had purchased SW permits before and
after enactment of HEA-1481. These figures suggest that
a ‘‘captive’’ set of carriers continue to purchase these

TABLE 10.2
Number and percentage of respondents who carry each type of goods
Type of Goods Carried
Overweight non-divisible goods
Agricultural commodities
Metal commodities
Divisible goods (other than agricultural and metal)
Non-divisible goods that are not overweight

Number of Companies

Percentage of Respondents

27
37
32
15
32

47.4%
59.7%
55.2%
26.3%
59.3%
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TABLE 10.3
Respondents’ operating characteristics
Variable
Average trip distance for overweight non-divisible goods (miles)
Average trip distance for agricultural commodities (miles)
Average trip distance for metal commodities (miles)
Average trip distance for divisible goods (other than ag/metal) (miles)
Average trip distance for non-divisible goods that are not overweight (miles)
Annual pounds of goods transported (in billions)
Percentage of total shipments that are agricultural commodities
Percentage of total shipments that are metal commodities
Average number of trips in a month

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

N

136.90
149.32
166.29
120.26
159.21
5.15
55.52
46.41
2,524

102.86
484.54
117.08
112.75
111.69
32.5
46.00
43.96
6,744

0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
10

350
3000
500
350
500
250
100
100
44,000

29
37
31
19
29
59
54
53
63

N5 Number of respondents to specific question at hand.

Figure 10.5 Responses to the question, ‘‘On average, do most
of your loads travel the same route (or the same few routes)?’’.

TABLE 10.4
Respondents’ operational information
Variable

0–20%

20–40%

40–60%

60–80%

.80%

N/A

24
38

18
10

19
7

0
1

1
1

3
8

39

7

2

3

0

13

Proportion of annual trips that are empty haul
Proportion of annual trips that require an overweight vehicle
permit
Proportion of operating expenses that covers the overweight
vehicle permit cost

Figure 10.6
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Respondents’ frequency of vehicle replacement.

Figure 10.7 Responses to the question ‘‘Prior to this survey,
were you aware of new overweight commodity permits—
available since June 1, 2013—for overweight divisible loads of
agricultural goods (up to 97,000 lbs) or metal goods (up to
120,000 lbs.)?’’.
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Figure 10.8

Number and percentage of respondents who purchased different types of permits.

One of the primary purposes of the trucking
permitting survey was to solicit information about the
industry stakeholders’ willingness to purchase the new
permit type and period of eligibility, and/or invest in
equipment under various situations. Figure 10.9 indicates that 64% of respondents were interested in some
form of annual overweight divisible load permits. This
observation is consistent with the comments expressed
by representatives of the trucking companies at the
various industry forums and also in the comments
section of the current survey. These comments advocated
for annual permits and reduced waiting time between
permit request and permit approval or acquisition.

In addition to examining the feasibility of potentially
having annual, semi-annual, or quarterly permits, the
research team explored the likelihood that companies
would invest in new equipment that would provide their
vehicles with greater capability of carrying overweight
loads but with reduced culpability for damage to
existing infrastructure. Irrespective of the type of goods
carried, all the survey respondents were asked whether
they were willing to invest in new equipment (or modify
their existing equipment), specifically, to enable overweight operations. Figure 10.10 indicates that 77% of the
respondents stated that they are willing to invest in such
equipment. However, when presented with hypothetical
scenarios involving dollar amounts, it was observed that
the respondents exhibited reduced willingness to invest
money for this purpose.
The final section of the survey was designed
specifically for carriers whose trucking operations are
such that they are eligible to purchase OW Commodity
permits and may or may not have purchased the type of
permit that was introduced in HEA-1481. Prior to

Figure 10.9 Responses to the question ‘‘Would you be willing
to purchase an ESAL-based annual permit for overweight
divisible loads that is tied to your quarterly tax filings (for
reporting mileage)?’’.

Figure 10.10 Responses to the question ‘‘If divisible load
permits were available for your industry, would you consider
investing in new equipment or altering your existing equipment to take advantage of these permits?’’.

permits for their overweight operations. Figure 10.8(c)
indicates that 25 participants have purchased OW
Commodity permits; of these, all but one respondent
used the permit for metal commodities (Figure 10.8(d)).
10.2.3 Respondents’ Stated Preferences for the HEA1481 Overweight Divisible Loads Permits
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answering questions, respondents were shown the ‘‘cheap
talk’’ script (Figure 10.1). Participants were asked to
answer questions based on a typical load they already
carry.
The first assumed scenario is as follows: ‘‘Suppose
INDOT plans to offer annual overweight divisible load
permits free of any ESAL-mile based fee for those vehicles
which do not cause additional damage to pavements and
bridges beyond that of 80,000-lb. vehicles (which do not
require permits). INDOT would charge an annual
administrative fee of $20.00 per vehicle per route to verify
the ESAL-equivalent of the vehicle, address the load rating
of any bridges on the route, etc. Your company would
need to purchase, retrofit, or otherwise own vehicles that
could be configured and loaded to 2.4 ESALs or below.’’
In actuality, this scenario is consistent with the multi-trip
annual permits that have been available since February 1,
2014 due to the ER of HEA-1481. The presentation of this
scenario was followed by a willingness-to-pay (WTP)
question and several follow-up questions. Based on communication with industry representatives, three investment
amounts were selected: $5,000, $10,000, and $15,000. Each
participant was presented with a randomly assigned amount.
One of the follow-up questions involved a certainty
scale. Past literature has shown that individuals who are
uncertain about their response are less likely to follow
through with the actions indicated. Norwood, a reputed
researcher of survey methods, found that recoding the
‘‘yes’’ responses to ‘‘no’’ for all individuals who indicated
a certainty of eight on a one-to-ten scale eliminated
hypothetical bias in estimation results (Norwood, 2005).
Table 10.5 presents the actual (raw) responses received
from the survey as well as the responses calibrated using
the certainty scale calibration. For all individuals who
responded ‘‘yes,’’ indicating that they are willing to
invest the specified amount but less than ‘‘4 certain’’ on
the certainty scale were re-coded as ‘‘no,’’ that is, they
are not willing to invest. The actual and calibrated
responses suggest that when a monetary amount is
included and respondents are encouraged to think about
their actual operations, their willingness to invest in new
equipment or alter existing equipment was much lower
than that indicated for the open-ended question that did
not involve a monetary amount.
Table 10.6 presents the results of the statistical
modeling (using parametric logit estimation of participants’ WTP for the indicated type of investments in
their truck fleet. In the present study, only two options
are available, ‘‘yes’’ and ‘‘no’’; thus, the resulting model

is described as a ‘‘binary logit’’ model. The underlying
assumption of the binary logit estimation is that WTP is
a linear function of independent variables. The model
results suggest that, in addition to the dollar amount of
investment, the number of vehicles in the existing fleet
and the respondent’s interest in annual permits tied to
quarterly tax filings are significant predictors of their
willingness to make such investments. As expected, the
parameter estimate for investment has a negative sign,
which suggests, quite intuitively, that as the amount of
investment increases, the company is less likely to be
willing to invest. The positive sign for the parameter
estimate for the number of vehicles indicates that those
with larger fleets are more inclined to invest in fleets
specifically for the multi-trip permit. This result is
consistent with our expectation because larger companies (size measured on the basis of fleet size) are more
willing and/or able to invest in the necessary equipment
to lower the ESALs of their vehicles because, unlike
smaller companies, larger companies are more likely
to enjoy a scale of economies associated with such
investments. The last of the statistically significant
predictors of WTP is the willingness to purchase annual
permits. The positive sign of the variable in the
resulting model suggests that those respondents who
are interested in annual permits tied to their tax filings
are also more likely to invest in new equipment. This
occurs likely because the trucking companies that
advocate for annual permits do relatively large amounts
of business associated with overweight divisible loads;
these companies stand to benefit from annual permits
in general by saving the time and resources associated
with permit acquisition. They could also benefit from
investments that yield lower ESALs equipment, specifically through drastically reduced total permit costs.
From a statistical viewpoint, the resulting models are
considered satisfactory. In terms of model fit, the loglikelihood of the estimated model and the pseudo-R2
are goodness-of-fit measures that indicate the model’s
improvement over the so-called ‘‘naı̈ve’’ models that
only have a constant term. The model presented in
Table 10.6 has a lower log-likelihood and a higher
pseudo-R2 than other models that were estimated but
are not presented here.
The results of the logit regression model results were
also used to estimate the mean WTP using the following
equation:

TABLE 10.5
Respondents response to the WTP question

where b1 is the coefficient estimate from the investment
amount and bG is the grand constant calculated as the
sum of the product of the coefficient estimates for the
other independent variables multiplied by their respective means.
The mean WTP for investment in truck fleets is
$4,356.03; this is lower than the lowest randomly
selected investment of $5,000. This result corroborates
the observation that a very low percentage of individuals (in the case of either the uncalibrated model or

Investment
Amount
$5,000
$10,000
$15,000
Total
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Actual Responses

Calibrated Responses

Yes No % Invest

Yes

No

% Invest

16
7
2
25

13
2
1
16

16
19
14
49

44.8%
9.5%
6.7%
24.6%

13
14
13
40

55.2%
33.3%
13.3%
38.5%

Mean WTP~

{bG
b1

ð9:1Þ
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TABLE 10.6
Logit estimation results for individuals willing to invest in trucking equipment
Variable Description
Investment in dollars
Number of vehicles in fleet
Annual permits indicator (1 if willing to purchase annual permits tied to quarterly tax filings, 0 otherwise)
Number of observations
Log-likelihood
McFadden pseudo R2

the certainty calibrated model) who expressed their
unwillingness to invest in equipment that would yield
2.4 ESALs or below.
Figure 10.11 presents the WTP curves for the
uncalibrated data, the calibrated WTP responses, and
the estimated average WTP curve. The uncalibrated and
certainty calibrated WTP indicate the lower willingness
to invest when the hypothetical bias is removed. It should
be noted that the average WTP curve is a projection for
companies that are interested in purchasing annual
permits and have the average number of vehicles in their
fleet. For any given company, the projection changes
based on the number of vehicles and whether or not they
are interested in annual permits. The shape of the WTP
estimation is an S-curve where at a low investment cost,
nearly all companies invest, but at a high investment cost,
the willingness for investment decreases.
In addition to the WTP question, another scenario
was developed to gather direct information about the
intrinsic value that the respondents attach to each
ESAL-mile of travel. The scenario was expressed as
follows: ‘‘Suppose INDOT plans to offer a limited
number of blocks of 500 ESAL-miles for carrying
overweight divisible loads over 2.4 ESALs. Your
company could use the block(s) you purchase in any
combination so that the total number of ESAL-miles
used does not exceed the number of blocks multiplied
by 500 ESAL-miles—for example, you could choose to
lower the ESAL-value of your vehicles or travel fewer
miles as appropriate to maximize your use of the

Estimated Parameter

t statistic

20.0004
0.0072
2.3350
65
220.947
0.423

23.92
2.95
2.96

purchased block(s). The first 2.4 ESAL for any vehicle
is not counted toward using your block.’’ Respondents
were asked to estimate the total number of blocks their
company would request and the total amount of money
they would be willing to pay. These two estimates were
used to determine the value placed by each respondent
on a single ESAL-mile of travel.
Figure 10.12 presents a histogram of the number of
respondents who indicated a value per ESAL-mile in
each increment of $0.20. Nearly half of the respondents
valued each ESAL-mile of travel at less than $0.20;
however, 20 of the 27 respondents indicated a value
greater than the $0.07 per ESAL-mile charged through
the ER. Figure 10.12 indicates the values of all the
respondents; however, only seven participants indicated
a certainty of 4 on a scale of 1 to 5 for both the number
of blocks they would request and the total amount of
money they are willing to pay for said blocks.
Table 10.7 presents the maximum, standard deviation,
minimum, and maximum state choice values of an
ESAL-mile of travel for both the uncalibrated sample
and for those that indicated a high level of certainty.
In addition to the stated choice questions pertaining
to the value placed on an ESAL-mile of travel,
respondents who had purchased OW Commodity
permits were asked to directly estimate their expected
annual savings due to carrying overweight divisible
loads (over the situation where they would haul those
loads using truck load within legal weight limits). Of the
12 respondents, a large range of savings was indicated,
with an average savings of $157,533.00 annually.
Several of the open-ended comments regarding savings
from overweight divisible loads included variations on
‘‘savings are passed on to the customer,’’ ‘‘serves as a
driver-retention tool,’’ and ‘‘with a shortage of qualified
drivers, we can accommodate our customers by
providing the services they need.’’ The range of
responses and corresponding comments indicate that
some ‘‘savings’’ are passed to the drivers via their cut as
a percentage of the gross revenues while some ‘‘savings’’
are passed to the shippers because they are then charged
lower shipping costs.
10.2.4 Comments from the Questionnaire Survey

Figure 10.11 Willingness to pay (WTP) curves for investment
in truck fleets.

In addition to providing input via their answers to
the 18 questions, the survey respondents were encouraged to provide comments after completing the survey.
Several respondents provided general comments about
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Figure 10.12

Stated-choice value of ESAL-miles of travel.

TABLE 10.7
Respondents’ estimated savings and stated choice value of divisible load permits
Variable
Annual savings due to using OW divisible loads
Uncalibrated stated value of ESAL-mile
Certainty calibrated stated value of ESAL-mile

overweight divisible load permits and HEA-1481, not
specifically about the survey questions. Two recurring
comments addressed the compatibility of permitting
practices across states and Indiana’s competitiveness
relative to other states. Several respondents emphasized
the importance of having equipment that are compatible across multiple states. Those who might be willing
to invest in equipment to lower their costs in Indiana
must also consider the allowable equipment in neighboring states. Additionally, several respondents discussed
aspects of the permitting practices of nearby states,
particularly the availability of annual permits. With the
exception of the multi-trip permit for vehicles loaded at
2.4 ESALs or lower, Indiana does not offer anything
similar to annual permits. Aside from the competitiveness of Indiana’s new permit structure compared to those
of other Midwestern states (addressed in Chapter 13 (Part
III)), annual permits in general save time and money for
companies in the permit acquisition process. One concern
cited by respondents was that the turnaround time for
permits can prevent them from transporting goods by the
requested time, causing lost revenue as a result. Although
the process for issuing permits is outside of the scope of this
report, the concerns stated by several carriers regarding
this process are important in ensuring a favorable climate
for trucking operations and should be considered at the
implementation phase of this research study.
11. MODAL DISTRIBUTION IMPACTS
OF HEA-1481
This chapter discusses the impacts of HEA-1481 on
the modal distribution of agricultural and metal
commodities. The two types of modal shift that could
124

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

N

$157,533
$0.56
$0.62

$196,815
$0.72
$1.21

$–
$0.00
$0.02

$500,000
$3.33
$3.33

12
27
7

possibly occur and hence were considered in the present
study are: (i) a true mode shift (i.e., from truck to rail
and vice versa) and (ii) a ‘‘pseudo’’-mode shift in truck
freight from one truck configuration to another. The
chapter begins with a review of the past literature to
explore the existing methods for determining the modal
shift and the results of past shifts in mode in response to
some stimulus. From the literature review, we identified
the most appropriate method for estimating the impact
of HEA-1481 on mode shift in Indiana. Next, we
present and discuss the results from the questionnaire
survey, particularly the sections that solicited information from the trucking companies regarding the
expected changes in their fleet characteristics in
response to HEA-1481. The chapter then concludes
with a summary of the impacts of HEA-1481 on modal
distribution.
11.1 Literature Review
The addition of the new OW Commodity permits
established in HEA-1481 to the existing suite of permit
types is expected to influence the nature of trucking
operations when shippers and carriers adjust their
practices to take advantage of the fee structure associated with the legislation. Also, carriers are expected
to modify their existing equipment, purchase new
equipment, and/or use their fleet in different ways in
response to the new legislation, all in a bid to minimize
their costs. This activity is expected to result in modal
shifts among the truck configurations. It may even be
the case that shippers decide to use a different mode
than that used previously or to alter the distribution of
shipments across the modes (truck, rail, and water).
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11.1.1 Freight Characteristics in Indiana
The majority of goods transported to and from
Indiana are carried by trucks. According to 2007
Indiana freight data provided by FHWA’s Freight
Analysis Framework (FAF), approximately 83% (by
weight) of transported goods that originated in Indiana
were shipped by truck (Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
2014). Also, In Indiana, goods transported by truck
transportation constitute 83% and 67% of all transported
goods by value and by ton miles-of-travel, respectively. In
2007, these shipments accounted for 3% of the total U.S.
shipments by both weight and value (Research and
Innovative Technology Administration, 2010). For
commodity shipments with Indiana as their destination,
truck transportation accounts for 75% by weight and
80% by value; for commodity shipments that have
Indiana as their origin, the mode share of trucking is
slightly lower than those stated for the Indiana destination shipments. Trucks carried 44% of the total ton-miles
of commodities transported to Indiana.
The second largest transportation mode in Indiana is
rail. In 2007, 12% of goods (by weight) originating in
Indiana, were transported via rail. This is equivalent to
22% of goods by ton-miles, which likely occurs because
it is more economical to transport commodities by rail
over long distances. On the other hand, only 4.7% of
commodities, by value, were shipped by rail, which
suggests that rail is typically not the first choice to ship
goods of a certain type of value. Of the commodities
shipped to Indiana, 12.5%, 22.5%, and 3.8% by weight,
ton-miles, and value, respectively, were transported via
rail. Figure 11.1 and Figure 11.2 graphically demonstrate the modes used to transport goods to and from
the state of Indiana (based on FAF data).
Data from the 2007 Commodity Flow Survey (CFS)
indicate that the top three commodities originating in
Indiana by value are motorized vehicles, base metal,
and plastic and rubber (Oak Ridge National

Figure 11.1

Laboratory, 2014) and account for 14.6%, 10.8%, and
8.1% of goods, respectively. The top three commodities
by weight are gravel and crushed stone, bituminous
coal, and base metal, accounting for 17.4%, 10.8%,
and 10.7% of goods, respectively. Figure 11.3 and
Figure 11.4 present the shares of commodities originating in Indiana by value and weight, respectively.
The 2007 CFS also indicated that the majority (60.6%
by weight) of shipments originating in Indiana had a
destination located in Indiana. Also, a fair percentage of
shipments were destined for adjacent states including
Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, and Kentucky. Only 18.5% of
shipments by weight had destinations located in states
other than the above. Nevertheless, when the value,
instead of weight, of the commodities was considered,
only 29.1% were shipped fully within (to and from)
Indiana, while 44.4% went to other states. Figure 11.5
presents the destination of shipments that originated in
Indiana. Figure 11.6 indicates similar shares for shipments originating outside of Indiana to destinations
within Indiana.
The 2007 CFS document reported that 57.3% of
commodities by weight were transported less than 50
miles from their origin point in Indiana and roughly
80% of the commodities, by weight, did not travel
farther than 250 miles. However, a lower percentage of
goods traveled short distances when grouped by value
rather than weight. Approximately 23% of goods
traveled less than 50 miles, but another 23% were
shipped between 100 and 249 miles. Another sizable
portion, 18.7%, was shipped between 250 and 499
miles. Also, approximately 10% of shipments by value
were transported a low-to-mid-range of 50 to 100
miles and longer distances (greater than 500 miles).
Figure 11.7 and Figure 11.8 present the distances of
goods shipped from Indiana by value and weight,
respectively. Also, Figure 11.9 and Figure 11.10 present
the percentage of metal and agricultural commodities,
respectively, transported to Indiana by mode.

Percentage of total commodity transported from Indiana by mode (FAF, 2007).
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Figure 11.2

Percentage of total commodity transported to Indiana by mode (FAF, 2007).

Figure 11.3

Type of commodity shipped from Indiana by value (CFS, 2007).

Figure 11.4

Type of commodity shipped from Indiana by weight (CFS, 2007).
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Figure 11.5

Destination of shipments from Indiana by state all commodities (CFS, 2007).

Figure 11.6

Origin of shipments to Indiana by state all commodities (CFS, 2007).

Figure 11.7

Percentage of distance shipped originating in Indiana by value (CFS, 2007).
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Figure 11.8

Percentage of distance shipped originating in Indiana by weight (CFS, 2007).

Figure 11.9

Modes used for metal commodity transportation to Indiana (FAF, 2007).

Figure 11.10
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Modes used for agricultural commodity transportation to Indiana (FAF, 2007).
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11.1.2 Analysis Methodologies for Modal Shift
The methods used to estimate modal shift in past
truck size and weight studies can be categorized as
follows: (i) aggregate models, (ii) expert opinion, and
(iii) disaggregate models. The selection of an appropriate method depends on the type of data available
and also the study scope and objective (Friedlaender &
Spady, 1980). The details, advantages, and disadvantages of each method are presented in the following
section.
11.1.2.1 Aggregate models. This method uses aggregate
econometric analysis to establish an elasticity value(s),
which is then used to determine the change in mode share.
The first step in this type of analysis is to derive the cost
function from a utility function, such as the Cobb-Douglas
production function frequently used in economic analysis.
Once the cost or price function is obtained, the elasticity
can be calculated. The calculated elasticity could be own
elasticity (change in a transportation mode share due to a
change in the cost of that mode) or cross elasticity (change
in mode share due to a change in the cost of another
transportation mode).
Using an aggregate model to estimate mode shift is
relatively straightforward because the only input
needed is the elasticity and the change in transportation
cost. The change in cost is simply multiplied by the
applicable elasticity value to yield the percent change in
the mode share. However, the available econometric
models may not always be applicable to a specific
region. Also, the estimation of aggregate models is data
intensive. Past studies have largely relied on econometric models that were estimated at the national level.
Moreover, aggregate models are typically limited to
true mode shifts between truck and rail and other
modes. In the literature review for this study, no past
literature on the shift between truck configurations
using econometric analysis was found. Another drawback of aggregate models, as evidenced by Friedlaender
and Spady (1980), is that the resulting model often
tends to yield negative value of cross elasticity. A negative
cross elasticity, with respect to cost, indicates the cost
reduction from one mode will decrease the share of the
completing mode—this is counterintuitive. Thus, an
aggregate model that yields negative cross elasticity is
likely erroneous, and the source of error could be related
to poor data quality or model misspecification.
11.1.2.2 Expert opinion. Expert opinion has been used
in past research to estimate the changes in modal distribution in response to some stimulus or policy change.
For this, a survey or questionnaire could be administered, interviews could be conducted, and expert panels
could be convened to extract experiential knowledge
regarding the likelihood and magnitude of mode shifts.
The experts may be individuals involved in freight
decision-making or trend monitoring and thus are
familiar with the freight industry. Surveys and other
expert opinion gathering tools can be designed to

address aspects of mode shift that are otherwise
difficult to estimate using quantitative models. These
aspects include the inter-mode shifts (across modes) and
the intra-mode shifts (within a mode but across the
different vehicle configurations of the model). The use
of expert opinion also helps in identifying the key
factors that influence the selection of a transportation
mode (FHWA, 2013a). Past research has demonstrated
that it is useful to carry out sensitivity analysis to
investigate the nature of the effect of influential factors
on mode choice.
The expert opinion method has been used in many
state-level studies to investigate mode shifts due to data
requirements and also due to the lack of existing databased models. However, a drawback of the expert
opinion method is the inconsistency that is typically
observed among the opinions of the experts. As may be
expected, the stated opinion solely depends on the
unique experiences of each individual and is a reflection
of their specific experiential biases. Another disadvantage of the expert opinion method is that the method’s
precision decreases as the subject at hand becomes more
complicated, or is characterized by uncertainty, such as
with new or untested policies.
11.1.2.3 Disaggregate models. Disaggregate models
are the most data-intensive method for modal share
analysis, but they are reputed to provide the most reliable
predictions of shifts in mode choice. They require detailed
information on the modes and their characteristics. For
each trip record or shipment, input data related to mode
characteristics are used to estimate the total logistics cost
associated with each mode. Then, the most cost-efficient
mode (and corresponding characteristics) with the
corresponding overall logistics cost is assigned to each
shipment. The overall logistics cost includes both the
transportation cost and any inventory holding costs.
Unlike the aggregate method, the disaggregate model
method can be used to predict any intra-modal shifts
among the different truck configurations. Also, disaggregate models can be applied in complex systems
which are problematic for expert opinion panels or
surveys to analyze the expected mode shifts in situations involving complex policies or physical infrastructure, which are circumstances that are not easily
handled when expert opinion is used.
The disadvantage of using a disaggregate model is that
a large amount of data must be collected. Commodity
flow data can be obtained from FAF, and rail costs can be
obtained from the Surface Transportation Board (STB)
Waybill sample. In some circumstances, the needed input
data may not be available to the public because sensitive
data are protected due to shipper competition. Simulation
methods can be used to generate input data for
disaggregate models using limited publicly-available data
and known characteristics of the industry. Also, it is often
expensive, in terms of cost and time, to collect the needed
freight data; as such, it is often the case that the data
available for a study are outdated. Certain data items are
relatively stable over time (e.g., commodity density in
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terms of weight per unit volume). However, other input
data such as commodity value tends to change with time.
Data that are not stable over time need to be adjusted
before use in disaggregate models. FHWA outlined
potential data modification methods in disaggregate
mode choice modeling (FHWA, 2013a).
11.1.3 A State-Level Tool for Analyzing Intermodal
Transportation and Inventory Costs
The Intermodal Transportation and Inventory Cost
(ITIC) Model is a disaggregate model that can estimate
the diversion between rail and truck and also among
alternative truck configurations. First developed by
FHWA for the CTS&W Study in 2000 and later
enhanced by the Federal Railroad Administration
(FRA) to include rail transportation in 2004. This
model enables its user to investigate the shift between
the transportation modes in response to changes in
transportation policy or costs.
Unlike some evaluation platforms that utilize aggregate models or expert opinion, the ITIC model uses the
disaggregate method. ITIC is an object-oriented program in which alternative transportation modes and the
characteristics of each mode are analyzed, and the most
cost-efficient mode is identified as having the least total
logistics cost (which consists of the costs of transportation and inventory holding). The user can specify any
costs or fees associated with each mode, specify truck
configurations, or change other inputs. Thus, the ITIC
program can be used to estimate the impact of a
transportation policy or operational change on the
relative total logistics cost across modes, and hence,
mode shifts. It is worth noting that both the transportation and inventory costs are required for the analysis
because the core of the ITIC model involves tradeoff
evaluation between the shipment size (which affects the
transportation cost) and the delivery reliability (which
affects the inventory cost and also to some extent the
mode in question). After evaluating the total logistics
cost of each potential mode (not all modes can be used
between each O-D pair), the individual shipment is
assigned to the mode that yields the minimum logistics
cost. The ITIC program assumes all-or-nothing assignment; in other words, the shipments of each data record
must be grouped together and cannot be divided and
assigned to more than one mode (Transportation
Research Board, 2014).
As discussed in Section 11.1.2.3, the major shortcoming of disaggregate models is the large amount of
data necessary for analysis. The ITIC program includes
freight databases from many sources and integrates
shipment data (O-D and miles shipped) from FAF and
commodity attributes, such as density and value, from
an FRA database. With regard to transportation costs,
the truck rate data and the rail rate were obtained from
Trans-Research International Inc. and the Waybill
Sample, respectively (FHWA, 2006). The base case
scenario in ITIC assumes that all the observed data are
shipped using a five-axle tractor semi-trailer. The initial
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assumptions of the dray miles (distance required to
transport a good from another transportation mode to
complete a shipment) for intermodal transportation
and circuity miles for truck transportation are also
included. These values were not changed in the present
analysis because the present study is concerned with the
change in modal distribution. As long as the drayage
and circuity distances are the same for the pre- and
post-HEA-1481 time periods, these inputs will not be
expected to influence the HEA-1481 impact analysis.
The ITIC program is flexible to allow the user to
create a new database and import this new dataset to
the program for any specific purpose. In the present
study, we used the ITIC state tool to estimate the
expected modal diversion due to the implementation of
the OW Commodity permit fee scheme that was
established by the HEA-1481 legislation.
11.1.4 Modal Shift Studies in Other States and Agencies
Previous national studies on truck size and weight as
well as several similar-themed state studies have attempted
to address the changes in modal distribution due to
policies that lead to increases in truck size and weight
limits. In the 2000 CTS&W study conducted by USDOT
(2000), a total logistics cost model with disaggregate
commodity data, referred to as the Truck-Rail/Rail-Truck
Diversion Model was used to investigate the modal shifts.
The study considered the diversion from one truck
configuration to another but did not consider the shift
from truck to rail or vice versa. The researchers obtained
data from the Association of American Railroads (AAR)
and the STB Waybill Sample.
Several scenarios were considered in the USDOT
analysis in 2000. The first scenario, called the Uniformity Scenario, considered lifting the grandfathered
GVW provisions in individual states, which exceeded
80,000 lbs. They found that eliminating the grandfathered provisions would increase VMT by 3.2%. The
second scenario, the North American Trade Scenario,
would allow up to 51,000-lb. tridem axles (exceeding the
maximum of 43,500 specified in the Federal Bridge
Formula). This scenario would bring U.S. limits closer
to those of Mexico and Canada. The North American
Trade scenario would have the most significant impact
on trucks hauling close to or above 80,000 lbs. which
could shift to eight-axle double-trailer combinations to
travel on any U.S. highway. The USDOT found that
this scenario would result in a 10.6% reduction in VMT
compared to the base case. Researchers also estimated
up to a 7% diversion from rail to truck because short rail
shipments could be replaced by the heavier eight-axle
trucks. At the current time, there is an ongoing
comprehensive TS&W study mandated in MAP-21 that
is expected to be released in late 2014.
In 2004, the USDOT, at the request of the Western
Governors’ Association (WGA), released a regional
truck size report. The 2004 analysis used the ITIC
model developed as part of the 2000 CTS&W with
refined data specific to the region (USDOT, 2004). The
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purpose of the 2004 report was to analyze the impact of
unifying truck size and weight policies in the western
states. Prior to the study, truck size and weight
regulations were grandfathered differently for each
state in the region. Consistent regulations across
multiple states would benefit carriers who operate
among multiple states by eliminating the need to
reconfigure equipment or have separate equipment to
meet each state’s requirements. The TS&W scenario
studied in 2004 would allow a maximum GVW of
129,000 lbs. for longer combination vehicles (LCVs)
throughout the western states.
The 2004 study determined that adopting the LCV
scenario would result in a large shift from shorter,
lighter trucks to LCVs. Trucking efficiencies would
result in a 76% VMT reduction for conventional fiveaxle tractor-semitrailers and a 51% VMT reduction for
six-axle tractor-semitrailers. On the other hand, the
VMT of LCVs (eight or more axle doubles) would
enormously increase by an estimated 2,541%. Overall,
the total VMT would reduce by 25%, including a 5.5%
reduction from short haul truck movements (less than
200 miles of travel) and a 27.6% reduction from long
haul truck movements. In addition to changes in the
VMT, it was determined that the LCV scenario would
lead to $2,065 million (in 2000 dollars) in shipper cost
savings per year (roughly 4% from the base case).
In addition to national and regional studies, several
states have evaluated modal diversion impacts in
their statewide TS&W studies. In a Minnesota study,
researchers employed sensitivity analysis to investigate
the modal diversion that would occur from existing
legal current truck configurations to heavier truck
configurations under several scenarios (MnDOT, 2005).
Researchers also considered factors other than TS&W
limits and cost that would affect the shift, such as the
highway network and time of year restrictions for
shipments. Expert opinion was gathered on the outcomes of proposed policy. In a similar study sponsored
by the Wisconsin Department of Transportation
(2009), expert opinion was solicited to estimate the
changes in truck configurations and to identify the most

likely highway route to be used, in a bid to assess the
impact of changing TS&W regulations on highway
assets and the environment.
The Commonwealth of Virginia (2009) published a
study of truck-to-rail traffic diversion along the I-81
corridor. Scenario analyses were used to predict the
future freight distribution along the corridor. Scenarios
included alternative improvements and enhancements
of the rail facilities. Initially, researchers identified the
maximum number of trucks that would potentially be
diverted to rail under each scenario, depending on the
route used and commodity carried by the trucks. Price
elasticities were then used to estimate the diversion for
each scenario.
In the Virginia study, the price elasticity for trucks
was assumed to be 20.3, in other words, if the truck
cost was increased by 1 percent, truck traffic would
decrease by 0.3 percent. They further stated that this
also implied that if the rail cost is reduced by 1 percent,
0.3 percent of truck traffic can be expected to divert to
rail. The results of the study showed that the selected
rail facility upgrades would divert 13.5% of the total
trucks within the corridor to the newly-upgraded rail
facility. Additionally, the researchers determined that
roughly 90% of the diverted truck traffic was from
long-haul through-trips (trips longer than 500 miles
through Virginia).
In 2013, McCullough updated the own-price and crossprice elasticities from his previous work in 1980 for
analyzing the long-term effects of diversion between truck
and rail due to improvements in either (McCullough,
2013).The Generalized McFadden cost function derived
from the Cobb-Douglas production function was selected
to establish the shipper costs. Panel data for McCullough’s
updated study were obtained from the Economic Census
and CFS, based on a 10-year period of observation.
McCullough found that the positive and negative signs of
elasticity values met expectations (negative sign for ownprice elasticity and positive sign for cross-price elasticity).
McCullough’s estimates are presented in Table 11.1.
VDOT again conducted an updated analysis in 2014
on the I-81 corridor (Virginia DOT, 2014). The ITIC,

TABLE 11.1
Price elasticity by commodity (McCullough, 2013)
Commodity
Agricultural Product
Food
Beverage & Tobacco
Wood Products
Paper
Petroleum & Coal
Chemicals
Plastic & Rubber
Nonmetallic Mineral
Primary Metal
Fabricated Metal
Machinery, Non-Electrical
Transportation Equipment

Own-elasticity (Truck)

Own-elasticity (Rail)

Cross-elasticity (Truck to Rail)

Cross-elasticity (Rail to Truck)

20.786
20.714
20.773
21.203
20.799
20.652
20.419
20.92
20.951
20.822
20.726
20.641
20.407

21.624
21.763
22.086
24.062
21.058
20.907
20.509
22.206
22.05
21.371
21.65
21.468
20.737

0.839
0.806
0.872
1.357
0.902
0.736
0.473
1.038
1.073
0.928
0.819
0.723
0.459

1.234
1.341
1.587
3.091
0.805
0.69
0.388
1.541
1.56
1.043
1.255
1.117
0.56
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as discussed in Section 11.1.3, was used to analyze the
modal shift from long-haul trucks to rail. Several
schemes related to investing in rail infrastructure were
established and tested to estimate possible diversion.
The researchers assumed a 3% annual traffic growth
rate to estimate the diversion through year 2035. They
focused only on long-haul operations because based on
the previous study in 2009, trucks traveling less than 500
miles were unlikely to shift to rail. Also, shipments
within the state of Virginia were excluded in the analysis.
The majority of data inputs for the study were provided
by Transearch (Virginia DOT, 2014). Inputs included
the type of commodity and the annual commodity
shipments by weight. For the No-Build alternative, the
study estimated that the average speed along I-81 would
decrease by seven miles per hour due to congestion and
deterioration of the highway. Also, 1.5% of the longhaul trucks were expected to divert to rail by 2035 under
the No-Build alternative. For various Build scenarios,
the diversion rates were estimated to be between 2% and
16.6% of long-haul truck operations. The truck-to-rail
diversion estimates accounted for between 0.7% and
5.8% of all truck traffic by the year 2035.
11.2 Scenario Development for Modal Shift Analysis
HEA-1481 introduced OW Commodity permits that
essentially allow two new vehicle configurations: 97,000 lbs.
GVW, which is likely borne by trucks having five or more
axles, and 120,000 lbs. GVW which is likely borne by trucks
having five or more axles. Although HEA-1481 and its
accompanying ER do not specify the type of vehicles that
can or should be used, the choice of trucks having five or
more axles and six or more axles are appropriate. However,
trucking operators are not expected to use trucks with axles
far in excess of five or six because additional axles add to the
tare weight of the vehicle, which decreases the potential

payload. Furthermore, in both the pre-HEA-1481 and
post-HEA-1481time periods, larger vehicles up to
134,000 lbs. are authorized exclusively on the XHDH
network using a SW permit.
The present study separated the modal shift analysis
for the XHDH and non-XHDH networks to reflect the
restriction of 134,000-lb. vehicles to the XHDH network only. Unfortunately, the FAF database for the
analysis does not contain exact origins and destinations. Only the origin and destination state of the
shipment are provided in the database. Thus, a number
of assumptions about the extent of travel were made to
distinguish the movements that were on the XHDH
network and those that were off that network.
The XHDH consists of two geographically-distinct
networks located in the northern part of Indiana.
Shipments to, from, and within Indiana were assumed
to use the entire statewide highway network and were
thus not restricted to the XHDH network. Next, the
research team determined which shipments were most
likely to travel exclusively on the XHDH network
based on the largest city in the origin or destination
state. For example, Chicago represented Illinois due to
the large amount of freight that moves in and out of
Chicago. Based on this criterion, it was assumed that
shipments between Illinois and Ohio and Illinois and
Michigan would use the XHDH network and were thus
eligible to use 134,000-lb. vehicles at a cost equivalent
to purchasing a SW permit. In addition to the SW
permits for the XHDH, trips in this region could also
be made on the Indiana Toll Road (ITR) which is not
within INDOT’s jurisdiction but does offer different
toll prices based on vehicle type. All other origins and
destinations were assumed to use any road or the
statewide network other than XHDH or ITR and
would not need to purchase SW permits. Table 11.2
summarizes these scenarios.

TABLE 11.2
Scenario development for analyzing the impacts on model distribution
Scenario

XHDH Only

Entire State Highway Network (Excluding XHDH)

IL and MI
IL and OH

IL and IN
IL and KY
IN and IN
IN and KY
IN and MI
IN and OH
KY and MI

Truck Configurations
(Before HEA-1481)

5-axle Tractor Semi-trailer (80 kips)
6-axle Tractor Semi-trailer (97 kips)
8-axle Double Trailer (124 kips)
9-axle Double Trailer (140 kips)
Triple Trailer (110 kips)
Rail

5-axle Tractor Semi-trailer (80 kips)

Truck Configurations
(After HEA-1481)

Same as above

5-axle Tractor Semi-trailer (80 kips)
6-axle Tractor Semi-trailer (97 kips)
8-axle Double Trailer (124 kips)
Triple Trailer (110 kips)
Rail

Route Between …
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In the ITIC mode choice modeling tool, it is possible
for the user to specify representative trucks using the
GVW and the number of axles. The classification of
these representative vehicles are not exactly identical to
the classification of vehicles that operate in Indiana.
Therefore, similar vehicles typically used were identified
and used as a basis to assess the intra-highway mode
modal shift. For example, the 134,000-lb. vehicles that
typically operate on the XHDH are represented in the
ITIC as 140,000-lb. vehicles at a slightly higher cost per
mile to account for the lower payload of a 134,000-lb.
vehicle. Similarly, for a 120,000-lb. vehicle that is
eligible for OW Commodity permits, data for 124,000lb. vehicles were used in the ITIC input and an adjusted
fee was assigned to account for the lower effective
payload of the OW metal Commodity haulers in
Indiana.
After the truck configurations were identified for
both the XHDH and non-XHDH networks, the fees for
each configuration were determined for each of these
two networks for each of the two time periods (preHEA-1481 and post-HEA-1481). Prior to HEA-1481,
on the XHDH network, the permit fee was $42.50 for
24 hours. However, as an input for the modeling, the
ITIC requires the user to specify a mile-based fee;
therefore, the flat fee of $42.50 was converted to a milebased fee. For purposes of the present study, it was
assumed that a truck operates eight hours a day with an
average speed of 60 miles per hour for a total of 480
miles of travel per $42.50 permit or $0.0885 per mile.
This derived mileage-based fee was applied as follows:
(a) for the pre-HEA-1481 period, the fee was applied to
all truck configurations that use the XHDH network;
and (b) for the post-HEA-1481 period, the fee was
applied to the nine-axle truck only (up to 140 kips). The
fees per mile for other truck configurations were
calculated on the basis of the rate of $0.07 per
chargeable ESAL-mile (i.e., the ESALs that exceed
the ‘‘free’’ 2.4 ESALs). The $20.00 administrative fee
was also converted to a mile-based fee, using a similar
process as described for the conversion of the SW flat
fees into mile-based fees. A summary of these overweight mile-based fees, derived as described above and
used in the ITIC tool for analyzing the modal shift
impact of HEA-1481, is presented in Table 11.3.

11.3 Data Preparation for ITIC-ST Model
As discussed in Section 11.1.3, the ITIC state tool
was used to carry out the modal shift analysis in the
present study because it is capable of estimating not
only any shift in shares across the two primary freight
modes (rail and truck) but also across different vehicle
configurations for the truck mode. The cost elasticity
aggregate model method was considered inappropriate
for the present study and therefore was not used
because there is very limited information on cost
elasticities for different truck configurations in the
literature. The data requirements to estimate the
necessary elasticities can be equally as intensive as that
for disaggregate model development and/or application. As much as possible, the ITIC built-in database
was abridged and modified for consistency with the
conditions in Indiana to serve the purpose of this study.
Routes other than those listed in Table 11.2 were
excluded from the analysis. These include long-haul
trips carrying divisible goods through Indiana with both
an origin and a destination outside Indiana that cross at
least two state borders; these are very unlikely to be
overweight due to the burdens of applying for the
multiple overweight vehicle permits in the various states
traversed and the different overweight policies associated with trip distance, commodity type, weight limits,
and other restrictions. In addition, prior to HEA-1481,
overweight divisible loads were not allowed in Indiana
except on the XHDH; therefore, it is unlikely that longhaul trips in the HEA-1481 era will see a large increase
in overweight operations. Furthermore, trips involving
commodities that are ineligible for the OW Commodity
permit were excluded because there are no new permit
types for this category of shipments. Therefore, the
modal shift analysis presented herein only applies to
agricultural and metal commodities (categorized in
ITIC as Standard Transportation Commodity Codes 1
and 33, respectively (FHWA, 2014)).
The results from the questionnaire survey yielded
information that supplemented data from the FAF
database found in the ITIC tool. There were a number
of data items in the FAF database that serve as inputs
to the ITIC tool but for which data were not collected
through the present study’s questionnaire survey; for

TABLE 11.3
Permit fees for different truck configurations on and off the XHDH highway network
Permit Fee per Mile*
XHDH
Truck Configuration
5-axle
6-axle
6-axle
8-axle
9-axle
Triple

Tractor Semi-trailer
Tractor Semi-trailer
Tractor Semi-trailer
Double Trailer (124
Double Trailer (140
Trailer (110 kips)

(80 kips)
(90 kips)
(97 kips)
kips)
kips)

Non-XHDH Network

Pre-HEA-1481

Post-HEA-1481

Pre-HEA-1481

Post-HEA-1481

0.00
0.0885
0.0885
0.0885
0.0885
0.0885

0.00
0.08
0.11
0.14
0.0885
0.23

0.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.00
0.08
0.11
0.14
N/A
0.23

*Derived using flat fees and ESAL-based fees specified in HEA-1481.
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these data items, appropriate values were assigned
according to the average values in the ITIC FAF
database. These data items include:
1.

2.

3.

11.4 Modal Distribution Impacts of HEA-1481
As was discussed in Section 11.1.3, for each record or
shipment, the truck mode (i.e., the specific truck
configuration) that likely will be the end result of the
mode shift impact (i.e., the ultimate choice of configuration for the shipment) is that which has the least
overall logistics cost. However, it should be noted that
the chosen truck configuration can be the same as the
base case, that is, the five-axle truck (80 kips). As such,
in the present study, a non-base case truck configuration was assumed which would be used only if the
savings associated with the identified optimal configuration exceeded 3% of the base case. This assumption
translated into $10,000 annually, which is the same as
the default assumption found in the ITIC tool.

Trucking costs: It is well known that trucking costs vary
by the shipment origin and destination and shipment
distance. The analysis included through traffic from the
adjacent states and trips between Indiana to/from the
adjacent states. The trucking cost from the ITIC database
was assigned to each survey respondent depending on the
shipment distance.
Commodity density: This factor is important because it
influences the shipment payload. Commodities of low
density tend to meet the capacity limitation (size) before
reaching the maximum carrying weight and hence reduce
the truck payload. This assumption is often referred to as
a ‘‘cube-out.’’ On the other hand, for commodities with
high density, the goods will reach the weight limit but
leave some empty space in the vehicle, which is typically
called a ‘‘weight-out.’’ The present analysis assumed the
densities of 16 lbs/ft3 for agricultural products and 97 lbs/
ft3 for metal products, which are the densities found in the
ITIC FAF database (FHWA, 2006). For both commodities in the mode shift analysis in this study, such an
assumption results in a weight-out rather than a cube-out
because commodities with a density of 13 lbs/ft3 or more
weight-out before cubing-out when loaded in a five-axle
80,000-lb. truck (FHWA, 2013a). These density assumptions for the survey data also mean that the truck
configuration shifts will occur because of the additional
weight, not the additional cargo space.
Handling and storage cost: This cost depends on whether
the commodity is bulk, dry, open, or temperature
controlled. The present study assumed that all survey
data were either bulk commodities (for agriculture) or dry
commodities (for metal) in accordance with the FAF data
in the ITIC. Therefore, the handling cost of $4.00 per ton
and the storage cost of $0.05 per ton per day appropriate
for bulk commodities were used for the agricultural
records. For the metal commodity records, the dry
commodity handling cost and storage cost were assumed
to be $6.00 per pallet and $0.15 per pallet per day,
respectively.

11.4.1 Data and Survey Results Aggregation
The data collected during the questionnaire survey
were aggregated to describe the freight-carrying characteristics of the respondents. First, Table 11.4 presents
the truck configurations in the respondents’ current
fleets. Of the 59 respondents who provided fleet
information, the average fleet size (number of vehicles
in their fleets) was 142, and the most often-used truck
configuration was the five-axle single-trailer truck,
which accounts for 83.31% of all vehicles. Nearly all
of the respondents (97%) had at least one five-axle
single-trailer truck in their fleet. Of the respondents
who use five-axle single-trailer trucks, the average
number of these vehicles in an individual fleet was
122. The second most common truck configuration was
the six or more axle single-trailer (42% of respondents
indicated they have at least one truck of this configuration); only six respondents (10%) indicated that they
have a nine or more axle multi-trailer truck in their
fleet. Table 11.4 presents a summary of other fleet
characteristics of the survey respondents.

TABLE 11.4
Summary of the fleet characteristics from the questionaire survey

Items
Number of
Respondents
% of respondents who
use configuration
Total # of trucks
% Total # of trucks
Average # of trucks in
an individual fleet
Maximum # of trucks
in an individual fleet
Minimum # of trucks
in an individual fleet

134

5-Axle Single
Trailer

6 or More
Axle Single
Trailer

5 or Fewer
Axle MultiTrailer
8

6-Axle Multi- 7-Axle Multi- 8-Axle Multi- 9 or More Axle
Trailer
Trailer
Trailer
Multi-Trailer
8

9

6

6

Total

57

25

59

96.61

42.37

13.56

13.56

15.25

10.17

10.17

100.00

6,961
83.31
122

636
7.61
25

160
1.91
20

223
2.67
28

101
1.21
11

73
0.87
12

202
2.42
34

8,356
100.00
142

2,249

90

92

90

34

38

100

2,525

1

2

1

1

1

5

6

1
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The survey results indicate that 13 respondents have
purchased SW permits. Of those respondents, the most
frequently used truck configuration was a seven-axle
truck. For OW Commodity permits, a six-axle truck
was most often used. Table 11.5 presents information
on the truck configurations used by the purchasers of
each permit type in the pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481
eras.
In addition to the truck configurations adopted by
the purchasers of each permit type and the underlying
rationale for doing so, the distances traveled were an
important consideration in analyzing the shifts in
modal distribution. The data collected from the
questionnaire survey were combined with the ITIC
FAF data to provide a better picture of the distances
over which agricultural and metal commodities are
typically shipped. Figure 11.11 and Figure 11.12 present the cumulative weight-distance transported for
agricultural and metal commodities, respectively. For
both commodities, over 40% of the total weight was
transported 255 miles or less. Only 1% of agricultural
and 0.2% of metal commodities, by weight, were
shipped further than 500 miles. Previous research
suggests that truck-to-rail diversion typically occurs
only for long-haul shipments of 500 miles or more.
Thus, for the metal and agricultural commodities
considered in the present study, it can be concluded
that shippers are unlikely to divert to rail.
11.4.2 Modal Shift Results from ITIC-ST Model
11.4.2.1 Modal shift for highways not on the XHDH
network. As indicated in previous sections, due to the
different vehicles which can operate on the XHDH
network, a modal shift analysis was carried out separately
for shipments likely to be transported on roads on the
XHDH network and also for shipments on roads outside
that network (Table 11.2). For the roads on the XHDH
network, the modal shift impacts of HEA-1481 are
summarized in Table 11.6. In the pre-HEA-1481 era, only
five-axle vehicles carrying 80,000 lbs. or less that did not
require a permit could legally transport metal and
agricultural divisible goods. In the HEA-1481 era,
several alternative truck configurations, including fiveaxle vehicles carrying 80,000 lbs. or less (not under a
permit) and three types of permitted vehicles could be
used with the different fees specified in the ER, as shown
in Table 11.3.

Based on the modal distribution analysis, the number
of shipments in the HEA-1481 era is expected to
decrease by 32.3% compared to the pre-HEA-1481 era.
This will subsequently reduce the truck VMT by nearly
30%. The reduction in truck VMT will in turn lead to
reduced congestion, lower emissions, and increased
safety as these performance outcomes are all strongly
influenced by VMT. However, for an individual truck,
the increase in weight beyond the legal weight can lead
to reduced safety and impaired mobility. The net safety
effect of overweight operations in any specific region or
corridor is a function of the positive and negative
effects on safety; the situation for mobility is similar.
We discuss this further in Part II of this report.
Also, even though the new overweight fee structure
would likely increase the inventory cost by 0.5%
compared to the pre-HEA-1481 period, it would also
reduce the transportation cost by 22%, resulting in an
overall decrease in logistics cost by 16.6%. Using the
mileage-based user costs associated with the ER fee
structure, in the ITIC modal shift analysis, it was
estimated that almost 86% of total weight of metal and
agricultural commodities shipped and 84% of total
truck VMT were transported by six-axle heavy truck
(97,000 lbs). The five-axle (80,000 lbs), six-axle light
(90,000 lbs), and eight-axle (120,000 lbs) vehicles were
estimated to account for 0.02%, 0.001%, and 14% of
total weight shipped and 0.05%, 0.001%, and 15% of
truck VMT, respectively.
As expected, it was estimated that there will be no
significant diversion from truck to rail as a result of
HEA-1481, which is likely because rail and truck are not
competitive when the transport distance is less than 500
miles, as evidenced in past research literature (MnDOT,
2006; WisDOT, 2009). From the questionnaire survey, it
was seen that metal and agricultural commodities are
rarely moved beyond 500 miles (Figure 11.11 and
Figure 11.12). Moreover, rail shipment tends to be very
route-specific and commodity-specific, as suggested in
Figure 11.10 which presents a low percentage of railtransported agricultural commodities.
The similar trends in modal shift in terms of changes
in the number of shipments, truck VMT, and costs were
observed for agricultural and metal commodities
(Table 11.7).
11.4.2.2 Modal shift for the XHDH network. The
estimated modal distributions for the pre-HEA-1481

TABLE 11.5
Truck configurations for operating with overweight permits
Truck Configuration
Permit Type
SW Permit
OW Commodity Permit

Nr. of permits
%
Nr. of permits
%

5-Axle

6-Axle

7-Axle

8-Axle

9+Axle

Total

1
3.57
18
28.13

6
21.43
19
29.69

9
32.14
14
21.88

5
17.86
6
9.38

7
25.00
7
10.94

28
100.00
64
100.00

% means proportion of number of permits using that truck configuration compared to the total number of permits of that permit type.
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Figure 11.11

Percentage of agricultural commodity tons shipped by distance.

Figure 11.12

Percentage of metal commodity tons shipped by distance.

TABLE 11.6
Estimated modal shifts results for the highways not on the XHDH Network
Pre-HEA-1481
Era
Items
Number of Records
Number of Shipments
Tons Shipped (in thousands)
Truck VMT (in millions)
Rail Ton-Miles
Inventory Cost ($M)
Transportation Costs ($M)
Logistics Cost ($M)

CS5
312
1,754,313
33,533
485.64
–
468.63
947.03
1,591.08

HEA-1481 Era
CS5

CS6 lt

CS6 hvy

DS8

Total

% Change*

42
403
7
0.17
–
0.24
0.27
0.54

2
11
0.2
0.01
–
0.01
0.01
0.02

145
1,059,239
28,753
287.46
–
419.04
612.84
1,137.79

123
127,477
4,772
53.86
–
51.69
124.53
188.96

312
1,187,130
33,533
341.50
–
470.98
737.64
1,327.32

–
–32.33%
–
–29.68%
–
0.50%
222.11%
216.58%

*% Change means total change between pre- and post-HEA-1481 period.
CS 555-axle Tractor Semi-trailer (GVW up to 80 kips), CS6 lt56-axle Tractor Semi-trailer (GVW up to 90 kips), CS6 hvy56-axle Tractor Semitrailer (GVW up to 97 kips), DS 858-axle Double Trailer (GVW up to 124 kips).
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TABLE 11.7
Estimated modal shifts by commodity for the highways not on the XHDH network
Agricultural
Items

Pre-HEA-1481
Era
HEA-1481 Era

Number of Records
Number of Shipments
Tons Shipped (in 1000 s)
Truck VMT (in millions)
Rail Ton-Miles
Inventory Cost ($M)
Transportation Costs ($M)
Logistics Cost ($M)

157
236,394
4,779
73.67
–
49.83
135.62
209.08

157
127,839
4,779
53.86
–
51.89
124.76
189.43

and HEA-1481 eras on the XHDH network are shown
in Table 11.8. As described in Section 11.2 and outlined
in Table 11.2, prior to HEA-1481 both the five-axle
80,000 lb. vehicles (which did not require a permit) and
overweight vehicles up to 134,000 lbs. could operate
with a permit on the XHDH network (with the SW
permit). In the HEA-1481 era, vehicles carrying
overweight divisible commodities have the option to
purchase an OW Commodity permit instead of a SW
permit; therefore, the permit fees used in the analysis
were different from the fees used for the pre-HEA-1481
era. From the modal shift analysis, it was estimated that
for the HEA-1481 era, roughly 44% of the total shipped
weight was transported by six-axle trucks up to
97,000 lbs. GVW and 56% by nine-axle trucks. This
estimation indicates a shift away from the nine-axle
trucks used more frequently in the pre-HEA-1481 era to
the use six-axle trucks.
It was estimated that in the pre-HEA-1481 era, 47%
of the total weight was transported by six-axle, 97,000lb. GVW trucks and 53% by nine-axle trucks. It was
also estimated that there will be no diversion from truck
to rail for the shipments that use the XHDH network.
With regard to VMT, it was estimated that six-axle
97,000-lb. vehicles accounted for 46.3% of truck VMT
in the pre-HEA-1481 era and 42.6% in the HEA-1481
era; for nine-axle trucks, the share of VMT increased

Metal
% Change
(Agric.)

Pre-HEA-1481 Era

HEA-1481 Era

% Change
(Metal)

0.0%
245.9%
0.0%
226.9%
–
4.1%
28.0%
29.4%

155
1,517,919
28,754
411.97
–
418.80
811.41
1,382

155
1,059,291
28,754
287.49
–
419.09
612.88
1,137.88

0.00%
230.21%
0.00%
230.22%
–
0.07%
224.47%
217.66%

from 53.6% in the pre-HEA-1481 period to 58.3% in
the HEA-1481 era.
Table 11.9 presents the total changes in modal
distribution, by commodity, for roads on the XHDH
network. It can be seen that the modal shift of truck
configuration due to HEA-1481 is relatively small for
roads on the XHDH network compared to those not on
the XHDH network as described in Section 11.4.2.1.
The magnitude of most of the changes did not exceed
2% because carriers on the XHDH will tend to continue
using the SW permits rather than the OW Commodity
permit. On the XHDH network, the total numbers of
shipments were estimated to decrease by 1.18% and the
total truck VMT would decrease by 0.6%. Even with
reductions in the number of shipments and VMT, the
overall transportation cost is expected to increase
slightly (by 1.07%) and the total logistics cost by
0.6%. These small changes will occur likely because it is
estimated that there will be no significant change in the
truck configurations that use this network (Table 11.2).
In effect, for the XHDH network, HEA-1481 merely
added an additional optional fee structure for this
network because all vehicles which could be used for
transporting metal and agricultural commodities under
an OW Commodity permit are also eligible for a SW
permit on the XHDH, as shown in Table 11.3.
Additionally, the shifts of limited magnitude that are

TABLE 11.8
Estimated modal shifts for the highways on XHDH network
Pre-HEA-1481

Post-HEA-1481

Items

CS5

CS6 hvy

DS9

Total

CS5

CS6 hvy

DS9

Total

Number of Records
Number of Shipments
Tons Shipped (1000 s)
Truck VMT (millions)
Rail Ton-Miles
Inventory Cost ($M)
Transportation Costs ($M)
Logistics Cost ($M)

10
80
1.5
0.05
–
0.05
0.07
0.13

64
83,483
2,265.5
29.44
–
33.55
51.22
93.11

65
61,870
2,536.5
34.10
–
27.91
65.45
99.54

139
145,433
4,803.4
63.59
–
61.51
116.74
192.78

10
80
1.5
47,618
–
53,512
71,022
0.13

59
77,724
2,109.2
26.29
–
31.19
47.36
86.31

70
65,940
2,692.7
36.88
–
30.35
70.57
107.51

139
143,744
4,803.4
63.21
–
61.59
118.00
193.95

CS 555-axle Tractor Semi-trailer (GVW up to 80 kips), CS6 lt56-axle Tractor Semi-trailer (GVW up to 90 kips), CS6 hvy56-axle Tractor Semitrailer (GVW up to 97 kips), DS 959-axle Double Trailer (GVW up to 140 kips).
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TABLE 11.9
Estimated modal shifts by commodity for highways on the XHDH network
Agricultural
Pre-HEA1481

Items
Number of Records
Number of Shipments
Tons Shipped (in
thousands)
Truck VMT (in millions)
Rail Ton-Miles
Inventory Cost ($M)
Transportation Costs
($M)
Logistics Cost ($M)

73
61,943
2,538

HEA1481

Metal
% Change

73
61,943
2,538

–
0.0%
–

Pre-HEA1481
66
83,490
2,266

Total

Post-HEA1481
66
81,801
2,266

% Change
–
22.06%
–

Pre-HEA1481

Post-HEA1481

139
145,433
4,803

139
143,744
4,803

% Change
–
21.18%
–

34.14
–
27.96
65.52

34.14
–
27.96
65.52

0.0%
–
0.0%
0.0%

29.45
–
33.55
51.22

29.07
–
33.63
52.48

21.30%
–
0.24%
2.40%

63.59
–
61.51
116.74

63.21
–
61.59
118.00

20.60%
–
0.13%
1.07%

99.66

99.66

0.0%

93.12

94.29

1.24%

192.78

193.95

0.60%

TABLE 11.10
Maximum number of steel coils that can be loaded and transported when maximum GVW is 120,000 lbs
Nr. of Axles

Available Payload when Max GVW is 120K

Maximum Nr of 489 coils

Maximum Nr of 600 coils

6
7
8
9

75,536
73,407
71,856
63,072

2
2
2
1

1
1
1
1

TABLE 11.11
Maximum number of steel coils that can be loaded and transported when maximum GVW is 134,000 lbs
Nr. of Axles

Available Payload when Max GVW is 134K

Maximum Nr of 489 coils

Maximum Nr of 600 coils

6
7
8
9

89,536
87,407
85,856
77,072

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
1

TABLE 11.12
Impact of HEA-1481 on shifts within the truck mode (across configurations)
Pre-HEA-1481
Items
Number of Records
Nr. of Shipments (1000 s)
Tons Shipped (millions)
Truck VMT (in millions)
Inventory Cost ($M)
Transportation Costs ($M)
Logistics Cost ($M)

Post-HEA-1481

CS5

CS6

DS9

Total

CS5

CS6

DS8

DS9

Total

322
1,754
33.5
486
469
947
1,591

64
84
2.26
29
33
51
93

65
62
2.54
34
28
65
100

451
1,900
38.3
549
530
1,063
1,784

52
0.5
0.01
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.7

206
1,137
30.8
314
450
660
1,224

123
127.5
4.8
54
52
125
189

70
66
2.7
37
31
71
108

451
1,331
38.3
405
533
856
1,521

CS 555-axle Tractor Semi-trailer (GVW up to 80 kips), CS6 lt56-axle Tractor Semi-trailer (GVW up to 90 kips), CS6 hvy56-axle Tractor Semitrailer (GVW up to 97 kips), DS 858-axle Double Trailer (GVW up to 124 kips), DS 959-axle Double Trailer (GVW up to 140 kips).
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estimated to occur on the XHDH network apply to
metal commodity shipments, while the estimates for
agricultural commodity shipments are the same for
both the pre-HEA-1481 and the HEA-1481 eras. This
observation is intuitive and consistent with expectations
because metal shippers, who are the primary users of
SW permits, are located primarily in northern Indiana
where the XHDH is located.
11.5 Steel Coil Transportation by Overweight Vehicles
In response to comments received at industry forums
and through the trucking permitting survey, we
investigated the impact of overweight vehicle configuration on the payload capacity for haulers of metal
commodities, specifically, those transporting steel coils.
Unlike agricultural products, which are highly divisible,
steel products, although considered divisible in Indiana
and some other states, can only be shipped in whole
parts. For example, carriers cannot transport half of a
steel coil. The maximum number of coils that can be
transported with respect to the number of axles of the
overweight vehicle was determined for a GVW of both
120,000 lbs. and 134,000 lbs. These GVWs were
selected because OW Commodity permits can be used
to carry metal commodities up to 120,000 lbs, but SW
permits can still be used for any divisible goods up to
134,000 lbs. on the XHDH network. Steel can be
transported in a number of geometries, including the
coil, which comes in many different sizes. The present
analysis assumed an inside diameter of 20 in. and an
outside diameter of 60 in. Additionally, two coil widths,
48 in. and 60 in., were selected for the analysis. Based
on manufacturer specifications, the weight of a single
steel coil is 33,100 lbs. for a 48-in. width coil and
41,100 lbs. for a 60-in. width coil (Simons, 2014).
Table 11.10 presents the net payload and corresponding maximum number of coils for a maximum
GVW of 120,000 lbs., and Table 11.11 presents the net
payload and corresponding maximum number of coils
for a maximum GVW of 134,000 lbs. For a maximum
allowable GVW of 120,000 lbs. for 48-in. width coils,
trucks with six, seven, or eight axles can transport two

Figure 11.13

steel coils; however, nine-axle trucks are capable of
loading only one steel coil due to the large tare (empty)
weight. For 60-in. width coils, it was observed that, no
truck configuration can transport more than one coil
while remaining under 120,000 lbs. If the maximum
allowable GVW increases to 134,000 lbs., the maximum
number of coils transported also increases to two coils
for 48-in. width coils on nine-axle trucks.
For a coil width of 60 in. and maximum allowable
GVW of 134,000 lbs., the six, seven, eight-axle vehicles
can carry up to two coils; however, the nine-axle trucks
can carry only one 60-in. width coil. It is therefore clear
that the number of coils that can be carried while the
carrying vehicle remains under the total GVW limits is
lower because the tare weight of a truck increases when it
receives an additional axle, this is evidenced by a decrease
in the available payload for higher numbers of axles as
shown in Table 11.10 and Table 11.11. Figure 11.13 and
Figure 11.14 also illustrate these relationships.
From a cursory perspective, these results may not
seem to be intuitive because a typical expectation often
is ‘‘just add more axles to spread your weight,’’ (i.e.,
adding additional axles will allow carriers to move
more goods). However, the issue can be explained by
examining the different perspectives of the two key
stakeholders: the carriers that haul commodities and
the agency that owns the highway infrastructure. From
the agency perspective, the goal is to keep the ESAL
value below some limit; thus, adding axles will help
limit the loads imposed on the infrastructure with the
additional benefit to carriers (in the mind of the agency)
of increased payload capacities. However, from the
operator perspective, increasing the number of axles is
not always a panacea because the maximum GVW (tare
weight of the truck + payload) is a fixed ceiling that
remains the same; the GVW is the key loading
limitation from the perspective of the operators. As
can be seen in Tables 11.10 and 11.11 and Figures 11.13
and 11.14, for a given maximum GVW, any increase in
the number of axles increases the tare weight of the
vehicle and reduces the payload available, which
reduces the revenue and ultimately, profit. Thus, the
goals of the stakeholders are different (infrastructure

Number of 480 width and 600 diameter steel coils that can be transported (weight of 480 steel coil 533,100 lbs.).
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Figure 11.14

Number of 600 width and 600 diameter steel coils that can be transported (weight of 600 steel coil 541,100 lbs.).

consumption minimization versus profit maximization)
and the controlling variables considered in the stakeholders’ decision-making also differ.
11.6 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
This chapter investigated the impact of HEA-1481 in
terms of changes in the distribution between the
primary modes (rail and truck) and also between the
different truck configurations within the truck mode. In
line with the findings of previous research, a disaggregate model was used. The ITIC model was selected
to perform the analysis because it can capture shifts not
only across truck and rail modes but also across the
different truck configurations as well. Also, the ITIC
model contains valuable FAF data for metal and
agricultural commodities for each state. Modal shifts
were analyzed separately for the XHDH and nonXHDH networks because it was expected that for each
of these networks, carriers will use different truck
configurations prior to and after the enactment of
HEA-1481 (note that SW permits can be used only on
the XHDH network).
For the modal shifts between the primary modes (rail
and truck), the ITIC analyses results suggest that there
will be no diversion from truck to rail, which is intuitive
because past research has shown that truck and rail are
generally not competitive with each other over relatively short hauls (Virginia DOT, 2014). For the modal
shifts between the different truck configurations within
the truck mode, the analysis was carried out for both
the XHDH and non-XHDH networks. With regard to
the non-XHDH network, it was found that there will be
an expected decrease in the number of shipments (by
32.3%), the total truck VMT (by 30%), and the overall
logistics cost (by 16.6%). For roads on the XHDH
network, the truck configuration distributions were
expected to be similar (approximately within 2%
margin) for the pre-HEA-1481 and the HEA-1481 eras,
possibly because the nature of the HEA-1481 legislation
is such that it is not likely to incentivize the use of
different truck configurations on this network. The
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total modal shift impact of HEA-1481 is summarized in
Table 11.12 which suggests that for the overall network
(XHDH and non-XHDH), the total VMT is estimated to
decrease by 26.2% and the total logistics cost, decrease by
14.7% compared to the pre-HEA-1481 era. The analysis
considered the possible changes in mode shares between
truck and rail in the pre-HEA-14981 and HEA-1481 eras,
and estimated that no shift between these two modes is
expected as a result of HEA-1481.
12. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS
OF HEA-1481
12.1 Introduction
As discussed in the introductory chapter to this
report, INDOT bears the responsibility to protect the
billions of taxpayer dollars already invested in highway
infrastructure and to adopt policies that do not lead to
premature and accelerated deterioration of such assets.
However, it is expected that the highway operations
policies adopted by the agency will help to retain and
attract businesses including heavy industry that often
carry out haulage of heavy loads, thereby enhancing
economic development. Thus, the question of the
overweight vehicle pricing impact on economic development continues to be a salient one. In this chapter,
we use a combination of a literature review, the
experience of other states, and some quantitative data
analysis, to estimate the expected impacts of HEA-1481
on Indiana’s economic development and vitality. It is
worth mentioning that the overall market shares of the
overweight transportation of agricultural and metal
commodities constitute only a fraction of the overall
freight transportation for all freight types and across all
modes; thus, the impacts of HEA-1481 is not expected
to cause monumental shifts in economic development
but may significantly impact the output of the two
commodity types in question.
There exists a strong connection between freight
transportation and economic growth (BTS, n.d.). For
industries whose operations involve significant amounts
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of shipping, the importance of cost-efficient transportation cannot be overemphasized. This is particularly true
for industrial and agricultural states such as Indiana.
With a gross state product (GSP) of almost $300 billion,
which is growing by 2.1% per annum, Indiana ranks 16th
in the nation for GSP (BEA, 2014); Indiana’s agricultural
and metal industries contribute significantly to this
output. The state is one of the top two leading producers
of steel in the country and one of the top five leaders in
the production of corn and soybeans. Also, the state is
home to several large processing and manufacturing
industries that rely heavily on land transportation. Of
these industries, those that are related directly to vehicle
manufacturing include plants owned by General Motors,
Chrysler, Honda, Toyota, Subaru, and Wabash
National; industries related to steel work include
Nucor, Steel Technologies, Steel Dynamics, AK Steel,
US Steel, and Arcelor Mittal; and other industries include
General Electric, Cummins, Alcoa, and Caterpillar. Also,
Indianapolis is a prime center for logistics and distribution facilities; it is home to a FedEx Express hub at the
Indianapolis International Airport and distribution
centers for companies such as Amazon.com, Foxconn,
Finish Line, Inc., Fastenal, Target, and CVS Pharmacy.
A host of major national logistics companies are headquartered or have a hub in Indiana include Celadon,
NYK Logistics, MD Logistics, Bunge, Verst Logistics,
Langham, CWC Logistics, Aable Trucking & Freight,
South Shore Logistics, and Days Warehousing and
Distribution. Collectively, these companies serve as the
pumps that keep freight flowing on the state’s highway
network through their distribution, packaging, crossdocking, just-in-time deliveries, warehousing, inventory
management, and global freight forwarding. By enabling
such transportation services, these freight companies
maintain a dynamic supply chain environment that
fosters the state’s economic vitality and competitiveness.
Thus, from a general perspective, Indiana’s highway
transportation system can be considered as the veins
and arteries that keep the ‘‘blood’’ flowing to and from
centers of raw material extraction, production, and
processing as well as industries, retail establishments,
and corporate or individual consumers. Thanks to the
highway transportation network (and other modes that
operate in tandem with highways), industries and businesses are able to efficiently and cost-effectively transport
raw materials, commodities, components, and finished
products to sites of production, transfer, or processing
and to markets located within Indiana and outside the
state in order to serve other states and countries.
Indiana’s economic vitality and growth are very
strongly linked to the retention and growth of the
industries that operate within the state and the
attraction of new industries. The government of
Indiana continues to provide incentives for business
retention and attraction to the state; these initiatives
include policies that reduce the cost of operations and
enhance business productivity. HEA-1481 can be
considered one such initiative. As the analysis in
Chapter 13 (in Part III) will show, by providing new

opportunities to ship these goods more efficiently, HEA1481 reduces significantly the overall costs associated
with the hauling of metal and agricultural commodities.
It is expected that any reduction in the overall operating
costs of industries in the state will ultimately translate
into increased productivity and reinvestment and, consequently, increased output, increased employment, higher
personal incomes, and expanded tax revenues.
In this chapter, we first provide a background to the
assessment of the economic development impacts of
transportation projects and policies in general; this
includes a discussion of the economic development
indicators, the mechanisms by which economic development occurs (in terms of any one [or more] of these
indicators), and the tools for implementing these
mechanisms. The chapter then presents a review of
the existing literature on how highway or revenue
agencies in other states have attempted to assess the
economic development impacts of their overweight
truck policies. An explanation of the implementation of
the qualitative and quantitative methodologies used in
the current study to assess economic development
impacts follows, as well as the results of these analyses.
12.2 General Background for Economic Development
Impact Assessment
The economic development impacts of transportation projects or policies refer to the effects of any
stimulus (or stimuli) on the economic activity levels in a
given geographical area and within a given horizon
period. Economic development impacts are different
not only from the valuation of the individual user
benefits of a particular facility or service but also from
their broader social impacts. As we shall see in Section
12.3, economic development can be measured using any
combination of economic indicators. The selection of
appropriate indicator(s) for evaluating a specific
transportation project or policy should be done on
the basis of factors such as the purpose of the
evaluation problem, impact area, and the type of data
available. Figure 12.1 (adapted from Sinha & Labi,
2007), presents a general methodology for assessing the
economic development impacts that are likely to arise
from transportation projects or changes in operating
policies. In the present study, the HEA-1481 enactment
and subsequent rulemakings represent the stimulus
whose impacts are being investigated.
Data collection techniques or tools for evaluating the
impacts on economic development can include interviews and surveys, direct observations, or assembly of
economic data from secondary sources, depending on
data availability. As we discuss in Section 12.4, the
techniques for analyzing data for economic development impact assessment can range from simple case
studies to statistical regression models and complex
economic simulation models. The key is to match the
analytical tool to the purpose and the level of
sophistication desired for the analysis as well as to the
resources available.
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Figure 12.1

General methodology for assessing economic development impacts (Sinha & Labi, 2007).

12.3 Indicators of Economic Development
Generally, economic development impacts can be
measured using economic indicators that fall into one of
two categories: (1) those that relate to the overall area
economy and (2) those that relate to specific aspects of
economic development (Bendavid-Val, 1991; De Rooy,
1995; McConnell & Brue, 1999; Sinha & Labi, 2007;
Weisbrod, 2000). Table 12.1 presents specific examples
of each category, which can include employment (jobs),
business output (sales), value added, wealth or personal
income, and property values.
Economic development indicators are strongly
related to each other; and, in some cases, two or more
indicators present different perspectives of the same
type of economic development changes. For example,
an increase in the number of jobs in a region typically
has a strong correlation with higher wages and higher
income tax revenues. Also, increased capital investment
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in a region is typically associated with increased
property values and higher levels of tax revenue from
businesses and from property taxes. As such, impact
evaluation by simply adding more individual indicators
may lead to double counting. It seems reasonable,
therefore, to utilize only a few economic development
indicators when evaluating transportation projects or
policies. The selection of these indicators should be
made on the basis of the project or policy objectives as
well as data availability.
In this study, we used the economic output of steel
and agricultural commodities as the economic performance indicator. As we stated in the introductory
section of this chapter, HEA-1481 directly affects only
these two commodities and thus likely will have impacts
on the economy associated with these two commodities
only. Ideally, the economic output of these two
commodities, in terms of the amounts produced, for
example, could be measured and used as the economic
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TABLE 12.1
Indicators of economic development
Category
Impact types relating to overall area economy

Impact types relating to specific aspects of economic development

indicator. However, as we discuss in Sections 12.7.2 and
12.8.2, these data are not available; therefore, we used
the ton-miles of travel of these commodities as a
surrogate measure for the amount of these commodities
produced. We assumed that the volume of freight
transportation is a reliable indicator of economic
vitality, on the basis that a thriving economy with high
vitality generally has greater ton-miles of freight
compared to a recessive economy, as evidenced in
numerous past research (BEA, 2014; Hossein Rashidi,
& Samimi, 2012; IMR, 2007; PB, 2009).
12.4 Mechanisms of Changes in Economic Development
in Response to Stimuli
The mechanisms of economic impact of transportation
projects and policies can be broadly classified into direct,
indirect, induced, and dynamic economic impacts, as
follows (Forkenbrock & Weisbrod, 2010):
Direct mechanism: When a transportation project or
policy results in an improved condition or performance of
a transportation facility, it leads to an increase in direct
benefits offered to the facility users in terms of increased
safety, greater mobility, and reduced vehicle operating
costs. Also, the businesses in the region are provided
improved accessibility to markets and resources (labor,
raw or processed materials, and equipment) and, consequently, they reap the benefits of reduced business costs
and enhanced productivity. Other direct effects include
temporary impacts such as short-term wealth and job
creation from spending on construction and ongoing
operations.
Indirect mechanism: Any significant change in
business activity due to direct effects will in turn have
impacts on ‘‘secondary’’ entities such as local businesses
that supply materials and equipment to the directly
affected businesses, as explained in NCHRP Synthesis
290 (Weisbrod, 2009).
Induced mechanism: An increase in personal wages
in a region may induce increased spending. Higher
spending, in turn, would lead to induced benefits (in the
form of higher sales) to the businesses that provide
utilities, groceries, apparel, communications, and other
consumer services in the region.
Dynamic mechanism: Dynamic economic impacts
involve long-term changes in economic activity and

Examples
Economic output
Gross regional product (GRP)
Value added
Personal income
Employment (number of jobs)
Productivity
Capital investment
Property appreciation
Fiscal indicators (tax revenues, public expenditure changes, etc.).

related parameters such as business location patterns,
work force, labor costs, prices, and resulting land use
changes. These changes in turn affect income and
wealth in the area. In some cases, such changes in
economic development maybe displaced growth that, in
the absence of the transportation investment or policy
change, would have occurred elsewhere. Thus, the
geographic scale of the analysis is an important aspect
of economic development impact analysis. In the
present study, the state of Indiana represents the scope
of the analysis.
The total impact on the economy is estimated as the
sum of all the aforementioned impacts. The term
economic multiplier refers to the ratio of the total effect
to the direct effect. Various non-direct effects are
sometimes clustered together and referred to as multiplier effects.
12.5 Tools for Implementing Such Measurement
Mechanisms
The tools that typically have been used to assess
economic impacts range from highly qualitative and
less data intensive (i.e., surveys and interviews) to
highly quantitative (i.e., economic simulation models)
and data intensive, as shown in Figure 12.2 (Sinha &
Labi, 2007). The latter approaches typically involve
greater levels of effort, special staff training, specialized
software, and more reliance on quantitative data.
The selection of tools for assessing economic
development impacts depends to a large extent on the
scope of the project or policy being analyzed. Large
projects, such as a new highway or major operational
policy, often require more quantitative approaches to
support investment decisions compared to routine
projects, such as an intersection improvement. The
adoption of specific tools is also influenced by the type
and amount of available resources, including the level
of analytical expertise. Detailed discussions of the tools
presented in Figure 12.2 are provided in Sinha and Labi
(2007) and NCHRP Report 456 (Forkenbrock &
Weisbrod, 2001). In the current study, we used a
combination of the following: stakeholder questionnaire surveys, a literature review of previous research,
the findings from other state agencies, and a freight
simulation model. Specifically, the outputs of FHWA’s
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Figure 12.2

Range of tools for assessing economic development impacts.

ITIC simulation model, as discussed in the previous
chapter, include estimates of the expected change in
logistics costs due to the new permitting policy. Past
research has established elasticity values for freight
output in response to changes in logistics costs, which
can be applied to the ITIC results to yield the expected
outputs of the two commodity types in question.
12.6 Literature Review of Past Related Work
As we have discussed in earlier chapters, a number of
state highway agencies have carried out or sponsored
studies that investigated the impacts of proposed or
implemented changes in overweight permitting policy.
In most of these studies, the focus was the infrastructure damage and, in very few cases, trucking productivity; only one or two studies made mention (and even
then only briefly) of the need to measure the impact of
overweight permitting on economic development or
vitality; none carried out a detailed qualitative or
quantitative analysis to investigate the economic development impacts of permitting.
In Florida, a 1993 study conceded that there were
adverse impacts for overweight permitting on asset
preservation costs, but the authors concluded that
specific overweight restrictions overall would cause
increased shipping costs for critical industries, which in
turn would translate into increased production costs and
ultimately, higher retail costs (Florida Transportation
Commission, 1993). They concluded that the harmful
effects of increased overweight restrictions (increased
production and retail costs) would outweigh the
beneficial effects (savings in infrastructure preservation
costs). Thus, in the Florida study, apprehension about
the potentially adverse economic impacts led to a
derailment of the initiatives to revise the overweight
permitting system. A review of the Florida report
suggests that the conclusions regarding the potential
economic adversities were arrived at on the basis of a
mostly speculative rather than rigorous analysis.
In a 2009 study that was said to evaluate ‘‘the
impacts of permitted trucking on Ohio’s transportation
system and economy,’’ it was determined that overweight truck permits associated with steel coil transportation may have an impact on mode shifts,
specifically, with regard to the rail industry (ODOT,
2009). However, the study stated that the full effect on
such a mode shift is not known. It could be argued that
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the limitations of the study include the use of mode shift
as a measure of economic development impact; also,
the analysis seemed to have little rigorous qualitative or
quantitative analysis of data in this regard.
In certain states such as North Dakota, trucking
operators also face temporal restrictions of OW
operations in that seasonal load restrictions are
imposed to limit axle and gross vehicle weights which
may deteriorate the pavement in the spring season due
to spring thaw (Upper Great Plains Transportation
Institute, 2007). These restrictions may increase overall
transportation costs and ultimately lead to loss in
output and productivity, not only for the trucking
industry but also for industries that depend on them.
Similar spring thaw restrictions are in place in
Wisconsin and Minnesota.
In a Texas study that investigated the infrastructure
damage due to overweight vehicles and possible fee
structures, a roundtable discussion was carried out
among the stakeholders, who stated that a balancing of
the economic benefits and costs to the affected
industries is a necessary component of any such study
(Prozzi et al., 2012). Similar sentiments were expressed
in a 2010 Tennessee report which acknowledged that
even though the increasing operations of overweight
vehicles potentially restrict mobility, increase safetyrelated issues, and cause damage to roadway infrastructure, these operations serve vital industries and
assist the state’s economy (Cambridge Systematics,
2010).
In Virginia, the DMV, working with the Department
of Transportation, Port Authority, State Police,
Economic Development Partnership, and more than
100 stakeholders from state and local government and
from the private sector, developed a new schedule of
overweight permit fees that recovers some infrastructure damage cost while ‘‘preserving Virginia’s economically competitive position as a business-friendly state’’
(Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles, 2011).
A 2013 Wisconsin DOT report (Adams et al., 2013)
recognized that states and their rule-making authorities
have different priorities for their motor carrier divisions, including maintaining a ‘‘business-friendly’’
perception, recovering consumption costs, and helping
defray infrastructure damage, among others. Thus,
their permit fees vary greatly in type and magnitude.
The Wisconsin study advocated that permit fees should
be established only after studying all sides of the
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Furthermore, the impacts predicted by sophisticated
economic simulation models that can be attributed to
the legislation itself may be limited because HEA-1481
likely will impact only the industries that are associated
with metal and agricultural commodities. As such, the
current study used estimates of the change in the total
logistics costs due to the permits introduced in HEA1481 (determined using a FHWA ITIC tool that
estimates modal shifts by minimizing total logistics cost
for each shipment), a survey of the industry stakeholders, case studies of the past experiences of other
highway agencies, and the findings from past research.

equation, including maintaining current infrastructure
and ‘‘encouraging industrial and economic growth.’’
Overall, it seems that in these select studies that
investigated the impacts of overweight trucks, the
specific impacts of overweight trucking laws (or
changes therein) on economic development were duly
acknowledged but were mentioned only briefly as a side
note or without adequate supporting evidence, or were
evaluated in a manner that generally lacked sufficient
depth and breadth, most likely due to the lack of data.
Other studies on OW impacts have entirely neglected to
address the issue of the economic impacts of overweight
permitting practices.
In Section 12.7.1 (Table 12.2), we discuss a summary
of the elasticities of the trucking industry that was
obtained from the literature, which are output elasticity
values with respect to cost. Subsequently in that
section, we use these elasticities to make inferences
regarding the impact of the new overweight permitting
law, HEA-1481, on the economic output of agricultural
and steel commodities.

12.7.1 Qualitative Analysis—Methodology and Results
12.7.1.1 Methodology for the qualitative analysis. Due
to the limitations of the available quantitative data as
explained above, qualitative analysis was also used to
describe the types of economic activity impacts expected to
result from HEA-1481.Information that was useful in the
qualitative analysis included the survey of industry
stakeholders, NCHRP reports and synthesis studies,
research findings, and experiential evidence from other
states. The qualitative analysis used a systems dynamics
approach. Figure 12.3 shows the expected direction of
each link of the concatenating chain of impacts (as
obtained from the literature review); and from these
relationships, a more elaborate set of pathways was
established (in the next section) to throw more light on the
expected impacts of HEA-1481 on economic development.
System dynamics is a concept useful for explaining or
predicting some system performance or policy outcome
due to multiple factors and circumstances that interact
with each other in ways that may be difficult to
quantify or characterize. In such problem contexts, any
analysis which assumes that the contributory factors
are individually exogenous (derived externally) or
independent of each other may miss critical relationships that are vital to the eventual outcomes under
investigation. As a simulation tool for modeling and
analyzing system behavior over time, system dynamics
incorporates the concepts of holism, factor interrelationships, and internal time-delayed feedback loops to
yield potentially greater understanding of the time-wise
behavior of dynamic complex systems. The concept is
therefore particularly valuable for explaining the inner
workings (and hence predicting the outcomes) of any
process that has circular, interlinked, and time-delayed
relationships between or among its constituent sub-

12.7 Methodologies and Results for Economic
Development Impact Assessment
As discussed in Section 12.2, ideally, a comprehensive assessment of the economic impacts of any
stimulus, such as the HEA-1481, should be studied
using a reasonable range of economic development
indicators (Section 12.3), by examining the different
mechanisms by which the impacts occur (Section 12.4),
and using a reasonable array of tools (Section 12.5). As
depicted in Figure 12.2, a toolbox that includes at least
some quantitative analysis tools and corresponding
data is most preferred. The use of economic multiplier
input-output models, economic simulation models, and
statistical tools provide a high level of rigor and
objectivity and increases confidence in the predicted
impacts from the analysis. Unfortunately, the paucity
of data often precludes such quantitative assessments.
The lack of needed input data makes it impractical to
run existing economic simulation models in the specific
context of the overweight truck permitting. As evidenced in the literature review in Section 12.6, this
limitation has plagued the efforts of past research
efforts in other states. In such cases, researchers
resorted to tools that are less data intensive. A similar
situation of data paucity was a hindrance in the current
study.
TABLE 12.2
Freight transportation output and cost elasticities from the literature
Description
Elasticity of ton-miles w.r.t. to freight costs for all commodities
Elasticity of ton-kms w.r.t. to freight costs for fruits, vegetables, and
other foods
Elasticity of ton-kms w.r.t. to freight costs for metal products

Elasticity (Functional Form)
20.692 (Translog); 21.341 (Loglinear); 20.048
(Linear); 0.928 (Logit)
20.530 (Translog)

Reference
Clark et al. (2005)
Oum (1979);
Li & Rose (2011)

21.071 (Translog)
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Figure 12.3

General pathways of the economic development impacts of HEA-1481.

systems and components because these often-overlooked internal relationships can be at least as
influential in determining the overall outcome of the
policy as the outcomes of individual links of the process.
Pioneered in the mid-1950s by Jay Forrester to assist
corporate decision-makers enhance their comprehension of the processes in their industries, the application
of system dynamics has spread to both private and
public organizations, specifically for the planning,
design, and evaluation of policies as part of corporate
strategy development, public policy analysis, and
evaluation of social dynamics, ecological and biological
sciences, medical systems, and energy and environmental systems (Forrester, 1988). As evidenced from
recent research and applications, there is great potential
for the use of systems dynamics in assessing the
economic development impacts of transportation policy
and projects in terms of the impacts on the various
stakeholders (carriers, shippers, consumers) that occur
within an environment that is characterized by complexity.
Maani and Maharaj (2004) demonstrated that
systems dynamics can be useful in identifying and
comprehending the various pathways in a complex
environment. Due to a lack of data, the qualitative
analysis of the HEA-1481 impacts using a systems
dynamics model was devoid of specific numbers. Next,
we present the results of this qualitative analysis;
specifically, we identify the expanded expected pathways of the law’s impacts using cause-and-effect links
and feedback loops in a system dynamics fashion.
12.7.1.2 Results of the qualitative analysis. Figure 12.4
presents a conceptual system dynamics model to
illustrate the economic-development pathways that are
likely to result in response to HEA-1481. As the loop
diagram suggests, HEA-1481 is expected to lead to a
decrease in operating costs because carriers can take
advantage of higher weights to make fewer trips.HEA1481 will also indirectly lead to a reduction in overall
transportation costs (due to reduced permit fees for
specific loading configurations) for carriers who load
their trucks to ESAL levels not exceeding the 2.4 ESAL
credit provided by HEA-1481. Also, as evidenced in the
pavement and bridge impacts analysis in Chapters 5 and
6 (Part II) of this report, HEA-1481 will lead to reduced
loading of infrastructure. By providing an incentive to
carriers to operate at loads that do less damage, the
infrastructure will be in better condition and therefore
vehicle operations costs, which are associated with asset
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condition and the frequency of work zones, will be
lower. A lower vehicle operating cost will lead to lower
total costs of trucking operations and subsequently this
savings is expected to be passed on to shippers (clients of
the carriers, such as industries) and ultimately, the end
users. Thus, due to these three factors, the operating costs
of carriers will be lower. Lower operating costs will in turn
lead to (a) reduced cost for shippers (savings passed on by
carriers), and thus increased net earnings and profitability
for shippers, and increased shipping output in the long
term; (b) increased profitability for carriers which will lead
to increased net earnings for carriers and increased
personal incomes for drivers and other workers in this
industry; and (c) assuming a competitive transportation
market, shippers and carriers will ultimately pass their
savings on to the consumers (manufacturers, food
processors, and residents). In the questionnaire survey
carried out as part of this study, it was observed that the
range of responses and corresponding comments confirm
that some ‘‘savings’’ are passed on to the drivers via their
cut as a percentage of the gross revenues while some
‘‘savings’’ are passed to the shippers because they are then
charged lower shipping costs.
In the long term, the increased shipping volumes will
result from the reduced cost for shippers and consumers
as a result of the savings passed on by carriers, the
increased net earnings of carriers, and the increased
personal incomes. This will lead to further reduction in
the carriers’ operating costs due to increased volumes of
shipping (a result of scale economies).
There will also be indirect impacts. Agricultural and
metal commodities are the inputs of production in
other sectors of the economy, such as the manufacturing and food processing industries; therefore, HEA1481 may also ultimately have an impact on these
sectors. The raw materials associated with HEA-1481,
namely, steel and agricultural commodities, are not the
only inputs for industries that patronize these products;
therefore, HEA-1481 may also affect employment
opportunities in other economic sectors, depending on
the degree of impact on the production of related
goods, which in turn affect the employment levels
associated with production in the other sectors.
12.7.2 Quantitative Analysis—Methodology and Results
12.7.2.1 Methodology for the quantitative analysis. To
complement the qualitative analysis, a quantitative
evaluation of the impact of HEA-1481 was carried out
to investigate the expected changes in the output
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Figure 12.4

Specific pathways of the economic development impacts of HEA-1481.

quantities of agricultural and metal commodities in
response to the new permitting policy using the concept
of elasticity. Elasticity measures the percentage of
change in some output parameter in response to a
percentage of change in an input parameter. In the
present study, the concept was used to quantify the
degree of sensitivity of the output quantities of
agricultural and metal commodities due to changes in
logistics costs due to HEA-1481.

Generally, the output elasticity equation can be
written as:
LQ : x
eQ ~
Lx Q
Where:
Q is the quantity or output, x is the level of input of
the factor of production, and eQ is the elasticity of Q
with respect to a change in x.
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Due to a dearth of past research findings on the
elasticity of the direct economic output (in this case, the
quantity of agricultural and metal commodities produced) with respect to changes in the price of
transporting these commodities, the present analysis
assumed that the amount of commodity travel (measured in ton-miles) is an adequate surrogate of
economic output (volume of production) with regard
to these commodities. An increase in the weightdistance was suggestive of an increase in economic
output. Table 12.2 presents the output elasticities (in
terms of the weight-distance of commodity haulage)
from the literature.
On the basis of this assumption, the amount of
commodity travel (measured in ton-miles) was estimated using the elasticity of output (ton-miles)with
respect to the operating cost of freight for agricultural
products and the change in total logistics cost given by:


DQ
DC
~
 ðec ðQÞÞ
ð12:1Þ
Q
CHEA1481
Where:
ec ðQÞ is the elasticity of output with respect to
operating cost
Q is the output, expressed in terms of ton-miles of
commodity shipments
DQ5QHEA-14812Qpre-HEA-1481
DC5 change in logistics cost 5CHEA1481 {CPreHEA1481
CHEA1481 5 logistics cost in the HEA-1481 era
CPre{HEA1481 5 logistics cost for the pre-HEA-1481
era
If the economic output is expressed in ton-miles of
freight (TM), then:
DQ5DTM5 change in ton-miles of freight5
TMHEA1481 {TMPre-HEA1481 ,
TMHEA1481 5ton-miles of agricultural or metal commodity in the HEA-1481 era, and
TMPre-HEA1481 5 ton-miles of agricultural or metal
commodity in the pre-HEA-1481 era

Thus, Equation 12.2 can be rewritten as:


DTM
DC
~
 ðec ðTM ÞÞ
TMHEA1481
CHEA1481

ð12:2Þ

The concept of elasticity has been widely used to
evaluate the economic development impacts of transportation phenomena (Abdelwahab, 1998; Clark,
Naughton, Prouix, & Toma, 2005; Dewey, Denslow,
Lenze, Irwin, & Martinez, 2002; Li, Hensher, & Rose,
2011). In the next subsection, we present the results of
the quantitative analysis of the HEA-1481 impacts;
specifically, we identify the expected increase in
economic output by industries that utilize the carriers’
services (in terms of ton-miles of steel and agricultural
commodities) potentially arising from the overall
reduction in logistics costs borne by the carriers.
12.7.2.2 Results of the quantitative analysis.
Table 12.3 presents select inputs and outputs from
the ITIC–State Tool (ITIC-ST) software that was
applied in Chapter 11 (in Part III) to estimate the
HEA-1481 impacts on modal shift. The change in the
total logistics costs from this model was used with
the output elasticities from past research to predict
the change in output that are expected to result from
HEA-1481.
As shown in Table 12.3, the total logistics costs
decreased for both metal and agricultural commodities
from the pre-HEA-1481 period to the HEA-1481 era.
The ITIC-ST software assumes that the total tons of
goods shipped remained the same across scenarios;
thus, this initial underlying assumption was made in the
present analysis for the pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481
eras. This assumption was made in order to run the
software package to yield the logistics costs. In reality,
the output (tons) of production is expected to be higher
in the HEA-1481 era compared to the pre-HEA-1481

TABLE 12.3
ITIC-ST Input and output for agricultural and metal commodities
Pre-HEA-1481
Model Parameters and Outputs (Estimated)
Number of Shipments
Truck VMT
Truck-kilometer traveled
Tons Shipped1
Logistics Cost ($)
Adjusted Logistics Cost ($)
Average tons shipped per truck2
Ton-kms of shipment2
Unit Logistics Cost
($/tons shipped)2,3

HEA-1481

Agriculture

Metal

Agriculture

Metal

298,337
107,810,840
173,504,728
7,317,156
308,735,860
308,735,860
25
4,337,618,200
42.19

1,601,409
441,414,525
710,387,817
31,019,629
1,475,121,959
1,475,121,959
19
13,497,368,523
47.55

189,782
88,153,816
141,869,814
7,317,156
289,088,934
274,634,487
39
5,532,922,746
37.53

1,141,092
316,560,064
509,454,039
31,019,629
1,232,182,467
1,170,573,344
27
13,755,259,053
37.74

1

Part of ITIC input data.
Result derived from ITIC outputs.
3
Using the adjusted logistics costs.
2
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era due to the reduced cost of production, at least its
transportation component. Cost savings will likely
free up capital that will then be invested in additional
production. The increased volumes produced will lead
to greater quantities to be shipped; and the greater
shipment volumes, due to scale economies, will lead to
a reduced price for shipping each ton of commodities.
The scale economies are due to the increased tonnage
per truck and the increased ton-miles traveled overall
in the HEA-1481 era compared with the pre-HEA1481 era. Thus, it is reasonable to reduce the logistics
cost to account for such scale economies. A conservative 5% reduction in cost was assumed, which
resulted in the adjusted logistics costs reported in
Table 12.3.
The total logistics costs were also normalized by
dividing the total logistics costs by the total tons shipped.
These normalized costs were used in the elasticity analysis
to yield the expected change in economic output. The
reduction in the unit cost of shipping was expected due to
the twin forces of increased operator efficiencies (from
higher GVWs) and reduced shipping costs due to the scale
economies (i.e., a greater amount of tons carried per truck
and greater ton-miles shipped in the HEA-1481 era
compared to the pre-HEA-1481 era).
The expected change in economic output in the
wake of HEA-1481 was estimated using the normalized adjusted logistics cost and the elasticities of the
output (ton-miles) with respect to the operating costs
of freight for agricultural or metal products found in
past studies. As detailed in Section 12.7.2.1, the
change in economic output can be determined as
shown in Equation 12.2.
In Equation 12.2, TM is the output, expressed in
terms of ton-miles of commodity shipments,
DTM~TMHEA1481 MPreHEA1481
Thus, DTM/TM is the relative change in economic
output due to HEA-1481.
(a)

Agricultural Commodities

eTC(TM) is the elasticity of output with respect to
operating cost 520.530 for agricultural commodities
(from Table 12.2).
DC5 change in unit logistics cost for agricultural
products 5CER {CPreHEA1481
CHEA1481 5 unit logistics cost in the HEA-1481era5
$37.53 (from Table 12.3)
CPre{HEA1481 5 unit logistics cost in the pre-HEA1481 era5$42.19 (from Table 12.3)
TMHEA1481 , TMPre-HEA1481 5 economic output (surrogated by the number of freight ton-miles) in the
HEA-1481 era and in the pre-HEA-1481 era;
DTM5 change in economic output 5TMHEA1481 {
TMPre{HEA1481 ;
Therefore, the expected change in economic output is
estimated as follows:

DTM=TM~½ðCHEA1481 {CPreHEA1481 Þ=CPreHEA1481 
 ðec ðTM ÞÞ
~½ð37:5342:19Þ=42:19  0:530
~5:85%&6%
Thus, a 6% increase in agricultural output, in terms
of the freight ton-miles of this commodity, could be
realized as a result of the reduction in transportation
costs due to the new permitting policy.
(b)

Metal Commodities

eTC(TM) is the elasticity of output with respect to
operating cost 521.071 for metal commodities (from
Table 12.2).
DC5 change in unit logistics cost for metal products
5CER {CPreHEA1481
CHEA1481 5 unit logistics cost in the HEA-1481era5
$37.74 (from Table 12.3)
CPre{HEA1481 5 unit logistics cost in the pre-HEA1481 era5$47.55 (from Table 12.3)
TMHEA1481 , TMPre-HEA1481 5 economic output (surrogated by the number of freight ton-miles) in the
HEA-1481 era and in the pre-HEA-1481 era;
DTM5 change in economic output 5TMHEA1481 {
TMPre-HEA1481 ;
Therefore, the expected change in economic output is
estimated as follows:
DTM=TM~½ðCHEA1481 {CPreHEA1481 Þ=CPreHEA1481 
 ðec ðTM ÞÞ
~½ð37:5342:19Þ=42:19  0:530
~5:85%&6%
Thus, as high as a 22% increase in metal output, in
terms of the freight ton-miles of this commodity, could
be realized as a result of the reduction in overall
transportation costs due to the new permitting policy.
12.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter evaluated the impact of HEA-1481’s new
overweight permitting rules on economic development.
For the qualitative analysis, the economic indicators
addressed included output, jobs, and productivity; the
mechanisms of the impacts included direct, indirect, and
induced; and the tools used included a questionnaire
survey of industry stakeholders (see Chapter 10 in Part
III), solicitation of expert knowledge, and analysis of the
documented past experiences of other agencies. Using
cause-effect diagrams, supported by data from the abovenamed tools, it was determined that HEA-1481 is
expected to lead first, in the very short term, to a
reduction in operating costs as carriers use more efficient
vehicles with higher GVWs and second, also in the nearterm, a reduction in transportation costs through low
permit fees for the carriers who load their trucks to less
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than the 2.4 ESAL credit provided by HEA-1481. With
this reduction in transport costs per ton, carriers will
ultimately pass their savings on to the shippers (assuming
a competitive transportation market), and finally, to the
consumers (manufacturers, food processors, and residents). The overall decrease in the price of production will
lead to increased capital spending that will boost
commodity production and will increase the economic
output of these commodities. Increased output will in turn
lead to lower prices for transportation (due to scale
economies), higher levels of employment, and, possibly,
higher average incomes and an expanded tax base overall.
Also, by providing an incentive to the carriers to operate
at loads that do not damage the infrastructure, the
infrastructure will be in better condition and the vehicle
operation costs (associated with the asset’s condition or
the frequency of work zones) will be lower. Lower vehicle
operating costs also will lead to lower costs of transportation and, subsequently, a passing on of this savings to
shippers (industries) and, ultimately, the end users.
For the quantitative analysis, the elasticities and
output from the ITIC software were used to estimate
the economic impact of HEA-1481 in terms of the
expected change in the outputs of agricultural and
metal commodities in response to the reduced logistics
costs expected to result from the new permitting law. As
a result of the reduction in transportation costs due to
the new permitting policy, a 6% increase in agricultural
output and a 22% increase in metal output (both in
terms of ton-miles) can be expected.
HEA-1481 will not only impact economic output, as
demonstrated in this chapter, but also will influence
trucking industry productivity, as will be shown in the
next chapter, because it will allow some operations not
previously permitted in Indiana, resulting in increased
opportunities for lower operating costs for metal and
agricultural commodity carriers.
13. ECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS IMPACTS
OF HEA-1481
13.1 Introduction
The final research task of the mandated HEA-1481
study was to analyze the impact of the new law on
Indiana’s economic competitiveness, with respect to overweight vehicle permits, compared to other Midwestern
states. In a 2010 JTRP study, Bilal et al. (2010) reviewed
the existing vehicle permitting practices in Indiana vis-à-vis
those of neighboring states. This chapter plays a similar
role as the Bilal study in that it examines and analyzes the
impacts of HEA-1481 on Indiana’s competitiveness
compared to neighboring states.
By providing opportunities for the transport of
agricultural commodities up to 97,000 lbs. and metal
commodities up to 120,000 lbs., HEA-1481 gave a
momentous and unprecedented boost to the competitiveness of trucking operations in Indiana. Prior to
HEA-1481, the only divisible load permits available in
Indiana were SW permits, which were and still are valid
for any divisible load up to 134,000 lbs. but are
150

restricted to the XHDH network. The new OW
Commodity permit in HEA-1481 adds to the list of
existing overweight permit types (i.e., the SW and nondivisible load permits), which continue to be offered.
While the Bilal et al. study addressed a broad spectrum
of overweight vehicle permits types, the present study
considered only overweight divisible load permits. The
present study is not intended to supplant the work in
the Bilal et al. report, but rather to add to the existing
knowledge with changes to permitting practice that
have developed in the past four years since that report
was released.
13.2 A Synthesis of the Overweight Permitting Practices
of Other Midwestern States
Permitting practices across the Midwestern states
vary widely on the basis of several criteria, including:

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

tie-in between distance traveled and fee amount,
allowed distance of travel,
type of goods allowed under the permit (e.g., commodity),
nature of good carried (divisible vs. non-divisible),
seasonal restrictions on travel,
restrictions on the highway type or class to be used, and
length of time period over which the permit is valid.

The more flexible the permitting structures are in a
state, with respect to these criteria, the more competitive the state. Many states have a flat fee structure that
is not tied to the requested distance in the permit
application (Bilat et al., 2010). In the Midwestern
states, only Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri administer
permits that involve a distance-based fee. Indiana is the
only state with an ESAL-mile-based fee structure for
overweight divisible loads for agricultural or metal
commodities. Although Illinois and Missouri use
distance-based fees, overweight vehicle permits in these
states are only available for non-divisible goods.
The states of Kentucky and Ohio allow divisible steel
loads to be transported only over a maximum of 150
miles; thus, no permit is issued for overweight loads
that exceed that threshold. Indiana has no such distance
restriction. For metal commodities, HEA-1481 allows
carriers to transport up to 120,000 lbs. similar to the
weight allowances in Kentucky and Ohio.
For agricultural commodities, HEA-1481 allows
carriers to transport up to 97,000 lbs. Only Indiana,
Minnesota, and Wisconsin issue divisible load permits
for agricultural materials in the form of raw unprocessed commodities. Specifically, Wisconsin offers
permits for both raw forest materials and agricultural
commodities up to 90,000 lbs. For agricultural commodities, Indiana and Minnesota allow permitted
vehicles with a GVW up to 97,000 lbs.
Besides the states mentioned in the preceding
paragraphs, no other Midwestern state studied has
permitting provisions specifically for divisible agricultural or metal commodities. However, the state of
Michigan uses a unique set of TS&W limits based on
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axle loadings instead of GVW. As such, users in
Michigan can exceed the federal GVW limit of
80,000 lbs. if the axle loadings are less than the required
maximums depending on the number and configuration
of axles used. In practice, the maximum GVW in
Michigan is 164,000 lbs. over 13 axles.
In certain states, including Wisconsin and Minnesota,
the overweight permitting system imposes restrictions
on travel by overweight divisible loads during spring
thaw season when subgrades start thawing and pavements are most susceptible to damage from overweight
loads. Indiana has no such restrictions.
Only a few states impose restrictions on the class of
highways that can be used by a permitted overweight
vehicle. Minnesota issues permits for overweight divisible agricultural loads for only routes that are entirely
on the non-Interstate system.
A few Midwestern states offer blanket overweight
divisible load permits valid for unlimited trips over a
period of time for select commodities. The state of Ohio
administers OW/OS permits for both single and 90-day
trips for steel coils. Similarly, Kentucky offers annual
permits for steel transport. For agricultural commodities, Wisconsin and Minnesota issue blanket annual
permits; Wisconsin also offers permits that cover a
three-month period. Indiana does not offer multi-trip
annual permits unless the permitted vehicle is loaded to
less than 2.4 ESALs. For all other OW Commodity
permits, Indiana issues a single trip permit.
The inconsistency of overweight permitting practices
across Indiana’s neighboring states, particularly with
regard to overweight divisible loads, can pose significant barriers to the smooth and seamless operations of
carriers across the states’ borders. For example, it may
be the case that a carrier may be permitted to carry
overweight divisible loads in certain states but not in
others; also, a carrier may be using a truck configuration that is allowed (with or without a permit) in certain
states but prohibited (or allowed only with a permit) in
other (neighboring) states. Additionally, carriers may
be left with little or no choice regarding the states to
avoid because their travel route may be dictated by the
origin and destination. Trucking operations costs differ
across the Midwestern states due to differences in both
their permitting practices (which operations are permitted and which are not) and fees.
13.3 Methodology for Assessing the Changes in
Economic Competitiveness
One way to compare the economic competitiveness
of trucking operations in the various states in the preHEA and HEA-1481 eras is to use the applicable fee
structures under different potential transport scenarios
that vary by parameters that include commodity type,
weight, number of axles, distance, and time period. The
analysis detailed herein uses general scenarios that
simulate likely conditions in terms of these parameters.
In reality, the actual conditions of any individual
trucking operation may be different from these

scenarios. It even may be the case that certain fee
structures that are beneficial to one carrier may be
disadvantageous to another. In other words, for any
two carriers with different practices, operations in one
state could be relatively less expensive for one carrier
but relatively more expensive for another.
Several scenarios were developed to demonstrate the
competitiveness of Indiana’s fee structure prior to HEA1481 and also under the current (HEA-1481) fee structure,
relative to the fee structures of other Midwestern states. A
number of assumptions were made to simplify the analysis
while maintaining the practicality of the scenarios, as
discussed below.
Size: Each scenario assumes the legal length, width,
and height dimensions specified because the majority of
states stipulate that overweight divisible loads must
comply with legal size limitations.
Commodity types: Separate scenarios were developed
for overweight divisible loads involving two commodity
types (metal and agricultural);these were the only
commodity types considered in the scenarios because
they are the commodities whose overweight operations
were affected (changed) by HEA-1481.
Travel distance: The travel distances were selected to
reflect the limits of trucking operations; for example,
the maximum allowable distance for overweight permitting in Kentucky and Ohio is 150 miles while
Indiana does not have any such distance restriction.
Typical trip distances of 115 and 150 miles were selected
for comparison; and longer distances incur higher fees
in Indiana but not in other states, which have blanket
permit fees. Similarly, shorter trips will have lower fees
in Indiana but trucks do not enjoy this benefit in other
states.
Truck configurations: The truck configurations used
were five-, six-, seven-, and nine-axles, which are the
most common configurations associated with overweight operations.
Weights: GVWs were chosen on the basis of three
criteria: (1) they lie within the range of no-permit-required
weight limits and maximum allowable load limits for
divisible loads; (2) they reflect typical limits of GVWs
across the Midwestern states (see Table 13.1); and (3) they
are consistent with loads observed in the overweight
permit data. For agricultural commodities, both 90,000
lbs. and 97,000 lbs. were used because Wisconsin permits
agricultural commodities up to 90,000 lbs. while Indiana
and Minnesota permit up to 97,000 lbs. For metal
commodities, a GVW of 120,000 lbs. was used, in line
with the GVW limits in Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky.
Table 13.1 presents a condensed summary of the
Midwestern states that offer overweight divisible commodity permits; and Table 13.2 summarizes the different
scenarios that were evaluated.
13.3.1 Single-Trip Permits for Metal Commodities
The first five scenarios involve 120,000 lbs. of steel
coils carried on 6-axle or 9-axle vehicles. Of the three
states that offer overweight divisible load permits for
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TABLE 13.1
States that issue divisible-load permits for commodities

State

Commodity

Maximum Gross Vehicle
Weight (GVW)

IN
IN
KY
MN
OH
WI

Metal
Agricultural
Metal
Agricultural
Steel
Agricultural

120,000
97,000
120,000
97,000
120,000
90,000

Distance Limit

150 miles
150 miles

metal commodities, only Indiana uses a distance-based
fee structure. Although Michigan does not explicitly
offer divisible load permits, as a state with axle loading
regulations, it allows these vehicles to operate at no
charge if all other regulations (with respect to size, axle
weights, lbs. per inch of tire, etc.) are followed.
Scenario 1. The first scenario (Figure 13.1) is for a
typical six-axle truck carrying 120,000 lbs. of metal
commodities traveling over a distance of 115 miles.
Only the states of Ohio, Kentucky, and Indiana
explicitly permit overweight operations involving steel
commodities. Kentucky allows divisible load permits
for steel commodities that are shipped less than 150
miles. Similarly, Ohio issues regional divisible load
heavy haul permits for steel, also for distances less than
150 miles. In Indiana, prior to HEA-1481, a single
overweight coil could be moved as a non-divisible load,
but all others (e.g., multiple coils that are not
overweight if moved one at a time) could only be
transported on the XHDH network using SW permits.
OS/OW permits for non-divisible loads are for a single
trip to be taken within 15 days. The ESAL-based fee
structure defined in HEA-1481 is for a single trip within

Time Coverage of Permit

Seasonal Restrictions on OW
Travel

7-day single trip
7-day single trip
Annual
Annual
Single/Multiple
Annual, 3-months

No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

seven days; alternatively, if the load is less than 2.4
ESALs, then an annual multi-trip permit is issued
automatically.
A six-axle vehicle weighing 120,000 lbs. is equivalent
to 8.67 ESALs, of which 6.27 are chargeable. Given the
$0.07 per ESAL-mile fee, the resulting permit fee for
this scenario is $50.46 (that is, $0.07/ESAL-mile*6.27
ESALS*115 miles) plus the $20.00 administrative fee,
yielding a total of $70.46. This is nearly $20.00 lower
than the case for an identical trucking operation using
the non-divisible fee structure from the pre-HEA-1481
period (where the fee is $0.60 per mile plus a $20.00
administrative fee). Alternatively, if the trip were on the
XHDH network, the cost of the single trip would be
$42.50. In the state of Kentucky, single-trip permits are
not available; rather, there is an annual permit fee of
$250.00 plus a 4% transaction fee for a total of $260.00.
Therefore, assuming 10 such trips a year, the resulting
equivalent single trip is calculated as $26.00. In Ohio,
the single-trip permit fee is $75.00 plus a $5.00
transaction fee. The remaining states do not explicitly
grant permits for divisible loads of metal commodities;
however, if all other regulations are followed, the trip
can be made at no cost in Michigan. The fees for

TABLE 13.2
Details of scenarios for analyzing economic competiveness of trucking operations across states neighboring Indiana

Scenario

Commodity

Type of Trip

Weight (lbs.)

Nr. of
Axles

Distance
(miles)

1
2
3
4
5

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Single trip, equivalent single trip (Figure 13.1)
Single trip equivalent single trip (Figure 13.2)
Annual, annualized single trips (Figure 13.3)
Annual, annualized single trips (Figure 13.4)
Annual, Annualized multiple trips with ESALS,2.4
(Figure 13.5)
Single trip, equivalent single trip (Figure 13.6)
Single trip, equivalent single trip (Figure 13.7)
Annual, quarterly, annualized single trips (Figure 13.8)
Annual, annualized single trips (Figure 13.8A)
Annual, quarterly, annualized multiple trips, ESALS,2.4
(Figure 13.9)
Annual, annualized multiple trips, ESALS,2.4 (Figure 13.9A)
Annual, annualized quarterly, annualized single trips
(Figure 13.10)
Annual, Quarterly, Annualized multiple trips with ESALS,2.4
(Figure 13.11)

120,000
120,000
120,000
120,000
120,000

6
6
6
6
9

115
150
115
150
150

90,000
97,000
90,000
97,000
90,000

5
5
6
6
7

115
150
115
115
115

97,000
90,000

7
5

115
150

90,000

7

150

6
7
8
8A
9

Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural

9A
10

Agricultural
Agricultural

11

Agricultural
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Figure 13.1 Single-trip (IN, OH) and equivalent single-trip (KY) permit fees: steel coils at 120,000 lbs. on six-axles, transported
115 miles [Scenario 1]. (Note: IN (old) and IN (new) refer to Indiana’s pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 periods, respectively.).

Kentucky are noticeably larger than Indiana and Ohio;
however, the Kentucky permits have the benefit of
being valid for a full year.
Scenario 2. This scenario is similar to Scenario 1, but
the trip distance is increased to 150 miles (the maximum
allowed in Ohio and Kentucky). Figure 13.2 presents
the results. For this scenario, the OW Commodity
permit in Indiana costs $85.81, $15.35 more than for a
similar permit for a non-divisible load in the pre-HEA1481 era. Again, if the trip is on the XHDH network,
the cost is $42.50 for a SW permit. For longer trip
distances, the cost of an overweight divisible load

permit in Indiana will be higher relative to other states
because the Indiana fee is distance- based; however,
such a seeming disadvantage for Indiana is somewhat
moot because, besides Indiana, no other state allows
carriers to transport metal commodities over distances
exceeding 150 miles.
13.3.2 Costs of Annual Blanket Permits, and Annualized
Costs of Multiple- and Single-Trip Permits for Metal
Commodities
Scenarios 3 through 5 pertain to overweight divisible
load permits for metal commodities administered on an

Figure 13.2 Single-trip (IN, OH) and equivalent single-trip (KY) permit fees: steel coils at 120,000 lbs. on six-axles, transported
150 miles [Scenario 2]. (Note: IN (old) and IN (new) refer to Indiana’s pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 periods, respectively.).
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annual basis. In this analysis, it must be noted that
certain states offer blanket annual permits while others
offer single-trip permits or, in certain conditions,
multiple-trip permits. When the analysis was carried
out on the basis of the costs of annual blanket permits
and the annualized costs of multiple- and single-trip
permits, the change in trucking economic competitiveness of the HEA-1481 relative to the pre-HEA-1481 era
and relative to other states, changed significantly
compared to that of the single-trip permits.
In Indiana, multiple-trip permits can only be
purchased if the overweight vehicle is loaded at less
than 2.40 ESAL; and there is no limit on the number of
single trips a vehicle can take in a year. This makes
Indiana less competitive from the viewpoint of price
(which is only one of several criteria) for those above
2.4 ESALs, but it makes Indiana much more competitive for responsible loading at or below 2.4 ESALs.
Scenario 3. This scenario involves the annual
permitting cost of a six-axle vehicle carrying 120,000 lbs.
of steel commodities over 115 miles several times
throughout the year. The load results in 8.67 ESALs;
thus, in Indiana this vehicle only can be permitted for
single trips. For the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed
that a single trip is made every weekday (five out of seven
days), for a total of approximately 521 trips annually. As
seen in Figure 13.3, the resulting total annual cost of
multiple single-trip permits in Indiana is $10,429.00 in
administrative fees ($20.00 per trip) plus $26,311.00 in
chargeable ESAL costs, yielding a total of $36,740.00
annually, which is much lower than the corresponding
cost for non-divisible loads in the pre-HEA-1481 period.
The cost for SW permits if the load were carried on the

XHDH network is $22,161.00 ($42.50 per trip). The OW
Commodity permit fees in Indiana are much higher than
the cost for identical conditions in Kentucky, whose
annual permit is $260.00. Ohio also allows carriers to
purchase multiple-trip permits for a 90-day period at
$135.00 per permit. The 90-day period represents
approximately one quarter of a year; therefore, the
equivalent total annual permit cost is $540.00 plus
transaction fees of $21.60, yielding a total of $561.60.
Although Ohio’s annual permit cost is more than twice
that of Kentucky, it is less than the total annual cost of
multiple single-permit overweight trips in Indiana.
Clearly, from a perspective of annual permitting or the
annualized perspective of single-trip permitting, the
economic competitiveness in terms of permit cost (but
not other measures of competitiveness) of trucking
operations in Indiana is relatively low compared to
other states when an overweight truck is loaded to a high
level of ESALs. As with single trips, if all the other
regulations in Michigan are followed, carriers are able to
operate at no cost without an explicit overweight divisible
load permit.
Scenario 4. This scenario is similar to Scenario 3, but
the distance was increased to 150 miles for each trip. An
increase in trip distance increases the cost of overweight
vehicle permits in Indiana only. Specifically, increasing
the trip distance by 35 miles increases the annual fees in
Indiana for a six-axle vehicle carrying 120,000 lbs. by
approximately 22% ($414.76) for a hypothetical 27 trips
per year; the resulting annualized cost of permits is
$2,316.87. As the trip distance increases, the disparity
increases between the annualized Indiana permit fee
and those of other states. A relative merit of Indiana’s

Figure 13.3 Cost of annual blanket permits (KY, OH) and annualized single-trip permits (IN): steel coils at 120,000 lbs. on six
axles, average 115 miles per trip [Scenario 3]. (Note: IN (old) and IN (new) refer to Indiana’s pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481
periods, respectively.).
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fee structure is that, unlike Kentucky and Ohio,
Indiana offers permits for trips exceeding 150 miles.
Thus, for distances beyond 150 miles, Indiana maintains a competitive edge as the only state which permits
these movements. (See Figure 13.4.)
Scenario 5. If carriers increase the number of axles for
a 120,000-lb. load, the result is a vehicle with lower
ESALs. This scenario details a nine-axle vehicle carrying
120,000 lbs. of steel coils, which results in fewer than 2.4
ESALs; thus, carriers can take advantage of Indiana’s
multi-trip annual permit which costs $20.00 total.
Figure 13.5 shows the results of the analysis. The
annualized permit cost for Indiana’s HEA-1481 era is
by far be the lowest compared to other states and also
compared to the pre-HEA-1481 era.
13.3.3 Single-Trip Permits for Agricultural Commodities
HEA-1481 allows carriers to transport agricultural
commodities in Indiana up to a GVW of 97,000 lbs.
Besides Indiana, only Minnesota and Wisconsin issue
divisible load permits for agricultural commodities.
Wisconsin offers permits for both raw forest materials
and agricultural commodities up to 90,000 lbs.; Indiana
and Minnesota allow permitted vehicles with a GVW
up to 97,000 lbs. For comparison purposes, the
scenarios in this chapter depict both 90,000 lbs. and
97,000 lbs. of agricultural commodities carried by five-,
six-, or seven-axle vehicles. Minnesota and Wisconsin
do not have single-trip permits but rather have annual
permits that can be divided by a representative number
of trips per year to yield the equivalent permit fee per

single trip. Wisconsin also offers permits valid for a
three-month period. The quarterly divisible load permit
fee in Wisconsin is $90.00. In addition to different
pricing schemes, both Wisconsin and Minnesota restrict
travel by overweight divisible loads during the spring
thaw season when subgrades start thawing and pavements are most susceptible to damage from overweight
loads. Also, Minnesota restricts divisible load permit
holders such that they can only travel on the nonInterstate system.
Scenario 6. In this scenario, agricultural commodities
are shipped at a GVW of 90,000 lbs. on five-axle trucks
over a distance of 115 miles. For this scenario, Indiana
has a single-trip permit fee, unlike Minnesota and
Wisconsin, which calculate their equivalent single trip
permit fee under the assumption that 10 trips are made
annually. Figure 13.6 presents the permit costs for
overweight divisible load permits for this scenario. The
vehicle in this scenario imposes 5.0 ESALs, of which 2.6
ESALs are considered chargeable from the perspective
of Indiana’s ESAL-based fee structure. Thus, in
Indiana, this trip has a total permit cost of $20.93
(2.6 ESALs*$0.07/ESAL-mile*115 miles) plus an
administrative fee of $20.00, yielding a total of
$40.93. This is $20.00 lower than the permit cost if
the non-divisible load permit fees from the pre-HEA1481 era were imposed; however, it should be noted
that this trip was not permitted prior to HEA-1481.
Minnesota does not offer single-trip permits but offers
an annual permit at $300.00 plus a processing charge of
$12.00, yielding a total of $312.00 assuming 10 trips per
year. The analysis results suggest that for this scenario,

Figure 13.4 Cost of annual blanket permits (KY, OH) and annualized single-trip permits (IN): steel coils at 120,000 lbs. on si
axles, transported 150 miles [Scenario 4]. (Note: IN (old) and IN (new) refer to Indiana’s pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 periods,
respectively.).
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Figure 13.5 Cost of annual blanket permits (KY, OH) and annualized multiple-trip permits (IN): steel coils at 120,000 lbs. on
nine axles, transported 150 miles; trucks are configured for less than 2.4 ESALs. [Scenario 5].(Note: IN (old) and IN (new) refer to
Indiana’s pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 periods, respectively.).

the HEA-1481 permit cost is comparable to that of
other states and lower than the fee structures in place
for non-divisible loads.
Scenario 7. This scenario is similar to Scenario 6 but
involves a greater distance of travel (150 miles)and a
greater weight of 97,000 lbs. Wisconsin does not issue
permits above 90,000 lbs. In Minnesota, the permit costs
do not depend on the trip distance; however, the annual
permit price increases from $300.00 to $500.00 for weights
from 90,001 to 97,000 lbs. The permit cost for a single trip
in Indiana increases to $57.38 (Figure 13.7) due to an
increase in the distance traveled and the GVW. The OW

Commodity permits (HEA-1481 era) remain significantly
lower than the weight-distance permit fees used for nondivisible load permits in Indiana (pre-HEA-1481 era) and
is comparable to the equivalent single-trip permits in other
states.
13.3.4 Blanket Permits, and Annualized Costs for
Multiple-trip, Single-trip Permits for Agricultural
Commodities
Scenarios 8 through 11 present the relative competiveness of Indiana on the basis of annual blanket
permits, the annualized costs for multiple-trip permits,

Figure 13.6 Single-trip (IN) and equivalent single trip (MN, WI) permit fees for agricultural commodities at 90,000 lbs. on 5
axles, transported 115 miles [Scenario 6]. (Note: IN (old) and IN (new) refer to Indiana’s pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 periods,
respectively.).
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Figure 13.7 Single-trip (IN) and equivalent single trip (MN, WI) permit fees for agricultural commodities at 97,000 lbs. on 5
axles, transported 150 miles [Scenario 7]. (Note: IN (old) and IN (new) refer to Indiana’s pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 periods,
respectively.).

and the annualized costs of single-trip permits for
90,000 lbs. and 97,000 lbs. of agricultural commodities
on six axles, for different combinations of distance
traveled and ESAL level (depending on number of
axles).
Scenario 8. This scenario depicts the annualized costs for
transporting agricultural commodities at a GVW of
90,000 lbs. on six-axle trucks, a distance of 115 miles
using annual permits in MN and WI; annualized 3-month
blanket permits in Wisconsin; and annualized single-trip
permits in Indiana. Figure 13.8 presents the corresponding
costs. It is assumed that the permit purchaser makes an

average of 27 single trips annually in Indiana, which results
in an annual permit cost of $1,105.38, of which $540.00 are
administrative fees ($20.00 per trip) and $565.38 are the
actual permit fees derived from the $/ESAL-mile fee. This
total is less than the cost under a fee structure such as for
non-divisible loads in Indiana in the pre-HEA-1481 era.
Wisconsin offers both 3-month permits ($90) and annual
(blanket) divisible load permits ($300.00) for agricultural
commodities up to 90,000 lbs. with no transaction,
processing, or administrative fees.
Scenario 8A. This scenario (results shown in
Figure 13.8A) uses the same conditions brought forth

Figure 13.8 Cost of annual blanket permits (MN, WI), annualized 3-month blanket permits (WI), and Annualized Single-trip
permits (IN) for agricultural commodities at 90,000 lbs. on 6 axles, transported 115 miles [Scenario 8]. (Note: IN (old) and IN
(new) refer to Indiana’s pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 eras, respectively.).
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Figure 13.8A Cost of annual blanket permits (MN) and annualized multiple-trip permits (IN), for agricultural commodities at
97,000 lbs. on six axles, transported 115 miles. Trucks are configured to consume less than 2.4 ESALs. [Scenario 8A]. (Note: IN
(old) and IN (new) refer to Indiana’s pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 eras, respectively.).

in Scenario 8 with the condition that the truck’s weight
has been increased to 97,000 lbs., which is the limit for
Indiana’s overweight commodity permit. Wisconsin
does not allow permits to be issued above 90,000 lbs.
Using the comparison between Scenarios 8 and 8A, a
carrier in Indiana would need to spend $208.00 more
for an annual permit for an extra 7,000 lbs. of
agricultural load.
Scenario 9. This scenario (results shown in Figure 13.9)
is similar to Scenario 8 with the exception that trucks are
have seven axles and thus are configured to produce less

than 2.4 ESALs; these trucks therefore have the option of
purchasing a multiple-trip permit that costs only $20.00
($0 permit fee plus $20.00 administrative fee). The fewest
number of axles that could result in an ESAL of 2.4 or less
is seven axles.
As is the case for metal commodities, HEA-1481 has
provisions for $20.00 annual permits for agricultural
commodity vehicles configured to produce less than 2.4
ESALs (see Figure 13.9). For this type of commodity,
the comparisons were limited to 90,000-lb. vehicles for
consistency with the loading limits in neighboring states
and typical loads in Indiana. It is worth noting that

Figure 13.9 Cost of annual blanket permits (MN, WI), annualized three-month blanket permits (WI), and annualized multipletrip permits (IN) for agricultural commodities at 90,000 lbs. on seven axles, transported 115 miles. Trucks are configured to
consume less than 2.4 ESALs. [Scenario 9]. (Note: IN (old) and IN (new) refer to Indiana’s pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 eras,
respectively.).
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Indiana does allow an agricultural exception to the
federally-mandated load limit of 10% or an increase
from 80,000 lbs. to 88,000 lbs. without a permit. Thus,
the 97,000 lbs. permitted under an OW Commodity
permit is a substantial increase over the 10% exception
for applicable agricultural goods in the pre-HEA-1481
period; however, 90,000 lbs. is not much of an increase.
In Indiana, although the permit cost is higher than
other states, the higher allowable GVW lends greater
flexibility to Indiana’s OW Commodity permits and
adds to trucking competitiveness within the state; these
advantages are not captured in a price comparison
analysis alone.
Scenario 9A. This scenario resembles the previous
scenario (agricultural load on a seven-axle truck to
consume fewer than 2.4 ESALs), however, the weight is
increased to 97,000 to reach Indiana’s maximum limit
for an agricultural overweight commodity permit. As
seen from Figure 13.9A, the only difference between
90,000-lb. and 97,000-lb. loads is the exclusion of
Wisconsin due to its top limit of 90,000 lbs. In both
Scenarios 9 and 9A, Minnesota’s annual permit
increased from $300.00 to $500.00 due to the use of
seven axles. For up to six axles, Minnesota charges
$300.00 for an agriculture product permit.
Scenario 10. This scenario is similar to Scenario 8
except that the distance is increased to 150 miles. The
results are shown in Figure 13.10. An increase from 115
miles to 150 miles increases the annual costs of permits
in Indiana to $1,277.37 (an increase of $172.00). Due to
the flat annual fee structure in both Minnesota and
Wisconsin, the farther the distance the agricultural
goods are transported, the higher is the per-permit cost
difference between Indiana and neighboring states.

Scenario 11. This scenario is similar to Scenario 9
except that the distance shipped is 150 miles and the load
is transported on seven axles. Also, this scenario is
similar to Scenario 10 except that the truck is loaded to
produce 2.4 ESALS or less, which means the inexpensive
multiple permit fee is applicable in Indiana. The results
shown in Figure 5.11 indicate that when trucks are
configured to less than 2.4 ESALS and multiple-trip
permits are purchased, Indiana is by far the most
competitive.
Discussion. As shown in the analysis of permit costs
for metal commodities, from an annual or annualized
perspective of agricultural commodity permit costs, a
significant disparity exists in permitting costs across the
states. For states that offer blanket annual permits for
overweight divisible loads for agricultural commodities,
the effective cost of permits is low compared to Indiana;
however the gap is reduced in the HEA-1481 era
compared to the corresponding fees previously offered
for non-divisible loads. In Indiana, for purchasers of
multiple-trip permits with trucks configured to produce
less than 2.4 ESALs, the total permit fee is far lower
than those of other states.
Also, Scenarios 8–11 are based on a trip frequency of
27 trips a year. If the number of trips increases, the
disparity increases; however, while there are spring
travel restrictions in both Minnesota and Wisconsin
due to subgrade thaw, there are no such overweight
travel restriction in Indiana at any time. Thus, Indiana
is more competitive from the perspective of seasonal
restrictions on overweight travel.
For agricultural commodities, as the trip distance
increases, Indiana generally becomes less competitive,
even beyond 150 miles, as no distance limit exists for
agricultural commodities in Minnesota and Wisconsin;

Figure 13.9A Cost of annual blanket permits (MN) and annualized multiple-trip permits (IN), agricultural commodities at
97,000 lbs. on seven axles, transported 115 miles. Trucks are configured to consume less than 2.4 ESALs. [Scenario 9]. (Note: IN
(old) and IN (new) refer to Indiana’s pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 eras, respectively.).
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Figure 13.10 Annual (MN) and annualized single-trip (IN) permit fees, agricultural commodities at 97,000 lbs. on five axles,
transported 150 mi [Scenario 10]. (Note: IN (old) and IN (new) refer to Indiana’s pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 eras,
respectively.).

Figure 13.11 Cost of annual blanket permits (MN, WI), 3-month blanket permits (WI), and annualized multiple-trip permits
(IN), agricultural commodities at 90,000 lbs. on seven axles, transported 150 miles. Trucks are configured to consume less than 2.4
ESALs. [Scenario 11]. (Note: IN (old) and IN (new) refer to Indiana’s pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481 eras, respectively.).
160
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however, Minnesota does restrict overweight divisible
agricultural loads to routes that are entirely on the
Interstate system, Indiana has no such restriction and
can be considered more competitive than Minnesota
from that perspective.
Figure 13.12 shows the availability of divisible load
commodity permits across the states.
13.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusions
Most of the nine Midwestern states considered in the
relative competiveness analysis in this chapter do not
offer divisible load permits for metal or agricultural
commodities. For metal commodities, permits for
overweight divisible loads are offered in Indiana (in
the wake of HEA-1481), Kentucky, and Ohio only. For
agricultural commodities, these permits are offered in
Indiana, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. Michigan presents
a unique situation because Michigan uses TS&W axle
weight limits instead of GVW limits; therefore, although
operations are not explicitly permitted in Michigan, they
may be possible if the carrier complies with all other
regulations. Of the Midwestern states that issue divisible
load permits for metal or agricultural commodities, only
Indiana issues these types of permits for both types
of commodities and is considered most competitive
from that perspective. HEA-1481 further increased the
competitiveness of the state by allowing movements that
were not possible previously.
Only Indiana and Ohio offer single-trip permits; for
carriers who transport either metal or agricultural
commodities for a single trip or a few trips occasionally
throughout the year, such permit structures are most
competitive. Indiana is also the only state with an
ESAL-based fee structure for overweight divisible loads
and provides an ESAL credit of 2.4 ESALs. For all
vehicles loaded and configured to yield less than 2.4
ESALs, irrespective of GVW, the multi-trip annual

Figure 13.12 Midwestern states that issue divisible load
permits for steel or agricultural commodities.

permit results in far lower annual costs of overweight
permitting compared to neighboring states. Thus, for
carriers that are willing and able to configure their
equipment so that they produce 2.4 ESALs or less,
Indiana’s permit structure is most competitive.
For states with blanket annual fees and multi-trip
permit fees, annual permit costs are much lower when
very frequent overweight divisible load trips are made.
For vehicles loaded and configured to yield more than
2.4 ESALs, Indiana’s OW Commodity fee structure
results in higher annualized permit costs compared to
neighboring states that employ blanket fee structures.
The analysis results are indicative of significant
disparity in annual permitting fees or the costs of
annualized single-trip permitting in Indiana, Kentucky,
and Ohio depending on the configuration. For vehicles
loaded to 2.4 ESALs or less, trucking operations in
Indiana are by far the most competitive. In contrast,
when the vehicles are loaded to greater than 2.4 ESALs,
single trip fees quickly add up. Depending on the
ESALs, if the trip distance or the number of trips
increases, then there is an increase in disparity between
the permit costs in Indiana and those of other states.
However, for metal commodities, even for high ESALs,
beyond a distance of 150 miles, Indiana regains the
competitive edge because overweight operations over
distances beyond that range are prohibited in other
states. For agricultural commodities, neither of the
states that permit such operations (Wisconsin and
Minnesota) restricts the distance of travel but both
restrict operations during the spring thaw.
Permit cost is only one of several criteria that may be
used to compare the economic competitiveness of
different states on the basis of their overweight permitting fee structures. In addition to the differences in
permit costs, each state has different requirements about
the season of travel, eligible vehicle configurations, time
validity of the permit, and maximum allowable load. In
both Minnesota and Wisconsin, restrictions during the
thaw period in the spring season reduce the amount of
time that an annual permit can practically be used.
Minnesota further restricts overweight travel involving
agricultural commodity types to non-Interstate roadways only. In this respect, Indiana’s competitive edge is
evidenced by its lack of such restrictions. Secondly, for
agricultural commodities, Indiana has a higher GVW
limit than Wisconsin. Finally, Indiana’s lack of restrictions on distance traveled is a competitive advantage
over Kentucky and Ohio, both of which allow metal
commodities up to 120,000 lbs.
In addition to the comparisons of several criteria
(price, commodity, distance, etc.), a change in economic
competitiveness was considered in light of increased
flexibility. In the pre-HEA-1481, overweight divisible
loads could only be transported on the XHDH network
in the northern portions of the state. The OW
Commodity permits increase economic competitiveness
by allowing carriers to move overweight divisible loads
across the entire state of Indiana. As shown in Chapter
11 and Chapter 12 (in Part III), this gives carriers
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greater flexibility in their truck configurations, reduces
the total logistics costs, and may result in increased
output over time. These impacts represent an increase
in economic competitiveness.
The ER of HEA-1481 established a provision for
annual multi-trip permits in Indiana at no load-based
cost but rather only an administrative fee of $20.00 if
the vehicle is loaded to less than 2.4 ESALs, in which
case the total annual permit cost ($20.00) is significantly
lower than any of the blanket annual permit fees that
are offered by the other four states which explicitly
permit overweight divisible loads. Unfortunately, from
the viewpoint of trucking productivity, the five- and sixaxle vehicles typically used for transporting agricultural
and steel commodities, respectively, cannot be loaded
overweight and configured to less than 2.4 ESAL at the
present time. Additional axles are necessary to lower
the ESAL value at these weights; these additional axles
also increase the empty weight of the vehicle, but to a
relatively smaller degree.
Appendix III.B presents a list of the state DOT
websites and contacts that provided information on
overweight divisible load permitting practices in each of
the relevant states.
14. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
FOR PART III
Part III of this report covered the impacts of HEA1481 that are related to INDOT’s responsibility to enact
and enforce vehicle permitting regulations that do not
burden the trucking industry and therefore do not
hinder economic development in Indiana. The research
team conducted a trucking permitting survey to solicit
direct input from affected stakeholders. The results of
the survey, as well as commodity flow data, were used to
estimate the long-term modal distribution and economic
development impacts of HEA-1481. Additionally, the
research team used representative scenarios to demonstrate the economic competitiveness of OW Commodity
permits compared to other Midwestern states.
The trucking permitting survey indicated that stakeholders have a limited willingness to invest in equipment
necessary to limit the consumption of Indiana’s pavement
and bridge assets. Additionally, the limited information
collected in the survey indicated a wide range of savings,
or efficiencies, from carrying overweight divisible loads.
These savings are either passed through to the truck
drivers who earn more for carrying heavier loads and/or
passed on to shippers who hire the carriers.
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The modal distribution analysis indicated that the
introduction of OW Commodity permits increased the
use of larger, heavier vehicles compared to the preHEA-1481 period and resulted in a lower total VMT
and lower total cost.
The economic competitiveness evaluation indicated
that the OW Commodity permits established in HEA1481 can be purchased at a lower cost than if the
corresponding weight-distance fee structure in place for
non-divisible loads was applied to overweight divisible
commodities in Indiana. If trucks are loaded to ESALs
of 2.4 or less, the permitting structure in Indiana is far
more competitive to those of other states. Interviews
with personnel of neighboring state DOTs showed that
of the states under consideration, Indiana is the only
one that uses an ESAL-mile, or any weight-distance fee,
for overweight divisible load permits. Those states that
offer weight-distance overweight vehicle permits do not
allow divisible loads. All four neighboring states that
offer overweight divisible load permits offer them on a
flat fee system, which results in permits at much lower
prices, on an annual basis; however, the economic
competitiveness analysis did not include the condition
or quality of the transportation system at each state.
Additionally, economic competitiveness cannot be
evaluated on price alone because each state has
different regulations. Indiana allows higher GVWs for
overweight divisible loads than Wisconsin, longer
distances than either Ohio or Kentucky, and allows
for the transportation of overweight divisible loads
year-round, unlike Wisconsin and Minnesota.
There is not strictly a ‘‘best’’ permitting practice or
fee structure. Part III of this report estimated the
economic and modal distribution impacts of the fee
structure established in HEA-1481 and refined in the
ER. Less expensive fee structures, which were not
considered in this study, may seem more competitive on
the surface and spur economic development; however,
underfunding of the system infrastructure upkeep
eventually leads to faster deterioration of pavements
and bridges. Pavements and bridges that are not
maintained and rehabilitated appropriately eventually
lead to higher user costs (vehicle operation costs) which
can hinder the economic development of entire regions.
Thus, Part III of this report addressed one side of the
issue regarding overweight divisible load permitting.
It is recommended that both the economics-related
impacts addressed herein (in Part III) and the infrastructure impacts addressed in Part II must be considered
together prior to permit rulemaking.
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APPENDIX III.B: NEIGHBORING STATE
OVERSIZE/OVERWEIGHT
PERMITTING REFERENCES
Iowa: Iowa Department of Transportation, Motor
Carrier Services

N
N
N

General website: http: //www.iowadot.gov /mvd/omcs
/osowpermits.html
Iowa DOT Truck Information guide: http://www.iowadot.
gov/mvd/omve/truckguide.pdf
Phone contact: 1-800-925-6469

Illinois: Illinois Department of Transportation, Over
Weight &/or Over Dimension

N
N
N

General website: http://www.dot.state.il.us/road/overweight.
html
Permit Fee Chart: http://www.dot.il.gov/road/infoforms.html
Phone contact: 217-785-1477

Indiana: Indiana Department of Revenue, Oversize/
Overweight (OSW)

N
N
N

General website: http://www.in.gov/dor/4243.htm
INDOR Vehicle Permitting Handbook: http://www.in.gov
/dor/files/osowhandbook.pdf
Phone contact: 317-615-7320

Kentucky: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, Division
of Motor Carriers

N
N
N

General website: http://transportation.ky.gov/motor-carriers/
Pages/OWOD-Permits-and-Specifications.aspx
Permit Application: http://transportation.ky.gov/OrganizationalResources/Forms/TC%2095-25.pdf
Phone contact: 502-564-1257

Michigan: Michigan Department of Transportation,
Utility Coordination and Permits Services

N
N
N
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General website: http://www.michigan.gov/mdot/0,1607,7151-9623_26662_26679_27267_48606-182174--,00.html
Permit FAQ’s: http://www.michigan.gov./mdot/0,1607,7151-9623_26662_26679_27267_48606-185333--,00.html#10
Phone contact: 517-241-8999

Minnesota: Minnesota Department of Transportation,
Overdimension Permits

N
N
N

General website: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/cvo/oversize
/oversize.html
Permits A-Z: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/cvo/oversize
/permitsaz.html
Phone contact: 651-296-6000

Missouri: Missouri Department of Transportation,
Motor Carrier Services, Oversize Overweight

N
N
N

General website: http://www.modot.org/mcs../OSOW/index.
htm
Permits Regulations Handbook: http://www.modot.org
/mcs../OSOW/documents/2009OSOWRegBook.pdf
Phone contact: 1-866-831-6277

Ohio: Ohio Department of Transportation, Special
Hauling Permits Section

N
N
N
N

General website: http://www.dot.state.oh.us/divisions
/operations/maintenance/permits/Pages/default.aspx
Permit Information: http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions
/Operations/Maintenance/Permits/Pages/PermitInformation.
aspx
Permit Fee Chart: http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions
/Operations /Maintenance /Permits /Documents /Fee%
20Schedule%201-27-14.pdf
Phone contact: 614-351-2300

Wisconsin: Wisconsin Department of Transportation,
Over Weight &/or Over Dimension

N
N
N
N
N

General website: http://www.dot.wisconsin.gov/business
/carriers/osowgeneral.htm
Divisible Load Permits: http://www.dot.wisconsin.gov
/business/carriers/osow-divisible.htm
Single-Trip information: http://www.dot.wisconsin.gov
/business/carriers/osow-single-trip.htm
Multiple-Trip information: http://www.dot.wisconsin.gov
/business/carriers/osow-multiple-trip.htm
Phone contact: 608-266-7320
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APPENDIX III.C: WEIGHT ESTIMATION OF STEEL COILS

Weight of steel coil (lb.) as a function of coil width and outside diameter
Coil Outside Diameter1
Coil Width

360

420

480

540

600

660

720

60
120
180
240
300
360
420
480
540
600
660
720
780
840
900
960

1,150
2,300
3,400
4,600
5,700
6,800
8,000
9,100
10,300
11,400
12,500
13,700
14,800
16,000
17,100
18,200

1,750
3,500
5,200
7,000
8,700
10,400
12,200
13,900
15,700
17,400
19,100
20,900
22,600
24,400
26,100
27,800

2,450
4,900
7,400
9,800
12,300
14,800
17,200
19,700
22,100
24,600
27,100
29,500
32,000
34,400
36,900
39,400

3,250
6,500
9,700
13,000
16,200
19,400
22,700
25,900
29,200
32,400
35,600
38,900
42,100
45,400
48,600
51,800

4,150
8,300
12,400
16,600
20,700
24,800
29,000
33,100
37,300
41,400
45,500
49,700
53,800
58,000
62,100
66,200

5,100
10,200
15,300
20,400
25,500
30,600
35,700
40,800
45,900
51,000
56,100
61,200
66,300
71,400
76,500
81,600

6,300
12,600
19,000
25,200
31,500
37,800
44,100
50,400
56,700
63,000
69,300
75,600
81,900
88,200
94,500
100,800

1

Based on coils with 20-inch inside diameter.
Source: http://www.rollformedshapes.com/coilweight.htm.
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15. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
15.1 Study Background: Recapitulation
The Indiana House Enrolled Act 1481 (HEA-1481)
requires that INDOT delivers the HEA-1481 study by
December 31, 2014. This will subsequently be followed
by the adoption of final rules for the issuance, fee
structure, and enforcement of permits for overweight
divisible loads, the fee structure of permits for loads on
extra heavy duty highways, and the fee structure of
permits for overweight loads. On December 26, 2013,
INDOT adopted the Emergency Rules required by
HEA-1481regarding these items, which became effective January 1, 2014. HEA-1481 requires INDOT to use
the results of this impact study to inform the setting of
these final rules. Three different fee structures were
considered: pre-HEA-1481 fee structures that were in
place prior to HEA-1481; Interim Policy fee structures
that were in place between June 1, 2013 and December
31, 2013; and the Emergency Rules (ER) that took
effect January 1, 2014 and superseded the above two
fee structures. INDOT commissioned this study to
evaluate the impacts of overweight divisible load
permits on revenue, asset consumption, alternative
transportation modes, and Indiana’s economic development and economic competitiveness relative to other
Midwestern states.
15.2 Revenue Generation Impacts of HEA-1481
The revenues generated from the current fee
structure set by the ER and the Interim Policy (June
2013 to December 2013) were estimated by applying
the appropriate fee to each record. Observations
eligible for the OW Commodity permit generated
revenues of $0.05/ESAL-mile and $0.07/ESAL-mile
under Interim Policy and the ER, respectively. Under
the ER, a $20.00 administration fee was also added to
those eligible for OW Commodity permits. Other
observations generated revenues in accordance with
the combination of the $20.00 flat fee and the variable
fee per mile based on GVW. The numbers of annual
SW permits in the pre-HEA-1481 and post-HEA-1481
periods were estimated by scaling the number of
permits sold in April 2013 and August 2013 using the
monthly adjustment factors because those months
reflected the two periods. To estimate the number of
SW permits for post-HEA, another scenario was
analyzed using time-series models and historical data
from January 2010 to December 2013. The annual
revenues from SW permits were estimated by multiplying the number of permits by the price permit
($42.50).
In order to ensure that the estimated numbers of
permits and, consequently, the associated revenues,
were consistent with actual values, validation was
carried out. The actual number of permits from
January 2014 to March 2014 was obtained from
INDOR. The comparison was carried out for each of
the three permit types and also the total number of

permits for the months of January, February, and
March of 2014. The results showed that, using the
actual number of permits sold in August 2013 (when
the Interim Policy was in effect) and the monthly
adjustment factors (calculated using the historical data)
yielded a more reliable prediction of the number of
permits that were estimated compared to the use of
historical data (2010-2013) and time-series analysis. For
the pre-HEA-1481 period, the total numbers of the
different permit types were estimated as follows:
OSOW, 105,505 and SW, 97,858; and for OWC
permits, none were issued as they did not exist at the
time. For the post-HEA-1481 period, the estimated
total numbers of the different permit types were:
OSOW, 103,769; SW, 88,366; and OWC, 56,727. For
the pre-HEA-1481 period, the estimated total revenues
from these permits combined were $12,063,656; the
post-HEA-1481 Interim Policy revenues were
$12,462,280, and the post-HEA-1481 ER revenues were
$14,358,923.The total additional fuel tax revenues
generated were calculated as the sum of the fuel tax
revenues associated with OSOW, OWC, and SW
permits; and this revenue was found to be minimal
compared to the overall revenue.
15.3 Pavement Consumption Impacts of HEA-1481
The impact of HEA-1481 on pavement consumption
was calculated from the unit consumption costs (dollars
per ESAL-mile of travel). These unit costs were
obtained from a previous JTRP study. The overall
pavement consumption cost is a function of the unit
cost and the travel extent on each of the highway
functional classes that are associated with the permitted
route. The total reported pavement consumption
estimates were based on a 2.4 ESAL credit; this was
deducted from the total ESALs (as a function of the
number of axles, axle type (single, tandem, etc.), and
load per axle) of each permit before the chargeable
consumption was calculated. It was estimated that the
annual total pavement consumption pre-HEA-1481 is
approximately $1.77 million while the annual total
pavement consumption for the HEA-1481 fee structure
is estimated as $2.35 million.
15.4 Bridge Consumption Impacts of HEA-1481
The impact of HEA-1481 on bridge consumption
was estimated using unit consumption costs and permit
data representing the pre-HEA-1481 and HEA-1481
eras. The unit consumption cost per foot per pass for
each bridge family (i.e., clusters that were established
on the basis of bridge functional class, age, and
dominant superstructure material) were obtained from
a previous JTRP study. For each permit route in the
records, the bridge consumption costs were calculated
and then summed to yield the total annual costs of
bridge consumption in the pre-HEA-1481 and the
HEA-1481 eras. In this study, the load and non-load
split of bridge deterioration was duly considered.
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The results of the analysis suggest that the bridge
consumption cost was $142.78 million, assuming a load
share of 100% (or $42.83 million assuming a load share
of 30%) for the pre-HEA-1481 period; and $139.33
million assuming a load share of 100% (or $41.80
million assuming a load share of 30%) for the HEA1481 era. The slight decrease that was observed can be
attributed to the fact that the bridge consumption costs
are greatly influenced by the specific permit routes
requested in a given period. The difference in the preHEA and HEA bridge consumption is attributed to the
differences in the input values associated with bridge
consumption computation for the permits routes
requested during these periods. These inputs include
the frequency, spans, material types, age, and highway
functional classes of the bridges located on any specific
permit route. It is noted, for example, that there are
fewer bridges on the routes requested by permit seekers
in the HEA-1481 period compared to the pre-HEA1481 period; this was pure happenstance and not due to
specific operator behaviors associated with the passage
of HEA-1481.

were avoided. Truck volume data for INDOT-owned
routes in the year 2010 were used in the analysis to
investigate the net safety and mobility impacts of
overweight operations, and the analysis was done
separately for urban arterials, urban freeways and rural
highways.
Overall, the results of the analysis suggest that the
HEA-1481 legislation will have a dichotomous effect on
safety: there can be an increase or decrease in safety
depending on whether the traffic impairment effect
outweighs the trips reduction effect or vice versa.
Similarly, from the mobility perspective, the net effect
depends on the relative strengths of the opposing
effects; however, for the data used in the analysis, the
trips reduction effect was found to outweigh the traffic
impairment effect but only up to a point: for greater
extents of overweight (e.g., for trucks carrying over
20% of the legal weight), the net improvement in
mobility due to overweight operations diminishes
rapidly.

15.5 Operational Impacts of HEA-1481

The impact of HEA-1481 on modal shift was
estimated from a disaggregate method implemented in
the Intermodal Transportation and Inventory Cost
(ITIC) model. This method has an advantage over
other methods because it can estimate the truck
configurations shift due to HEA-1481. The analysis
was carried out for the two networks (the XHDH roads
and the non-XHDH roads) to provide a better
indication of the different truck configurations that
can be expected to operate on those networks. The data
for the modal shift analysis were obtained from Freight
Analysis Framework and the results of the questionnaire survey.
The results suggest that due to HEA-1481, the total
number of commodity shipments is expected to
decrease by 30%, the total VMT will decrease by
26.2%, and the total logistics cost will decrease by
14.7% on average. The analysis results also suggest that
there will be no diversion from truck to rail because the
transport distances did not exceed 500 miles, which is
the threshold that is likely to trigger any shift across
these modes. This result is consistent with past
literature that states that rail and truck are not
competitive when the distance is less than 500 miles.
For agricultural commodities, it was found that HEA1481 is expected to lead to a reduction in the number of
shipments by 36.4%; a reduction in total truck VMT by
9%; and a reduction in total logistic costs by 6.4%. For
metal commodities, the reductions in the number of
shipments, total VMT, and total logistics costs were
estimated to be 28.7%, 28.3% and 16.5%, respectively.

As learned from the literature on heavy trucks, it was
established that that overweight truck operations have
a dichotomous effect on safety. Such dichotomy could
be explained in several ways associated with the safetyenhancing or safety degrading aspects of overweight
trucks or their movements. For example, on one hand,
there are fewer trips because fewer vehicles carry the
load otherwise borne by several vehicles, thus leading to
reduced exposure to crashes; on the other hand, as
demonstrated in past research, the crash propensity of
an individual vehicle rises as its weight increases. Thus,
for a fleet of overweight trucks using the highway
system at a given point in time, the net effect lies
between these two diametrically opposite effects, and
the net impact on safety may be positive or negative
depending on the strength of influence of each of the
two directions of effects (i.e., the trips reduction effect
and the trip impairment effect). The net effect of
overweight operations on mobility can be determined in
a similar manner.
In this study, a review of literature was carried on the
subject. This was supplemented with data analysis in
this study. In order to estimate any negative effects of
overweight operations on traffic safety or mobility via
the trip impairment effect, the analysis assumed that
each oversize/overweight truck can be counted as one
or more vehicles, consistent with the concept of
passenger-car equivalent in the Highway Capacity
Manual; thus, the equivalent volume of normal-weight
trucks that correspond to a given volume of overweight
trucks was calculated. In order to estimate any positive
effects of overweight operations on traffic safety or
mobility via the trips reduction effect, the analysis
assumed that by shipping goods using overweight
trucks, a certain number of normal-weight truck trips
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15.6 Modal Distribution Impacts of HEA-1481

15.7 Economic Development Impacts of HEA-1481
This report evaluated the impact of HEA-1481’s new
overweight permitting rules on economic development.
For the qualitative analysis, the economic indicators
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addressed included output, jobs, and productivity; the
mechanisms of the impacts included direct, indirect,
and induced; and the tools used included a questionnaire survey of industry stakeholders (see Chapter 3),
and analysis of the documented past experiences of
other agencies. Using cause-effect diagrams, supported
by data from the above-named tools, it was determined
that HEA-1481 is expected to lead first, in the very
short term, to a reduction in operating costs as carriers
use more efficient vehicles with higher GVWs and
second, also in the near-term, a reduction in transportation costs through low permit fees for the carriers
who load their trucks to less than the 2.4 ESAL credit
provided by HEA-1481. With this reduction in transport costs per ton, carriers will ultimately pass their
savings on to the shippers (assuming a competitive
transportation market), and finally, to the consumers
(manufacturers, food processors, and residents). The
overall decrease in the price of production will lead to
increased capital spending that will boost commodity
production and will increase the economic output of
these commodities. Increased output will in turn lead to
lower prices for transportation (due to scale economies), higher levels of employment, and, possibly,
higher average incomes and an expanded tax base
overall. Also, by providing an incentive to the carriers
to operate at loads that do not damage the infrastructure, the infrastructure will be in better condition
and the vehicle operation costs (associated with the
asset’s condition or the frequency of work zones) will be
lower. Lower vehicle operating costs also will lead to
lower costs of transportation and, subsequently, a
passing on of this savings to shippers (industries) and,
ultimately, the end users.
For the quantitative analysis, the elasticities and
output from the ITIC software were used to estimate
the economic impact of HEA-1481 in terms of the
expected change in the outputs of agricultural and
metal commodities in response to the reduced logistics
costs expected to result from the new permitting law. As
a result of the reduction in transportation costs due to
the new permitting policy, modest increases in agricultural and metal output can be expected.
HEA-1481 will not only impact economic output,
as demonstrated in this chapter, but also will
influence trucking industry productivity because it
will allow some operations not previously permitted
in Indiana, resulting in increased opportunities for
lower operating costs for metal and agricultural
commodity carriers.
15.8 Economic Competitiveness Impacts of HEA-1481
Most of the nine Midwestern states considered in the
relative competiveness analysis in this chapter do not
offer divisible load permits for metal or agricultural
commodities. For metal commodities, permits for
overweight divisible loads are offered in Indiana (in
the wake of HEA-1481), Kentucky, and Ohio only. For
agricultural commodities, these permits are offered in

Indiana, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. Michigan presents
a unique situation because Michigan uses TS&W axle
weight limits instead of GVW limits; therefore,
although operations are not explicitly permitted in
Michigan, they may be possible if the carrier complies
with all other regulations. Of the Midwestern states that
issue divisible load permits for metal or agricultural
commodities, only Indiana issues these types of permits
for both types of commodities and is considered most
competitive from that perspective. HEA-1481 further
increased the competitiveness of the state by allowing
movements that were not possible previously.
Only Indiana and Ohio offer single-trip permits; for
carriers who transport either metal or agricultural
commodities for a single trip or a few trips occasionally
throughout the year, such permit structures are most
competitive. Indiana is also the only state with an
ESAL-based fee structure for overweight divisible loads
and provides an ESAL credit of 2.4 ESALs. For all
vehicles loaded and configured to yield less than 2.4
ESALs, irrespective of GVW, the multi-trip annual
permit results in far lower annual costs of overweight
permitting compared to neighboring states. Thus, for
carriers that are willing and able to configure their
equipment so that they produce 2.4 ESALs or less,
Indiana’s permit structure is most competitive.
For states with blanket annual fees and multi-trip
permit fees, annual permit costs are much lower when
very frequent overweight divisible load trips are
made. For vehicles loaded and configured to yield
more than 2.4 ESALs, Indiana’s OW Commodity fee
structure results in higher annualized permit costs
compared to neighboring states that employ blanket
fee structures.
The analysis results are indicative of significant
disparity in annual permitting fees or the costs of
annualized single-trip permitting in Indiana, Kentucky,
and Ohio depending on the configuration. In Indiana,
for vehicles that are loaded to greater than 2.4 ESALs,
the single trip fees quickly add up to yield significant
amounts over the entire year; however, for vehicles that
are loaded to 2.4 ESALs or less, trucking operations in
Indiana are by far the most competitive. Therefore,
depending on the ESALs loaded, the trip distance, and
the number of trips per year, there can be positive or
negative disparity between the permit costs in Indiana
and those of other states.
Permit cost is only one of several criteria that may be
used to compare the economic competitiveness of
different states on the basis of their overweight
permitting fee structures. In addition to the differences
in permit costs, each state has different requirements
about the season of travel, eligible vehicle configurations, time validity of the permit, and maximum
allowable load. In both Minnesota and Wisconsin,
restrictions during the thaw period in the spring season
reduce the amount of time that an annual permit can
practically be used. Minnesota further restricts overweight travel involving agricultural commodity types to
non-Interstate roadways only. In this respect, Indiana’s
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competitive edge is evidenced by its lack of such
restrictions. Secondly, for agricultural commodities,
Indiana has a higher GVW limit than Wisconsin.
Finally, Indiana’s lack of restrictions on distance
traveled represents a competitive advantage over
Kentucky and Ohio, both of which allow metal
commodities up to 120,000 lbs.
Also, for metal commodities being transported
beyond a distance of 150 miles, even for high ESALs,
Indiana regains the competitive edge because overweight operations over distances beyond that range are
prohibited in other states. For agricultural commodities, neither of the states that permit such operations
(Wisconsin and Minnesota) restricts the distance of
travel but both restrict operations during the spring
thaw. In addition to the comparisons of several criteria
(price, commodity, distance, etc.), a change in economic
competitiveness was considered in light of increased
flexibility. In the pre-HEA-1481, overweight divisible
loads could only be transported on the XHDH network
in the northern portions of the state. The OW
Commodity permits increase economic competitiveness
by allowing carriers to move overweight divisible loads
across the entire state of Indiana. As shown in Chapter
3 and Chapter 4, this gives carriers more flexibility in
the truck configurations used, reduces the total logistics
costs, and may result in increased output over time.
These impacts represent an increase in economic
competitiveness.
The ER of HEA-1481 established a provision for
annual multi-trip permits in Indiana at no load-based
cost but rather only an administrative fee of $20.00 if
the vehicle is loaded to less than 2.4 ESALs, in which
case the total annual permit cost ($20.00) is significantly
lower than any of the blanket annual permit fees that
are offered by the other four states which explicitly
permit overweight divisible loads. Unfortunately, from
the viewpoint of trucking productivity, the five- and sixaxle vehicles typically used for transporting agricultural
and steel commodities, respectively, cannot be loaded
overweight and configured to less than 2.4 ESAL at the
present time. Additional axles are necessary to lower
the ESAL value at these weights; these additional axles
also increase the empty weight of the vehicle, but to a
relatively smaller degree.
15.9 Concluding Remarks
The results of this analysis indicate that, overall, the
overweight commodities divisible permit structure
arising from HEA-1481 is not expected to dramatically
change the consumption of pavement and bridge assets,
however, it will lead to a slight increase in the revenue
collected per permit and a slight decrease in the gap
between consumption and revenue. However, the gap
between revenue and consumption is still significant:
for the pre-HEA-1481 and the Emergency Rule periods,
the consumption-revenue gaps were estimated at
approximately $33 million and $30 million, respectively. From an operations standpoint, it was estimated
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that HEA-1481 can lead to different net directions in
safety and mobility due to the twin but opposing effects
of traffic impairment and trips reduction associated
with overweight vehicle operations. Also, HEA-1481 is
expected to lead to little or no shift in the modal share
across truck and rail, but there will be a significant shift
in the specific configurations of vehicles used in
trucking operations. HEA-1481 is expected to increase
the economic competitiveness of trucking operations in
Indiana compared to the pre-HEA-1481 situation.
Finally, HEA-1481 is expected to lead to modest
increases in the outputs of metal and agricultural
commodities, at least in the long term, by reducing the
cost of transportation which is an essential expenditure
item of most major businesses in Indiana. Overall,
HEA-1481 is expected to protect the highway bridge
and pavement infrastructure by providing incentives for
less-damaging loading behaviors, reduce the gap
between revenue and consumption, increase the economic competitiveness of trucking operations relative
to other states, and provide a more industry-friendly
environment for increased economic development.
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